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PREFACE

We take considerable pleasure in acknowledging the help, supp ort, and

general encouragement we received from many individuals and institutions during

th'e course of the project' described in this report.

In the first place we must emphasize that none of this research would have

been possible without a Grant-in-Aid of Educational Research provided us by the

Ontario Ministry of Education. Furthermore, we gratefully acknowledge the

invaluable assistance of both the administration and the board of trustees of

At,

the Board of Education for the City of London.
.

We are also very pleased to express our appreciation to all of the .

principals, department heads, and French teachers, for their considerable aid. We

cannot name them specifically because of a moral commitment on our part to

preserve anonymity with respct to the schools and the students tested. We
O

trust, however, that they will understand end that they will realize how much we ,

appreciate their cooperation in allowing us to disrupt their class Achedules.

Also, we owe a considerable debt of gratitude to the students themselves who
-

cooperated most ge nerously with our requests. 'Special thanks can, however, be

given to the following individuals within the London school system%6ho assisted

us in all phases of the research: Mr. G. Dumas, Oral French Consultant; W.

G. C. Sutras, Moderns Consultant; Mr. G.,S. Kidd, formerly Moderns Consultant

and now Moderns Head of Oakridge Secondary School; and Mr. M. Zelman, former

Vice-principal, Oakridge Secondary echool. Since, part\of the research contained

in this report was conducted in Chatham, Ontario we also acknowledge the assistance

of Mr.'R. Martin, Superintendent of Program and Personnel, Kent County Board of

EduCation.

FAnallyi we must mention the enormous contribution of our project staff,

both past and present: Our origiral "team" consisted of Betsy CIVbons, Louis
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Gliksman,. and Cindy Smythe as Research Assistants, and Gail Campbell as Secretary,

and their assistance and enthusiasm contributed greatly to the enjoyment A the

project. Betsy, Louis and Gail have since raved on, and only Cindy, remains from

the "old team ".. She has since been joined by Peggy Demicison as a Research Assistant,

and Vonnie.Kirk as Secietary. We are fortunate that this "new teals" is equally

enthusiastic and dedicated to their profession. To them all we express our

heartfelt appreciation.

During the course of the research itself, R. C. Gardner was Protessor of.

Psychology, University of Western Ontario, P. C. Smythe was Research Associate,

Educalional Research Services, London Board of Education, D. M. Kirby was a

Doctoral Candidate in Psychology, University 0 Western Ontario and J. R. Bramwell

was Chief of Measurement and Evaluation Services, LondoBoard of Education.

Pref42`ation of this manuscript was facilitated by a grant from the Language,

Administration Branch, rapartment of the Secretary of State, Ottawa to R. C.

Gardner and P. C. Smythe which provided partial salaries to them. This support

has permitted them to continue investigating many of the hypothesis generatedin

this report, and, thiq has contributed significantly to the formulation of many

of the ideas exprpfsed herein.
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'CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The existence of two recognized language groups in Canada, coupled with

a common desire for national unity, place,: a large responsibility on educational

institutions to promoep'second language achievement. In many countries throughout

the world, seced. language training forms some part of thA educational curticulum,

A

'Ibut possibly only in Canada can it 13e said that biXingualissi is, or at least

..N
- should be, an educational goat truly relevant to the.needs of the country. The

t

need for bilingualism has been stressed at the Federal government level in'both

thein programs for se6qp4 language training, and 'thepremium placed on bilingual

skills of government employees. There are indications that similar developments

,

ate taking place in the-private sec r (c.f., Maltais, 1973). Probably .the
...... .

1 v
. . .

greatest challenge to national bilingualism resides in generally unilingual areas,

primarily the English ones. Students in such areas lack the

0.
which can,serve,to reinforce second-language skills, and,ire

"realization" that, because of the overwhelming influence of

bilingual milieu

faced with the

the U.S.A., English
1 '

has a'dominant position in the North American cqntext.

The increased interest in second languagelearnifte, demonstrated by

, .

Canadian governmental and educational officials, is 'aralleled by an active response

. on the part of a large number of Canadian researchers. A small sample of some of

the more ambitious of these prdmising projects includes: the St: Lambert Projectr 4

(e.g., Lambert and Tuaker, 1972), the Bilingual Education Project of the Ontario

Institute for Studies in Eddcation (e.g., Swain, :974), the Ottawa-Carlton French

Pioject (e.g., Halpern and Kirby,.1973)

School French Evaluation Project (e.g.,

, and the Ottawa .Roman Catholic Separate

Edwards andCasserlyt 1971, 1972, 1973).

These research programs have significant 3=plications not only because of their

theQyeteical relevance but also for their great practical potential. The same we

1
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believe is true for the research program to be described in the follOwing chapters,
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and we hope that the material presented 1411 be =ad seriously and critically by
-

in
.

this.area. the teacher and researcher must join forcesand approach the problem

a .as a teem. . w

1 A General Overview of the Present Research

1 .. his report summarizes thelresults
%
of a two-year research project designed

. ,

.

i both to investigate factors.which promote second language acquisition" and.also to
i

. .
.

monitor changes_in hese factors associated with increased training and proficiency

i

both teachers and researchers alike.iTt goes without saying that for true progress

, . a

,in the second language. .44 particularly important aspect of this research involved.

the careful construction of measuring instruments to permit the present investi-

gations to be iigorovsly conducted. At one level,the research repOrted here may

be viewed as an evalnation of in existing second language program, specifically

.

the French program beginning in Grade 7 which was initiated in the London Public

School system in 1966. However, the research project also examined students in

London's secondary school-greach program Which has a considerably longer hiitory.

e 1.The aim of this evaluation was not to uncover specific successes or failures in
I

these programs, but rather to determine their overa ll degree of success ky examining

aspectsoftthe French Language competence of the'students, as well as their under-
.

standing and appreciation of French culture in Canada. Ina more general sense,

and perhaps more significantly, the research represents an attempt tO_develop an

unJerstanding of factors which promote French language competence in a largely

EngaSh-speaking cultural milieu: We entertain the hopeful expectation that a

knowledge of such factors will encourage the development of techniques which will

promote an even greater level of French competence in all such milieus.

The aims of the Frtach program for grades 7 to II were enunciated by4 the

Ontario Ministry of Education and dcoopted by London 1966 (Curriculum Guide I -
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15A (7)). Those for grade 7 Are reproduced below becausethey reflect

the general orientation,for the entire,program and are highly appliaable

to the present research. Any evaluation of student performancemustbe

made in the light of the objectives of the educational:program in mtlih

the students participate. Furthermore, these aims would appear to be

.applicable to French language programs not only in Ontario but through-

out much of the rest of Canada.. %

- ,

GENERAL AIMS ,

AIMS OF THE FRENCH PROGRAM

1.- Attitude Development

al In Canada, where a large proportion of the population is French-
speaking, and whefe the intermingling of the French and English-
ispeaking peoples will increase with time, it is important that
each should have knowledge of the other's 1- ze,for Phe'purpose
of communication'and better understanding.

A major aim of a French program, ttteiefore, should be to foster
goodwill toward, and underdtanding of, fellow Canadians who
speak French.

b) The effort required to communicate in French will help the student
to appreciate the difficulties of children learning English as a '
second language.

c) The teaching of.the respective language skills when the child is
psychologically and physiologically receptive should result in
rewarding experiences in the 1pnguage learning process and thereby
?romote favourable attitudes toward second language learning at

higher levels.

0
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". 2., Linghistic Objectives

It should be the aim ;f a French program to develop compee-encefin hearing
(auditory discrimination), understanding, speaking, reading and writing French
within the limits of the course, for the purpose of direct communication with
native speakers.

. Cultural Obj?ctives

-It should.be the aim of a French program to increase
nesik of the way other people live, and of the way they th
thAlatpAlvesthrough the medium of their language.

.SPECIFIC'AINS

he pupii's aware-
k and express

a) to, develop the pupil's ability to understand spoken French at a normal rate .

of speed within the limfts of the course a study.
''

1 ,
.

,

, .

b) to'enable the pupil to expriss himself flninily with an acceptable accent
and intonation within the limits of the structures and vocabulary contained
in the course of study. .

c) to e's'tablish, through hearing, .understanding and speaking French, a'solid

..basis of language patterns upon which the pupil may, construct and expand
both formally, through further study at the secondary level, and informally,
through private study or contact with French-speaking people.

d) to effect the transition from oral skills to those of reading and writing,
so that there be maximum transfer of the oral speech habits to the written
forms and,mioimum interferenc'e of the written with the oral:

The preceding list f curricular aims and objectives served as a starting

point for the present research.project and gave it an initial point of focus.

Next it was necessary to attempt to determine what student characteristics might

either facilitate or hinder the attainment of these goals.' Fortunately there

exists a formidable body of previous Pesearckaud teachers.' experience to which

,..,

'It must be emphasized in passing that we specifically chose to ignore such
important potential sources of variation in the successes or faipres of second
language programs as teaching methods, curricular Amphasis, and ieacher experience
or competentcy. In doing so we did not mean to rfmply that.these are not valid
and significant issues, rather it wa:. simply necessary Co limit the scope of our
project.to a mangeable size Moreover,a substantfal koject.(see Halpern and
Kirby, 2.973) is currently addressing itself specifically to these matters.
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we were able to turn (e.g., Gardner and Laml.ert, 1972; Jakobovits, 1970; Rivetek

1968). Moreover, because much work had already beVn completed in examining the

nature and role of language aptitude factors it. second language acquisition'

em
-(e.g., Carroll and Sapon, 1959; Culhane, 1970; Lutz, 1967), our primary emphasis

became one of investigating the attitude/motivational domain.

The concept of language aptitude refers.to A subset of verbal abilities

which are required for successful, second language acquisi tion. The history of

. .

language aptitude assessment is relatively long. One review article of research
, i (.,

,

in this area was written as early as 1929 (Henmon, 1929); and discussions of

theoretical and methodological issues have an equally long history (see,.for

example, Symonds, 1929). With the advent of more sophisticated technology, both

with respect

considerable

(see Carroll,

mr

to ability assessment and analytical procedure, and equipment;

progress has been made in the development of language aptitude tests

1963). At the present timethere are a number of reliable and

.valid tests of language aptitude available to teacherA,which can be used loth as

,
diagnostic and prognostic instrumenft (Carroll, 1963). Lutz (1967) has also

provided a very thorough and detailed review of the recent literature on the

development of foreign language aptitude tests. Three of the best known instru
I.

ments are the Modern Language Aptitude Test (MAT) (Carroll and Sapon, 1959),

the Elementary form of the Modern Language Aptitude Tests (EMLAT) (Carroll and

Sapon, 1967), ane the Pimsleur Language Aptitude Battery (PLAB) (Pimsleur, 1966)..

Each of these tests has received considerable attention and have proven

. to be of great value. In the most recent edition of the Mental Measurement's

Yearbook (Burost 1972), these tests along'with other tests of a similar nature

are'revielibd is some detail. Although there are positive aspects associated with

all of them, the research literature provides more empirical support for the tests

. developed by Carroll/and Sapon (e.g., Culhane, 1970). One unique feature of the

0
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Pimsleur Language Aptitude Battery, however, which has bein commented upon is that,

unlike the two produced by Carroll and his colleagues it attempts to provide an

assessment of the student's motivation (interest) to learn the language. It is

Unfortunate that the assessment is one of poor qualk. ,Hakstien (see Buros,

1972, p. 544) states 'tor example:

"Part'2, Interest, is assessed via a single item with a 5-point scale
running from !lather uninterested" (in studying a modern foreign language)
through "Strongly interested." Such an assessment seems very unreliable,
since the measurement of such fluctuating, noncognitive constructs is
somewhat unreliable at best."

There is a considergble body of research literatdre, as well as obser-
,

vations by, teachers,, indicates that a student's motivation to acquire a .

second language can be as important a determinant of success :n acquiring a second

language as is.his language aptitude. This'research is reviewed in a later

section of this chapter and it.indicat, that while the motivation to atquite a

second language is important in determining achievement, the motivational com-:

ponent is itself a complei interaction cf interest in the subject matter, a

willingness to work hard for achievement, and attitudinal variables (fostered in

the home and possibly at school) associated with the specific language group and

grougsin general. This particular motivational complex has been referred to as

an integrative. motive (see Gardner, 1966),and, because of its demonstrated importance

and its complex nature, it seeemed imperative that a battery of tests be made

available to provide reliable and valid measures of Ltdividral- difference in it.

Because of its complexity, it is not srprising unat a simple single item assess-

ment'of motivation like that provided by the Pimsleur Language Aptitude Bittery

(Pimsleur, 1966)'has proved inadequate.

A typical language aptitude battery requires approximately one hour to

administer to students. In viewof th- demonstrated importance of-motivational .

components and, their relative independence.of the aptitude compohqnt, it appeared
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obvious that similar' attention in terms of estingttime be devoted to the assess-

ment of motivational components.:-The aevelopment of a standardized battery,

comparable to lee produced for the assessment of language aptitude, would be a

major step forward in the prediction of individual differences in second language

achieVement. Like the.aptituais tests, such,tests could be used for both prognosis

and diagnosis. Unlike language aptitude, however, an appreciation of students'

motivational strengths or weaknesses would permit the teacher to modify the

1

curriculum to either capitalize on the strengths or counteract the weaknesses

(see Berkman, 1969). Such modifications Auld be active in that motivational

components are amenable to Change, albeit not without considerable effort; modifi-

cations of curricula to account for differences in language aptitude, on the other

hand, are more of a passive nature: Verbal abilities are not'easily changed

(see Lambert, 1961) so that modifications in a curriculum made on the basis of a

knowledge of the students' language aptitudes are such as to permit more rapid

prOgress in the case of high aptitude students) or more opport.unities to learn

(in the case of low aptitude students). Curriculum changes cannot result in

changes in students' language aptitude. Changes can, however, influence students'

motivation and thus their achievement. Hence, to a considerable extent it could

be argued that reliable and valid indices of student motivation provide the

greatest possibilities for ultimately improving second - language proficiency among

all students in the community.

Although the_xeseatch presented in this report is unique in that it focuses

on the develoment'of a battery of tests to assess students' motivation to. learn

a second language, it is not unique in emphasizing motivational cons ructs.

Second-language teachers have been concerned with motivational aspe is for a

number of years, and considerable ingenuity has been shown in devel ping ways of

attempting to improve students' motivation to learn the second language. In order
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to promote an interest in actively using the second language, teachers have used

modifications of the old "twenty questions" game, have had students write and

direct their own plays, have taught students French songs, and have encouraged

them to write their own newspapers or produce mock radio broadcasts. Outside of

the classroom, many other motivational props have been developed. In many schools.

French clubs .are encouraged, "French days" are held, and often excursions to the

other language community are conducted. The list is endless! About the only

limiting factor is the ingenuity of language teachers (and they often seem to be

a highly ingenious and energetic group). It seemed all the more unfortunate that .

,a
with so many ideas for manipulating the motivation of the students, a battery

of standardized tests of motivation with which to monitor the success or failure

of these innovations did not exist.

The existence of a battery of motivational indices would permit educators

to assess the role of motivation in learning a second language. At one level,

teachers could simply determine the relationship between individual differences

in motivation and individual differences in second-language achievement. There

are many other exciting possibilities, however! The existence of such a battery

would perm educators to assess the affects of various types of incentive programs.

One study conducted in the course of the present project for example, investigated

the effects on motivational characteristics of a four day controlled excursion

to Quebec City. Only an experimental version of the proposed battery was used in

a pre-trip/post-trip design in which 211 students were tested, but the results'

demonstrated a considerable increase in grade 8 students' appreciation of the

cultural benefits, of the trip, an increase in favourable attitudes towards French

Canadians, and an increased interest in learning French ,for communicational

purposes. Actual motivation to learn French did not change, but the Change in

I 3
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attitudes noted above indicat some of the benefiti of the excursion program.

It is perhaps noteworh at despit- the fact that such excursions are relatively

commonplace, a review of the literature failed to uncover comparable assessments

of such trips. A battery of tests to measure motivational components would permit

greater elaboration of the effects of similar trips varying in duration and type

of exposure to the other language community. Such tests could also permit an

assessment of the effects of "French Days", special motivationally based programs,

and the other innovations currently in use.

The existence of a battery of tests would also-permit educators to monitor

,motivational characteristics of students as they progressed through a second

r--
language program over a course of years. There is considerable discussion about

the effects of the age of the student and his interest in and ability to learn

a second language, and although it seems reasonable to argue that motivational

variables are obviously implicated (see Gardner, 1962) little systematic attention'

has,been directed toward there. The existence of a standardized measuring .
instrument of student mqtivation would allow answers to these questions eithei

from a developmental or cross-sectional approach, and would permit their evalua-

tion in i'number of different programs.

Research conducted in Great Britain (Burstall, 1968; 1970a; 1970b; 1972)

has demonstrated considerable variability from one region to another in the general

level of French competence achieved even in comparable programs. Such differences

are, of course, well known to language teachers. The reasons for them can be

attributed to many factors, the qiiality of the program, the quality of the teacher,

the abilities of the students, or any number of socioeconomic factors. Burstall

reports that these differences tended to'covary with the attitude toward learning
r

French of the principal (i.e., Head if one prefers the British terminology) of

the ichool'concerned, but although such covarilation may have implications for
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educational planners, the psychological 'basis is not clear. It seems possible

1

that the attitude of the principal could affect attitudes of school p rsonnel

and thus the children, and these attitudes could influence the motive ion of the

students concerned. Or alternatively, the attitude of the principal could simply

reflect those of the community in which, the School is situated, and thus those

of the parents and consequently the children. The net effect could ,e the same,

differential achievement based on differential student motivation. A battery of

tests designed to assess student motivation would permit a great4r understanding.

of the nature of the relationship. Moreover, a modification of these tests would

permit one to assess the Attitudes in t'he community (i.e.1 the parents of the

children) (c.f., Gardner, 1960; Feenstra and Gardner, 1968; Smythe and Stennett,

1970), If it were demonstrated that regional differences in'French achievement

covaried with regional differences in student and community ettitudes,'both the

psydhology of second language acquisition and pedagogical practice could be

considerably enhanced. This line of reasoning is considerably expanded in Chapter

6 of the present volume.

In summary, a standardized, reliable, and valid battery, of motivational

indices has many potential uses. It could be used for both prognosis and diagnosis,

for assessing the effects of various incentive programs, for comparing students

of different ages, or level of training in the language, or for monitoring

regional diffefences in student motivation which might reflect important community

attitudes toward the second-langulge program. I

Background: The Theoretical Rationale and Empirical Support for the Attitude/

Motivational Tests

The'concept of motivation has often been invoked to explain differences

in second language achievement, particularly where the language program is

constant and students are comparable in language aptitude (c.f., Carroll, 1962).

4
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Despite its importance as an explanatory concept, it is only comparatively recently

that theoretical and empirical papers concerned with diplicating the Yale of

motivation in second-language acquisition have been written. One of the original

40

treatises on the importance of motivation in second-language acquisition was that

of Dunkel (1948), though his-findings were somewhat meager, possibly because his

conception of motivation was limited

acquisition and the amount of effort

studies he conclUded that motivation

solely. to a concern. of the goals of language

the student expended. After a number of

had a significant effect on achievement but

that nonetheless, the effects were not pron9unced.' Indications that a more global,
4F

attitudinally based, concept of the motivation to learn a second language, was

necessary to account for second language achievement appeared slightly later in

a number of different sources. In his initial studies of bilingualism, Lambert

(1956a; 1956i; 1956c) noted that some instance4fsuperior acqpisition of the

second language seemed explained only on the basis of the students' emotional

identification with the other language community. Niaa (1957),`furthermore,

reported a case history of one student who had difficulty acquiring a second

language despite a good language-program and an adequate level of language aptitude.

He explained this failure in terms of emotional difficultils in incorporating

another language vhiCh could he traced to the student's early home experience.

The first attempt at a theoretical model of motivatidh to acquire a second

language was, however, made by Susan Ervin (1954). Drawing upon the research and

theoretical model developed by Mowrer (1.950) to explain first language acquisition,

Ervin argued thit successful second-language acquisition depended upon a willing-

ness on the part of the student to identify with the other language community.

Many studies have been conducted dealing with the role of attitudes and motivation

in second-language acquisition. To provide a broad overview of this line of

research, several of these' studies are summarized in Table I.

:
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Insert Table 1 About Here

The initial' studies directly c..3ncerned with assessing motivational aspects

associated with second-language acquisition which focused on'artitudinal charact-

3

eristics were conducted by .Gardner (1958). One of these, published in 1959

(Gardner and Lambert, 1959) served as the model for a number cf subsequent studies.

In this study, the correlations among one measure of French achievement, a number

of attitude and motivation measures and a number of'language aptitude indices

were factdr analyzed. Of the four factors obtained, two shared Arariance in comMon

with thi measure'of French achievement. One of these fattors defined a language

aptitude diLsion, the other an attitudinal-motivational dimension. The inter-

pretation of this second factor indicated that the successful acquisition of a

second language depended upon "a willingness to be like valued members of the

language community" (p. 271). In subsequent discussions (see Gardner,,1966),

this dimension has been referred to as an integrative motive".

These results were replicated in a second study (Gardner, 1960) which also

employed the factor analytic method hitt appreciatly increased the number of*

attitude measures and indices of French achievement: Seven factors were obtained,

but two of them shared variance in common with the measures of French achievement.

In general, these two factors were comparable to the two described above. One

of them was defined largely by the three indices of language aptitude included

in the study; the other received its dominant loadings from three motivational

indices, Motivational Intensity, Desire to Learn French, and an Integrative

Orientation. 0;! the measures of French achievement, aural comprehension and grammar

tended.to be most highly related to the aptitudedimension whereas bilingual

automaticity and accenttwere more highly related to the integrative motivational
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dimension, The measures of pronunciation accuracy, reading fluency, and vocal).-

ulary were approximately equally related to bqr dimensions. As in the first

study, these results also warranted the conclustbn that French achievement was
wee- ..

.,

related to two components, language aptitude and'an integrative motive, but in

, . .
.

this case there is a clear, indication that they influence different types oE skills.
%. .

In this study, the parents of, the students were also tested. The results demon-

strated an ahsociation,between the parents' attitudes. and those of the students.

It seemed clear that the integrative motive was sstered by a sLmilar orientation

on the part of the pare ts.

Similar studies of English speaking stuahts learning French 'eve sub-
.

sequehtly been conducted in.Maine, Louisiana, and Codnecticut (Gardner and Lambert,

1972) and in London, Ontario (Feenstia and Gardner, 1968; Smythe, Stennett and

Feenstra, 1972). Studies have also investigated Franco-American students learning

French (Gardner and Lambert, 1972) and Filipino students learning English (Gardner

and Santos, 1970). The results of these studies are consistent with those

described abqve. In each case, it was clear that a motivational component accounted ;

for much of the variability in second language achievement though close inspec-

.
141

/ tion of the studies will reveal that correlates of the motivational complex vary

somewhat.

All of the studies ar2 consistent in indicating that integratively

oriented students evidence a stronger motivation to learn the language than

students who are instrumentally oriented, and generally achieve higher. (An

jntegFative Orientation reflects an interest in learning the language in order

to be .aile to interact with members of that language group, an instrumental

orientation describes an interest in learning the language for more utilitarian

reasons such as to get a good job). In many Of the studies, this integrative

orientation is associated with favourable attitudes toward the other language

f.
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group (e.g., FrenCh Canadians), in some it)is associated with feelings of anomie

)-
(c.f., Lambert, 1963), a non-ethnocentric, orientation, and non-authoritarian

attitudes, and/or a heightened interest in foreign languages. Although the

attitudinal bases for the integrative motive seem from the above listing to be

highly variable, there are many possible reasons. The studies were conducted in

'very different geogtaphical and cultu'ral areas, the ages of the students varied

from study to study, and the students were tested in differing stages of the

language acquisition program. Possibly, the more potent variable, howevei, was

that all of these investigations were conducted to study a phenomenon using tests

developed largely for that particular study.,, Although every effort was made to

ensure that the tests measured what they were thought to measure, no attention

was directed toward test construction, and there was little uniformityAn ,the-

tests frcm study to study, even for those bearing similar names.

Studies have also been done using this model to evaluate different,types

of programs at the persity level (Scherer and Wertheimer, 1962; 1964), while

others have focused on measuring different aspects of the integrative.motive

(Randhawa and Korpan, 1973). Attitudinal differences between students who

continue their foreign. language training and those who choose to drop out have

recently been reported by Bartley (1969, 1970). Moreover, an entire research

program, referred to as the St. Lambert project (see, Samuels, Reynolds and

Lambert, 1969; Lambert, Just and Segalowitz, 1970;, Tucker, Lambert, d'Anglejan

and Silny, 1971; Lambert, Tucker and d'Anglejan, 1972; Lambert., Tucker, d'Anglejan

'and Silny, 1972; and Tucker,'Lambert, and d'Anglejan, 1972) is concerned with

evaluating a bilingual immersion program in the elementary school with at lea

some attention directed towards evaluating changes among students on character-

istics included'in'the integrative motive. Another majoi longitudinal project

concerned with elementary bilingual education is,currently underway in the Ottawa,

19,
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though measures of language aptitude are icluded in. thiststudy. Chapter 1
. .

- - I -

also presents our first attempt at produCing,a'formula by which to
.

predict
,,.

. -

second language achievement. Chapter 5 describes the results of two serendipitous

...

studies pot originally included in the initial research plan. These studies
)

have taken on profound sigeticance both in our theorizing and future research

plans, and have important implications to an endemic problem faced by foreign

language teachers throughout NortbrAmerica. The problem we refer to was first

labelled by Diana Bartley (1969) as "the foreign language drop-out problem"

hoped that the evidence provided in Chapter 5 will offer some

insights as to how this trend may either be arrested or possibly even reversed. -

Chapter 6 also stresses a different orientation to studying the second language

learning prpcess and focuses on consensual beliefs (or stereotypes) about

important social objects. The potential relevance and influence of such group-

endorsed perceptions t o the concepts French Canadians, English Canadians, My

French Teacher and My French Course on the acquisition of French lengt-4e

skills are the topic of Chapter 6. A fifth concept, My English Course, was

included in this phase of the research to serve.as another point of reference,

a control, and as an aid to interpreting the responses to the concept My French

Course. Finally, in Chapter 7 we have'artempted to integrate the resul4a,

and Rropose,,not an all encompassing theory, but at least a beginning of a

2Ymodel which ith subsequent research (some of which is already underway) will

optimistically lead toward a thearg.

Finally, three appendices. are included to provide the reader easy

access to information too detailed to fit comfortably into-the body of the
4 .

text. Included in the appendicascire\all of the test materials used in .

' both the initial study (Chapter 3) and the validation study (Chapter 4).
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Separate School System and according to th& first,reports from. this project-
.

/ .

(Edwards and Casserly.1971, 1972, 1973) an'ittempt Is to be made to assess some

aspects of studentjattitude. Unfortunately,. nqt much detail is presented in

4

the e three, latter reports : i
to determine what attitudes areto be investigated

....

' .

and just him thi, will h'4 done. All of the above studies share the weakness,
:

a.---...., /,'

however, that the tests employed were deyelopediexciitaively4for iPe4ific aprgjectst.
4 g I 0

, ,.
. . .

This not meant to denigrate those projects; their focUs is on examining a

process. The time appeared ripe, however, to establtish a uniform battery of tests
. . 4 ' 4

0 84 4

so that the practical implicatioas of this phenomenon,could,he morelcarefully

.
''\ bt

,,

main/ed.:anis is a major aim of the research project described in the present -
. - .1 r a . ,

.
,

7.

report.

,

The Elan of the Chap to Follow I .

As many of the analyses and Statistical results. to be pres ented
.

in

subsequent chapters may seem rather complicated and esoteric to persons who have '

not been subjected toformal courses in .the:analytic statistical procedures

used by social scientist's, Chapter 2 .offers a hrief cram course it texper*Fental

design lysis. An attempt was made to klep the fanguage and concepts as , .

. .
. , J. . \

largon ree ana non-technical as possible and it is to be hqped that a leisurely
..

. '

readineof Chapter 2 (for those who deem it necessary) 'bill help to unravel any .

of the jargon that may have crept into later chapters, Chapter 3 provides a

description of the test construction phase of the attitude/motivational test

battery and also'deicribes the relationships airong the attitude /motivational

tests and several measures of French achievement. Also included in Chapter 3 is

a prel4minary description of developmental changes acro'it five grade levels on)

the various measuring instruments included in this phase. Ctpliattemptqoto
.

demonstrateithe soundness of the measurint Instruments developed in Chapter3

and to,validateXhe fl Jor findings and conclusions reported in that chapter,

0

-
4. J. 4

%
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The correlation matrices generated in order to produce the factor analytic

solutions of Chapters 3 and'4 arealso included.ax appendices for those readers'

. a.

equipped both with keen enough eyesight 4nda strong enough comp ulsion to wish

to examine them.
0

O

4

or,

J

14:

-

k

I

4. 4 4. . 4
i . s

. .1

V
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. TABLE 1
,

. c.--- .0-
. 40-- *.

. DESOOPT/ON OF STUD/ES CONCERNED KM -THE ROLE OF ATTITUDES AND MOTIVATION IN SECOND -LANGUAGE LEARNING
.

,

REGION IN WHICH YEAR OF SAMPLE GRADE PUBLISHEI REFERENCE,
STUDY WAS STUDY SIZE LtVEL
CaDUCTED "16 0 4

Eneltstt-speakingt Students Learning French

Am

.

i

d

ontreal*

r

Montreal*

Maine
Louisiana
Connecticut

London, Ontario

,

London, Ohtario's

London, Ontario

jr

mil/

-N

0

1957

1959

1961

1961

1961

1967

1970

1970

75

r'
83

145

96
142

.

153

\ir

,171

125

'01

11

10

9, 10,

9, 10
9, 11

9

e

11

. .

f

Gardder. .C. & Lambert, W.E.,'Motivational
Variable in Second- nguage Acquisition
Canadian Journal of s cholo 1959, 13. 266-272.

Gardner, R.C., Motivational Variables'in Second-
Language Learning. Internacional Journal of
American Linguistics, 1966 :32' 24-44.

,Gardner, R.C., 6,Iambert, W.r.., Attitudes and Moti-
vation in Second-Language Learning. Newb ury

House, Massachusetts, 1972

'

Feenstra, H.J. & Gardner,R.,,c., Aptitude, Attitude
and Motivation ;n Second -Lan cage Acquisition.
Research Bulletin No. 101, University of Western
Ontario, l68.

-

Smythe, P.C. &S*tennett, R.G., The effects of oral
French training on students' attitudes and lin-
guysCicabilitiest A preliminary.re0Ort. Paper
presented or theOntario Educational Research
COuncil Meetings, Toronto, 1970.

,

Smythe, P.C., Stennett, R.G. & Feenstra,
ttitude, Aptitude) and Type of Inttuetional

r4 . .
,

'
1----- Journal

)p gram in Second -LanguAge Acquisition. Canadian-

of Behavioural Science, 1972, 4, 337-21.
,

.4) .- , , t

,
23,

I 4 . %
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TABLE I continued
4

DESCRIPTION OF STUDIES CONCERNED WITH THE ROLE OF ATTITUDES AND MOTIVATION IN SECOND-LANGUAGE LEARNING

REGION IM WHICH YEAR.OF SAMPLE GRADE PUBLISHED REFERENCE
sTuby, WAS STUDY SIZE LEVEL 4

CC.IDUCTED

.

Franco-American Student- 'Aardtng French

64ine 1961 98 9, 10 Gardner, R.C. & Lamberts %LE.' Attitudes and
Louisiana 1961

t

80 9, 10 Motivation inSecond-Language Learning. Newbury
House, Massachusetts, 1972.

Filipino Students Learning English

Manila, Phillippines* 1968, 103 Senior Gardner, R.C. & Santos, E.H., Motivational Vari-
ables in Second-Language Acquisition. A
Philippine Investigation Research Bulletin

No. 149, University of Western Ontario, 1970.

;These studies are also discussed in Gardner and Lambert's Atttudes and Motivation in Second-Language inrr2121.
e.
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CHAPTER 2

PRINCIPLES OP DESIGN AND ANALYSIS IELEVANT TO THE INVESTIGATIONS

The research to be discussed in the,following chaptersuruns the gamut

with respect to design considerations and statistical analyses perfor1.ed. The

present chapter is'intehded to provide a general background for some of the

more esoteric statistical analyses applied to some of the data. For reader

with some statistical training, this chapter will be unnecessary. For those

With little experience with the intricacies of statistics, it is hoped that the

brief discussions here will piove sufficiently enlightening to permit them to

' understand the principles, if, not the mathematics, involved. It is not the intent

here to provide.a treatise of the various statistical techniques, but rather to

explain in relatively simple terms the general meaning and usefulness of the

techniques used.

In the course of reading the chapters to follow, thereader'01.11 come

0

across various statistical techniques such as Analysis of Variance, Factor

Analysis, and Multiple Correlation; more general approaches to data reduction

such as Item Analyses, And general statistical procedures associated with the

concept of reliability. In thesections to follow, each of these will be

discussed so that understanding of the various procedures will (hopefully) be

improved.

Analysis of Variance

Despite its name, analysis of variance is a technique for determining

whether the means for a number of different groups differ more amongst them-
*

selves than reasonably can be attributed to chance. For example, consider that

you had five grade groupings of students, grades 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11. The numbers

ofkstudents in each group need not be equal. Suppose, further, that you had

2"
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given the students in each grade a test measuring Attitudes Toward French

Canadians. After scoring the tests, you would be able to compute the mean score

for each group. Obviously, you would be surprised if the means for each grade

were identical. You would'expect them to vary somewhat. On the other hand, you

would be surprised if they varied too much, because if they did you would

probably conclude thit in fact the attitudes of the students in the different

grades toward French Canadians were really different. Analysis of variance is

a statistical technique which.permits one to constder the means from several

groups simultaneously and ask the question, "Is it reasonable to expect the means

to differ as much as they do If the groups were identical (on the average) with

respect to the attribute being measured."

It is not the purpose here to-discuss the arithmetic underlying analysis

of variance, or the underlying mathematical theory. The logic of the technique,

however, begins with a question much like that indicated in the previous paragraph,

and asks too likely it would be to obtain means as different as those obtained

if in fact the groups."should be identical." To conceptualize what is meant- V,/

the phrase "should be identical", considei again thebexample with respect to

the students in the five grades 7, El, 9, 10, and .11, and their scores on the

scale pf Attitudes toward French Canadians. It. is possible .to think of all

ri
students Jho are in grades 7, Et, 9, 10, and 11. These would be referred to as

populations. Any particular grbup of grade 7 students, then, could be considered
I.

as a sample from the grade 7 population. That is, each sample of students we

have for each grade, can be thought of as a sample from its respective population.

If we were to assume that the various populations had the same attitude

towardPrench Canadians, we would expect that in general the samples we have

obtained would also tend to have .the same attituae, and that any differences

)which do exist re due to chance,"that is, the luck of the draw. In statistical

23

1
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jargon, this is referred to as the Null Hypothesis. The analysis of valance

te.. ach Fa permits one to determine how likely (or probable) it is to obtain

means as different as those obtained if in fact the null hypothesis were true.

It is this null hypothesis of no difference between the populations which was

referred to in the_earlier phralse "shotild be identical." If as a result of the

analysis of variance, one determines' that one would expect the means to differ

as much as they do only 5% (or of of the time if the null hypothesis is true,

then it is generally concluded that likely the null hypothesis, is not true.

That is, one generally concludes that the populations are in fact not equal.

-When one speaks of a significant effect, of grade for example, one means that

the analysis of variance has suggested that the means-are more variable than

one would expect. due to chance, and that consequently the populations are

probably different.

One cannot tell simply by looking at the size of the differences among

the means whether or not they are due to chance. In the analysis of variance,

at least of the type being described here, the sizes of the differences between

the means of the different samples, are compared with the sizes of the differences

am" people in the samples. If the attitudes of the people in a sample differ

considerably, than it is reasonable to expect the means of the samples to,differ

considerably. The analysis of variance makes such a comparison, an8 it is for

this reason that such an analysis is done rather than simply looking at the

means of the various groups and diciding that they look quite different.

The preceding discussion refers to the simplest form of analysis of

.variance. It is possible, however, to have much more complex forms. For example,

we might have a situation in which we are interested in comparing the means

among say the five grades 7, 8, 9;10, and 11, but that within each grade we

are also interested in determining whether the boys differ from the girls.

20 .
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That is we are interested in making comparisons between grades but also between

the sexes. In the jargon of ;tatistic, this would be referred to as a two

'factor analysis of variance. In this case, the two factors are grade and sex.

, .

The analysis of variance would permit us to ask the questions, "Do the grades
1

diffeeamong tiremselves?", and also "Are the boys different from the girls?",

on the attribute measur d. In this case, however, one can also obtain answers

to a further question, viz., "Are the differences among the grades for boys

'different than the differences 'among the grades for girls?". In this case, 'we

are asking whether grade and sex interact or combine in some unique way, hence

the ;est of this question is sometimes referred to a test of the interaction,

in this case between grade and sex: To complete this picture, it should be

stated that the last question could also be asked in a different way, viz.,

"Are the differences between boys and girls at any one grade ippreciably diff- .

erent than the differences betweei boys and girls at any other grade?".

In the case of the three questions asked above, the statistical jargon

0

would state them as "Is there a significant effect due to grade?", "Is there

a significant effect due to sex?", and finally, "Is there a significant inter-

action between grade and sex?". The analysis oryariance provides a probability

statement with respect to each of t ese questions, and if the probability value

for any comparison is less than 5%, e general decision made is that the groups

do in fact differ with respect to that comparison.

Factor Analysis

\\I
Factor analysis is an arithmetically complex, bl conceptually simple,

technique which permit& an investigator to simultaneously invesptgate the major

/
re ationships among a set of variables. in.conducting a factor analysis, there

are typically three steps to be folllwed. Firsti the correlations among all

variables are computed. The result is a correlation matrix. This'is often

3.0
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referred to as a square matrix because it has.as many columns as itfdoes rows,

however since it is symmetrical usually only one half of the matrix is presented

(as in Table 1 in this chapter). Second, the correlation matrix is factored

using techniques derived from matr..x algebra. The result of this operation is

generally a>rectangular matrix with as many rows as the correlation matrix, but

considerably fewer columns. This is referred to as a factor matrix. Third, an

operatiOn referred to as "rotation" is applied to this matrix in order to produce

a matrix which is more parsimoniously interpreted than the factor matrix. The

result is another matrix which'has the same number of rows and columns as the

factor matrix. This is termed a rotate° factor matrix.

The Major purpose of factor analysis Is to provide a.meens of investigating

all the relationships described in a correlation matrix without having to consider

simultaneously all the correlations. The rationale depends upon determining

hypothetical dimensiOns which are generally independent of each other, and

studying the relationships of each of the variables to these dimensions. If a

series of variables ale highly related to one dimension, it is reasonable to

conclude that they are highly related to each other. Since each dimendion is

independent (or unrelated) to every other dimension, this permits the investigator

to determine the major independent components which account for the correlations

among all the variables. For the purposes of communication, an investigator

typically attempts to name the various factors (or dimensions) by considering

the nature of the variables most highly related to them. The factor names,

however, are to a considerable extent arbitrary. Factors gain their meaning from

the variables contributint, to them, not from the label applied. Hopefully,

however, the factor name does describe the general component underlying the

variables defining the factor.

In the generation of the factor matrix and,the rotated factor matrix,

3:

4.
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numerous procedures are available to the investigator. It is beyond the scope

of this presentation to discuss the nature of these various procedures and the

differences among them. In point of )act, the mathematics underlying them can

get rather formidable and it is unfortunate that the various books which have

been written on the subject require some great deal of appreciation of matrix

algebra. One book which is nonetheless highly readable is that by Harman (1961),

and though sore of the mathematics may be perceived as frightening by sole

people, a considerable appreciation of the technique is nevertheless possible.

Other sources circumvent many of the mathematidal conceptions, and by the use

sP

of examples explain the major rudiments of the technique. Examples of such

sources are Ferguson (1971), Guilford and Fruchter (1973) and Nunally (1967).

At the present a major technique used to generate a factor matrix

from the correlation matrix is the principal axis solution. The name for this

technique derives fiom the fact that the procedure isolates the major axes (or

dimensioni) which serve to account for the principle clusterings of ,the variables

in a multi-dimensional space. The major underlying notion is that among a set

of variables, some are more highly associated with somethan with others. That

is, the variables can be grouped togethe into clusters in terms of their major

0

components. This is achieved by means .f a fairly §traightforward mathematical

operation. Generally, however, he various dimensions isolated in this manner,,

.hough mathematically unique) place emphasis on dimensions in terms of their

ability to account for, or explain the general correlations among all the.

variables. As such, the presence or absence of any given variable cap have a

considerable influence on the numbers (or factor loadings) which appear'in the

factor matrix. To circumvent this problem, the technique of rotation is applied

to the facto; matrix. The notion underlying rotation is to focus on those

relatively small cluiters of variables which are more highly related to each '

32
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other, and t, shift the axes (dimensions). so that they pass closer to.these

\j, clusters and are less influenced by other variables which are not close to the

,clusters. BeCause of this, the presence or absence of a particular variable
.

does not materially influence the solution. The most common rotational technique

used today is that developed by Kaiser (1958) and is referrqd to as the Varimax

solution. This procedure is also a fairly straight- forward arithmetical one
..

which serves to identify various clusters of variables wit' ' lthe restrictiotilthat

the dimensions identified are independent of each.other,(i.e:, the dimensions

1'
ate uncofrelated). As a result, the investigator is able to discuss the resulting

. dimensions as independenecomionents.. 6

It must be emphasized that the factor matrix and the rotated faCtor

$

matriX both summarize the.maijor relationships whickoccur in the correlation

matrix. This can be determined to .the readers satiltaction by.Considering the

fictitious data in Tables 1, 2 and 3. Taplell presents the correlation matrix

..,

6
., -..Inler t Tables 1, 2, and 3 About Here

.

. .
".. 4 '\

for five variables. Table 2 is the factor matrix obtained by performing a

principal axis solution to the correlation matrix. (For the non-initiate, it

.1 .)

, should be stated that the hiihis; absolute correlation for each variable served
,,...

as its communality estimate).' Table presents the rotated matrix derived from

the Varimax (Kaiser, 1958) eslutioni

Inspection of'the correlation mIrix will reveal a fairly clear pattern

in the relationships. Variables 1, 2, and 3 (Intelligence, Language Aptitude

and French Achievement) tend to be highly correlated. among each other. Highly

correlated in this instance might be taken to refer to any, correlation greater

than -1.30). Similarly, Variables 4 and 5 (Attitudes toward French Canadians

1

And Motivational Intensity) tend to be highly correlated with each other and

33
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4

with Variable 3, thlugh they are not highly related,to Variables 1 and 2. This
4

pattern suggests two general clusterings with Variables 1 and 2 forming one
1

cluste and Variables 4 and 5 forming the other. Variable 3 tends to be related

to both of these small clusterings.. ,Since phe first cluster is comprised of

' the measures of intelligence and language aptitude, it could"be interpreted as
4

7
suggesting that these ttio,teits both tap cognitive skills, or a general verbal

ability. Furthermore, since the second cluster is composed of the two measures,

`Aptitudes toward Frendh Canadians and NOpivational intensity, it would suggest

,

that those individuals with favours le attitudes toward French Canadians tend.

1

to expend considerable effort in attempting to learn French. Such a configuration
.0.1.0

.

..

aight.$e interpreted as reflecting a motivation tipsrd 154rnineFrench. Tat, ,1

. ,

the variables-in each cluster tend not to correlate appreciably with the variable
. /

.

in the other cluster would suggest that differences in'verbal skills are unrelated

. ', . ..-

to differehces in motivation. The measure FrenchAchievement, however, is

related to the two, independent clusters, suggesting thateindividual differenCes

in French achievement tend to 6 related on the one hand4to individual differ-

ences in verbal ability, and on the other to ndiyiduar differences in motivation..

'That is, such results indicate that an individual's French knowledge is related

4.to twicharacteristics,°verbal ability and motivation. Perhaps it should be

emphAized again that this example is fictitious; it does serve as a preview,

however, of things to comet

Although the above interpretation follows fairly directly and simply

from inspection of the correlation matrix, it can sometimes take considerable

time to consider all the possible combinations of variables. In the present

example there were only five variables, and consequer'ly only 10 correlations.

(Incidentally, if there are N variables, there will bey(N-1) correlations).
2

But consider the labour and time involgtil if there were say 40 variables (that's

780 correlations!).

3 q
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.

.

the tt.chnique of factor analysis simply makes the task of interpret

the correlation matrix an easier one.' As already stated, when conducting a

factor analysis, one typically. first obtaids the Principal Axis solution and

then thp Rotated Matrix. Although it is perfectly reasonable and meaningful

to interpret the Principal Axis factor matrix (see Tabie'2), it is generally

recognized that the interpretation'is not as parsimonious as that provided blb

the Rotated Factor Matrix.. In a later paragraph, brief mention will be made

of the interpretation of the Principal Axis factor matrix, but first it will

be clearer ifattention is.dirested toward the Rotated Factor matrix.
40

In interpreting any factor matrix, the aim is to determine what is

'common to each of the variables which receive high factor loadings (i.e., numbers)

on a partitular factor, and what distinguishes them from variables whi4h receive 7'

lowloadings on that factor. Each factor is interpreted me at a time, and

independently of the other fact6rs:.Also, of course, siime decision has to be
.

made as to Wha) constitutes a "high factor loading ". In arriving at'this decision,
, .

the focus is on the magnitude of the factor %spading and not its sign, because

the sign merely indicates the direction of the relationship. In many studies,

a high factor loading is taken to'man any factor loading for which the absolute

value is greater than .30. This, however, assumes that the number of individuals

on which the correlations, are computed is approximately 100 or more. Slime
. .

this is true of all the factor matrices referred to in this book, we shall not

discuss the logic of this any further, and.simply accept the value of ±.30 as

indicating a substantial relationship.

Turning then to the kotated Factor Matrix (set Table 3) we can
ib
inspect

the factor loadings on Factor I (the first column of numbers). It will be noted

'that three variables receive factor loadings greater than 0.30. These are

Variables 1, 2, and 3 Intelligence, Language Aptitude, and French Achievement,

31-t.)
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respectively. Whiat do these three variables have in common? We might conclude

that differences in amount of knowledge of French characterizes these three

measures, but this would not make sense since many highly intelligent pirople may

in fact have no knowledge of French., If, however, we were to interpret the

cordon element AS Cognitive Skills, Verbal Ability, Intelligence or Languagl

Aptitude, it would be more meaningful in that its sensible to interpret individual

differences orViriables 1, 2; and 3 as reflecting any one of these. Furthermore,,.
ai I .

it io also mean:011011 to consider that such individual differences need not'

necessarily be related to differences.in Variables 4 and 5. Also, given the

limited information provided by the five variables any one of the four definitions

of the common element underlying Factor I is equally likely. The label applied

, is to some extent arbitrary unless other variables could be introduced which

.

would.permit further clarification. That is, with such results, Factor I could

be interpreted as describing a dimension of Cognitive Skills, Verbal Ability,

Intelligence or Language Aptitude. Whichever label one. prefers dc4s not change
.

the qict that the dimension is defined in terms of Variables 1, 2, and 3, and

that the common element focuses dui Verbal skills. In this book, preference will

be given to tAe label, Language Aptitude, for such a configuration because it
. .

is parsimonious to refer td such verbal skills as reflecting an aptitude for
wt.

languages.

cs

Factor II is also defined by'three variables with factor loadings greater

than .30. These ara,thowever, Variables 3, 4, and 5 (French Achievement,

Attitudes toward French Canadians, and Motivational Infensity). Again, we

might,wish to refer to the common element as French Achievement, but we could

easily think of individuals with favourable attitudes toward French Canadians

or with a high motivational intensity to ],earn French who know no. Tench.

(They may have hikno opportunity to experience the French language). If,
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however, we focua our attention on Variables 4 and 5 we would conclude that

individuals with favourable attitudes toward French Canadians demonstrate a

high level of motivation to learn French (by, virtue of the fact that the two

variables have high loadings on this factor). We might conclude, therefore,

that the major commoty element depicted by this factor is an,Attitudinal or

Motivational one. fact, later on when we obtain a similar configuration we

will refer to this a an Integrative Motive factor because the implication is

that the individual hi hly motivated to learn French has favourable attitudes

toward French-Canadians and thus is indicating an interest in learning Frefich

becauie of an interest in the French Canadian community: That the measure of

French Achievement contributes substantially .to this dimension suggests that

individual differences in French Achievement are related to individual diff-

trences in something which might be called an Integrative Motive. Although

again, some might disagree with the label applied it does not change the fact

that these dtree variables define thii.dimedsion. it will be noted, further,

that Variables 1 and 2 do not contribute to this dimension indicating-that

individual differences in intelligence and language aptitude are unrelated to

individual differences in the Integrative Motive.

The interpretation of the Rotated Factor matrix, therefore, indicates

that there are two fairly independent clusters of variablea. One cluster is

made up of Variables 1 and 2, the other of'Variables 4 and 5. Furthermore

Variable 3 is related to both clusters. That is, French Achievement is related,

on the one hand to Language Aptitude and on the other. to the integrative Motive.

Thia conforms, of course to the interpretation which we already made when

considering the Correlation Matrix directly.

The rotated factor matrix will always reflect what Is contained in the

correlation matrix because it is derived directly from it. In fact, given any

3w
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factor vatrix, one can within rounding error always reproduce the correlation

matrix. The following formula indicates how one can in fact reproduce the

correlation matrix. That is:

r
ij

=

kr.

E

1

a
ik

a
jk

where.: r
ij

is the correlation between variables i and j.

E indicates the summation over all the factors from k=1 to k-m.
k=1

)4

a
ik

is the factor loading of variable i on factor k.

a
jk

is the factor loading of variable j on factor k.

To demonstrate the use of this formula consider the factor lOadings of

variables 1 and 3 from the Rotated Factor matrix. Inserting their values in

the above equation would yield:

r = (.79) (.50) + (.19) (.57)
13

.3950 + .1083

= .5033

It will be noted that this value of .50 is very close to the actual

correlation of .52 given for Variables I and 3 in the Correlation Matrix. All

the remaining correlations can be reproduced in the same manner. Thus, it is

obvious that the Rotated Factor Matrix describes all the relationships summarized

in the Correlation Matrix.

=

I

Earlier it was stated that the Principal Axis Factor Matrix, if inter-

preted would produce an interpretation which also coincides with the relationships

summarized in the Correlation Matrix. Although an extensive interpretation

not be made heie, inspection of the factor loadings in Table 2 will reveal very
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1 comparable patterns to those already disrlssed, Factor I obtains high loadings

from all five variables, and the measure of French Achieveient obtains the

4 highest loading. The implication is that the measure of French Achievement

r

shares something in common with all the other measures (an observation which

has already been made twice before). On Factor II, however, it will be noted

that Variables 1 and 2 receive high negative loadings whereas Variables 4 and 5

have high pbsitive,loadings. The implication, then, is that Variables 1 and 2

are. quite distinct from Variables 4 and 5. In.fact, when their common correlations

with Fre rrAchievement, as indicated on Factor I, are removed the two sets of

variables tend to be negatively related t each.other. In short although both

clusters of variables tend to be'dist they nonetheless have a common

correlation with French Achievement. This, of course, is the same interpretation

arrived at from a consideration of the Rotated Factor Matrix fnd also the
. . 4

Correlation Matrix. The reader might further satisfy himself that application

of the formula presented ,trlier to these factor loadings also tends to reproduce
64-64

the correlation- matrix.

Multiple Correlation

Multiple correlation is a simple extension'of the correlatitn model,

Int is generally used when interest is focused on determining the best way of

weighting a series of variables to provide the best prediction of a criterion.

Assume, for example that an investigator had obtained measur"from a group of

students on Intelligence, Language Aptitude, Attitudes To;4ard French Canadians

and Motivational Intensity and later on had obtained a measure of French.

Achievement. He might wish to determine the best weights for.each of the predictor

variables which would provide the highest correlation between the weighted sum

of these variables and scores on the French Achievement mensnre. In addition

to providing the investigator with the best possible prediction of Fr'.ach
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Achievement, this technique also indicates the relative importance of each of

the predictors. Those predictors with the greatest weights (referred to as

beta weights) are the most important for prediction.

In order to gain some understanding of the meaning underlying the beta

weights assume that they were .10, .40, .30, and .40 for the variables Intell-

igence, Language Aptitude, Attitudes Toward French Canadians, and Motivational

Intensity, respectively. This would mean that considering only these four

predictors as a group, Language Aptitude and Motivational Intensity are of

greater importance than the other two variables for prediction and that Attitudes

Toward French Canadians is moire important for prediction than Intelligence. It

must be emphasized that the importance to prediction referred to above is only

relative with respect to the variables listed. The addition of another variable

could considerably infIuenCe the magnitude of the beta weights: Furthermore,

the relative importan- is indicated by the square of the beta weights rather

than the beta weights themselves. In our example, Language Aptitude is (.40)24

(.10)2 or 16 times (!) more important in prediction than Intelligence, at least

given the four predictors.

Multiple Forrelation is often used in this sense. There is,,however,,

a more potent extension of this concept. Assume, for example, that one wanted

to determine the best predictors from among 20 that one had administered to a

group. It seems reasonable toexpect that many of these variables would be

correlated among themselves, and that virtually as good prediction could be

'/'
obtained by considering only a small set of the variables. Multiple correlagon

could be used as a technique to determine the weightings of all 20 variables so

that their relative importance.for prediction could be determined.. However, a

variant of this technique, Stepwise Regression, (see Nie, Bent and Hull, 1970)

provides a means of actually selecting those tests which give the best prediction
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without having to compute the weights of all possible variables. procedure

is to be preferred over the pure Multiple Correlation method since it considers

each variable as it contributes to prediction, and allows the investigator to

determine the relative weighting of the variables after the best of some given

number have been selected. This indicates, therefore, not only the best pre-

dictors but also their relative importance for prediction.

Item Analyses and Estimates, of Reliability

In the construction of any test, it is strongly advised that a researcher

examine carefully the items comprising that test. At one level, this is done

in the very beginning when the researcher carefully considers the wording and

content of each item. Thus, fOr example, if you were interested in developing

a test Of Attitudes.Toward French Canadians, having decided on the format of

the test you would spend considerable time writing and rewriting items in order

to ensure that they were grammatically correct and that they sampled the item

domain of interest. This is so obvious that it is seldom written about in books

describing the principles of test construction. But in writing items for an

attitude scale, immediate attention is directed toward the grammatical correctness

of the items as well as their "face validity" (i.e., their relevance to the

attitude being assessed). One would not include in a scale of Attitudes Toward

French Canadians an item such as The undying faith of French Canadians in their

religious beliefs are a positive force in this modern world" because it is

grammatically incorrect. Similarly, one would obviously not include an item

like "Canadian Indians are warmhearted people" in a scale of,Attitudes Toward

French Canadians because such an item is not relevant to the domain of attitudes

toward French Canadians. This concern for strcture and content is important,

however, there are many other factors which should also be considered in developing

a test. If an attitude scale is constructed with only a concern for grammatical

04.

correctness and face validity, it is doubtful that it will have much value.
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In developing a test, is also imporiant.that die researcher pay close

attention to the statistictl characteristics of the test. Two important related

characteristics that can easily be studied are the relationships between responses

to an item and scores on the total scales (referred to as item-total correlations),

and the internal consistency reliability of the test (most, meaningfully assessed

by means of the Kuder-Richardson reliability estimate).

Item-total Correlations

4

Assume that one wanted to deyelop a measure of Attitudes Toward French
VS

Canadians. The most appropriate-procedure to follow in this respect is to

identify the response mode to be used, to write items which are grammatiCally

correct and have face validity, and to present these to a representative sample

of individuals. To ensure that the final test is a good measure of Attitudes

.Toward French Canadians it is advisable to initially pretest more items than

that actually needed.. For example, if one wanted to develop a 10 item test,

it is strongly advised that the initial pool consist of more than 10 items.

How many more will depend upon the number of meaningful items that can be

4-

written and the time available to administer them to the sample of individuals.

Within limits, the more items in the original poOl;Ithe better.

Having presented a number of items to a sample of subjects, a first step

in deciding on the "best" items is to investigate how.each.item correlates with

the total score on the test. Although this might sound somewhat like a "boot-

strap" operation, the logic is reasonably simple. First, it is assumed that

the total score of all the items is an index of what the test is proposed to

measure. Smch an assumption is reasonable if one has paid close attention to

thd face validity of the items. If then, an item is a good one in that in and I

o4 itself it indexes what the total test measures, it should corre' ate highly

with a score derived from the sum W. all the items. If it does not correlate

42

.- $
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highly, then'ic follows that it is not measuring the same thing'that all.the

other items are measuring. In effeCt, this 13 an empirical test of the item's

face validity. In this sense then, an item is defined as 4 good one if it

correlates highly with the total score, and it is this aspect of the logtc.which

is seen by some as a bootstrap operation. Looked at from another point of view,

ficwever, the logic is sound. Assuming that the items all have some component

of face validity, it seems reasonable to argue that a score based on all the

items will provide a better measure of the phenomenon under investigation than

0

a score derived, from only one Item even if a few of the items are of questionable

value: Parenthetically, it might be stated, even though 1"t Is obvious, that

scores derived from a single item are of very little value since many factors

an influence responses to a single item. Those items which correlate highest

with this,total score then will be the best indices of the phenOmenon in question,

and the items discarded as a result of this type of, analysis will tend to be

the poorer ones.

There one small flaw in the logic to this point. If one correlates

scores on, an item with a total score which includes in it that item itself, the

correlation will tend to be spuriously high.' It is necessary, therefore to

compute the item-total correlations such that the item score does not contribute

to the total score. This could be a major operation if one were to perform all

of these computations at the level of the raw scores. If, however, one computed

the item-total correlations as described above, the corrected correlations can

be calculated directly using the following formula:

r

r S S
-T

1(T-1) sl
S
2

52 - 2r 5
i

SI ST
T i

O
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where: ri(T.4) 2

riT

ST

the correlation of item i with the sum of all the
remaining items in the subtest

= the correlation of item i with the sum of all the
items in the subtest including item i.

= the standard deviation of the total scores obtained
ky considering'all items. The value 5T the square

i ,

6of this number and is referred to as the variance of
.

the total scores.
..1

S
i

= the standard deviation of the item scores. The value,

Si is the variance of the item scores.

.It should be noted that this formula assumes that riT is a positive

value. If r
iT

were negative, the above formula can still be used, except that

in the computations, r
iT

would be treated as a positive value, and the 'sign of

the result changed.

The solutions of the above formula are sometimes referred to as corrected

or adjusted correlations but it should be made clear that the results would be

the same if for each item one were to obtain total scores derived from the

remaining items and calculate the correlations directly. That is, for each item,

the value calculated' is the correlation of that item with the sum of all the

remaining items in the subtest. A high correlation then indicates that the item

measures essentially the same thing, as the still of all the remaining items.

often happens that an investigator is concerned with constructing a

number Ljdbtests simultaneously. Consider for example, that you had made up

three subtests, Attitudes Toward French Cinadians, Attitudes Toward Learning

French, and Attitudes Toward European French People. Assume further that you

had constructed 15 iteins for each of these subtests, but that in each case you

wanted the best 10 items. Followtng the logic described above you would scoie

each, of the subtests taking care tOar you keyed each item correctly. For each

item you could correlate scores on that item with each of the three sets of
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total scores. Let us assume that the item in question was one of the !.*_ems

from the subscale of Attitudes Toward French Canadians. The three correlations

that you computed would be the correlations of th'at.item with respectively

total scores on the subtests, Attitudes Toward French.Canadians, Attitudes

Toward Learning French, and Attitudes Toward European French People. One of

these correlations, that with Attitudes Towa.4 French Canadians, would, howevic,

be spuriously high and would have to be adjusted using the formula described

above. When deciding whether to retain or discard this item then the first

decision vould be made'depending upon how this adjusted correlS'uon compares

with the adjusted correlations of all the other items making up the subtest of

Attitudes Toward French Canadians. If it was among the highest 10 correlations,.

the inclination would be to retain the item. .However, if'it is truly a good

item fo ssessing Attitudes Toward French Canadians, one should expect further

that it would correlate higher, with its own subtest than with the other two

subtests. This introduces another decision in the process, namely that in

addition to having one of the 10 highest adjusted correlations among the 15

items measuring Attitudes Toward French Canadians, its adjusted correlation

should be greater than its correlation with the ether sub tests. If this is,not

the case, the item should be considered suspect.

It should be clear from the above that the decisions involved in

selecting the best.items for a subtest are not hard and fast. There are decision

rules to follow, but they must be tempered by rational judgment and intuition.

The general rule is easy to state. That is, a good item is one that has a high

correlation with the Jura of the remaining items in its test (i.e., the adjusted

correlation), and a relatively low correlation with other subtests. Achieving

this end involves siyeat deal of care. One must consider the correlation

obtained carefully, and at times apply a great deal of intuition. The end result,

however, will be a relatively homogeneous test of attitudes of the phenomenon

of ill erect. 4,5
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Reliability .

The notion of reliability refers to the absence of error in the measUre-

ment of a particular-donstruct, 'such'es, for example, Attitudes Toward French

Canadians. There are many Bays of assessing reliability and anyone concerned

with test construction should be amiliar with the-,warios intricacies of the,
I

construct and the ways'of assessin it. some very good references are Fergusort x

,

(1971), Guilford and Fruchter(1974), and McNemar (1969). TwAspects of

reliability will be considerta here. They are Internal Consistency ieliability,

and Test-Retest Reliabili.

Internal Consistency Reliability

If reliabilityfis viewed as the absence of error in the measurement of
S:

a construct at a particular point in time, the.focus is on how well the various

items in a subtest agree in their assessment of the construct. -Since error is
t

always assumed to be random, the filiding that 'various items agree'in their

assessment of a construct implies that there is relatively little error in the

assessment.

One procedure used to asseds the internal consistency reliability of a

subtest. is the Kuder-Richardson {K -R) formula. There are various X-R formulae,

. but 'the general form'ula can be written as:

where:

n

Reliability = T
n-I .

n - S2

it

S2

the number of items in the subtest

r /
= the variance of the total scores

T.

Si = the sum over the n items of the item variances.
i=1

46
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The logic underlying the derivation of this formula is too complex to

discuss here.. Nonetheless some appreciation of the formula is possible. The

value°, S2 although a single number, contains within it the sum of the item-

variances as well as something akin to tie sum of all the correlations among
.

the items. If these correlations are all positive and high S2 will be consider-

ably greater than E Si. If, however, the item correlations were all low; S2 .

n
- : will be'very similar.to E Si. In the limiting case,'if the inter -item correlations

i=1 n

were all zero, S` would equal E SI and the Reliabilitpwould be zero. Hence,
1

6
i=1

the higher the

of t, liability

some readers.

correlations among all the'items, the higher will be the coefficient
. ,n

as measured by the K-R formula. The factor,
n-1

may confuse

Suffice it to say that this adjustment is necessary since E.S2,
i

could never equal zero, so that the term Si could not equal 1, hence
iml .

n 1.74

S2

without the n-I factor,, Reliability could not equal 1 which would index perfect

reliability.

It should also be noted in passing that the above formula ,could result

in a negative reliability coefficient. Such a value is, however, -impossible

in theory'since reliability must always vary from 0 (no reliability) to 1
3

(perfect reliability). If a negative reliability coefficient were obtained

from the K-R formula, it would indicate no reliability (i.e<, the value would

be taken as zero). Computationally-this would result if,the'correlations among

the items tended to be negative. This, of course, wotild'however indicate that

the test is not, in fact, reliable from an internal consistency point of view.

Test-Retest Reliability

Another way of viewing reliability, and one which is more meaningful to

most people, is that a test tends to give the same assessment for individuals

on two different occasions. This, of course, assumes that what you are measuring

- .
st.4
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is not changing over time. To index Test-Retest Reliabi*ty,.one simply correlates

scores on the first testing with scores on the second testing. If the phenomenon

doesn't change over time, the test would be reliable if thetest tended to order

individuals in.the same manner on the,two testings. Of,coutse, if individuals

actually changed on the attribute ver the two testings, this measure of
.- %....-

1::

reliability would not make said eHoWevr, if people are not changing an the.'

'

* li
6

attribute in, question, a high -Test -Retest Reliability Coefficient would indicate
. .

thatithe rest is reliable.

When'computing Test -RetestReliability, therefore, an investigator' should
, A 6,..

obtain his two measures close enough in time pure that no true change has

taken place. CO-4w other hand, he' must guard against the possibility that

individuals may remember on the second occasionow they responded the firek,

) 4

time. Again, therefore the investigator is faced with. another decision. He

must make the time period between testings long enough to eliminatememoxy

1

effects, but short enough to rule out any true Changes in the attributes being

measured. This is particularly important when the phenomena being measured

are attitudinal attributes.

As stated in the initial paragraph of this chapter; the intent here was

to provide a general overview of the more complex statistical tdchniques used

in the research to follow. It-was not the aim to pr sent all the intricacies

,

of the various techniques. Anyone sophistitated in statistical methodolog9141.11-

recognize that many of the issues may be somewhat oversimplified: Such was

necessary, however, to provide a general overview of the techniques and their

applicability to the research,problems wider investigation. In the chapters to

follow, the,statistics used are presented on the assumption that'the ieaaer has

grasped the *or points made here. Emphasis, is then placed on what the

statistics mean with respect to the phenomenon under investigation. Where,a

43
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. . . b..,.,

'particular statistical assumption
`

is nece ary, or where a particular inter
. _

4 2 23,

pretation is made which requires furt r statistical considerations, these are 4

elaborited in greater detail. The major aim, however, in the,subsequent chapters

is to focus on 06 psychological or pedagogical implications of the findings

and not a mass of statistics;,

dr

I
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TABLE 1

CORRELATION MATRIX INVOLVING FIVE VARIABLES'

'(Note: The Data are Fictitious)

1 2 3 4 5

1. Intelligence X .62 .52 .08 .24

2. Language Aptitude X .34 -.16 .00
4

3 French Achievement X .43 .53

Attitudes toWard French Canadiags X .63

S. Motivational Intensity X

V

B

TABLE 2

0 PRINCIPAL AXIS FACTOR MATRIX.

1. Intelligence .65. -.48

2. Language,Aptitude- .44 -.68

3. French AchieVement. .76 -.01

4. Attitudes toward French Caned ans .55 .58

5. Motivational Intensity .68 .43
0

TABLE 3

ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX

1. Intelligence

2. .langUage Aptitude

3. French Achievement

4. Attitudes toward French Canadians

'S.. Motivational Itttensity 0

I

.79

.80

.50

-.09

.12

II

.19

-.11

.57

.80

.80

50
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CHASTER 3

ATTITUDES, MOTIVATION AND FRENCH ACHIEVEMENT: THE INITIAL

Introduction

A, major purpose of this project was to investigate the relationships

among the various attitude measures and their relation to French achievement

at several grade levels. By focusing on students at different grade levels

. ..- - .

within the Baia geographical.region, it seems feasible to deteimine whether

there is any meaningful change in the pattern of relationships atdifferent
, L., . *

age levels and.itagea of second-language acquisition. The previous literature

(see Gardner and Lambert; 1972) makes, it obvious that although the ,integrative

'motive, is related to second-language achievement, the pattern of relationships
4'

is'by no means consistent f rout study to study. Disentangling the causes of

the variations in 'results is not easy, however, since all of the studies differ

with respect to'some combinadon of the age of the students, the tests used,

. -

the variables, sampled, the,relative amount of second-language training of the

students,,and geographical and cultural chiracteristiCs. The preient investi-

gation, however, was conducted in one geographical and cultural region, and

the attitudinal measures were constant over the grade levels sampled. Some

variation was necessary in the measures of French achievement because (as is

true of any language curriculum, the second languageiskills stressed vary from

'grade to grade. Nonetheless, this troject provided more control than Previoub

ones in that the pattern of relationships can be tied directly to the grade

under investigation.

The initial study had three major objectives. First, it was deemed

necessary to develop tests with known item characteristics and which had high

ternal consistency. A troulgesome aspect of the previous research was the

a tidi-torry that some or the tests might be so heterogeneous in content
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that they might be measuring a hodgepodge of characteristics rather than the

one:implied by the name of the. test. Such measuring instruments could have

validity in that they would correlate meaningfully with other measures, but

the interpretation of the correlations might not be as straightforward as

suggested in the reports. This vorry could not be reduced by searching the

articles for reliability information because such information was never reported.

This is not meant as a strong criticism of the previous research. The earlier

studies were attempting to determine whether a phenomenon existed. And this

-"
they did, clearly and convincingly. For progress to continue, however, and

for extended hypotheses to be researched, attention must now be directed toward

cleaning up these details. The first objective of this initial study, there-

fore, was to develop tests which were homogeneous in content, as indicated by

high internal reliability coefficients, and which at the same time were appro-

priate to a wide age-range of students.

A second objective of this initial study was to investigate the factor

structure at each grade level, 7 through 11, among the measures of attitude,

motivation and French achievement. This type of analysis characterizes the

majority of the previous studies done in this area, but differs in the important

respect that the relationShips are examined for each grade leyel separately.

In this 'manner, possible changes in the relationships among the variables

associated with age and exposure to the second language 'Ian be detected.

A third objective of this first study was to investigate differences

in mean performance on.the various tests over the five grade le 7 through

11. Such comprrisons have considerable potential in indicating the differing

natures of students at different stages of the second language program. They

are, however, alio fraught with dangers with respect to their meaning. Students

in these differing grades differ in age, exposure to the 1'Iage, testmgiseness,
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as u. as a host of other variables, hence the explanation of any differences

must.be, at best, tentative. It seems, nonetheless, worth the'gamble to

present the results ani offer provisional explanations or hypotheses. which

future researchers can explore and teachers can evaluate from their own per-

smective..

Each of the three objectives of the initial study, test development,

factor analytic structures, and grade comparisons are to be presented in this

chapter. The following section, describes in detail the general procedure,

. .

the nature of the-subjects sampled, and the tests used. In the Results and

Discussion section, the results pertaining to the three major objectives will

he discussed in considerable detail.

METHOD

Subjects

The subjects (Ss) for this phase of the investigation were students

taking Prench as a second language in grades 7 to 11 in the London Public

Schbol System. The students in grades 7 and 8 were from two eletentary schools

in the London area. One of these schools was situated in a suburban' region

while the other was more centrally located. The students in grades 9 an 10

were from one large suburban secondary school, whine the students from grade

11 were drawn from the same school as well as from one other secondary school

in another suburb of the city. The four schools were used on the advice of

the Measurement and Evaluation Division of the London Board of Education because

they were relatively representative of the student body in London.

The entire sample was comprised of 119 students in grade 7, 123 in

grade 8, 116 in grade 9, 92 in grade 10 and 102 in grade 11.

5 :3
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Materials

The materials for this investigation consisted of a number of Paper

and pencil measures of attitudinal and motivational characteristics, stereotypes

about and attitudes toward various ethnic groups, school courses, and teachers,

and French achievement. Because of the different levels of French achievement

across the various grades, the indices of French achievement used for the_

different grades had to be varied somewhat. These differences are indicated

below. All the other measures, however, were common to the five grades.

Following is a list of the variables assessed in this investigation.

1. Attitudes Toward French Canadians. This variable was assessed by means

of 30 positively worded items about French Canadians 4see Appendii"AT page

A - 3).1 The items were written specifically for this investigation or adapted

from othar sources (Gardner and Lambert, 1959; Kirby and Gardner, "73). A

high score on this measure indicates a positive attitude toward French Canadians.

2. French Class Anxiety. This test consisted of 11 items which referred tp

feelings of discomfort or anxiety associated with speaking French, or partici-

pating in the French Class (see Appendix A, page A - 5). The items were

written specifically for this investigation. A high score reflects anxiety

aroused in the French class.

3. Attitudes Toward Learning. French. This test consisted of

from another study (Rhandawa and Korpan, 1972). Severi cc the

favourable attitudes, while seven were negatively worded (see

14 items adapted

items exPiessed

'Appendix ii;

page A - 6). A high score on this test is indicative of a favourable'attitdde

toward learning French. ,

i

.

4, General Classroom Anxiety. Ten items referring Cu feelings of anxiety
:
or

discomfort associated with respondint; in the general claAsroom situation Were,,

presented (see Appendix A, page A - 7). The items were developed specifically.

.

litems with an asterisk refer to those items used in the ValidationStudylkChapter

t, o.
r.
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for this inv7stigation; a high score is indicative of feelings of anxiety in

the classroom.

5. Ethnocentrism (E-Scale). This scale (see Appendix At page A - 8) consisted

of 15 items derived from the Other Minorities And Patriotism subscale (Adorno,

et al., 1950) and the Children's Ethnocentrism scale (Frenkel-Brunswick, 948).

A high score reflects feelings of ethnocentrism, the belief that one's own

cultural community is superior to other cultural groups.

6. Attitudes Toward European Frenc'h People. This test, developed for this

investigation; consisted of 30 positively evaluative statements about European

,French people (see Appendix A, page A - 9). A high score on this test indicates

favourable attitudes toward the European French.

7. Need Achievement. This test was adapted from items developed by Jackson

(1965). It consisted of 14 items designed to indicate hot; hard an individual

strives for perfection or excellence in any task he undertakes (see Appendix

A, page A - Ii). Seven of the items were worded positively in that they

stressed an interest in performing tasks with considerable care and perfection;

the other seven items were negatively worded in that they stressed completing

tasks quickly with a minimum of effort or concern for quality. A high score

'reflects a high need for achievement.

8. Authoritarianism (F-Scale). This 12 item scale was adapted from the

California F-Scale (Adorno, et al., 1950), and assesses a .generalized predis-

position toward prejudice toward outgrow's (sea Appendix A, page A - 12).

The scale is scored such that high scores reflect an authoritarian ideology.

9. Interest in Foreign Languages. This test (see Appendix A, page A - 13)

consisted of 11 items reflecting an interest in learning or knowing "foreign

languages". Items were written es6ecially for this investigation or adapted

from Feenstra and Gardner (1968) and made reference to foreign languages in
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general rather than any specific language. A high score indicates an interest

in Foreign Languages.

10. Machiavellianism. This measure consisted of 15 items adapted from'

Christie and Geis (1970) which assesses the extent to which an individual

expresses an interest in manipulating or exploiting others for Personal gain

(see Appendix A, page 14). Eight items involved manipulative content,

while seven items were negatively worded. A high score on this test reflects

a high degrde of interest in exploiting others.

11. Parental Ers,-..raeinent. This scale consisted of 12 items referring to

the extent that the student perceived his parents as actively encouraging him

to learn French (see Appendix A, page A - 15). The items were written speci-

fically for this investigation, but attention was directed toward similar

indices used in other studies (Feenstra and Gardner, 1968; Gardner, and Lambert,

1972). A high score is indicative of a student's perception that his parents

actively encourage him to learn French.

12. Anomie. This test assesses potential dissatisfaction with one's own

cultural community. tTen items, each expressing such dissatisfaction were

presented (see'Appendix A, page A - 16). Five of the items were adapted from

Srole (1951), and five were adapted from Gardner and Lambert (1972), The

higher the score, the greater the feelings of anomie.

13, Ratings of Instrumental Orientation. Ss were Presented with eight items

each stressing the pragmatic or utilitarian value of learning French (see

Appendix A, page A - 17). The items were written for this study but were

adapted from Gardner and Lambert (1972) . A high score indicates that Ss

perceive itilitarian reasons for studying French as appropriate to their own

feelings.
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14. Ratin s of Integrative Orientation. This scale consisted of eight items

each emphasizing the importance of learning French to Afford Ss the opportunity

to interact with and share cultural experiences with members of the French

speaking community (see Appendix A, page A - 18). The items were adapted from

Gardner and Lambert (1972) or specifically written for this investigation. A

high score indicates that Ss perceive integrative reasons-for studying French

as relevant to"their own feelings..

15. Motivational Intensity. This test consisted of 19 multiple.choict. items
- .

designed to assess the amount of effort students felt that they expended in

learning French'(see Appendix A, pageA - 20). Items were adapted from

?eenstra and Gardner (1968), Gardner (1960), and Gardner and Lambert (1959;

1972$, but many, additional items Were written for this investigation. A high

score represents Ss' self-reporX of a high degree of effort expended in

acquiring French.

16. Desire to Learn French. This scale consisted of 18 multiple-choice items

designed to assess how much the student wants to learn French independent of

the amount of effort involved (see Appendix A, page A - 23). The test was

based on scples used by Feenstra and Gardner (1968), Gardner (1960), and Gardner

and Lambert (1959; 1972), but many additional items were developed for this

investigation. High scores on this test reflect a strong desire to learn French.

17. Orientation Index. This measure (see Appendix A, page A - 26) was adapted

from"Gardner and Lambert (1959), and provides an index of whethe.: the individual

is primarily integrative or instrumental in his orientation toward French language

study. In this tent student, is asked to select from among four reasons for

studying French the one most characteristic of him. He is also provided with

the opportunity to write in one further reason which he can then select.

Two of the reasons provided indicate an integrative orientation, two an instrumental

.)

,
Is.
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orientation. A student is classified as either integratively or instrumentally

oriented depending upon the alternative chosen. If a student choose the reason

he wrdte in, it is either classified in one of the two categories, or if a

decision cannot be reached the test is not scored. For numerical purposes, an

instrumental orientation is coded 1, an integrative orientation, 2.

Variables 18 to 22 were measures derived from, semantic diffeiential

(Osgood, et al., 1958) ratings of seven concepts, Canadian Indians, English

Canadians, French Canadians, European French people,. My French Course, My

French Teacher, and My English Co rse. Not all concepts were rated on the

. ,

same scales, and not all concejpts were included in the major data analyses.

The semantic differential technille was employed because it can be used for

a number of purposl. One purpose is to obtain evaluative reactions to the

I(
concepts, and it is this measure which is emphasized in this section. The

semantic differential can also be used, however,;to index the stereotypes that
7

Ss have about particular concepts. Considerable research has made use of the

semantic differential format to assess stereotypes about ethnic groups (Gardner,

Wonnecott and Taylor, 1968; Gardner, Taylor and Feenstra, 1970; Gardner, Kirby, .

Gdrczpe and %illamin, 1972,.Uardcer and Kirby, 1973; Kirby and Gardner, 1973).

This research defines the stereotype about an ethnic group in terms of consensus

in ascribing attributes to that group, and assesses such consensus in terms

of the extent to which Ss' ratings are polarized on the various scales. Use

of these data in that context is described in subsequent chapters.

In the list of variables to follow only ratings on five concepts are

considered, and the emphasis is on evaluative reactions.

18. English Canadians (evaluation). Ss rated the concept, English Canadians,

on 30 sematic differential scales (see Appendix A, page A - 30). Eight of
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these, scales were classified asevaluative based on the norms presented by

Kirby and Gardner (1972). To be considered evaluative, a scale had to consist

'of two trait descriptive adjectives varying on evaluation as defined bythe

Kirby and Gardner (1972) norms. A scale was considered as evaluative if one

of the trait descriptive adjectives was above the 20th percentile while its

oppos e was below the 80th percentile on the norms of evaluation and both

attributes were relatively low (in the bottom 70%) on behavioural specificity.

Using these criteria, the
.
eight scales intelligent-stupid, dependable-

undependable, reliable-unreliable, honest-dishonest, pleasant-unpleasant,
. .

trustworthy-untrustworthy,4good-baS, and loyal-disloyal, were adjudged

evaluative. The evaluation of English Canadians was derived by summing the

ratings on these scales. A high score on this measure indicates a positive

evaluation of English Canadians.

19. French Canadians (evaluation). Ss rated the concept, French Canadians,

on the same 30 scales (but in a different order) as used above (see Appendix

, A, page A - 32). The student's evaluation of French Canadians was derived

by summing his ratings on the eight evaluative scales described above. A

high score reflects a positive evaluation of French Canadians.

20. European Frenth People (evaluation). This measure was derived from

semantic differential ratings of the concept, European French People, obtained

on the same 30 scales (in a different order) as described above (see Appendix

A, page A - 31). The higher score on the evaluative scales (see above) the

more favourable the evaluation of European French People.

21. French CoUrse (evaluation). Ss rated the concept, My French Course, on

23 semantic differential scales which were selected for their appropriateness

to such a concept (see.Appendix A, page A - 34). Three judges had previously

independently classified eight of the scales as evaluative. These scales were
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meaningful-meaningless, useful-useless, pleasant-unpleasant, valuable-worthless,

rewarding-unrewarding, good -b sd, necessary-unnecessary, and important-
\

unimportant. A high score on this measure indicates a favourable evaluation

of My French Course.

22. Mn. French Teacher (evaluation). Ss rated the concent.My French Teacher

on the same 30 scales (but in.a different 'order) as thdse used to rate the

ethnic group concepts (see Appendix A, page A - 35). Ratings ori'the evaluative

scales (see number 18 above), were summed to provide an evaluative score; the

higher the score, the more favourable the reaction to my French Teacher.

As stated above (prior to variable 18), Ss also rated the concepts,

Canadian Indians, (see'Apnendix A, page A - 29), and My English Course (see

Appendix A, page A - 33). The scales for the first concept were identical to

those used for rating the other ethnic group concepts. Those for the second

concept were identical to those used for Variable 21. In each case, the scales

were presented in a different random order.

The following variables were indices of French achievement, and these

indices differed from grades 7 and 3 to grades 9-11. In the list to follow,

the measures of French achievement obtained on.the grade 7 and 8 students are

described first., Variable 23 was assessed on all students: Variables 24 and

25 were assessed only on grade 7 students, variables 26 and 27 were assessed

only at the grade 8 level. Following the description of these measures the

indices of French achievement obtained on the students in grades 9-11 are

described.

23. gunch Ip.:abulart. This test consisted of 50 items and was adapted from

the Cooperative French test (Greenberg and Spaulding, 1940).

items with a wide range of difficulty so that it could be used

levels, and because of this, students were encouraged to guess

It consisted of

at all grade Ns,

. In this falls',
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students were presented with a booklet containing all the items. Each item

consisted of a French word, followed immediately by five English words. The

fittest was developed to be used in conjunction h a tape recording. On the

,

tape recording, the students heard the item number, and the French word read

twice. They were given a seven second pause after this before the next item '

number was read. (This was necessary because the emphasis in the grade 7 and

8 program was on oral-aural skills with little use.made ofvisual presentation

of French-wordg). The student was requiredfor each item to indicate the

. English word which most nearly -corresponded in meaning to the French word

presented. The higher the score, the greater the-French vocabulary knowledge.

24. French Aural Comprehen I - 7. Thii test, constructed by French

teachers and consultants with the London Board of Education, was developed

especially for students in grade 7. It consists of, 32 multiple choice items

for which students must select the correct alternative in answer to a question

- asked about a line drawing presented wieh.that item. "The question and the

alternatives are presented visually on the question booklet, and both are

presented auditorially by means of a tape recording. A high score on this

test indicates that the student can understand a question asked in French about

a stimulus object and recognize. the appropriate answer in French to that question.

25. French Aural Comprehension II - 7. This test was also constructed by

French teachers and consultants. with the London Bcord of Education to be used

with students in grade 7. It consists of 34 multiple.choice items and is

identical in format to Variable 24. A high score on this. test indicates a

high level of achievement in French aural comprehension.

26. French Aural Comprehension I - 8. This test, constructed by French

teachers and consultants with the London Board of Education, was developed

6:
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especially for students in the grade 8 program. "The format is identical to

that used in-Variables 24 and 25, but the level of vocabulary knowledge and

knowledge of French verb tenses requireeis greater. The test consists of 43

multiple choice items. A high score on this test is indicative of superior

comprehension of aural French.

27. French Aural Comprehension IT - 8. This test, constructed by French

teachers and consultants with the London.Board of Education, was intended for

students in grade 8. It consists of 42 multiple choice items and is identical

in format to Variable 26 except that different vocabulary is used. A high

score on this test indicates a high level of achievement in French aural

,comprehension.

The following four measures are subtests of the Canadian Achievement

Tests in French (CATF) (1968) which Were administered to the students in

grades 9-11. The CATF is a standardized Paper and pencil test that is

. .

normally administered to students as a unpaced test with a one hour time

limit. As used in the present investigation, time limits were imposed on

each of the four sub teats with the provision that if students completed one

subtest before the time limit expired, they could retur:No_,earlier subtests.

The subtests are:

28. CATF French Vocabulary. This subtest consists of 35 multiple choice

items.' Each item consists of a word or phrase followed by five alternatives.

There are five parts to this subtest. The first part (5 items) presents an

English stimulus word, and the alternatives are presented in French. The second

part (11 items) presents a French stimulus word with the alternatives presented

in French. The third part (9 items) presents French stimulus words with the

alternatives in English. Part IV presents 7 items each containing fiv4 pairs

of French.words, and students must select the one pair in each item most nearly

6
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opposite in mening to each other. The fifth part presents 3 French sentences

with oneword missing, and stunts must select from five alternatives the

French word which is most appropriate. A time limit of eight minutes was

permitted; a high score indicates substantial French vocabulary knowledge.

29. CATF French Grammar. This subtest consists of 45 multiple choice items,

and is made up of three sections. A time limit of 12 minutes was permitted.

The first section (28 items) presents an English 'sentence, followed by its

French translation with one word omitted. Students are required to select,

from five French-alternatives, the missing word. Section two (15 items) presents

aFrevich sentence with one missing word, and students are required to select

the appropriate word from five French alternatives. The third section (2 items)

presents English phrases, and students must select '.rom five alternatives the

correct French translation. A high score on this test indicates a good command

of French grammar.

30. CATF French Comprehension: This test consists of 10 items, and is made

up of two sections. The first section6 items) presents three written

selections of French arose and students were required to answer two questions

. . .

(in French) about each selection. The second section
'

(4 ;.terns) presents

%
.

incomplete French sentences, and students are required to select from fiie

alternatives the word or phrase which most logically completes the sentence.

Students were allowed six minutes for this part. A high score indicates a

good comprehension of written French.

31 CATF Pronunciation. Ss were given six minutes in which to answer 12 items

designed to measure their knowledge of how French words are pronounced, rather

than their actual ability to pronounce the words correctly. A klh score on

this test indicates an appreciation for the correct pronunciation of French words.

32. Intelligence. Indices of intelligence were determined for each student

from school records.

6 "
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Procedure

The testing was conducted in four sessions beginning in April 1972 and

.

ending in June, 1972. Except whew otherwise indicated all testing was

conducted by members of the research team who received Prior instruction on

how to administer the tests, and to deal with questions raised during the

testing sessions. All testing was conducted in the students''classroom,'and

each session required 40 minutes.

- The face sleet df the three attitude questionnaires was read aloud to

the students at the beginning of each session in which they were administered.

This face sheet requested the student's rime, sex, age and school. In addition

it contained two pa+agraphs describingin general terms the purpose of the

project, the importance attributed to confidentiality and the procedures which

would be followed by the research team in ensuring that anonymity would be

preserved despite the fact that students' names wereequired, and the importance

(4 providing answer that were as frank and accurate as polisible. The

introductory section further indicated that, although it was imoortant to the

lrch aims that all students answered all items, answering the questionnaire,

was voluntary and that they should feel free to omit any or all items which

they did not want to answer. The face sheet for the attitude qUestionnaires,

which were administered during sessions 1 to 3, is reproduced in Appendix A,

page 1.

Session 1. The first testing session was conducted for all grade levels (7

to 11) in April, 1972. During this session students responded to 80 attitude

items, 19 items from the Motivatiot-.1 Intersity and' Desire to Learn French.

scales and the Orientation Index. -The scales administered during this session

with the number of items administered in that scale were the tests measuring

Attitudes toward french Canadians (30), French Class Anxiety (11), General

64i".
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Classroom Anxiety (10), Ethnocentrism (15), Attitudes toward Learning French

(14), Motivational Intensity (10), Desire to Learn French (9), and the

Orientation Index.

The test boOklet presented to the. students consisted of the face sheet

(see Appendix A, page 1), the instructions for the items using the Likert

procedure (see Appendix, page A - 2), the 80 items in a fixed random order

for the first five tests described in the Preceedtng paragraph, the instructions

for the Motivationalqfitensitv and Desire to Learn French scales (see Appendix

A, page A --19),'the 19, items for these scales, Presented in a fixed random
44P 1"

order, and the OrientationkIndei:
r ,

Session-2. The second ing session was conducted in early May, 1972. It

consisted of the following tests (the number of items is piesented in brackets

following each test):' Parental Encouragement (12), Anomie Machiavell-

ianism (15), Ratings of the Instrumental Orientation (8), Railings of the

Integrative Orientation (8), semantic'differential ratings If the concepts,'

My French Teacher 00), MY French Course (23),and My English Course (23), and

measuresof MotivOtional Intensity (9) and.Desire to Learn French (9).

The test booklet. presented to tbe.students consisted of the face sheet

(see Appendix A, page.11) the instructions for the items Presented using the .

/ 1 .. ."-

Likert rrocedure (see Appendix A, pfge 2), the items,in a fixed random order

'

for the first five test; (53-iitemsr, the semantic differential instructions
.

(see Appendix A, page A - 27), the three concepts .(-11-3 different random orders)

to be rated, the instructions for the Motivational Intensity and Desire to

Learn French scaies (see Appendix A, Ogg A - 19) ifld the items for these t

scales presented in a fixed random order. ti

Session 3. The third testing session was condudt0 during the latter part of .

It

May, 1972. The, tests" udrinistered (the number of.itoas in each are Presented
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in brackets) included the measures of Attitudes toward the European French

(30), Authoritaria7ism 412), Need Achievement (10, Interest in Foreign

Languages (11), stkantic difgerential ratings of the cnnceots, Canadian India&

(30), English Canadiarr(30), European French people (30), and French Canadians

(30), and the French Vocabulary Test (50).

the test booklet presented to the students consisted of the face sheet

(see Appendix A, page 1), the instructions for the items using the Likert

*

procedure (see,Appendix A, page A - 2%0 the 67 items in a fixed random order

for the first four tests described in the above Paragraph, the,instructions

forbthe semantic differential (see Appendix A,, page A - 27),,end the four

concepts (in different random orders) to be rated. At the completion of this
. ,

s
booklet, all students 'were given the French Vdcabulary test..

Session 4. The fourth testing, session wad.conducte4 in June, 1972. During

this period, tihe French teacherq of the .grade 7 and 8 students administered

the two tests of aural comprehension agpropriate.to that grade level. Members

of the research team administered.the'CATF to'students in gradei 9-11.

Although 34 variables aminclvded in the list of measures decribed
44,04

in this section not all measures were submitted to the analyses described in

the subsequent sections. Because of this, the variables actually referred to

in any analysis discussed in the Results and Discussion section will be

specified before the results of that'analysis are presented.

RESULTS AND'DISCUSSION

Since there were three objectives for the initial study, this section

will consist of three parts, the Development and Reliability of the Attitude/

Motivation Measures, the Relations of the Attitude/Motivation Measures to
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7M11111111111MMIIIIIMM11.1.'French Achievement and Developmental Changes in Attitude, Motivation and

French Achievement.

DEVELOPMENT AND RELIABILITY OF THE ATTITUDE/MOTIVATION MEASURES

A major aim of this research project was the development of indices

pf several aspects of the integrative motive which could be used with students

of different ages and in different stages in the language acquisition process.

One prime consideration in this respect is a series of tests with high internal

consistency reliability. To achieve this end, considerable time was spent

developing items which appeared to tap the conceptual domain of each of the

attitudinal-motivational variables Posited to be of importance insecond-

languagy acquisition. As described in the preceding section, these items were

then administered to students at each of the grade levels.

When selecting items from a large pool for a particular measuring

instrument, the standard procedure is to focus largely on the correlations of

the items with total scores based on the remaining items believed representa-

tive of the variable of interest. These are referred to as item -total

correlations. For example, if an investigator had assembled 25 items which

he felt measured attitudes toward French Canadians, and he wanted the ten

"best" items, the typical procedure he would follow is to correla,e the score

fc ear Ith a total score derived from the remaining 24 items. Doing

nis, .d end Up'with 25 item-total correlation coefficients (one for each

item), and would select those 10 items with tha highest correlations. The logic

underlying this Procedure is that the items correlating highest with the total

score measure best what the total score reflects. Of course this assumes that

the total scores provide an index of whatever it is the investigator wishes to

measure, but this is another question, ind one we shall address later. At

.44
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least one other investigation (Kirby, Gardner, lcapinello and Aird, 1973) has

attempted to consider other parameters in the item selection Procedure, but

that investigation suggested that the traditional approach provided the most

reliable and, in that situation, the most valid index.

In the present situation:the traditional procedure could not be applied

directly. What was required was one set of items for each measuring instrument

which would be equally applicable for ear of the five grades. At the sane.

time, however, it was necessary to compuie the item-total correlations separately

for each grade to study the item characteristics within each grade rather than

Pooling all students together and have the it mr-total correlations confounded

with grade differences. The problem was solv d by considering one -half of the

total number of items administered in each subtest as "potentials". (In point
-
----\

1 -

of fact, the research team referred to them as "made its", that is gramma-

tically cumbersome.) The number of times each item was classified as a

"potential" ove the five grades was then determined, and that number of items

required for the final test with the most number of potential classifications

were retained. In no instance was it necessary to select an item with fewer

than three out of five "potential" classifications, thus the items selected

were generally appropriate to most of the grades.

The items contained in the original pool of items are presented by

scale in Appendix A. Those items which were finally selected for the final

scale are indicated by an asterisk. To summarize this material, Table 1 presents

the number of items contained in the original pool and the number of items

finally retained.

Insert Table 1 About Here
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The major purpose of selecting items with high item-total correlations

is to produce scales which have high internal consistency reliability. One'

index of internal consistency reliability is the Kuder-Richardson 20 relr-

ability coefficient. The Kuder-Richardson 20 reliability coefficients of the

final tests are presented in Table 2. Although these coefficients are

potentially, biased because they are based on selected items from the larger

insert Table 2 About Here

I

pool,.they are informative. Examination of Table 2 reveals that reliabilities

are quite qt1:si'antial and consistent for the scales mea....ring Attitudes toward

French Canadians, Attitudes toward Learning French, Attitudes toward European

French People, Interest in Foreign Languages, Parental Encouragement, Instru-

mental Orientation, Integrative Orientation, Motivational Intensity and Desire

to Learil French (Varia;bles 1:3, 6, 9, 11, 13, 14, 15, and 16 in Table 2).

Each of these tests are incortant for this project and such results are

encouraging.

The 'reliability coefficients. for the remaining tests are not as

Substantial or generally as consistent. Those for the mtbasbxes of Author-
, "

itariahism, Machiavel.Lianism and, Anomie (Variables 8, 19 and 12'in Table 2)

/
are reasonably consistent but much _Aver than for the above tests. The

reliability coefficients for the measures of French class anxiety, General
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Classroom Anxiety, Ethnocentrism, and Need Achievement (Variables 2, 4, 5, and

7 in Table 2) tend to be even lower, and less consistent than any of the other

measures. It will be noted that for each of these twits, there is at least

one grade for which the reliability coefficient is particularly low.

What do all of these ccefficients mean? First there are nine measures

which evidenced appreciable internal consistency. To a considerable extent,

this could be attributed to the general clarity of the variables involved.

The variable of Parental Encouragement, for example, is quite unequivocal in

its definition and it is reasonable to expect that items written to assess

parental encouragement would tend to result in similar responses on the part

of the students. High internal consistency implies simply that each of the

various items yields comparable assessments. The lower: and somewhat

inconsistent reliability coefficients for the other seven tests is attributable

largely to the complex nature of the variables themselves. Measures such as

the Ethnocentrism

4
s, ile, or the Authoritarianism scale were adapted from other

investigations Obo scales were developed by Adernn et al., 1959), yet their
)

reliability coefficients tend to be lower simply because the variables them-
.

'selves are many faceted. Similar interpretations can be made of the other

indices with low reliabilities. The concepts themselves are so complex that

different items designed to tap them reflect this complexity thus reducing

the internal consistency of the'tests. In general, however, the reliability

coefficients are all of sufficie,." magnitude to provide assurance that relation-

ships among the measures will prove relltively stable.
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RELATIONS OF TIlE ATTITUDE/MOTIVATION MEASURES TO FRENCH ACHIEVEMENT

The attitudinal/motivational measures used to investigate the relation-

ships among these measures and indices of, French Achievement were those based

on the reduced number of items retained for the final scales. The actual

variables included in the analyses at each grade level are indicated in the

appropriate factor matrices. In the-discussion to follow, the results are

considered separately for each grade level.

Grade 7
v-

Pearson product - moment correlation coefficients were computed among

the 26 variables assessed on the grade 7 students. The correlation matrix

is presented in Appendix C, page C 1. This matrix was factor analyzed using

the principal axis solution with the higr.-s absolute correlation for a

Variable serving as its communality estimate. Four factors were obtained to

account for the correlations among the 26 measures obtained on the grade 7

students. These factors accounted for 88% of the total estimated communality.

These factors were rotated`by means of the Varimax solution (Kaiser, /958).

The rotated factor matrix is presented in Table 3.

........

insert Table 3 About Here

Factor I obtains appreciable (i.e., greater than I .30) loadings from

25 variables, and appdars to reflect an attitudinal-motivational dimension

>previously referred to as ar Integrative Motive (Gardner, 1960; Gardner, 1966).

Ten variables defining this factor appear on a comparable factor in each of

the subsequent analyses, and consequently will be highlighted here. The pattern

of loadings on this factor suggest that Ss with a strong inatgaulTL Motive

I

have favorable attitudes toward French speaking people (Variables 1 and 6),

...,.,
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are interested in French and foreign languages (Variables 3 and 9), are moti-

vated to Iearn French (Variables 15 and-Y6) for both integrative and instru-

mental reasons (Variable 14 and 13), have favorable attitudes toward their

French course (Variable 21), and receive parental encouragement for studying

French (Variable 11). As stated above this pattern appears in all analyses.

Additional variables contributing to '?.is factor for the grade 7 students

include the measures of aunoritartanIsm, anomie, favorable evaluations of

English Canadians, French Canadians, and the French Teacher (Variables 8, 12,

18, 19, and 22, respectively). The implication is that grade 7 students who

are integratively motivated tend to be somewhat authoritarian and dissatisfied

with their role in society, though they have favorable perceptions of English

Canadians, French Canadians and the French Teacher.

Factor I hrs been internreted as reflecting an Integrative Motive

despite the fact that ratings of tne intensity of both the integrative and

instrumental orientations contribute to this factor. Although this might

seam ris somewhat arbitrary in factor definition, this appears to be the most
11.

parsimonious one. There is clearly a large attitudinal component reflected

in the facror which emphasizes an accepting and positive orientation toward

foreign groups and languages, and a concomitant interest in studying the

language. Furthermore, it should be noted that on this factor, Variable 17

comes close to being included. This measure, the Orientation Index, forces

Ss to choose between integrative and instrumental reasons; the positive loading

suggests that grade 7 Ss who are integratively motivated tend more freouently

to choose the integrative reasons. It will be observed in the subsequent

analyses that this pattern continues, but that it is not until students have

become more mature and more proficient in French (i.e., grades 10 and 11) that

this association becomes highly pronounced.

4
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There is some suggestion in these results that integratively motivated

grade 7 students tend to be somewhat more successful in acquiring French

vocabulary (Variable 23), and some aspects of aural comprehension (Variable 24).

Since this is the first real contact with learning French, it is reasonable

that such an association would exist, but it will be noted in the subsequent

Analyses with the older Ss, that this association is not stable and that other

factors come into play.

FactorII appears to reflect primarily a French Achievement dimension.

Appreciable positive loadings are obtained from the three measures of French

Achievement (Variables 23-25), as well as the measures of Intelligence (Variable

26), Desire to Learn French (Variable 16), and Attitudes toward the French

Course and French Teacher (Variables 21 and 22). Appreciable negative loadings

are obtained from the measure of Ethnocentrism (Variable 5), Authoritarianism

(Variable 8), Machiavellianism (Variable 10, and Anomie (Variable 12). Viewing

Factor II as a French Achievement dimension, this configuration suggests that

general achievement in French among grade 7 students is associated with

intelligence on the cne hand, and on the other, with an interest in learning

French, favorable attitudes toward the learning environment (i.e., the teacher

and course), and an accepting non-ethnocentric, non-authoritarian, non-manipulative,

and satisfied orientation to life. It will bf noted that this interpretation

compliments that provided for Factor I in that it demonstrates again an

association between attitudinal variables, and second language achievement.

Many of the attitudinal variables, however, are of a general nature not directly

'related to the French language or French-speaking People. It will be recalled

that these students are young and that this is their first experience with

learning French. Perhaps, therefore, they have not had the opportunity to build

strong associations, except for the highly situationally specific ones of the

J
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course and the teacher, between many attitudinally specific variables and

second-language achievement. Instead, stronger associations exist between

generalized attitudes, presumably developed in the home (see Gardner, Tavldr

and Feenstra, 1970), and students' achievement in the initial stages of second-

language acquisition. One hypothesis which might be formulated at this stage
.

is that thii association may decrease with added maturity and contact with the

second language, and that more specific language-related attitudes might come

into play at that time.

' Factor III receives subitantial loa ings from seven variables, and the

4'predominant characteristic appears to be A xiety (note the high loadings for

. Variables 2 and 4)0 Loadings obtained from the other variables suggest that

high anxious Ss are ethnocentric (Variable 5), machiavellian (Variable 10),

anomic (Variable 12) and tend to be somewhat lacking in a need for achievement

(Variable 7) and in their degree of motivation to learn French (Variable 15).

It seems clear that Anxiety, although showing expected relations with the

various generalized attitude measures, is not related to achievement in French,

at this grade level even though such anxiety does result in a decrease in the

motivation to learn French.

Eight variables define Factor IV. Since five of these are evaluative

judgments involving the semantic differential (Variables 18-22), it is possible

that much of the variance contributing to this factor is specific to the

semantlz differential technique. Nonetheless, an alternative interpretation,

suggested by all the loadings, could be that this reflects an Evaluative

dimension. Ss who favorably evaluate English Canadians (Variable 18) make

similar evaluations about French Canadians, European French People, and their

French Course and French Teacher (Variables 19-22). Furthermore, such students

have rositive attitudes toward the European French (Variable 6), express some
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interest in learning French (Variable 16), and tend to be high in need

achievement (Variable 7). This factor of Evaluation nevertheless is not

related to Fiench achievement.

Grade 8

3-25

The correlation matrix of the 26 measures obtained on the grade 8

students is presented in Appendix C, page C - 2. This matrix was factor

analyzed using the principal axis solution with the highest absolute correla-

tion for a variable serving as its communality estimate. Four factors were

necessary to account for the correlations among the 26 measures obtained on

the grade 8 students. These factors accounted for 85Z of the total estimated

communality. The'varimax rotated matrix is presented in Table 4.

Insert Table 4 About Here

Factor I is defined by the loadings obtained from 17 variables. As was

the case for Factor I in the grade 7 analysis', substantial-loadings are obtained

by the ten variables, Attitudes toward French Canadians, Attitudes toward

Learning French, Attitudes toward European French People, Interest in Foreign

Languages, Parental Encouragement, Instrumental Orientation, Integrative

Orientation, Motivational Intensity, Desire to Learn French, and Attitudes

toward the French Course (Variables 1, 3, 6, 9, 11, 13; 14, 13, 16 and 21).

It seems best interp_eted, therefore, as an Integrative Motive factor. As with

the grade 7 Ss rhe integrative motive in this case is also associated with

favorable attitudes toward English Canadians, French Canadians, and the French Teacher

(Variables 18, 19 and 22). The marginal, positive loading of the Orientation

Index (Variable 17) on this factor oarallels the findings' obtained with the

grade 7 sample and pr^vides further support for the interpretation of Factor I
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as an Integrative Motive factor. Unlike the grade 7 Ss, however, a strong

integrative motive among grade 8 Ss is also associated with high need achieve-

ment, low machiavgalianism, and.high IQ, and achievement in French vocabulary

(Variables 7, 10, 23 and 26). (It will be recalled that in grade 7, the French
a

vocabulary test was only slightly associated with the integfAtive motive).

With grade 8 Ss, therefore, it appears as though integratively motivated is

are highly successful in French vocabulary, somewhat more intelligent, with

a strong need to achieve, and a somewhat non-manipulative orientation toward

people. %

Five variables define Factor II, and the major component seems to

reflect an Ethnocentrism Dimension. Ss who are highly ethnocentric, are

authoritarian, machiavellian, and anonic, and somewhat low in intelligence.

Similar ethnocentric factors have been obtained in other studies (Gardner, 1960;

Gardner and Lambert, 1972), and in fact this configuration was also present in

Factor II for the grade 7 Ss in this study (though with opposite signs). In

that analysis, achievement in French was associated with a non-ethnocentric

ideology. In the present analysis, however, no association with French

achievement is eviVrts. It seems that by grade 8 and the second year of French,

generalized attitudes are no longer associated with French achievement.

Factor III is best identified as a French Achievement factor since of

the five variables defining it, the three predominant ones are measures of

French achievement (Variablei 23-25). The two remaining variables contrib.iting

to this factor suggest that French Achievement at grade 8 is associated with,

an integrative orientation (Variable 17) t.nd an increased motivation to learn

French (Variable 15). This factor compliments Factor I in this analysis in

that it highlights a definite relationship between integrative motivational

elements and French achievement. Clearly, at.the grade 8 level, French

76
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achievement is more directly associated with specific motivational elements

than was the case at the grade 7 level.

Factor IV is clearly an Anxiety dimension. The major loadings for

this factor are obtained by the two measures of anxiety (Variables 2 and 6).

The total configuration suggests that highly anxious Ss tent to positively

evaluate English Canadians and French Canadians (Variables 18 and 19).

Grade 9 -7'
Twenty -eight measures were obtained on the grade 9 students. The

correlation matrix of these variables is Presented in Appendix C, sage C - 3.

This matrix was factor analyzed using the Principal axis solution with the

, .

highest absolute correlation for a vadriable seiving_as its communality estimate.

Five factors were required to account for ehe correlations among the 28a
measures obtained on the grade 9 Ss. -These factors accounted for 9l of.tfie

total estimated communality. The varimax rotated matrix is presented in

Table 5.

Insert Table 5 About Here

Thirteen variables define Factor I. Ten of these are the, by now,:

familiar ten measures which have beein interpreted as reflecting the Integrative

Motive (Variables 1, 3, 6, 9, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 21). The loadings of the

three remaining variables suggest that an integrative motive is associated with

a low level of anxiety in the French Class (Variable 2), and with favorable

evaluations of European French. People (Variable 20) and the French Teacher

(Variable .22). Again it will be noted that an integrative orientation shows

a tendency to be associated with this factor (Variable 17), though the associa-

tion is not pronounced.. Although, for grade 9 Ss, the Integrative Motive appears
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to be independent of the five measures of French achievement, 1.4 seems signi-
.

ficant that integratively motivated Ss are relaxed and confident in the French

class..

Factor II is clearly a French Achievement dimension. Appreciable

loadings are received from both measures of French vocabulary (Variables 23

and 24), French Grammar, Comprehension and Pronunciation (Variab les 25-27).

Other variables loading on this factor suggest that French Achievement is

associated with Intelligence (Variable 28), and a non-ethnocentric ideology

(Variable 5). A similar pattern was suggested in the interpretation of Factor

II for the grade 7 N.7. Itt that case, achievement in French was associated

with a non-ethnocentric orientation but This pattern was not'eviJent with the

grade 8 Ss. Rather, at the grade 8 level, achievement in French was associated

with more snecificmotivational elemLnts. .The question arises, therefore,

as to whether these differences are the result of sampling fluctuation's or

whether they reflect true changes in the dynamics of second-language acquisition

with increasing skill and maturity. .One point, noted earlier, was that the

grade 9 curriculum reflects a change in emphasis from that followed in grade's

7 and 8. Grade 7,and 8 focus-on the development of basic skills in,speaking

and understanding oral French. Although the grade 9 curriculum includes these

skills, greater stress is placed on grammar, reading and writing, and as ouch

represents the initial phase in the development of new skills. In thii respects

the association between elements of French achievement and a non-ethnocentric

orientation, noted also in grade 7, could reflect a true relationship between

the initial acquisition of such skills and an accepting orientation. Patterns

kill later grades could test the adequacy of this possible interpretation.

Factor III is defined by five variables. Four of these reflect positive

evaluations of English Canadians, French Canadians, European French, and the

7C3
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French Teacher (Variables 18, 19, 20, 22), and thus it seems reasonable to

, .

interpret thi4 in the same way as a comparable factor was interpreted for the

grade 7Ss, thus designating this as an Evaluative factor. In this case., Ss

who positively evaluate ethnic groups and people, tend to be somewhat author-

itarian (Variable 8).

Factor IV, for the grade 9.Ss, corresponds to Factor II for the trade

8 Ss. Seven variables define this factor, the major four being the measures

of eth
1centrism authoritarianism, machiavellianism, and anomie (Variables

,

5. 8,x,0, 12).
.
Consequently, it appears to describe an Ethnocentrism Dimension.

Negative loadings are obtained from the remaining three measures, need

achievement, desire to learn French, and the Orientation Index (Variables 7,
4/.

16, 17) suggesting that Ss with an ethnocentric orientation tend to besontent

with less than perfect performance, and to be disinterested in learning French,

though they do prOfess an instrumental orientation in their approach to

language study.

Factor V clearly reflects an Anxis'zy dimension, Appreciable loadings

are obtained from only two variables. French Class Anxiety and General Class-

room Anxiety. No association with French achievement is evident.

Grade 10

The correlation matrix of the 28 measures obtained on the grade 10

students is presented in Appendix C, page C - 4. This matrix was, factor analyzed

using a principal axis solution with the highest absolute correlation for a

variable serving as its communality estimate. Five factors were required to

account for the correlations obtained with the sample of grade 10 students.

These factors accounted for 86% of the estimated common varivace. The varimax

rotated matrix is presented in Table 6.

7L)
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Insert Table 6 About Here

Factor I is defined by the loadings of 13 variables. *Ten of these are

the same as those obtained on the first factor for each of the other grades,

and consequently this factor is best identified as the Integrative Motive

dimensiOn. The three additional variables (Numbers 7, 17 and 22) are indicative

of high need achievement, an integrative orientation and favourable attitudes

toward the French teacher respectively. For the first time, therefore, a clear

preference for an integrative orientation (Variable 17) is associated with the

various characteristics of the integrative motive indicating a possible develop

ment sequeve in the total attitudinal configuration.

Factor II receives appreciable loadings from nine,measures and seems

best identified as a French Achievement dimension The highest loadings are

obtained from the five measures 'of French Achievement (Variables 23-27), while

appreciable positive loadings are obtained frdm the measures of Intelligence,

Attitudes toward Learning French, Desire to Learn French and a substantial

negative loading is obtained from the measure of French Class Anxiety (Variables

28, 3, 16 and 2, respectively). This pattern suggests that French achieyement

in grade 10 is associated with intelligence, favourable attitudes toward
1

Learnift French, a strong desire to learn French, and an absence of anxiety

in the French Class. Thus, by the grade 10 level, more robust associations

between some of the attitudinal variableS and French achievement are beginning

to evidence themselves.

Factor III seems Best identified as an Ethnocentrism Dimension.

Appreciable positive loadings are received from five variables, the Ethnocentrism

scale, the Pscale, the machiavellianism scale, the anomie scale, and the

intensity of the instrumental orientationOariables 5, 8, 10, 12. and 13).

80
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At the same time, a negative loading is obtained from the Orientation index

(Variable 17) indicating a preference for instrumental values in learning

French. Thus, for the grade 10 students an ethnocentric outlook seems clearly

associated with an instrumental orientation toward language study,

Factor IV obtains high loadings from four variables, evaluative reactions

toward English Canadians, French Canadians, and the European French, and

attitudes toward the European French. This factor is best identified in terms

of Evaluative Reactions toward Ethnic Groups, though lust why Variable 1,

Attitudes fewardFrench Canadians dues not contribute to this dimension is not

clear.

Factor V is defined by the loadings of four variables, French Clans

Anxiety, General Classroom Anxiety, the Ethnocentrism Scale, and. the F-Scale.

The major component of this dimension is Anxiety, however, there is aldb an

association evident between anxiety and ethnocenlric and authoritarian reactions.

Grade 11

A total of 27 measuias were obtained frot the ade 11 students, The

measures are identical to those,used for the grade 10 sample save for the fact

that no intelligence test scores were availabile for the grade 11 students. The

correlation matrix of these measures is presented in Appendix C, page C 5.

This matrix was factor analyzed using the principal axis solution with the

highest correlation for a variable serving as its communality estimate.' Five

factors accounted for the correl:'tions obtained among the 27 variables in the

grade 11 sample. These factors accounted for 912 of the total estimated

communality. The varimax rotated matrix is presented in Table 7.

Insert T.ble 7 About Here
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Factor I receives appreciable loadings from 12 variables, the ten defined

previAsly as reflecting an Integrative Motive, plus the need achievement scale

and the orientation index (Variables 7 and 17). As with the grade 10 sample, a

clear integrativeorientation is associated with the integrative motive, and

again need achievement is also related.

There is a slight suggestion that indices of French achievement are

related to the 'ntegrative Motive. Consistent positive lodings are obtained

from four measures of French achievement (see Variables 23-26).

Factor II is the by now familiar French Achievement dimension. The

major loadings are received from Variables 23-27 the measures of French achieve-

vent, three additional variables (Numbers 3, 15, 16) also contribute substantially.

The pattern suggests that students who are relatively proficient in French, are

those who have favourable attitudes toward learning French, arettivated to

learn French, and express a strong desire to learn French. By the grade 11

level, therefoie, French achievement shows a clear association with specific

motivational variables. '

Factor III is defined by the loadings of six variables. Ss who make

positive evaluaticns of English Canadians, French Canadians, and the European

French (Variables 18, 19, 20), also express favourable attitudes toward the

European French, are high on aeed achievement and low on machiave'llianism

(Variables 6, 7,,and 10). Except for the last two variables, this factor is

similer to one obtained with the grade 10 sample, the dimension of Evaluative

Reactions toward Ethnic Groups.

Factor IV seers best identified as an Anxiety dimension. Students who

are anxious in the French Class (Variable 2) are generally anxiouOn school .

(Variable 4), and tend somewhat to be dissatisfied with their role in society

(Variable 12). The inclusion of the;inomie variable on an anxiety dimension

82
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at the grade 11 level may be of some significance from a developmental point

of view. The anxiety component is, holwever, consistentlin all the grades.

Factor V i3 defined by four variables. Students who express an ethno-

centric ideology tend also to'be authoritarian, anomic, and to make favourable

evaluations of the French Teacher.
)

?This factor seems best identified; there-
..

fore, as an Ethnocentrism Dimension and is consistent with factors obtained

with each of the other grades.,

2
pummaryof Factor Analytic Results

When attention is directed toward the factors Obt'ained from all five

analyses, clear. similarities and lifferences emerge, and it seems evident that

there are definite developmental changes. In aAl five grades, three of the

factors are fairlyconsistent hough elements of thl,factora differ from grade

to grade. These three factors were identified as an Integrative-Motive, French

Achievement, and Anxiety factor respectively. ,Oply the first two are important

for an understanding.of the development of French, achievement over grades.

As indicated throughout the preceading desctiptions at each,grade level,

the Integrative-Motive reofiee *s a fairly homogeneous collectionof attitudinal

variables. The consistent configuration obtained *suggests that an integrative

motive is characterized by a strong motive to learn le language (Variables

t
.

13 - 16) of another language gr oup towardd which the individual has positive

attitudes (Variablei 1 and 6) and that such an interest, perceived as supported
ti

by the parents (Variable 11) results in favourable actitutes towarithe language

learning situation itself (Variables 3, 21),Nand a generalized interest in all

second language's (Variable 9), The definition is consistent with that proposed

in earlier studies (Gardner, 1960; Gardner, and Lambert, 1959; 1972) and is

supported At all five grade levels investigated in the present stud ". Although

there i3 not a strong association between the French achievement measures and

83
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the factor identified Iritegtative Motive factor at any grade level, a

definite pattern can be notdI. At the grack 7 level, the French achievement

measures show some association with the integrative Notive, and this association

becomes,even snore pronounced in grade 4. In grade 9, however, there is virtually

no association between the Integrative: Motive factor any' the indiCes of French

achievement. This pattern could he due to a number of reasons. The measures

of French achievement used,are different, the program itself is different, and

the students are more selected in that at grade 9, French is truly an optional

subject. The most parsimonious interpretation would seem to involve these

:atter two considerations. It seems possible that at the grade 9 level, we are

dealing wIsit a different population of students who in fact are just beginnIng

the acquisition of new
t

skills. The students at this level are taking an optional

course which is graded as part of their curriculum, and moreover they are beginning

the acquisition Gi the more formal aspect's acne language. It seeMis highly

likely thatthat in the initial sages of second language acquisition, to integra-

tive motive might not be as important a determinant of ach ornament as

cognitive type of skills such as language aptitude or intelligence.Ahl inter-

pretation is strengthened by the °Retain cf loadings for the students in rades

10 and ll. In these two grades, the indices of French achievement show progress-

A

ively higher associations with the Integrative Motive factor.

Similar interpretations are suggested when attention.is direited to the'

French Achievement factors obtained at each grade level. At the grade 7 level

the factor of French Achbevement is highly associated with intelligence, favour-

able evaluations of C.e course and the teacher, and generalized non-ethnocen'ric

attitudes. Although stwific motivational variables are related, their importance

is overshadowed by the more generalized accepting attitudes toward cutgroups.

By grade 8, however, intelligbnce and non-etnnocentric attitudes are no lonier

84
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contributors to the French Achievement dimension and instead an integrative

orietitarion and a strong motivation to learn French are beginning to show their

importance. By grade 8, thestudents are still enrolled in what appears to be

a IcompuIqpry though admittedly ungraded course, and have acquired two years

experience in an oral-aural program, thus it might be anticipated that motiva-

tional variables would play a greater role. At grade 9, the pattern reverses

itself again. Intelligence is the malor contributor to the French Achievement

dimension, and the influence of the non-ethnocentric orientation is again

evident. Recall, however, that in grade 9, new French skills are being intro-
.

dueed, and the etudents are now registered in an optional, but graded, course.

At grade. 10, the pattern noted in grade 8 becomes once again apparent.

Intelligence plays less of a defining role on the French Achitvement dimension,

whereas specific motivational ciponents, attitudes toward learning French,

and a lack of anxiety in thp _n Nlass become of greater significance. A

\very similar pattern .es in grade 11, though the specific motivational

components gain in importance, and the French class anxiety component decreases.

These results are based on five different groups of students differing

in age and gr-de in school, and with their exposure to French instruction,

Piney differ further, in that in the first two years, th,3 students are experiencing

ad aural-oral French program which thnugh viewed as part of'their curriculum

does not contribute to their graded school performance. In the latter three

years, howevrt.., the students are enrolled 4,t1 an optional course; moreover it

is one that focuses on the more formal aspects of French. They learn to read,

they study grammlr, and they must acauire a larger vocabulary. With all of

this, what can the results tell us about the student moving through the French

program from grades 7 to Ll?

We can, from these ....sultn, constmrr a comnositf aicture of such a
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student. When he enters grade 7, it is, reasonable to visualize the student when

he first encounters French. If he has favourable attitudei towards French

speaking people, and a general non-ethnocentric orientation (presumably as

suggested by Gardner, Taylor and Feenstra"(1970) such attitudes would have

developed in his early hom, life), he will get greater enjoyment out of the class

than if he has oppOsite.attitudes (also developed in the home). .1f these are

coupled with intelligence he will likely do well in the course, but in either

event he will orolably progress to grade 8. In grade 8, such a student will

probably do better in French than his counterpart with unfavourable attitudes

(regardless of intellectual differences), and it is meaningful to speculate

that he will find the course rewarding; even to the point, tht.t he say plan to

take it as
.
an option in grade 9. It is reasonable also tc spoculate that his

counterpart with more negative attitudes may look longingly to grade 9 where

he will not "have" to take French. Even his counterpart, however, may find

himself taking French in grade 9 because of uressures from his family, his

peers, or maybe even his own desire to succeed in the course. When both students

ate in grade 9, however, it is probable that they will find that more is

expected of them than in previous years. More demands made of them, and

they must luve the intellectual or verbal skills necessary to succeed. Our

fictitious student with the faviurable attitudes, however, will work hard and
N\

begin to develop the skills. His counterpart, may succeed if he has.the requisite

verbal skills, but he may find it less rewarding. Without the necessary verbal

skills, he might well Plan on dropping out in grade 10. In grade 10 and 11

our fictional student will not only find the class rewarding, but ht will also

find that he is beginning to develop some proficiency in FrenCh, and moreover

thit he is acquiring at least parts of the cultural characteristics of the French.

He is, ,in all probability on the 'day to becoming bilingual. And what of his
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. counterpart? He may hav1e dropped out. On the other hand, he may have stayed

in the program and passed each year. It is probable, however, that he found

the course difficult, and somewhat unrewarding. He may have developed some

proficiency in French. He may also be one of those who when he finishes high

school may report that he took six or seven years of French but never learned

to speak it.

Obviously,-the above is an oversimplified description of a highly

complex situation. It does not take into account a multitude of influences

that can operaw on the student. It does, however, reflect the factor analytic

results. What it does not do completely is take into account the various

changes in attitudes which can occur among students of trench from grade 7 to

11. That is the concern of the, next section.

DEVELOPMENTAL CHANGES IN ATTITUDE, MOTIVATION AND FRENCH ACHIEVEMENT

is students progress through a program of second-language instruction.

it is obvious that they undergo many changes. Ideally, the best way in which

to monitor these develommtal changes is to study the same group of children

as they proceed through their course of studies. An obvious disadvantage of

such an approach, however, Is the time required to conduct this type of study.

If, as in the present situation, attention were to be directed to changes over

a five year period, the temporil delay wo ld indeed be great and the loss in

subjects due tc movement from school to school and the like would be consider-

able. The alternative is to use a cross-sectional approach in which students

aE the different stages in any gii/en year are compared. This approach too,

c4
has many disadvantages. The students may differ in terms of their home erviron-

.

ment, their previous zurricular experiences in French, and the very make-up of
4

the classrocus it which they are presert. Furthermore, in the system under
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investigation the very populations sampled are potentially quite different.

Although students in grade 7 are virtually required to take French, the course

becomes more or lese optional thereafter. Students in grade 8 are generally

not aware of the cotional nature of the French program for them, so at that

level there is some selection though it is not pronounced. In grades 9 and

following, however, the students are enrolled in secondary schools where French,

like any other subject is truly optional and the proportion of students dropping

French is considerable\Any comparisons, therefore, of average scores of

students in the upper grades, 9 - 11, with those in the lOwer grades, 7 and 8,

must contend with these differential drop-out characteristics, and it would

be unwise to consider such results as reflecting true changes in the average

student as he progresses through the program. What they do reflect, however,

is the genera eke --up of the classes at each grade level. As such they can

provide the research r and the French language teacher with some insights about

what to expect of st ents at each grade level.

With the precautions in mind, the results of the grade comparisons

are now presented. Table 8 summarizes the results of analyses of variance

Insert Table 8 About Here

comparing the five wades on each of the major vatiables/N. . As was the case with

the factor analytic results, the scores on the attitude /motivation measures

were derived from the final scales. Table 8 presents the F-ratio for each

measure as well as the means for each grade. An F-ratio which is not signifi-

cant indicates that the means for the five grades do not differ appreciably

among themselves. A significant F-ratio, on the other hands suggests that

ILthere is greater variability in the means across the five grade levels than
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can reasonably be attributed to chance. 0r, in other words, at least soma: of

the grades are probably different from at least some of the other grades.

It will be noted in Table 8 that of the 28 analyses of variance conducted,

the F-ratios for 19 of them are significant. Investigation of the patterns of

the means reveals sone interesting trends. In order to present the,results in

a manner which clarifies the general patterns, the means of those variables fOr.

which significant results were obtained are plotted. Figure 1 presents the

means for each of the five grades for the variable, Attitudes Toward Learning

-French. It is clear from this figure that whereas students in grade 7 were

Insert Figures 13,cuP Parc.

I.
quite positive toward learning French, the attitudes of students'in grades 8,

9, and 10 are clearly less favourable, and it isn't until grader where this

initial enthusiasm is restored. This type of a U shaped relationship with

grade level seems to characterize two other variables, Desire to Learn French

(Figure 2) and Evaluative reactions toward the French Teacher (Figure 3). The

implication of each of these results is a heightened enthusiasm initially when

students begin French, a gr dual damvening of this ardour as students struggle

1/12

to acquire basic skills, nd then a re-awakening of the romance when possibly

the students begin to a quire s.,me proficiency in the language.

, Different prtterns are obtained with other variables. For some, scores
\ ...

are initially high at grade 7 and, allowing foi some variation, scores generally

tend to decreage thereafter. Such a pattern seams to best descrie the measures
.

of Ethnocentrism (Figure 4), Authoritarianism (Figure 5), and evaluative

reactions to both English Canadians (Figure 6) and the English course (Figure

/N.

7). These patterns suggest simply that with increasing grade, 'students tend
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to be less ethnocentric, less authoritarian, and to display less positive

attitudes towards both English Canadians and their English course. Another

type of pattern is suggested by the two measures, Need achievement (Figure 8)

and Interest in Foreign Languages (Figure 9). Each of these variables show

a gradual increase from grades 7 to 11 (with a quizzical dip at grade 10),

indicating that with age, students become more oriented toward achieving high

levels of mastery in everything they do and (and this could reflect the

selection process) experience a greater interest in learning foreign languages.

Another pattern which emerges appears to be due largely to differences

between the students in grade 11 from those in the other grades. For the

indices of Motivational Intensity (Figure 10) and Degree of Integrativeness

(Figure 11), there are not any pronounced differences among the students in

grades 7 to 10, while the grade 11 students are considerably different in that

they display a much mere intense motivation to learn French, and a-greater

interest in learning French in order to communicate and inter. with French

speaking people. The same phenomenon, though reversed, characterizes the

measure of Machiavellianism (Figure 12). Grade 11 students appear to be much

less manipulative in their approach to others than students in the other grades

who do not differ appreciably among themselves.

It is difficult to discern much of a meaningful developmental pattern

in the measures of Attitudes toward the European French (Figure 13) or

Evaluations of the French Course (Figure 14). In the former case, the attitudes

of the grade 7 students are relatively unfavourable to European French people,

while those of grade 8 students are quite favourable. This positive affect

decreases at grade 9 and again at grade 10, and then presents a rapid upsurge

again at grade 11. In the latter case grade 7 students evidence reasOnably

favourable re-xtions to the French Course, which drop slightly at grade 8,
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rise slightly at grade 9, plummetdat grade 10 and rise (quite dramatically)

at grade 11. The end result of this zig-zag pattern are attitudes at grade

11 which are remarkably emilar to those at grade 7.

In attempting to summarize all of the various attitudinal changes, and

to integrate them, a meaningful picture tends to emerge. One gets the impres-

sion of grade 7 students somewhat myopically attuned to their own culture in

that they tend to be ethnocentric, authoritarian, machiavellian and overly

enthusiastic in their praise of their own group, and critical of the European

French. At the same time, they appear to be interested in and desirous of

learning'French, impressed with theft. French teacher and to some extent the

Frefich course, though they are not particularly motivated to learn French nor

are they overly achievement oriented. As students progress in the-French

program, their interest in Frem.h appears for a while to wane. It is as though

during the middle years they find that learning French f)s not all fun and games

and that there is considerable tedium involved'in acquiring basic skills which

do not cone easily. One might imagine that their dreams in grade 7 of becoming

bilingual are pot coming true and the reinforcements which they experienced for

quickly learning simple sentences are not forthcoming hen they find they can-

not now commJuicate with ease. During this period, however, they are experiencing

an awakening interest in other cLltures and a fecreasing overglorification of

-their own culture. It seems that only with the matUrity.of the grade'll student

and quite likely the developing competence in the French language, that a

rational appreciation of their French skills is awakened with the resulting

drive to improve their knowledge of French. It is possibly only at this point

that we might speak meaningfully of the developing bilingual--a student vith

some level of French oroficiency, true interest in acquiring the language, and

one who has undergone a number of attitudinal changes in the process.
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It is often stated facetiously that students don't learn any French in

their French, classes. Whether facetious, or not such remarks are sometimes

taken as statements of fact much to the chagrin and discouragement of those

dedicated to teachibg French. The results of the analyses Of variance presented

in Table 8 for the indices of French achievement indicate that such comments are

indeed erroneous. One test, French Vocabulary Test was presented to students

in all five grades and the means are presented in cif re rs. It is clear that

there is a clear growth pattern evident across all grades. Although,-tlie grade

8 students do not evidence an .appreciable growth, this is to be expected in the

current curriculum where emphasis is placed on ora3-aural skills,'atd.translation

of French-English equivalents is de-emphasized. The growth following giade 8

is, however, impressive.

CATF was administered to students in grades 9, 10, and 11, so that

their pt-rformance on the subtests of this battery could be compared. The results

are presented in graphical form for each of the subtests, Vocabulary (Figure 16),

Gfammar (Figure 17), Comprehension (Figure 18) and Pronunciation (Figure 19).

Examination of these figures, again shows a steady development of French skills

across these three grades. For the measure of grammatical knowledge (Figure 17),

the growth is quite linear, while for the other three French skills assessed,

the improvement is much more pronounced from grade 10 to 11, than from grade 9

to 10. It seems obvious that this pattern reflects characteristics of the

various curricula, nonetheless it is clear that knowledge of French does improve

across the three grades, To be sure such growth is to be sxpected, but the

results do attest to the fact that the students are developing competence in

French as a result of their training.
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TABLE I

NUMBER OF ITEMS IN ORIGINAL AND FINAL SCALES

. No. of No. of
Original Items in

Items Final Scaie

I. Attitudes toward French Canadians 30 10

2. French class anxiety II 5

3. Attitudes toward learning French *14 10

4. General classroom anxiety 10 5

5. Ethnocentrism scale 15 10

6. Attitudes toward European French people 30 10

7. Need achievement 14 10

B. Authoritarianism scale 12 10

9. Interest in foreign languages . II 10

10. Machiavellianism 15 10

II. Parental encouragement . 12 10

12. Anomie 10 10

13. Instrumental Orientation B 4

14. Integrative Orientation
s

8 4

15. Motivational Intensity 19 10

16. Desire 18 10

a
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TABLE 2 I

e 6
.

CO-EFFICIENTS OF RELIABILITY AT EACH GRADE LEVEL

GRADE 7 GRADE 8. GRADE 9 GRADE 10 GRADE.11

1. Attitudes toward French Canadiins . 89 . 85 .88 .86 :90
\ 2. French class anxiety .77 - .23 .78 ;3 .78

Attitudes toward learning French g. 96 . 8? 4.93 .95 .94
- 4. \Genera! classroom anxiety --.. 80- .49 .79 . 82 .78

5. Ethnocentrism scale . 70 .31 . 59 .62 .40
6. Attitudes toward European French people .93*, .93 .88 & .87 . 86
7. Need achievement .45 . 60 .67 . 77 . 78
8. Authoritarianism scale . 74 .73 .68 '---. .76 .74
9. Interest in foreign languages .92 . 93 .89 .89 .92

10. Machiaveliitanism ,- .62 .51 .73 .67 :77
11. Parental encouragement .91 .93 .89 : .91 .92

- 1.2. Anomie . 65 . 54 . 41 . -.'51
13. Instrumental Orientation r, 85 .84 .. 84 .80 ..81N
14. Integrative Orientation . 84 .89 .86 . 79 .86
15.. tvlotivational !ntensity . 86 : 88 ". 76 :79 .79
16. Destt .89 .88 . 85 . 77 .86Sl. ' '

*It

rt 94 95
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TABLE 3

ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX - GRADE 7

3

.06

.76

-.17
.71

".46

4

.25

.62

.21

.01,

r.I5

\

Attitudes toward French Canadians
each Class Anxiety

. ' Attitudes toward Learning French
4. General Classroom Anxiety
5. E-scale

1

:76

-.14
.82

.17

-.01

2

.16

-.13
. .28

.17

6.. Attitudes toward European French .73 -.05 .05. .357. Need Achievement
.14. .13 -.33 .32

8. F-scale
.56 .-:30 .25 .19

9. Interest in Foreign Languages .81 .13 -.20 .2610. gachiavellianism '.1l -.34 .41 -.26II. Pailifts43. Encouragement :70 .23 .10 .07
.12. Anomie
13. Instrumental Orientation

.38r,

.78
'-.46

.07

.42

.03

. -.06.
.1714. Integrative Orientation .81 .11 .11 .1915. Motivational Intensity .72 .29 -.31 .2016. Desire to Learn French .76 1 .31 -.26 .3117. Orientation Index .29 .08 -.20 -.0118. English Canadians'(eval.) .40 .08 -.02 .8219. French Canadians (eval.) .32 -.02 .03 .8420. European French (eval.) .24 . .01 -.19 .3121. French Course (eval.) ./0 .40 -.09' .3322.. French Teacher (eval.) .50 .48 -.02 .4823. French Vocabulary :.28 .44 '-.05 .0524. French Aural Comprehension (I) .21 .76 -.06 -.02

25f. .1rench'Autal Comprehension (II) .07 - .73 .06 ,AD5.6. I. Q.
.16 .67 -.04 -.01

'1

%

I
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Aff..7-..a.A. .NtarAr .4E. .s. ....dr ...Ion. *dm. .,

TABLE 4

ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX - GRADE 8

I

. i

.

. 1. Attitudes toward French Canadians
2. French 4lows Anxiety
31 Attitudes toward Learning French
4. General Classroom Anxiety
5. E-scale
6. Attitudes toward Eurdpean French
.

7. ,Need Achievement
8. F-scale . .

9. Interest in Foretgn Languages
10. Machiavellianism
11. Parental Encouragement
12. Anomie .

13. Instrumental Orientation
14. Integrative Orientation
15. Motivational Intensity
16. Desire to Learn French .

17. 'Orientation Index r .

18. English Canadians. (eval.)

19. French Canadians (eval.)
20. European Ftench (eval.).
21. French Course (eval.) -,1

22. French Teacher (eval.)
.

23. French Vocabulary, .

24. French AuralComprehension (I)
25. French Aural Compreheniion (II)
26. 1. Q.

.

.

1

'.81

-.24
A80

.08

-.23
.78

.52

.21

.90

-.32
.72

.10

.79

.87

.75

.77

.28

.67

.69

.20.

.84

.60
.46

.17

.11

.33

.
2

-.13
.18

.02

.21

.68

--.22
-.24
.32

-.08
.54

-.06
.57

:15,

-.09
.04

-.01
-.11
-.13
.05

-.19
-.02
-.27

.

-.12
-.10
.1-(10

-.41

3 4

,...
,

.18 .08

-,16 .57

.26 -.22

.10 . .59

-.06 . .08

.03 ..17

.04 -'.04

-.06 ,. .05

.(:), , -.02
-AO ..09

.06 -:06,

-.01' . .13

.13 .:* .4.05

.16 '.01.

.30 ., -.21
-.27.:'. -.17

.32 ,-.48

.01 7..31

.42 ..35

.13 .25.

.24 :10

.15 ' .13

.32 .20

.83 .11

.86 .00

.20 24

,

'

.
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A.

I

- TIME 5.

ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX - GRADE)

9

t.

3 47.

\

r

1 2' s

.,

3 4. 5

.4

1. French Canadian Attitudes :57 .23 . e20. -.02 .12.

2. french Class Anxiety -.33 -.27 -.03 .10 .71.

3. Attitudestoward°Learning
French .83 ".10 .13 -.21 -.11

4. ,deneral Classroom(Anxlety -.04 -.16 -.18 .11 .70

5. E-scale -.06 -.31 .16 .59 -.10

6. Attitudes toward European
French .58 .19 .28 .07 .16

7. Need Achievement- .22 -;.02 .16 -.35 -.09

8. F-scale .04 -124 .41 .56

9.'Interest in Foreign Languages .76 .G8 .13 -.15 -.20

10. Machiavellianism -.18 .04 -.21 .61 .04

11. Parental EncOuragement .70 .01 -.18 .11 -.06

12. Anomie .12 -.11 -.04 .66 .1.

13. Instrumental Orientation .02 ;..10 .20 -.20

14. Integrative Orientation .76 .23 -.04 -.08 -.17

15. Motivational Intensity .69 -.03 .27 -.26 .03

16. Desire to LearnFrench .79 .10 ' .11 :-.30 .12

17: Index .29 .20 , -.13' -.43 .22,Oaintation
18. English.Canadians (eval.) -.07 .05 ..83 1.07 -.13

19. French Canadians (eval.) .17 -.00 .84 .04 -.03

20. European French (eval.) .34 .19 .70 .02 -1.07

21. My French Course (eval.) .72 -.09 ' -5 .-.18 -.22

22. My Fiench Teacher (eval.) .31 -.17 .38 -.28 -.05

23. French Vocabulary .14 .69 -.14 .02

24. I. Q.
.

.15 .64 -.15 -.09, -.23

25. CATF Vocabulary-, .06 .6'5 .02 -.13 -.09

26. CATF Grammar .03 .66 -.02 -.03 ° -.04

27. CATF Comprehensidn .00 .58 .15 .01 .06

28. CATF Pronunciation .08 .53 .08 -.08 7.23'

1
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TABLE 6

ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX - GRADE 10

1. French Canadian Attitudes
2. French Class Anxiety
3., 'Attitudes toward Learning

French ,

1.

. .52

-.09

`.78

2

.20
-.41

'.38.

3

-.14

-.05

-.03

4

.07

.07

-:05
.

5.

.02

.68

-.08

4. Gesteral Classroom Anxiety .03 -.21 1..07 -.09 .63

5. E-scale 7:.01 -.09 .62 .09 ' .13

A6. Attitudes toward European .

--trench , _
. ..57 -.15 .08 .30 -.11

7.. Need Achievement .44 .17 -.21 :08 .26

B. F -scale .12 -.06 .42 .16 .45

9. Intereit in Foreign -Languages .8Q .07 .05 .12 .07

10. Machiavellicnism -.10 -.03 .56 -.02 -.12

11. Parefital Encburegement .43 -.20 .17 -.04 -.06

12. Anomie .11 .15 .58 -.06 .06

13. .'Instrumental Orientation .6k .03 .44 .02 :-.27

14 Integrative Orientation .54 .04 .17 7..03 -.24

15. Motivational Intensity - ,.74 %.27 -.05 .02 .12

16. .Desire to Learn French .77 .34 -.04 .00 .-.02

". 17. Orientation Index .43 .01 -.32 In %22

'18. "English Canadians (eval.) -.07 -.07 .05 .83 .00

,19. Fiench Canadians (eval.) .21 .07 -.05 .64 .05

20. European' French (eval.) .23 -.22 ....01 .83 :01

21 My French Course (eval.) .66 .12 ,' .02 .13 .05

. 22. My French Teacher (eval.) .47 .18 -.06 .17 .21

23. French Vocabulary" .12 .76 . .08 -.01 -.18

24. I. Q .04 .40 . .01 -.16 -.25

25. Vocabulary .18 .75 -.16 -.08 -.10.CATF
26. CATF'Grammar .23 .79 -.08 -.02' .01 t

CATF Comptehension ill .71 -.03 -.02 -.04

28. CATF Pronunciation .08 .51 .12 . .00 -.08"

4
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U

TALE 7

ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX - GRADE 11

3 -49 4.

4

ti . 2

1. French Canadian Attitudes .66 ;20 .22 .19 -.26
2. French Class Anxiety -.06 -.14 .08 .78 .06

3. Attitudes toward Learning ,

French' .82 .33 -.02 . -.15 .09

4. General Classroom Anxiety .. .04 '.12 .16 .77 .07,

5. E-scale -.21 -.16 -.13` .07 .54

6. Attitudes toward European
French ` .54 '-.02 .49 .18 -.19

7. Need' Achievement. .47 .19 .31 -.25 -.03

8. F-scale -
.

- .09 -.10 .16

..26

.06 .60

9. Interest in Foreign Languages .77 .24 -.03 . .06

10. \Machiavellianism c.17 -.21 -.30 .25 .2
U. Parental Encouragement p.59 -.01 -.056 .11 -.28
12. Anomie .

6

-.23 , -.01 -.19 .29 .43

,13. Instrumental Orientation ' 179 -.07'2 .02 .03 .02

14. Integrative Orientation .80 .10 ..17, 6 .11 -.20

15. Motivational Intensity .6.7 .37 .09 -.18 .14

16. Qesire to Learn French, .80 .34. .13 '-.05 AO
11. Orientitioh Index .44 .11 .03 -.12 -.20

18. English Canadians (eval.) : ..!' -.19 .76 .05 .15

19. French Canadians (eval.) .1 .00 .83 .06 - :09

20. European French (ever.) -.O ..03 .87 :433 . .08

21. My' French Course (eval.) .73 .15 .11 .-.21 .15

22. My Prench'reacher (eval.) .19 .19 .29' -.18 .41

24. French Vocabulary .. .25 .84 .-.05 -.03 .1.01

24. CATF Vocabulary .21 .82 0 -.03 .03 .-.01

25. CATF Grammar .23 .83,. -.09. 1.03 -.10

26. CATF Comprehension .1'7 .67 .10 .03 -.07

27: CATF Pronunciation -.02' .64 -.00 -.08 -.07

t
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3 50
t

.

p

\

TABLE 8

SUMMARY OF ANALYSES OF VARIANCE OF THE MAJOR VARIABLES

Variable

9

1. Attitudes toward French Canadians

2. French Class Anxiety

3. .Attitudes toward learning French

" 4. General Classroom Anxiety

5." E-Scale

6. Attitudes toward European French

7. Need Achievement ,

8. F-Soale

9. Interest in'Foieign Languages

10. Machiavellianism

11. Parental'Encouragement

12. Anomie

13. Instrumental Orientation

14." Integrative Orientation

15. Motivational Intensity

16. Desire' to /pro Fiench

17. English Canadians (evaluative)

18. French Canadians (evaluative)

19.' European French (evaluative)

20. French Course (evaluative)

2f. 'French Teacher (evaluative)

22. Eitglish Course (evaluative)

23 French Voia6ulary

24. CATF Vobabulary

25. CATF Grammar

26. CATF Comprehension

27. CATF Pronunciation

28. I. Q.

* p ( .05

*t p(.01

F-Ratio

.83

2.34

2.41*

1.71

)7.45**''

5.23**

b.77**

7.69**

7.02**

5.50**

1,.21

1.28

.57

2.50*

2.53*

3.84*

3.87**.

1.92 ,

'4.39**

7.23**

7.15**

442.34**

241.58**

124.97A*

82.73**

15.07**

1.62

10.1

Means
t-

Grader

7 8 9 10 11

49.45 49.73 49.11 48.20 51.37

18.21 15.95 17.50 18.35 16%84

49.06 45.76 45.45 43.09 49.09

17.74 .6..10 17.41 18.15 18.25'

31.18 30.77 29.04 27.37 25.53

40.45 '43.57 43.15 41.19 45.56

43.22 43.50 47.12 45.11 48.84

41.81 '44,60 42.93 38.76 38.60

45.74 47.88 '50.46 '114.67 54.68

31.94 32.53 32.00 33.91 28.47

41.28 41.57 42.08 38.61 42.70

18.86 18.76 19.23. 18.59 17.77

17.28 17.60 17.66 16.75 17.93

17.94 18.09 18.14 16.99 .19.42' '

20.50 -20.53 21.53 20.54 211.88

21.58 21.02 21.28 20.63 22.98 '

43.94 42.17 42.23 40.25 40.28

38.57 39.83 41.49 38.47 39.53

37.82 '39.24 40.29 39.08 39.46

40.01 37.95 *40.76 1.4.23 39.21

42.32 40.85 41.34 36.51 45.45

46.02 42.22 46.06 .40.14 41.42

13.22 14.17 21.101 28:66 37.99

10.59 14.10 23.99

13.14 19.36 26.81

4.03 4.50 7.33'

6.19 6.80 9.65,.

64.30 63.03 65.42 65.84
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CHAPTER 4

APTITUDE, ATTITUDES, MOTIVATION AND ACHIEVEMENT:

THE VALIDATION STUDY

Introduction

The major purpose of the extended pilot study desCribed in Chapter 3 was

the systematic and rigorous development of a battery of attitude/motivational

tests with acceptable levels of internal consistency. The data presented in that

chapter suggest that this primary aim was achieved, however, it may be recalled

that all of the attitude /motivational indices finally arrived at were baied on

selected items from the larger initial pool. The question remained, therefore,

as to whether the final, foreshortened versions of these various measures would

yield similarly high reliabilitieq. The present chapter addressed itself to

this important question and represents an attempt to replicate and validate all

of the majpr findings of Chapter 3 using larger samples of students at each grade

level. Thus, as well as re-examining the reliability characteristics of the

final attitude/motivational'measures, the present chapter also invest1;ates the

factor structure at each grade level among all the measures used in the preliminary

study and a number of additional variables. These new variables included measures

of language aptitude and a series of self- and teacher-ratings of French language

skills as well as Ss' intentions of continuing or dropping French studies the

following year. Finally, like Chapter 3, the present investigation attempts to

chart ckvelopmental changes in attitude and motivation, language achievement, and

aptitude dcrosy the five grade levels. These three objectives were approached in

basically the same way as was the case in Chapter 3 and save for the test develop-

mental phase, the organizations analyses, and presentation of results follows the

same form.

Considerably larger sample sizes were employed at each grade level in

this phase thus permitting a type of analysis not included in Chapter 3.
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This new phase of analysis involved the development of a series of predictors of

various aspects of French language achievement. To this end, aptitude and atti-

tude /motivational measures were entered into multiple,stepwise regression

equations with the different French achievement, scores being used as criterion

measures. This aspect represented an initial step to determine.whether.it is

feasible to develop a composite score involving some combination of the aptitude,

attitude, and motivational measures which-would more accurately predict subsequent

levels of French skills than would any of the measures taken separately.

All'of the four objectives of the validation study, a check on the rat-

.
abilities of the attitude/motivational tests",. the investigation of the factor

Inalytic structures at each grade level; an examination of developmental changes'

across grade levels, and the development of prediction equations for French

language skills will be dealt with in the present chapter. The nature of the

subjects sampled, the tests used and the general proceduie followed in the

validation study are described in some detail in the following section. Results

and findings 'related to each of.the four primary objectives will be treated in

the Results an4 Discussion section which will Alio include a brief but complete

description of'an ancillary study undertaken to examine the test-retest reli-

abilities of a selected set of the attitude/motivational 'scales.

Method

Subjects

The subjects (Ss) for the second phase of the investigation, as in the

initial phase were students taking French as a second language in grades 7 to 11

in the London Public School System. . The r-udents in grades 9, 10 and 11 were

from 3 secondary schools located in three different suburban areas. These schools

draw from a wide cross-section of sociq-economic classes from both suburban and

rural areas. The students in grades 7 and 8 were from 4 elementary schools chosen
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Because of their proximity to the secondary_s.lhools. These elementary schools

serve as feeder schools to the secondary schools.

The entire sample was comprised of 314 students in grade 7, 265 in grade .

8, 329 in grade 9, 338 in grade 10, and 275 in grade 11.

Materials

The materials for this phase of the study consisted of a language.

,aptitude.test, a number of paper and pencil measures of attitudinal and motive-

tional characteristics; semantic differential rating scales of various concepts

such as school courses, and teachire; self-ratings and teacherratinv of French

//
language skills; general information about language background, intention to .

continue French study, and French achievement. Again, as in the initial study,

the Indices of Frehch achievement used for the different grades had to be varied
4

.somewhat. These differences are indicated.below. All the other measures,

however, were common to the film grades. Following is a list of variables

assessed in this investigatiOn. Only those variables new to this phase of the'

study are described in detail. 4or a more complete description/of .the variables

used both in this study and the initial investigation, s$ Chapter 3.

1. Sex. Males coded 1, females coded 2.

2. Drop-out. As part of the testing session in April 1973 Ss were asked "Do'

you plan to study French next year". They were asked to answer either "Yes",

"No" or "Undecided" on the face sheet of the battery for that session.

Responses were coded Yes=1, Undecided was considered as a-missing

observation. This variable actually reflects a behavioral intention rather

than behavior itself but is simply referred to as Drop-out throughout this

chapter. Drop-out behaviour* per se, is the topic of Chapter 5.

The following five measures are subtests of the Modern Language Aptitude

Test, Form A (MLAT) (Carroll and Saion, 1959). The MLAT is a standardiied paper

and pencil test requiring-one hour to administer and is designed to measure those

10
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linguistic ability factors which are predictive of second language achievement

ut which are also relatively independent of general indices of intelligence.

*s%

The subtexts are:

3. NLAT Number Learning. This test (15 items) measures both a memory component

and a general auditory alterness factor.

NUT Phonetic Script. ,This test (30 items) provides a measure of both-memory
/

for speech sounds and the ability to learn correspondencesbetween Speech

sounds and orthographic symbols.

5. NLAT Speliing Clues. Scores on this test (50 items) are dependent upon a

student's knowledge of English vocabulary as well as the "sound- symbol

association ability" noted in the previous subtest.

6. NEAT Words in Sentences. This, test (45 items) is intended_to measure a

students' sensitivity to grammatical structure.,

7. NLAT Paired Associates. This test (24 items) is a measure of the students/

ability to learn tolorm associations between pairs of items so that, upon

a later presentation of one member of pair, he can reliably reproduce

the second pair member.

A
The following 15 attitudinal and hotivgtional variables contain/only the

"potential" or refined items from the original investigation. Descriptions of

these scales are found in Chapter 3 and the items themselves are included in

Appendix A and indicated with an asterisk.

8. Attitudes toward French Canadians. This scale contains 10 items (see Appendix

A, page A - 3).

9. Authoritarianism (F-Scale). This variable consists of 10 items (see Appendix

A, page A - 12).

,10. Machiavellianism. This variable consists of 10 items (see Appendix A, page

A - 14) .

11: Need Achievement.. This variable consists of 10 items, 4 positively worded

and 6 negatively worded (see AppendixA, page A - 11) .

11 1
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15. Attitudes toward Learning French. This variable consists of 10 Item, 5

4 - 5

12; Ethnocentrism (E-- Scale). This scale co tains 10 items (see Appendix A,

Page A - 8).

13. Interest in Foreign Languages. This scale consists of 10 items (see Appendix

A, page A -13).

14. Parental Encouragement. This variable contains 10 items (see Appendix A,

page A - 15).
,

positindly worded and ;) negatively worded (see Appendix A, page .A - 6).
4

16. French Classroom Anxiety. This scale contains 5 items (see Appendix A,

page A-

. 17. General Classroom Anxiety. This scale consists of 5 items (see Anttendix

A, page A - 7).

.hr

18. Attitudes toward European French PeoRle. This variable contains 10 items

(see Appeiidix A, Otte A - 9).

19. Anomie. This variable consists of 10 items (see Appendix A, page A - 16).

20. Motivational Intensity. This test consists of 10 multiple choice items

(see Appendix A, page A - 20).

21. Desire to Learn French. This test contains 10 multiple choi items (see

Appendix A, page A - 23).

22. Orientation Index. This measure is identicalto that used in the initial

investigation (see Appendix A, pate A -'26).

Variables 23 - 27 are measures derived from semantic differential (Osgood,

et al, 1958) ratings of five concepts, English Canadians, French Canadians; My

French Teacher, My English Course and My French Course.

In the list of variables to follow the emphasis as in the previous

investigation, is on evaluative reactions. A high score on these variables

indicates a positive attitude toward the concept.

2a. English Canadians (evaluation). Ss rated the concept English Canadians on

30 semantic differential scales (see Appendix A, page A - 30). Thirteen
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thede scales were Oissified as evaluative based on the norms presented

by kirby and Gardner (1972). Using the criteria described in the preVioua

chapter the thirteen scaig;, considerate-- inconsiderate, dependable-
.

undepene-ble, sincere-insincere, reliable-unreliable, honest-dishonest,

pleasant-unpLeadant, trustw thy-untrustworthy, good-bad, polite-impolite,

cheerful-cheerless, Brien y-unfiendly, loyal-disloyal, and kind-cruel,

were adjudged evaluative: The evaluation of English Canadians was derived

by 'summing, the ratings on these scales.

24. French Canadians (evaluation). S4 rated the concept French Canadians on

the same 30 scales'(but in a differit order) as used above (see Appendix

A, page A - 32). The student's evaluation of French Canadians was derived

by summing his ratings on the thirteen evaluative scales described above.

25. a French Teacher (evalua./tion). Ss.rated the concept **French Teacher oft

30 semantic differential scales (see Appendix A, page A - 35a). This variable
4

was modified from the initial investigation, deleting some scales and adding

new ones (see Appendix A, page A - 350. Eleven scales were-considered

evaluative ;based on the judgment of four independent raters. These scales

were friendly: - unfriendly, reliable-unreliable, good-bad, cheerful - cheerless,

considerate- inconsiderate, pleasant.pq4leasant, creative - uncreative, efficient-

inefficient, polite-impolite, sintere-insincere,_ and' dependable-undependable,.

and were judged evaluative. Ratings On these evaluative scales were summed

to provide an evaluative score.

26. apglish Course (evaluation). Ss rated-the'concepi My English Course on

30 semantic differential scales (see Appendix A, page A - 33a)., This variable

was also modified since the initial investigation, having been lengthened,

with some scales deleted and new ones added (see Appendix A, page A - )3b).

Using the criteria described immediately' bove, ratings on the seven scales

enjoyable-unenjoyable, valuable-worthless, appealing-unappealing, pleasant-

unpleasant, nice-awful, good-bad, and pleasurable-painful wee summed to

provide an evaluative-score.,

27. French Course (ev aluation). This measure was derived from semantic

differential ratings of the concept, My.FrenchCourse, obtained on the same

30 scales (in a different order) as in the concept, My English Course (see

Appendix A, page A - 36a and A - 36b). An evaluative score vas 3btained
yr

by summing the scores on the seven evaluative scales listed above.
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28. Integrative-Instrumental Difference Score: This variable was derivcl from '

a method described by Smytheltennett and Feenstra (19.72). Ss wire presented

with four of the refined items from the initial, study stressingthe pragmatic

or instrumental value of learning French (see Appendix A, page A'- 17) and

fotr of the refitied items from the initial investigation emphasizing the

integrative reasons for learning French (see Appendix A, page A 4 18). The

difference betWeen the scores on these two. scales yielded a single index

which would characterize a student as being predominately instrumental or

integrative in his aFfroach to studying French. To remove negative values ,b

a constant of 25 was added to each score. Thus a high score (maximum value =

49) characterizes an orientation which is relatively more integrative than

instrumental; while a low score (minimum value = 1) reflects the converse.

Variables 29 - 32 were measures derivedfrom Ss self ratings on fours aspects

of French ability (see Appendix B page B 7. 3) on a seven point scale..The

scale had marker words whichranged from "Nkat all" at the extreme left end to

"Fluently" at the extreme right end. A high score on these variables reflects

a student's perception of himself as very adept on these *mansions.

29. Self-rating.- Writing. This variable represents a S's rating of himself
/.

in response to the statement write French ".

30. Self-rating - Understanding. This variable represents a student's rating

of himself in response to.the statement "I understand French."

31. Self-rating - Reading. Thin measure represents a student's self-rating in

response to the statement "I read French."

32. Self - rating'.- Speaking. This variable represents a S's self-rating in

response to the statement "I speak French."

The following seven variables were derived from teacher ratings of

Ftudents' oral/aural skills (sA Appendix B, page B.- 1). The French teachers

of the students involved in this phase of,the investigation rated the students'

French achievement on a seven point scale which ranged from "poor" to "excellent".

The teachers made their ratings during the last two months of the chool year.\\

OL-
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A:high pcorg on these variables reflects a high level of competence as perceived

by the teacher.

33. Teacher-rating,- Speaking. This variable was derived from summing teacher-

ratings of items 1 .(grammatical construction when speaking French), 2,(French

pronunciation), 3 (use of French vocabulary when speaking), 4 (flunicy of
r

'speech in French), 5 (use of full sentences, rather ttan one, word -oar phrase

4 answers) and 8 (ability to make himself understood by the class when he is
.

speaking French).

34. Teacher-rating - Willingness. This variable reflects the teacher's response

to item 6 (4) 1 'ngness to participate in French oral discussion) in tjte

firstsectio ri .

35. 'Teacher-rating,- Understanding. This variable reflects the teacher's rating

of item 7 (basic understanding of spoken.french) in Section one.
. .

36. Teacher-rating - Oral. This variable was derived from the teacher's response

to item 1 (general French ability in oral skills)' in the second section of

the rating sheet.

87.. Teacher- rating - Aural. This variable reflects the teacher's response to

,item 2 (general French ability in aural skills) in part two of the rating

sheet.

38. Teacher-rating - Grammar. This variable reflects the teacher's rating of

item 3 (general appreciation of grammatical constructs) 1.1 section two.

89. Teacher-rating - Vocabulary. This variable reflects the teacher's response

to item 4 (appropriate use.of vocabulary) in the second section of the

rating sheet.

40. Intelligence. Indices of intelligence expressed in terms of local:y developed

standardized scores were determined for each student from school records.

The following variables are indices of French achievement, and those

indices differed from grades 7 and 8 to grades 9 - 11. Inthe following, list,

the measures of French achievement obtained on the grade 7 and 8 studens are

described first. These subtest4 of the Ffench Achievement Teat wer written or
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.

adapted specifically for this investigition in an attempt toOrovide an aural
, -

.

achievement test which would parallel the'senior achieyementitest but which
. ;

e' op .would not require any reading or writing French skills. "' , 4/
41. french Achievement Test - Vocabulary.' This test consisted of 25 items

which were considered by the Oral Fieqch Consultant .to be within the-range

of the grade 7 and 8 students,but had sole mcir difficult swords as well.

This test,was presented via tape recorder in xactly the samema nner

,es the French Vocabulary test in the4initil,. vestigdtion (see Chapter 3,

. Variable 23). The'fAgher the snore, the greater thelFr@nch vocabuliry'
)

.

knowledge. N
--2, ..
If" t6-

42. French Achievaitat Test - Giammar. This-tesnwas conitructed.specificallx
0 4 .. t

Ifor this 'Study with the help, of locs1 French consultants//. It consists of

10 multiple choice items and was presented'in conjunction with a tape
.

'

.
t .

., recording Each item consisted of a French sentenceyeollowedby four.
, .

. ( .

.

English translations and' was printed in the Ss'telt booklets. On the
.

.
.

9 tape recording students heard dm/ item number, and/ the French sentence

read twice. -The-student was then required to.se*ct ,the English sentence

that best translated the.French sentence presOnted and' to circa 4 the

chosen alternative in his test booklet. A high score indicates a

sensitivity to elementary French grammar.

43i French Achieveinent'Test - Sentence Understanding. This test was also .

written specifically for this investigation with.ihe help of local French

consultants. It consists of 13 items designed to measure Ss auditory

'comprehension of Irench'sentences. StuUents heard a senterfe reat twice

in French and then had tc. deoide if it made logical sense or qot, for

l uexample "Voici un garcon; c'est Suzanne, Students indicated their

answer by a check mark in the 4ppropriate spacein their test booklet.

.khigh score is associated with a high leiel of-auditory comprehension of

sentences:

44. French Achievement Test - ParagraOh Comprehension.

'this test consisted of 17items and was,constructed for this study
1

with the aid of local French consultant.;. In this 'section.the students

. heard five short stories read twice in French. After each story,, the.

S

.1(
4

0
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stndents'were required to answer 3 or 4 English multiple choice questions

about the story they just heard. Both the French stories and the English

questions were printed in the Ss' test booklets. A high score in this test

indicates a good comprehension of aural French.

45. Vocabulary Test. This test consisted of 50 items and was adapted from

the Cooperative French test (Greenberg and Spaulding, 1940). It is the

some in format.and was presented in the identical manner as the French

Vocabulary test in the initial investigation (see Chapter 3, Variable 23).

The following four measures

Tests in French (CATF) (1968) which

21. The CATF is,a standardized

are subtests oL the Canadian AChievement

were administere4d ti the students in grades

paper and pencil test that is normally

administered to students as an unpaded test with a one hour time limit. Ih

this investigation, as in the initidi one, time limits were imposed on each of

the four subtests with the provision that if students completed one subtest

before the time limit expired, they could return to elrlier.subtests. These

tests are identical to those deScribed in Chapter 3.
1

41. CATF Vocabulary. This sui.test is a 35 item, multiple choice test for

which Ss wereallowed 8 minutes to pomplete as many items as possible.
,

A high score indicates a substantial knowledgetf French /ords.

42. CAT?, Grammar. This 45 item, multiple choice subtest was given a 12

minute limit. Items include English to French translations and French

sentence compTion.
A ft .

43. CATF Comprehension. Ss were presented with three selections of French A:*

prose and were allowed 6 minutes to read these passages and to answer 10

questions based on ther.. Thi's subtest assesses Ss' ability to-comprehend.

written Fiench. ,
. 4 , 1

4 . - ,

44. CATF rdhunciation. Ss were given 6 minutes in which toanswer 12 Item
a

,.

designed to measure a knowledge of how French words should be pronbunced.

. /

45. Aural Comprehension. This variable was constructed or adapted specifically

for .this phase of the investigation with the help of local. French consultants

and consists of three parts. Each subtext was designed to measure a student's

116 -
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aural French skills rather than his.reading or writing ability.

(a) Part one consisted of 10 items and was adapted from the MLA Coopeza-

tive ForeignLanguage Tests (1963). In this section the-student heard 3

stories read twice in French. These were not printed in' the,t'sftest

'booklet. Following each story the student wisreqpired to answer 3 or 4:

multiple choice questions in French which were printed in his booklet.

A hterscore in this section indicates good comprehension p aural French.
-

This test required 7 minutes.

(b) The second section consisted of 10 items sn0 was adapted from

tests constructed by London Board of Education French teachers and

-consultants'. Students heard an incomplete French sentence which was not

printed in their test booklet read twice. After each stimulus sentence

4 they were required to select from 4%French alternatives printed lin their

booklet the one that best completed the sentence. A high score on this

subiest was again indicative of good aural French comprehension. This

test required 5 minutes.

) This section was made uP'of 10 items adapted from tests designed

tby ndon Board'of Education French teachers and consultarA. In thisr

part Ss heard a qtiestion asked4twice in French andwere required to pick

the best answer from four French alternatives printed'in their test

booklet. Afain, they did not see the stimulus question in print A '

..

high score 2ii this section indicates a good level of Ffench aural ski1G
..-

This test required 4 minutes. 'N.

1
-r---:-

Ss' scores on these three subt'ests were summed to yield a generflized
r

mere of aural comprehension ability.
. NI

Procedure
i

The testing was conducted in four sessions beginning in December 1972

and ending in May 1973. All testing...Kr conducted by members of fhe research

team who had'been trained to administer the tests and to deal with possible

questions. Some testing was done, in the students' classroom and some in larger

testing areas attiawing more than ode class to be tested at.once. The first
0

4
session required on hour, while the other three'were each completed wichiti a

.

regular 40 minute cliass period.

1.
417
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As describedin Chapter 3, the face sheet of the two atti de-question-

naires was read aloud to the students at the beginning of each session in which

they were administered (see Appendix A, page A - 1).

Session 1. The first testing session was condutzed for all grade.levels (7 to 11)

in December 1972 and January 1973. During this session, the Modern LangIage

Aptitude Te4t was administbred.

Session 2. The second testing session was conducted in February 1973. It
t"

. i

, 4 ,

consisted of the following tests: Integrative Orientation, Instrumental- Orientation,
i

Attitudes toward Learning French; Attitudes toward French/Canadians, Attitudes

_toward European French, Authoritarianism, Ethnocentrism, Anomie, tiachiavell4anism,

Need Achievement, Parent l Encouragement, Interest in Foreign. Languages, French

Class Anxieky., and General Classroom'Anxiity, During this session students were
o

alsot asked to complete the General? Information Sheet which had thiee questions

concerning language background.

The test booklet presented to the students consisted of the face sheet

(see Appendix A, page A - 1), the Instructions for the items presented using

the Likert procedure (see Appendix A, page A - 2), the Ames in a fixed random

order for the.first 13 tests (118 items), and the.General Information Sheet

(see Appendix B, page B - 4)4

Session 3. The third testing session was conducted in April, 1973. The tests

administered to all students included Motivational Intensity, Desire to Learn

French, Orientation Index, the Self-rating Sheet,' Semantic Differential Ratings

of the Concepts, English Canadians, French Canadians, It? French Course, My

English Course and My French Teacher. The French Vocabulary Test was administered

to grade 7 and 8 students only. The Aural Coiprehension Test was administered

in grades 9 to 11 only. At the b,4inning of this session students were asked

to write on the face sheet of their t...st booklet whether or not they plaped

to continue their French study.
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The test booklet presented to the students consisted of the face-heet

(see Appendix A, page A - 1), the instructions for the Motivational Intensity

and Desire to Learn French scales (see Appendix A, page A - 19), the items for

these scales in a fixed random order, the Orientation Index, the Self-rating

Sheet; the Semantic differential instructions (see Appendix A, page A -27),

and the five concepts (in different random orders) to be rated.' The grade 7

and 8 students were given the French Vocabulary test.

The grade 9 - 11 students were presented with a e,tcond booklet to be completed

following the first. It consisted of the Aural Comprehension Test.

When the research team was in the schools during this session they

distributed the Teacher-rating forms (see Appendix B, page B 1) to the

classroom teacers with instructions for theit'pe.,

Session 4. The fourth testing session was conducted in 14, 1973. The grade

7 and 8 students were presented with the test booklet specifically designed for

this study while the CAT1 was administered to the grade 9-11.students.

Following this session completed Teacher-rating forms were collected

from the French teachers.

While 45 variables have been described in this section not all measures

were included in the various analyses dealtiwith in the subsequent sections.

The variables actually included in any particular analysis will be specifieei

therefore, before any discussion of the results of that analysis is attempted

in the Results and Discussion section.
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Results and Discussion

The validation study had-four primary objectives and, therefore, this

section will be comprised of four parts, the Reliability of the Attitude/

Motivation Measures; the Relations of Aptitude and Attitude /Motivation Measures

to French Achievement; Developmental Changes in Aptitude* Attitude, Motivation,

and French Achievement; and the Prediction of French Achievement.

Reliability of the Attitude/Motivation Measures

Internal-consistency Reliabilities

Item-total correlations and estimates of the internal consistency reli-

.31

ability (i.e. KR formula) were calculated for each of the following 16 attitude/"
motivation measures, Attitudes toward French Canadians, Authoritarianism,

4

Machiavellianism, Need Achievement, Ethnocentrism, Interest in Foreign Languages,

Parental Encouragement, Attitudes toward Learning French, French Classroom

Anxiety, General Classroom Anxiety, Attitudes toward European French People, Anomie,

Motivational Intensity, Desire to Learn French, Ratings of Integrative Orientation

and Ratings of Instrumental Orientation. The same procedure

was followed in calculating these item-total correlations as was used in the

initial study and thus each item-total correlation represents the correlation

between an item; and the total score for the remaining items on that particular scale.

The Kuder-Richardson20 reliability coefficients of the 16 attitude/

motivation tests at each grade level are presented in Table 1. Reference to

Insert Table 1 About Here
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Table 1 reveals that with the exception of Authoritarianism, Nalhiavellianism, ,

Need Achievement, Ethnocentrism, Anomie, and Instrumental Orientation (Variables

2, 3, 4, 5, 12, and 16 2n Table 1) the reliabilities are quite substantial (i.e.,.

greater than .70) and reasonably consistent gcro3s the five grades'tested. For

the measures of Machiavellianism ald Need Achievement it Nay be noted thatthe

reliabilities at the grade 10 and 11 level are,Oproaching fcce, able levels in

contrast to the lower values obtained on these .scales with the three younger

grades...." Of the six scales with less than desireable levels of internal consistency,

five are measures of more generalized attitudes while only the sixth (Instrumer}tal

Orientation, Variable 16 in Table 1) is specifically related to French. What

C

these data suggest is that the characteristics measured by the Authoritarianism,

Machiavellianism, Need Achievement, Ethnocentrism, Anomie and Instrumental

A Orientation scales either may not be particularly appropriate or relevant to

students of this age or that the constructs themselves are so complex and multi-

dimensional that a high level of internal consistency cannot be achieved.

Overall, however, the reliability coefficients orthe remaining 10

attitude/motivational scales are sufficiently largeto permit a substantial degree

of confidence to be placed in the assessments provided by these tests. In

general these data correspond very well with the results obtained in Chapter 3

and reveal that no particular selective bias Oos operating to artifically inflate

the reliability estimates reported in that chapter.

Test-retest Reliabilities

Since Kuder-Richardson 20 reliability coefficients are based on the

internal consistency of the tests, even though they are used to suggest how

consistently test' would give sindlar results when.used repeatedly, it was imper-

ative that we study the reliability of the tests in greater detail. To this

and, a study was undevaken to determine the stability over time of scores on a
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majority of the attitude/motivation tests. Because of time considerations it was

ae9essary-to shorten the attitude /motivation battery so that it could be adminis-

tered within a single class period. To this end some of the less promising tests

(e.g., those with particularly low indices of internat--:onsistency or those that

appeared to be theozet1Ily less relevant to the central thesis of the project)

were deleted and a new battery containing 13 scales, and the appropriate instruc-

tions with the items in a fixed random order was created. A second version of the

battery with the items in a differentfixed random order was also produced for

the re-test application. The scales included were: Attitudes toward French

Canadians, Need 4chievement, Ethnocentrism, Interest in Foreign Languages, Parental

Encouragement, Attitudes towards Learning French, French Classroom Anxiety,

Attitudes towards European French People, Motivational Intensity, Desire to Learn

French, Orientation Index, Integrative Orientation, and Instrumental Orientation..

4proximately 501.5 in each of grades 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 attending

schools in Chatham, Ontario were administered the first version of the battery in

early December, 1973. The second version of'the battery was given to these same

classes after a six week interval in late January, 1974. The removal of data

for Ss who were not present on both testing occasions resulted in the following 4

sample sizes; grade 7 - 37 Ss, grade 8 - 43 Ss, grade 9 - 53 Ss, grade 10 - 50 Ss,

and grade 11 - 46 Ss.

Total scores on'each of the 13 scales for the two test sessions were,\

)(correlated separately for each grade level and the resulting estimates of test

reWest reliability are presented in, Table 2. Note that the entries for the

Insert Table 2 About 'Sere

1')4 ',
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Orientation Index (Variable 11 in'Table 2) are Ali coefficients as this is a

dichotomous variable while ali other entries are Pearson product-moment correlations:

Only one coefficient out of the 65 contained in Table 2 failed to reach at least

the 5% level of significance. This exceptioloccured with the Orientation Index

for the grade 7 sample.

The French Classroom Anxiety scale for the grade 7 Ss yielded a correlation.

coefficient that Fls significant at the 5% level and all other scales at all

grades produced test-retest reliabilities that were significant at p < .01 or

better. To be sure, there.is considerable variability in the test-retest

',reliabilities among the various scales and across the grade levels. Nonetheless,

these estimates ;f stability over time are a particulartt,encouraging addition

to the reliability data presented in Chapter 3 and in. Table 1 of-the present

chapter.

When the data of Tables 1 and 2 are conpared tt becomes obvious that

those scales which have the highest levels of internal consistency reliability

also tended to yield the higher test-retest reliabilitiis. In general, it seems

safe to conclude that the levels of both the KR20 indices and the test-retest

reliability coefficients are sufficiently high to provide relatively stable measures

of the underlying characteristics.

Relations of the Aptitude and Attitude/Motivation Measures to French Achievement

A large number of different classrooms was tested at each grade level,

so prior to computing the correlations and performing the factor analyse s all
.

variables except the dichotomous ones (i.e., Sex, Drop-out, and Orientation Index,

Variables 1, 2, and 22) were transformed to standard scores. The standardization

process was carried C'ut separately on the data gathered within each individual

grade level in each school so that when these data were combined for the grade-level

1Z3
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analyses individual S's scores, expressed in standard score form, would be cooper-

able to those obtained from Ss in the same grade but who were in other schools.

It was felt that between school differences might result from such influences a8

different curricular emphases and teaching methods or because of different levels

of teacher expectancies (i.e., grading standards). Such differences Might be

reflected for example, in the several ratings teachers made of each S's level of

French skills. It should be noted, however, that if no school differences

existed, this transformation would not alter the data. Resulti of the analyses

at each grade level are discussed separately in the following section and the

actual variables included in each analysis are presented in the appropriate factor

matrices.

Grade 7

fi
vi

Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients were compited among the'

)'45 variables a sessed on the grade 7 students. Since variables 1 (Sex), 2 (Drop-

oUt) and 22 (Orientation Index) are dichotomous measures, the correlations among

these three measures are phi coefficients; their'correlatioils with each other

variable are point-biserial coefficients. The.correlation matrix is presented

in Appendix 1),/page L - 1. This matrix was factor 'analysed using a principal axis

solution with the highest absolute correlation for a variable serviug as its

communality estimate. Six factors, accounting for 85% of the total estimated

_communality were obtained, and rotated by means of the Varimax solution (Kaiser,

i1958). The rotated factor matrix is presented in Table 3.

Insert Table 3 About Here

Factor I obtains appreciable (i.e., greater than t .30) loadings from

eight variables, the seven ratings made by the teachers of the students' French
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skills (Variables 33-39), and the students perception of his own anxiety in the

French classroom situation (Variable 16). This latter variable loads negatively

on thii factor suggesting that students who are perceived their teachers as

being competent in all aspects French tend to be relaxed in the lrench class-

room situation. On the other hand, students who report that they are anxious in

theirFrenchclitsses,.are perceived by the teachers as having little in the way

' of 'French skills. Since the predominant characteristic of this factor is the

teacher's ratings of French proficiency this factor seems best labelled as.a

School Frebch Achipvement factor; the suggestive loadings of Variables 41 and 44

(French Achievement Test, Vocabulary and Paragraph Comprehension) indicate some

overlap in the teachers' ratings and objective indices of French achievement.

Similar findings of only minimal agreement between teachers' observations and

objective measures have been reported in at least one other study (Gardner and

Lambert, 1965).

Factor II is defined by 13 variables, and appears to reflect the by now
4

familiar Integrative Motive dimension. Students who are highly motivated to

learn French (Variables 20-and 21) evidence favourable attitudes toward French

Canadians (Variables 8 and 24) and European French people (Variable 18), hold

favourable attitudes toward learning French (Variable 15), the French course and

the French teacher (Variables 27 and 25), report parental encouragement for

studying French (Variable 14) and express an interest in foreign languages (Variable

13). These students report furthermore that they'plan`to continue in the French

program next year (Variable 2), and feel that they have some proficiency in under-
.

standing and speaking French (Variables 30 and 32).

Although there is no represc.ltation on this factbr from the various

objective measures of French achievement, the inclusion of the variables, Drop-out,

Self-rating of French understanding and self-rating of Fr.Inct ,peaking skills

1.2.5
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seems particularly important. The two self-rating variables might not be viewed

as a strong indication of French achievement given that the students are only in

their first year of French instruction, but it is interesting that the ifitegiative

_motive medtates perceptions of competence in understanding and speaking French.

The implication is that the young student who is motivated to learn French because

of favourable attitudes tou;.7-d French speaking people, the course, and the teacher

perceives some value in the French he.has acquired particularly as a means of

Communicating with French speaking 'people. Possibly of gteater significance,

however, js the finding that the integrative motive is highly related iothe

behavioural intention of continuing in the French program. Integratively moti-

vated students plan to continue studying French; those who are not so motivated

would like to withdraw from the program. This link between attitudinal variables

and second-language acquisition would seem to be the key to the role that

attitudinal-motivational variables play. It has long been argued (Gardner, 1958;

1966) that the motivation to learn a second-language must be snore than just a

"motivation to learn a language It --that-it must involve a desire to acquire the

language of a valued second-language community for communicational purposes in

order to maintain the student's interest in the time consuming task of acquiring

the language. As demonstrated here, the integrative motive is directly related to

the student's intention to continue with the program, and by continuing the student

actually acquires t' skills. Chapter 5 in this book demonstrates the role of

the integrative motive in determining whether the student in fact continues in the

program.

Factor III is comprised of a combination of aptitude, attitude and French

achievement measures, being defined by 15 variables. Appreciable loadings are

obtained by the five subtests of the MLAT (Variables 3 - 7), the measure of

intelligence (Variable 40), and four indices of French achievement (Variables 41,
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42, 44 and 45). It seems best therefore to dt.fine this as a French Achievement

factor, though it is clear that it also reflects a strong aptitude component.

The other variables contributing to this factor indicate the role of attitudinal'

variables on this dimension. A high_level of French Achievement is related to

favourable attitudes toward French Canadians (Variable 8) a strong need to achieve

(Variable 11), a lack oranxiety in'the French class (Variable 16), a non-
,

ethnocentric orientation to outgroups (Variable 12) and a non-manipulative orienta-

Lion toward others (Variable 10).

Eight variables define-factor IV, and although there are no contributjonb

made by any of the French achievement measures, the pattern reflects a peculiar

pattern of attitudinal measures. It seems best to define factor IV as a general

authoritarianism/ethnc entrism dimension in that high positive loadings are

obtained.by the measures of authoritarianism, ethnocentrism and anomie (Variables

9, 12, and 19 respectively).. In keeping with the terminology of Chapter 3, this

factor may be labelled an Ethnocentrism factor. Other measures contributing to

this factor, however, indicate that students scoring high on this dimension also

express favourable attitudes toward French Canadians and European Frenh people

(Variables 8 and 18), express an interest in foreign languages (Variable 13) and

perceive that their parents encourage them to study French (Variable 14). 'Such

students also report a relatively high level of General Classroom Anxiety

(Variable 17).

Factor V is defined by nine variables. The major characteristic of this

factor appears to be one of French Achievement both as perceived by the student

(Variables 29 - 32) and as assessed objectively (Variables 41, 43, and 45). It

seems logical to differentiate this factor from factors I and III in chat it

represents students' Self-Perceptions.of French Achievement. The only non-achievement

measures included on this factor are the indices of motivational intensity and

1 2 ",
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desire to learn French (Variables 20 and 21) indicating the important role that

motivational variables play in determining such achievement. It 'Js perhaps note-
,

worthy that there appears to be more congruence between the students' self-
.

't

ratings of their.French skills and objective measures of those skillq than was

found for the relationship between teacher ratings and the objective tests described.

in Factor I. The positive, marginal loading of Ss' evaluative reactions to the

French Course Variable 27) is suggestive that Ss'who rate their own French skills

highly, also tend to have a favourable reaction to the course.

Five variables define factor VI. This dimension' appears to reflect

primarily a Sex factor as indicated by the high loadingof Variable 1. The nature

of the scoring of this variable is such that high scores on this factox7are char-
.-49k

acteristic of girls; that is girls tend to be somewhat more anxious in the French

clatS (Variable 16) as well ass in school in generar'(Variable 17); to have more

favourable impressions of English Canadians (Variable 23) and to express a more

positive evaluation of their Engliih course (Variable 26). No other variables

contribute to this factor.

Grade 8

The correlations among the 45 measures obtained on the grade 8 students

are presented in-Appendix 1p, page D - 2. This matri* was factor analysed using

the principal axis solution With the highest correlation for a variable serving

"
as itecommunaliti'estimate. Six facjors which accounted for 87% of the total

* \\
estimated communality were obtained with eigenvalues greater than 1.0 and these

. were rotated by means ofthe Varimax solution. The rotated factor matrix

presented in Table 4. .4

Insert Table 4 About Here
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Factor I obtains appreciable (i.e., greater than t.30) loadings from 14

variables. As in the case of the grade 7 results, the primary characteristic of

this factor appears to be Sbhool French Achievement_am indicated by the high
.

loadings obtained by the seven teacher'ratings of French skill (Variables 33 - 39).

Unlike the grade.] resultS, however, there is a Clear indication in the
4
present

instance that teacher ratings are reflected in the students' performance on objective

-'beasures of French achievement, (Variables 41, 42, 44 and 45) indicating that with

'the opportunity provided Sy time to actually acquire some second-languageNskills,

teachers'evaluation of competeweand actual knowledge of the second language are

highly related. This p7ttern, as we shall see, becomes more pronounced as students

'progress in second language learning.

the stu$Snts' perceptions of their own

to their teachers' perceptions, or .for

Like the grade 7 results,(on the other hand,

competenciei are still'not strongly related

fthat matter objective indices (note the

relatliy low loadings of Variables 29 - 32). By the grade 8 level School

.,..>
,/,'

/
French Achie event is clearly defined.by teachers' perceptions and objective

. 1

measures. Other variables contributing to' this dimension suggest that School French
. . ..

Achievement is related to a,8ehavioural intention to continue in the French

.

program the following year (Variable 2), a high degree of motivational intensity

(Variable 20), and favourable attitudes toward the course (Variable 27). No

other variables contribute substantially to this. factor, althOugh the Desire to

Learn French scale (Variable 21) does obtain a positive marginal loading.

Thirteen variables define factor /I, which.cleatly reflects the Integrative

Motive. High scorers on this dimension tend to hold favourable attitudes toward

French Canadians and European French people (Variables 8 and 18), toward learning

French (Variable 15), and toward their French course (Variable/27), are interested

in foreign languages (Variable 13), report considerable parental encouragement to

study French (Variable 14), are highly motivated to learn French (Variables 20 and 21),
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and perceive integrative reasons for studying French as more chardcteristic of

themselves-than instrumental reasons (VaKiables 28, and lee also Variable 22).
*

Furthermore, such integratively motivated students tend to be nonvexploitive of

othersaand generally Ion- ethnocentric (Variables 10 and 12), and to be 'somewhat

superior ip French reading comprehension (Variable 44), 'This latter varye is

particularly significant since reading comprehension is not part of the FrenO

curricultim at this stage of training so that superior performance on this test is

indicative of skills developed in addition to the curriculum. The negative,

J
marginal loading ofthe intention to drop-out (Variable 2) issuggestive that

integratively . motivated Ss are less likely to report that they plan to cease their

V

i

French studies. Finally, the loading of Variable 1 (Sex) indicates that in general

girls tend to score higher on this dimension than boys.

Factor III clearly represents a Language Aptitude dimension. High load-

.

0
ings are obtained from the five HLATsubttsts (Variables 3 r 7),,as well as the

intelligence measures (Variable 40) and thret objective measures of French achieve-

ment (Variables 41, 42, and 45). Although this factot describes the aptitude

component, it also receives positive loadings froth the measures of Attitudes toward

French Canadians (Variable 8) and Need Achigvemeni (Variable 11)1and negative

loadingOom the two indices of anxiety (Variables 16 and 17). This configuration

would appear.to indicate that students who have favourable attitudes towards French

Canadians, a high need achievement and who are low in anxiety tend to perform

better on the language aptitude and intelligence measures, and to be somewhat

superior on 'some aspects of French achievement.

Ohly three variables define factor IV. Students obtaining highscores

on this factor obtain high scores on the California F-scale, the Ethnocentrism

Scale, and the Anomie Scale (Variables 9, 12, And 19), indicating, that this is

best identified as an Ethnocentrism Factor. No other variables contribilte sub-,

1 3stantially to this dimension. 0
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Factor V ,Otains 04reciable loadings from eight varrlee:, The maj41%

component identified by'this
.
lector appears to be Self-Ferchtions of French

Achievement, as indiZled.by'the high lohdings of Variables 29 - 32. Other

.variables contrating to this dimension include the measures of Motivational

Intensity, Desire to Learn French,sAttitudes toward Learning French, and evaluationsi..
of the French course (Variables 20, 21, 15 and 27 reSpectively). This configuration

P
clearly indicates that serf-perceptions, of French achievelnt are mediated by a

saon$ motiva'ti'on to learn French which is associated with favourable aftitudes i

% .

toward leaining French and'toward.the course itself.

-...

Factor.VI is qt-rittle interest to the present discussion. It appears

y .t I
to reflect largely metfio,44ariance associated with h

.. f
mantic. differential

1,..-.-

Appreciable loadings are obtained by 11 of the measures involving

the semantic differential (Variables 23 - 27), and consequently the factor contri-

butes,nothineof any significance to the present investigation.

Grade 9 4

The correlations among the 45 measures made on the grade 9 students are

presented in Appendix D, page D 3. This matrix gas factor analysed using the

principal axis solution with the highest absolute correlation for a variable

//-
..

serving as its4communality estimate. Six factors which accounted for 87% of the

total estimated comni+ ility were obtained'lth eigenvalues greater than 1.0 and

these were rotated by Tans of the Varimax solution. The rotated factor matrix

is presented in Table 5.

Insert Table 5 About Here,

Twelve variables define Factor I. Since the major loadings are obtained

4

by the seven ratings of French proficiency made by the teachers (Variables 33 - 39),
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it seema,best to define this factor as the School French Achievement dimension.

The high loading of the Aural Comprehension measure (Variable 45) indicatei that

there is some overlap between the teachers' perceptions and objective measures,

though like the grade 7* results and unlike.the grade 8 findings, this is

;fnot pronounced. It seems possible that this minimal overlap is due to the 1ct

that the program in grade 9 much like the case in grade 7, involves the ac/quisition

of new skills, and because of this students are not sufficiently skilled in French

to provide the teachers with much information on which to evaluate them. Intell-

igence (Variable 40), Motivational Intensity and Desire to Learn French (Variables

20 and 21) also contribute to this factor indicating chat these variables are

highly related to teachers' perceptions of French achievement. One additional

variable contributing to this factor is.tbe behavioural intention to withdraw

from the program (Variable 2) which is negatively related to the factor, indicating

that students who are perceived as competent in French tend to plan to continue

in the program.

Factor II is clearly the Integrative Motive dimension. It receives high

A- loadings from 11 variables. The loadings for ten of them are positive. In

decreasing order of magnitude the variables are Interest in Foreign Languages,

Attitudes toward Learning French, Attitudes toward French Canadians, Attitudes

toward.,European French people, Desire to Learn French, Evaluation of the French

Course, Parental Encouragement, Motivational Intensity, Evaluation of the French

Teacher, and Need Achievement (Variables 13, 15, 8, 18, 21, 27, 14, 20, 25, and

11 respectively). 0This configuration is negatively related to the behavioural

intention to drop out of the course (Variable 2) indicating relationship similar

to that obtained in Grade 7. This pattern suggests, once again, that the integra-

tive motive is important because it motivates students to continue studying French.
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Factor III is defined by seven variables, and seems best identified as an

Ethnocentrism dimension. Positive .loadings are obtained by six variables,

Authoritarianism, Hachiavellianism, Ethnocentrism, French ClassroOm Anxiety,

General Classroom Anxiety, and Anomie (Variables 9, 10, 12, 16, 17, and 19), while

a negatiye loading is obtained by the measure of Need Achievement (Variable 11).

Although an, Ethnocentrism dimension was also obtained for both grades 7 and 8,

the composition is considerably more complex for the grade 9 students. Reasons

for the additional variables on this factor are not readily apparent, but again
4

this component shares no variance in common with the indices of French achievement,

and so is of little importance to the present discussion.

Factor IV is the, by now familiar, Self-perceptions of French Achievement

dimension. High to -sings are received from the four self-ratings of French

achievement (Variables 29 - 32) as well as the measure of French Aural Comprehension

(Variable 45) indicating that the major component tapped by this factor is French

Achievement as indexed largely by self-perceptions but also, to some extent, by

objective measures. Other variables contributing to this dimension show important

correlates of such self-perceptions. Students who perceive that they are know-

ledgeable about French plan to continue in French, express favourable attitudes

toward learning French and also toward the French Course, feel little anxiety in

the French classroom situation, and exhibit considerable motivation and desire

to learn French (Variables 2, 15, 27, 16, 20 and 21 respectively). This pattern

is similar in many respects to that obtained in both grade 7 and grade 8, except

that a few more variables are present, indicating that these variables may play

a role in determining the perceptions that students in grade 9 have about their

own competencies in French.

Factor V is clearly a Language Aptitude dimension. High positive loadings

are obtained by the five MAT subtests (Variables 3 - 7) indicating that a major
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component of this dimension is one cf language ability. Since all of the remaining

variables contributing to this dimension are indices of French achievement, it is

clear that Language Aptitude contributes substantially to:differences in French

achievement at the grade 9 level. These indices of French Achievement include

of the seven teacher ratings of French skill and all five objective measures

of French proficiency. The absence of the fir self-ratings of French skills

indicates, however, that Language Aptitude does not mediate such perceptions.

Nevertheless, with respect to the other indices of French achievement, it is clear

that Language Aptitude is an important determinant of French achievement at the

grade 9 level.

Eleven variables define Factor VI. High negative loadings are obtained

from two"variables, Machiavellianism and I.Q. (Variables 10 and 40), while

positive loadings are obtained from 10 measures, Sex, Attitudes toward French

Canadlans, Motivational Intensity, Desire to Learn French, Orientation Index,

Evaluations of English Canadians, French Canadians, and the French Course, and

the Integrative-Instrumental Difference score (Variables 1, 8, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24,

27 and 28). A major aspect of this dimension appears to involve a general favour-
.

able orientation toward specific groups (English Canadians, and French Canadians)

and a concomitant interest in learning French largely for integrative'reasons.

The positive, marginal loading of the Attitudes Toward European French people

(Variable 18) tends to support this interpretation. The presence of Variably 1,

Sex, on this dimension suggests that this pattern is generally characteristic of

girls, hence this factor seems best defined as :1 Sex factor. The overall config-

uration indicates, however, that at the grade 9 level, many of the sex alfferences

in favour of girls are reflected in the attitudinal reactions described as well

as favourable perceptions of the French course, a non-machiavellian orientation,

and lower intelligence. These Sex related characteristics, however, are not

manifest in different levels of French achievement.
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Oracle 10

The correlations among the 45 measures administered to the grade 10

students are presented in Appeddix D, page D 4. A principal axis factor analysis

of this matrix, with the highest absolute correlation for a variable serving as

its Communality estimate, yielded six factors accounting for 842 of the total

estiwtted communality. This factor matrix was rotated by means of the Varimax

procedure, and the resultant matrix is presented in Table 6.
#

Insert Table 6 About Here

Factor I is defined by 21 variables, the predominant characteristics of

which seem to reflect a dimension of School French Achievement. As was the case

for each of the preceding grades, the highest loadings are obtained by the seven

teacher ratings of French proficiency (Variables 33 - 39). On this factor,

however, tilt contribution of the objective indices of French achievement (Variables

41 - 45) is much.more pronounced than in the previous analyses indiCating that at

this level teachers' assessments are more closely associated with objective

performance. A similar pattern, though not as pronpunced or as consistent emerged

at the grade 8 level indicating that this correspondence required some considerable

experience on the part of the students with a particular curriculum suggesting

that it is only after students have the opportunity tjtruly develop second

language skills that teachers have sufficient material on which to base their

judgments. It is particularly noteworthy too, that for the first time students'

perceptions of their own French skills begin to evidence themselves on this

dimension. f moderate loading is obtained by the student's self-rating of his

ability, to write French (Variable 29) while suggestive loadings are achieved by (

the other self-rating measures (note the loadings of Variables 30 - 32). Such 1
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results suggest that by the grade 10 leVel, students are beginning to develop

sufficient competence in French that individual differences in such competency are

discernible by teachers, objective indices and even to some extent by the students

themselves.

This change in the composition of School French Achievement is also

evident in the non-achievement measures associated with it. As was true of the

earlier analyses, intention to withdraw from the French program (Variable 2) is

negatively related to this factor indicating an obvious conclusion that those

who are performing well in school French tend to plan to continue in the program.

Desire to Learn French (Variable 21) contributes positively to this dimension (as

it did in grade 9) as well as attitudes toward learning French (Variable 15)

demonstrating that a favourable orientation toward French instruction promotes

satisfactory performance. For the first time, however, the measure of intelligence

and four of the five lanrage aptitude measures also contribute to this dimension

. (Variables 40, 3, 4, 6 and / respectively) indicating that such intellectual

variables are becoming of greater importance to School French Achieveme.lt.

Factor II is the recurring Integrative Motive dimension, except that the

desire for integration with the French speaking community is now more pronounced.

High loadings are achieved by the eight tests which have defined this factor in

each of the previous analyses. These include the measures of Motivational Intensity

and Desire to Learn French, Attitudes toward French Canadians and European French

People, Parental Encouragement, Ilterest in Foreign Languages, Attitudes toward

Learning French, and evaluations of the French Course (Variables 20, 21, 8, 18,

14, 13, 15 and 27 respectively). Similarly, intention to drop out. of the program

(Variable 2) is negatively related to this dimension as it was for the younger

grades. Furthermore, as was the case in grade 8, Sex, and athe Integrative-

InstrUmental Difference score (Variables 1 and 28) are positively related to this
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dimension while Machiavellianism (Variable 10) is negatively related. For the

first time, however, the Orientation Index (Variable 22) loads on this dimension

(positively) indicating that students who actually select integrative reasons for

studying French as being the mosi_ cnaracteristic of themselves are highest in this

attitudinally based motivation to learn French. It will be noted, moreover, that

the intention 0 drop out of the French program is again negatively related to

the Integrative Motive indicating that the importance of this dimension resides

in orienting students to continue in their attempts to learn Frehch.

Factor III is extremely similar to a factor obtained for the grade 8

sample. High loadings are obtained'by only three variables, authdritarianism,

ethnocentrism, and anomie (Variables 9, 12s --and l9), and consequeritly this factor
e

seems best identified as an Ethnocentrism dimension. As was true for the grade 8

sample, no other variables contribute appreciably to this dimensiOn indicating

that at the grade 10 level, Ethnocentrism is relatively independent of any of the

other variables in the matrix. However, the negative, marginal loading of Mach-:

iavellianism (Variable 10) suggests that the ethnocentric student may also tend

to be manipulative in his relations with others.

Factor IV is clearly a Self Perceptions of'French Achievement dimension.

The highest loadings are obtained by the four self-rating measures (Variables 29 -

32), though the two other variables defining this factor are both measures of

French achievement (Variables 41 and 45). A similar factor has been obtained for

each of the previous grades except that in the present instance none of the

attitudinal variables contribute substantially to this dimension. This is unique

to grade 10. in each of the previous analyses, individual differences in Self-

Perceptions of French Achievement, were related to attitudinal measures, in particular

the indices of motivation. In the present solution, Motivational Intensity,

Desire to Lei.rn French, and evaluative reactions to the French pourse (Variables

20, 21, and 22) obtain only marginal positive loadings on this factor.t.
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Factor V is defined by only two variables, the two measures of anxiety

(Variables 16 and 17). No other variables contribute to this dimennion so that

although it reflects an Anxiety component, it is not related' to any of the other

variables included in the matrix.

The definition of Factor V/ is not clear. High loadings are obtained by

four of the five variables involving semantic differential ratings (Variables 23,

24, 25 and 27) suggesting that a large component of variation isolated in this

factor is concerned with method variance associated with the semantic differential.

This interpretation is inconsistent, however, with the appreciable positive

loading obtained by the index of Motivational Inteniity (Variable 20) and the

moderate positive loading of Desire to Learn French (Variable 21). Another

possibility is that the factor reflects a general evaluation of the French Course

and related con4ipts which is associated with individual differenCes in the
Tr

motivation to learn French, but the-configuration is not sufficiently well

delineated to strongly support such an interpretation. It seems best, therefore,

to forego further speculation about this factor.

Grade 11

The matrix of correlations among the 45 variables administered to the

grade 11 students is included in Appendix Dp page D 5. This matrix was factor

analysed\using the principal axis solution with.the highest absolute correlation

for a variable serving as its communality estimate. As with the previous grades,

six factors were obtained with eigenvalues greater than 1.0 and these factors-
,

accounted for 86% of the total estimated communality. This factor matrix was

rotated using the Varimax criterion (see Table 7).

Insert Table 7 About Here

136 Y
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Twenty -two variables define Factor I. By far the greatest number of

these variables have to dd With French achievement either as perceived brthft

students themselves (Variables 29, 30, and 32), by the teachers (Variables 33 - 39),

or objectively assessed (Variables 41 - 45). Such a heavy concentration of French

achievement indices would suggest that Factoi I be identified simply as.a French

Achievement dimension, however, in keeping with the analyses for the previous
. I

grades, this dimension is labelled as School French Achievement. This definition

seems appropriate because the highest loadings are obtained by the teacher ratings,

and the general composition of the factor is comparable to the similar factors

obtained earlier. !Consideration of this dimension across the five grades reveals

that there is a general growth in the importance of the other indices of French

achievement from grades 7 to 11. It is only at grade 11, however, where the self-
-

perceptions pf French achievement are clearly associated with this dimension.

The implication is, that with further training or experience-1th French, individual

differences\in French achievement become so pronounced that they are discernible

regardless of the basis of the assessment. Simply put, some students acquire a

sound knowledge of French, others don't - -and sue`i differences are eventually

identifiable by the student, the teacher, and objective measures.

From the other measures contributing to the School French Achievement

factor, correlates of individual-differences on this dimension are suggested.

Students who excell in school French, relative to those who do not, are more

intelligent (Variable 40), have more language learning ability (Variables 4, 6,

and 7), have a more favourable attitude toward learning French (Viriab1C15), are

less anxious in the French classroom (Variable 16), and are intending to remain

in the French program (Variable 2).

The Integrative Motive is again reflected in Factor II. High loadings

are received from 15.variablib. The eight measures which have consistently defined

.129
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this factor are still important, viz., Attitudes toward French Canadians, Interest

in Foreign Languages, Parental Encouragement, Attitudes toward Learning French,

Attitudes toward European French people, Motivational Intensity, Desire to Learn'.

French, and evaluations of the French Course (Variables 8, 13, 14, 15, 18, 20, 21,

and 27). As was the case for the grade 10 solution, the Orientation Index

(Variable 22) loads positively on this factor once more demonstrating that Ss who

are high on other components of the Integrative Motive Factor do endorse integra-

tive reasons relatively more strongly than instrumental ones when faced with a

forced-choice question. The remaining six variables which contribute to this

dimension have appeared on this factor in some previous grades and they help to

delineate the characteristics of the integrative motive at the grade 11 level.

At this` grade, students with a heightened integrative motive favour integrative

as opposed to instrumental reasons in their study of French (Variable 28), favour-

ably evaluate their French teacher (Variable 25) and French Canadians (Variable 24),

are high in Need Achievement (Variable 11) and low in Machiavellianism (Variable 10).

As has been the case previouily, the behavioural intention to drop out of

the program (Variabl3 2) contributes negatively to the Integrative Motive dimension,

indicating that integratively motivated students plan to continue with the French

program. This pattern has appeared with such regularity that it cannot be over

emphasized. An aspect of the integrative motive which appears to be of prime

importance is that It motivates the student to continue studying the second language.

This, is so, presumably, because of the positive affect associated with the other

language community and the perception of the value of the language as a means of

communicating with that group. Such an orientation seems to sustain a strong

motive to acquire the language which withstands onslaughts from other forces which

might influence the student to waver from his goal.
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TWelve variablesi define Factor III. The magnitude of ,the loadings for the

four measures of students' self perCeptioni of their French competencies (Variables

29 - 32) suggests that this is best identified as a Self-Perceptions of French

Achievement.dimension. Variable 1 (Sex) contributes positively to this dimension

indicating that girls tend to perceive themselves as more coOpetent than boys.

The remaining variables defining this dimension highlight the role that,attitudinal

variables play in such perceptions and it will be noted that many of these variables

are characteristic of the integrative Tive., A similar pattern, it should be

noted, has appeared in most of the previbus gr s. In grade 11, Self - Perceptions

of French Achievement are associated with an integrative orientation (Variable 22),

heightened motivational intensity and a desire to learn French (Variables 20, and

21), favourable attitudes toward learning French {Variable 15), an interest in

foreign languages (Variable 13) and favourable evaluations of both the French

course and English course (Variables 27 and 26 respectively).

Factor IV is clearly an Anxiety dimerlion. Ofily three variables define

this factor, the two indices of anxiety (Variables 16 and 17), and Sex (Variable 1).

This configuration suggests that girls tend to be more anxious in both thee French .

classes and the general school situation.

Nine variables define Factor V. Four of these variables are indices of

language aptitude (Variables 4 - 7), one .s the intelligence measure (Variable 40)

and four are objective assessments of Fr ?nch achievement (Variables 41 - 44).

Because,of the high cognitive component evident in this factor, it seems best to

characterize this as a Language Aptitude dimension. The results indicate that

Language Aptitude is highly re:ated to individual differences in French achievement,

particularly as assessed by means of objective tests.

Factor VI is defined by six variables. The pattern of loadings indicates

that Ss who obtain high scores on,the F-scale (Variable 9) obtain high scores on

1 4 1
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the Ethnocentrism scale (Variables -32), the Anomiescale (Variable 19) and the

Machiavellianism scale (Variable.10). Very similar configurations were obtained

in the:earlier analyses, and it seems most parsimonious to identify this as an

Ethnocentrism dimensions :"The two remaining variables contributing to this factor

indicate that Ethnocentrism is more characteristic of boys as opposed to girls

(Variable 1) and is highly related to an instrumental orientation toward language

lekrning (Variable 28).

'Summary of Factor Analytic Results

A comparison of the factor analytic solutions obtained for the five grade

levels reveals a number of important consistencies among the solutions 'and also

demonstrates "soma interesting developmental differences. At each grade level,

versions of the four following factors occured, School-French Achievement-, pmegra-

tive Motive, Self-Perceptions of French-Achievement, and Ethnocentrism. Only the

first three seem directly.relevane to an understanding of the development of French

skills.
IK

At all grades the School French Achievement factor obtained its largest

loadings from the seven teacher'ratings of Ss' French skills(Variables 33

This, in large part,.was why this factor was labelled as it was. That is, the

criteria used by the teachers in making, their ratings were assumed to be related

to the curricular objectives of a particular course, At the grade 7 level, where

students are beginning their study of French in a primarily oral/aural program,

the only other variable contributing substantially to this factor is the measure

of French Classroom Anxiety (Variable 16). Thus, it is perhaps not surprising that

students who report that they are tense, embarrassed, andjill at ease when called

upon to participate in their Oral French class are also rated as

developed French skills by their teachers. Beginning`in grade 8

objective measures of French achievement also contribute to this

A
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giades 10 and 11 all five objective measures (Variables 41 - 45) receive substantial

loadings on the School French Achievement factor., Also beginning in grade 8 the,

bell:korai intention to drop-out of French studies (Variable 2) comprises part of

this factor revealing that those students rated as less competent,by their teachers,

also express a desire to quit their French studies. Perhaps this lack of-. teacher.

approval is in,some sense a punishment that these students seek to.escape. Aspects

of the attitude/motivational battery also start to emerge as being Part of the

School French Achievement factor at the g de 8 level so that at the four upper/.
.

grades, relationships between the tea er ratings and some combination pf students'
4

Desire to Learn French, Motivational Intensity, and Attitudes towaFds'Learning . 4

s

French (Variables 21, 20, and 15) are appaient. The pattern shifts slightly frOm

grade-to grade but basically it shows that students who express favourable attitudes
.

related to learning French also tend to be rated highly i .their acquisition of '

French skills by th ir ,eachers. For all three grades in high ichoolia component

of the School French Achievement factor was the I.Q. scare (Variable 40). Thus

those Ss who received the highest teacher ratings also tended to have higher I.Q.

test scores. Within the grade 10 and 11 samples the influence of language Aptitude

on this factor is also apparent with four of the MLAT subtests obtaining sizeable

loadings for the grade 10 solution (Variables 3, 4, 6, and 7) while three (Variables

4, 6, and 7) contribute substantially at grade 11. The develcpmental chan 'ges in

this factor across the five grade levels are most obvious if the results for grades

7 and 11 are contrasted. In grade 7 where Ss are just starting to acquiie French

skills, the only other variable that is related to the teacher estimates.is Ss'

self-reports of the degree of anxiety they experience in French class whereas, by

the time Ss have had five years of French instruction teachers' ratings tend to

A
agree with both Ss' own estimates of their skills and with objective measures of

those skills. The greer contribution of intelligence-and language aptitude to
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this dimellsion at the higher grades may reflect the increasing demands and diffictilty

of the advanced levels of the French-curriculum. To receive satisfactory teacher

ratings at these ).evels it appears that the student must also have ,a reasonable

level of both language aptitude and intelligence.

The Integrative Motives factor obtained in all five solutions presents a

remarkably consistent picture across the ffWgrade levels. Ss bharacterized as

being integratively motivated to le French express positive attitudes towaidp

people who speak French (Variables 8 and 18), reveal a strong desire and a willing-
..

ness to exppnd considerable effort at learning the language (Variables 20 and 21),

perceive a high degree of parental encouragement 'for their French studied (Variable

14), demonstrate favourable attitudes about their French course (Variables It and .

26) and language learning in general (Variable 13), and perhaps most' significantly,

state that they plan to continue their study of French (Variable I). Thus it

wtgilld appear that integratively motivated students place a sufficiently high value

on French so that they intend to pursue their formal study of the language for

relatively long periods and thereby develop a more thorough knowledge of it. This

particularly important finding is approached from a somewhat different perspective

and in rather moretdetail in the next chapter.

Students' own 'estimates of their progress in acquiring French language

skills would.also seem to provide a potential source of reinforcement for studying

French. At all five grades the four self-ratings.of French skills (Variables 29 -

32) combined to form a factor which we have labelled Self-Perceptions of French

Achievement and although the other components of this factor vary somewhat from

grade to grade some significant trends are apparent. At each grade, save for the

grade 10 sample, students' desir to learn the language and the amount of effort

they are willing to expend in learniqg it (Variables 21 and 20) also contribute

substantially to thin factor. This implies that those students who are willing
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to work hard at learning French because of a strong wish to master the language

tend to see considerable pay off.for their efforts. The lack of such a relation-
s

ship for tie grade 10 students is somewhat puzzling, however, both the Motivational

intensity and Desire to Learn Trench scales (Variables 20 and 21) do obtain

marginal, positive loadings on this factor revealing at the least some continuity

In the factor patterns across the grades.

This brief overview of the factor analytic results cannot fully describe

the complexities and many subleties of the relationships discovered at the various

grade levels. What it does do, however,is emphasize several important develop-

mental trends and consistencies in the data. Moreover, these findings both confirm

and extend 'major conclusions presented in Chapter 3. The following section

provides a further, more explicit description of the nature of'such developmental

changes.

Develo mental Chan s in Attitude Attitude Motivation and French Achievement

Ideally, as was stressed in Chapter 3, the most adeqUate strategy for

studying any type of developmental change would involve longitudinal comparisons

of the same students over an extended time period. This was not possible given

the time frame of the present studies and a compromise was arrived at using cross-

sectlonal comparisons of the five grades surveyed. All of the limitations of

such an approach and the precautionary statements presented in some detail in

Chapter 3 ap'ly equally well to the analyses described in the following section.

The results of the analyses of variance comparing the five grades,on the

major variables, excluding those which are dichotomous (i.e., Sex, Drop-out, and

Orientation Index), are summarized in Table 8. Because these analyses involved

Insert Table 8 About Here
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comparisons across grades, raw scores were uted.rather the standardized scores

that were generated for the factor analyses. For the analyses of variance, grade

-
. -level differences would have been obliterated by the standardization'prOcedure

Which results in distributions with a mean of 0. Table 1 presents the resulting

F ratios for the analyses of variance performed on each variable along with the

means for each grade.

Inspection of Table 8 reveals that of the 42 analyses of variance

conducted,' only three failed to,produce F ratios that were significant, whereas

all of the remaining 39 F ratios are significant at or beyond the 1% level of

significance. Thus on the majority of the variables, greater variabilltytin

the means across grades was obtained than could be attributed purely to chanCe.
fv

Careful examination of the means contained in Table.8 will reveal how tipe patterns

of means differed from grade to grade, however, to make it easier for the'reader

to grasp these relationships, a series of figures have been prOared. -Rather

than plotting figures based on the means for each variable which yielded a
.

statistically significant F ratio, where it was possible a single measure was .

selected to represent a whole class of variables If the results for each variable

all conformed to essentially the same pattern,

Insert Figures 1-11 About Here

s$

Figure 1 presents the means for each of the five grades for the variable,

LAT -Words in Sentences. The means'for this variable show a consistent growth

across all five grades. The patterns for the ocher four MAT subtests, Number

Learning, Phonetic Script, Spelling Clues, and Paired Associates, and for the

Need Achievement and I.Q. scores also show basically the same patterns. As it

is highly doubtful that a student's intelligence test scores increase with each

-14C

4
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year of schooling a more ikely interpretation of these results is that they

represent the fact that there is a selective attrition of the less able'students

from year to year. Thus the students who continue a formal education Program

tend to be brighter in general, and'more achievement oriented, and those who

continue second language studies alsO have a higher degree of language aptitude.

Figure 2 contains means for the five grades on the Ethnocentrism scale

and is also representative of the results obtained for the Anomie, Hachiavellianism,

and Authoritarianism scales. Reference to Figure 2 demonstrates that the pattern

of results obtained on this measure is such that the mean scores systematically

decrease with each successirely higher grade level. One interpretation of these

result:, is that with more years of education students become less ethnocentric,

authoritarian, machiavellian, and anomic. According to this interpretation one

might argue that the educational experience these students are having is in effect,

"liberalizing" them. Another possibility is that students who are actually higher

in these characteristics are the ones likely to drop-out of French courses each

a

year. However, the factor analytic results in the present chapter and data to

be presented in Chapter 5 do not show a strong relationship between drop-out

behavior and these particular dimensions and thus do not support this latter

interpretation. Earlier In this chapter and also in Chapter 3 some concern was

expressed as to both the low reliability estimates and the questionable validity

and/or appropriateness of these four scales for students paiticularly within

the younger age ranges OclUded in the present studies. Following this line

of reasoning, a third possible interpretation of the pattern of means represeuted

in Figure 2 suggests itself. The measures of ethnocentrism, athoritarianism,

machiavellianism and anomie may result in over inflated scores with questionable

validity at the younger grades whereas the scores for the older, more uiture

students may be better estimates of the true underlying student characteristics.

14 I
1,
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Mean scores for each grade level on the Attitudes toward French Canadians

scale are presented in Figure 3. Similar patterns were.also obtained for the

scales measuring attitudes toward learning French and a general interest in

learning foreign languages. Reference to Figure 3 shows that the is a general

drop in favourabiliiY of attitude on these dimensions between grades 7 and 8 and

hereafter a reasonably steady improvement in attitudes from-grades 8 to 11. The

negative attitudinal shift between grades 7 and 8 has also been noted by Bramwell

(1970) and Bramw11, Smythe and Dumas (1973). The initial, relatively pos5cive

level of attitude may represent something akin to novelty effect as students begin

their French studies but which begins to pale as they continue on lirtgrade 8.

As noted by Gardner and Smythe (1973) and in Chapter 5,

students within this particular educational system do rot appear to fully apprgciate

the fact that French is an optional subject ingrade 8 although they are all aware

*of its optional nature in secondary school. It is thus possible that students feel

in some sense coerced to continue French at the grade 8 level even if they have

decided that they do not like it after their initial experience in grade 7.

Thus some grade 8 students may generalize their negative feelings toward the

French course to other foreign language studies and to people who speak French.

The steady improvement in attitudes on these dimensions between grades 8 and 11

may again represent the selective attrition from year to year of those students

with less sanguine attitudes. This latter interpretation is congruent with

the factor analyses in the present chapter and with results to be presented

in Chapter 5.

The means of the five grades rn the Motivational Intensity scale are

plotted In Figure 4. Basically similar patterns were also obtained on the Desire

to Learn French scala and for the measures reflecting.Ss' evaluative reactions

to their French Course and French teacher. These data demonstrate a substantial
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drop in means between grades 7 and 8, an increase at grade 9 followed by , drop

at grade 10 and eventually an increase again at the grade 11 level. The decreases

noted at grades 8 and 10 may be related to the fact ti grade 8 represents the

second year of the elementary school oral/aural program and grade 10, the second

year of the more traditional, orthographically oriented...i.e., a stress on

reading and writing skills) secondary school program. After an initial burst

of enthusiasm,as each program begins (i.e., in grades 7 and 9, respectively)

some Ss may become somewhat jaded as the course demands become more severe. The

upsurge in attitudes at the grade 11 level is probably due again to the fact that

Ss with insufficient desire to learn French and whp state that they are less

willing to expend much effort in acquiring the language tend to drop-out.

The means for the Integrative-Iristrumental 'lifference score when plotted

result in a "U" shaped curve =s presented in Figure 5. Means for the Attitudes

toward European French People scale also conform to this pattern. A31.30 the
%

means in Figure 5 reflect a predisposition for students at each grade to endorse

integrative reasons for, studying French relatively more intensely than they do

forrthe Instrumental reasons. Moreover the grade 7 and 11 samples art igher

in their de&ree.of integrativeness than are the three middle grades.

The means;for the Parental Encoragement scale presented in Figure 6'

reveal a ge eral increase in t'e perceive' amount of parental support for French

.

studies from g ades 7 through 9 Jhich then shows a general leveling off or slight
j

.

decrease at the grade 10 and 11 levels. Presumably this reflects the fact that

-. .

students who retain in the French program over an extended time period receive

support ant encouragement from their parents to do so.

The results, for 1...2 students' self-ratings of their French, skills produce

two distinctly different patterns. The means for theself-raing of speakin,

147.
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skills are presented in Figure 7 which also typifies the Pattern for the other

oral/aural communicational aspect, the self-ratings of understanding. These

patterns may be contrasted with those obtained for the. grade means on the self-'

ratings of reading and writing which are exemplified in Figure 8, the plot of the

reading skills., Students in grade 7 seem very confident about their ability to

speak and understand French.but by the time they are in grade 8 they appear to

have a more realistic and considerably 1pwer estimation of these skills. With

further years of study they then begin to show higher' and higher estimates of

-their proficiency in these skills. With the more formal and traditionally

taught teeing and writing skills the pattern of meansishows a steady growth from

grade7'to 11.

All seven teacher-ratings of students' French skills generally show a

steady decrease between grades 7 and 10 with a sudden upsurge at the grade 11

level. These results are exemplified by the pattern of means for the teazher-
.

rating of speaking skills presented in Figure 9. It is very difficult to imagine

that students are actually becoming less proficient as they proceed through'the

first four years of their French studies and the most likely explanation is that

teachers' criteria for the various grades shift from level to level.

All of the objective measures of French achievement for the'elementary

school samples, except for the Sentence Comprehension test,'show significant

growth between grades 7 and $. An example of this growth trend is presented in

Figure100ichpresentsthe means for the Vocabulary subtests of the Elementary

French Achievement Test. Similar trends are apparent at the high school level

where all five objective measures showed significant growth across the three

grades. This is illustrated in Figure 11 which shows performance means on the

Vocabulary subtest of the C.A.T.F. Apparently Ss are improiing in their level

of French skill acquisition defined by objective measures as they advance from

grade to ,grade.
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prediction of a specified criterion. The mechanics of.this technique are such that

each predictor test,has an equal opportunity of being selected, however, in the

present case we restricted our solutions so that only the four best predictor

variables vere actueely determined with respect to each of tae French achievement

criteria. Standardized scores were used in these analyses for the, same reasons AS.

have already been cited with respect to the factor analytic solutions.

To provide as stable and valid estimates of Franc achievement as possible,

4-45

Fred ction of French Achievement

Au important aim of the validation study was to ascertain whether the

attitude/motivational tests might be combened in some way to actually permit the

prediction of achievement in various aspects of French. Evidence bearing of this

question is to some degree already available in the several factor analytic solu-

-

tions already described but a more direct and possibly more practical appro'ach

was taken in the present section. This involved the use of the Multiple Stepwise

Regression technique as described in Chapter Z. It may be recalled that this

approach selects from a larger battery of tests those which contribute most, to

total scores on the various achievement indices rather than sub test scores were

selected as criteria. The i'ronch achievement criterion measures included: (i) the

total score on the four students' Self-Rating scales (see p. 4-7), (ii) the total
\

score on the Teacher-1 11:1111ipsalkilL11411s (see p. 4-8), a total, score

of Teacher-Ratings of General Skills formed by summing responses to the four items

on the second part of the teacher-rating form (see p. 4-8), (iv) either the total

score on the four subtesta of the French Achievement Test (see p. 4-8, 4-9) in the

eese of the grades 7 and 8 Ss or the total CATF score in the case of grades 9 - 10,

and (v) either the total score on the 50-item Vocabular test for grades 7 and 8

e
(see p. 4-9), or the total score oe the Aural Comprehension toe for grades 9 - 11

(see p. 4-10, 4-11).
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Both aptitude and attitude/motivational measures as welt as evaluative .

reactions to the French teacher and the French course were allowed to enter into

the prediction equations. The following 19 variables were selected as potential'

predictors for each of the five French achievement criteria: the totaffscore on'..

the five MLAT sub-scales, I.Q., Attitudes toward French Canadians, Attitudes toward

Ltropean French People, Attitudes toward Learning French, Interest in,Foreign

Languages, Parental Encouragement, Motivational Intensity, Desire to Learn French,

Integrative-InstrumIntal Difference score (i.e., the relative degree of integ

tiveness), French Classroom Anxiety, General Classioom Anxiety, French'Teache

(evaluative), French Course (evaluative), Need Achieyement, Anomie, Ethnocentrism,

Authoritarianism, and Machiavellianism.

Data for each grade level, were analysed separately. Each of the grade level

analysis involved the calculation of five sets of predictot equations, one foreach

of the'French achievement criterion measures. The results of these analyses are

summarized separately for each grade in Tables 9 - 13. Included in each table are

the Beta coefficients associated with each of the four most potent predictors along

with the resultant multiple correlation coefficients (R) for each criterion. To

aid in the interpretation of the solutions presented in Tables 9 - 13, the predictor

Insert Tables 9 - 13 About Here

a

variables are listed in terms of tie size of the contribution they make to the final

multiple correlation coefficient. It is thus possible to make direct comparisons

of the size of the contribution of each predictor by comparing their squared Beta

coefficients (see Chapter 2, p. 13-14). A negative Beta coefficient indicates that

the variable it is associated with is weighted negatively in making a prediction.

For example, the negative Betas consistently obtained for thc measure of French

154
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Classroom Anxiety demonstrate that-Ss with low scores on this testtend to do

better on the various measures of French achievementV which it is a predictor.

Inspection of the data in Tables 9 - 13 reveals both some interesting

s consistencies within and across the grade levels and also demonstrates several

intriguing developmental shifts. At all grade levels, for virtually every criterion

measure the index of French Classroom Anxiety was selected as one of the,four "best"

- predictors. In fact, French Classroom Anxiety contributed (negatively) in 24 out

of the 25 prediction equations represented in Tables 9 - 13. While the relative
r

Contribution of this measure varied from criteria to criteria and from grade to

grade it seems quite remarkable that it so consistently enters into the prediction

equations whether the criterion measure represented Ss' self-ratings, either of

the two teacher-ratings or either of the two objective test scores. It must be

remembered that the content of this scale is highly situgtionally'Specific and all

items refer explicitly to feelings of anxiety resulting from overt participation

during the French Classroom period. It is perhaps of some interest to compare

these results with those seven instances in which the measure of General Classroom

Aexiety entered into a prediction equation as731i. of the four top predictors.

These instances were:Grade 7 - Vocabulary; ade 8 - Vocabulary; Grade 9 - Self-

rating, Teacher-rating; General Skills, and Aural Comprehension; and Grade 10 -

Self-rating and kiral Comprehension. In all of these cases except the first,

Grade 7 - Vocabulary, General Classroom Anxiety obtained a positive weight! Whereas

French Classroom Anxiety negatively predicts French Achievement, General Classroom

Anxiety actually appears to promote certain French Skills at some of the grade

levels.

Another variable that entered into a majority of the prediction equations

as one of the more powerful predictors was the MLAT total score. This measure

figured in 23 out of the 25. multiple regression solutions, the only exceptions
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'4 - 48 .

being for the grade 9 Self-ratings and Teacher-ratings of General Skills. In

general these findings with respect to the predictive power of the MLAT serve to

confirm a large body of literature which attests to the validity of this instrument

(e.g., Culhane, 1970; Jakobovits, 1970; Rivers, 1968). Careful inspection of the

data in Tables 9 - 13 does however deLonstratethat the MLAT is not always the

(-most powerful predictor Of French achievement although at the two most enior
e,

grade levels it does appear to make its most significant and consistent contribto

_tions to the several predictive equations. Thip would suggest that language

aptitude becomes amore important determinant of second-language skills as the

course becomes more advanced.

General intelligence entered into slightly more than50% of the prediction

equationi (13 out of 25) and in no case was it the best single predictor. Surpri-

singly, I.Q. was not among the four best predictors for any of the five achievement

measures at the grade 8 level.
4

The measure of Motivational Intensity which attempts to reflect the amount

IF'

of effort an individual expend in his French studies Was also included in 13 out

of 25 of the prediction equations. Moreover, in seven instances it was the

single best predictor of French achievement. While language aptitude seems

particularly important at the more advanced levels of second-language training,

Motivational Intensity made its strongest and most consistent contributions to

prediction at the beginning levels in grades 7 and 8. Another component of what

we have labelled the Integrative Motive, the Desire to Learn French, appears as

a predictor in one equation for each grade except grade 11. Motivational Intensity

and Desire to Learn French never both appear within the same equation although

there is an obvious logical link between the two and they tend to correlate

,.....--substantially with each other (see Appendix 0). These two important components

of the Integrative Motive therefore contribute to prediction in 17 out of the

1'5'4
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25 regression equations. Two other central cmstructs of the Integrative Motive,

the integrative-instrumental Difference score and the Attitudes toward Learning

. French begin to enter the prediction formulae at the two senior grade levels.

The measure of integrativeness improves prediction of the total Aural Comprehension

1

Test score at grades 10 and 11. Thus at the more advanced levels of French

instruction Ss who are relatively more integratively than instrumentally oriented

in their study of French tend to do best on the one test most closely associated

with some degree of aural communicative competence. At the most advanced level

tested, the measure of Attitudes towards Learning French was second in importance

only to the MLAT total test score and in most equations made contributions of

roughly similar magnitude to prediction.

Students' evaluative reactions to the French course surfaced as predictors

of achievement only at the grade 8 and 10 levels. In both grades this measure

was related to self-ratings and teacher- ratings of speaking skills. It will be

recalled that within the London system that grades 8 and 10 represent the second

year of the elementary and secondary school French programs, respectively.

In summary, it seems reasonable to conclude that the preceding exercise,

representing a preliminary attempt to improve upon a single test score as a

predictor of French achievement has been quite successful. Such an approach would

appear to offer considerable promise. Obviously language aptitude is very

important in predicting subsequent levels of French achievement, nevertheless, we
41,

have demonstrated that several of the attitude/motivational measures may afford

equally significant predictive power. The major point to be made, however,'is-

that a combination of aptitude and attitude/motivational indices produces appreciably

better prediction. We would argue, therefore, that the concept of the Integrative

Motive has more than a theoretical usefulness as demonstrated particularly by the

factor analyses and multiple stepwise regression equations of the present chapter.
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TABLE 1

. ,

COEFFICIENTS OF INTERNAL-CONSISTENCY RELIABILITY AT EACH GRADE LEVEL

Scale

Attitudes toward French Canadians

Authoritarianism

Machievellainism

Need Achievement

Ethnocentrism

Interest in Foreign Languages

Parental Encouragement

Attitudes toward Learning French'

French Classroom Anxiety

General Classroom Anxiety

Attitudes toward European French People

Anomie

Motivational Intensity

Desire to Learn French

Integrative:Orientation

Instrumental Orientation

156

Grade

7 8 9 10 11

.84 - .88 .87 .86 .89

.60 .51 .54 .59 .61

.48 .56 .60 .71 .76

.55 .64 .65 .71 ,15

.60 .62 .60 .64 .59

.85 .89 .88 .88 .90

:89 .89 :88 .88 .90

.94 .95 .95 .94 .95

.75 .82 .83 .84 .85

..72 .79 .83 '.82 .86

.90 .91 ..91 .88 ' .93

.48 .52 .61 .57 .51

.86 .87 .84 .82 .84

.88 .89 .87 .86 .87

.82 .87 .84 .82 .85

.56. .63 .58 .58 .49
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TABLE 7

TEST-RETEST COEFFICIENTS OF RELIABILITY AT EACH GRADE LEVEL

Scale

7 8

Giade

9 10 1'
Attitudes toward French Canadians .73 .79 .76 .80 .78

Need Achievement .46 .63 5 .72 .83

Ethnocentrism .64 .84 .72 .76 .67

Interest in
.

Foreign Languages. .83 .78 .84 .83 .82

Parental Encouragement .79 .78 .69 .79 .88

Attitudes towards Learning French .86 .86 .85 .90, .81

French Classrdom Anxiety .41 .68 .86 .88 .84

Attitudes swards European French People .67 .68 .65 .71 .80.

Motivational Intensity .88 .78 .78 .79 .84

Desire to Learn French .83 .80 .68 .87 .78

Orientation Index .31 .63 .43 .51 .60

Integrative Orientation ..83 .77 .76 .83 .53

Instrumental Orientation .68. .61 .69 .67 .49
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TABLE 3

W

ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX - GRADE 7

Alb

I II III IV

1. Sox .19 ..05 .15 .05

2. Drop-out -.09 -.48 -.22 -.12

3. MLAT Number Learning .23 .00 .54 -.03
4. MLAT Phonetic Script .23 .07 .54 .01
S. MLAT Spelling Clues .03 .00 .32 -.03
6. MLAT Words in Sentences .13 .06 .40 -.02
7. MLAT Paired Associates .16 -.03 .49 .13
S. Attitudes toward French ....radians .01 .55. .33 .52

9. 'Authoritarianism (F-Scale) .04 .07 .04 .56
10. Machiavellianism -.09 -.22 .-.32 .01

11. Need Achievement .05 .16 .41 00
12. Ethnocentrism (E-Scale) -.10 -.13 -.43 .42

13. Interest in Foreign Languages .16 .53 .29 .46,

14. Parental Encouragement -.03 .42 .24 .33

15. Attitudes toward Learning French .18 .69 .20 .27

16. French Classroom Anxiety -.30 -.20 -.34 .23
17. General Classroom Anxiety -.16 -.17 -.25 .31

18. Attitudes Toward European French People -.03 .50 .22 .55

19. Anomie .01 .00 -.20 .51

20. Motivational Intensity .21 .71 . .06 -.01
21. Desire to Learn French .11 .73 .07 .03
22. Orientation Index .00 .20 -.04 .02

23. English Canadians (eval.) -.04 :25 -.08 -.08
24. French Canadians (eval.) .06 .53 .02 -.03
25. French Teacher (eval.) -.02 .66 -.01 -.11

26. English Course (eval.) .08 .21 1 .07 -.18
27.*French Course (eval.) .12 .76 -.01 -.04
28.' Integrative - InstrUmental .02 .21 .18 .06

29. Silf-rating - Writing .02 .15 -.03 .17

30. Self-rating - Understanding .19' .34 .09 .09

31. Self-rating - Reading .1,4 .27 -.07 .00

32. Self-rating - Speaking .20 .34 .03 -.02
33. Teacher- rating - Speaking .90 .09 .25 .03

34. Teacher-rating - Willingness .85 .15 .25 .02

35. Teacher-rating - Understanding .83 .06 .24 -.03
36. Teacher-rating - Oral .90 .09 .21 -.01
37. Teacher-rating - Aural .91 .11 -25 -.01
38. Teacher-rating - Grammar .92 .09 .24 .01
39. Teacher-rating - Vocabulary 42 .09 .24 .01

40. I.Q. .22 .02 .59 .03
41. French Achievement Test - Vocabulary .26 .02 .49 .12

42. French Achievement Test - Grammar .20 .09 .34 .-.08

43. French Achievement Test - Sentence
Understandinz .12 -.04 .27 .02

44. French Achievement Test - Paragraph
Comprehension .28 .03 .51 .01

45. Vocabulary Test .15 -.03 .35 -.01

158

V VI
.23 .45

-.05 .10

.08 .05

.08 .00

.07*

.01 -.23'

-:(17.04

.12 .18

.27

71.1 :03;-
.01 .40

.04 ii

.42 .04

.11

-..4? -.07

-.04 .40

.00 .27

170

.29 .10

-.03 .09

.70 .09

.53 -.01

.65 .02

.51 -.02

.16 -.02
..09 -.04
.19 -.02
.16 .02

.12 .06

414 .07

.13 .08

.01 .05

.21.20 -.10

.38 .04

.25 .22

.52 .03
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ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX - GRADE 9

1. Sex
2. Drop-out
3. MLAT Number Learning
4. MAT Phonetic Script
5. MLA Spelling Clues
6. 'HUT Words in Sentences
7. MAT Paired Associates
8. Attitudes toward French Canadians
9. Authoritarianism (F-Scale)

10. . Machiavellianism
11. ,Need Achievement
12. Ethnimentrism (E-Scale)

. 13. Interest in Foreign Languiges
14. "'mental Encouragement
15. Attitudes toward Learning French
16. FrenchClassrqpm Anxiety
17. General Classroom Anxiety
18. Attitudes toward European French,Peopie
19. Anomie
20. MotivationsAntens4y-

. .

21. Desire to Lea rq FrAnch
22, Orientation Index
23. English Canadiapek(eval!)
24. French Canadian '.(eval.)

ilia25. -French Teacher al.) r

26. English Course 1.)

27. French Course.(eval.)
28. Integrative - Instrumental
20. Self-rating a Writing
30. Self-rating - Understanding
31. Self-rating L Reading
32. Self-rating - Speaking

33. Teacher-rating -. Speaking -.

34. Teacher-rating.- Willingness'
35. -Teacher-rating - Understanding

36. Teacher-rating - Oral

37. Teacherl#ting-- Aural
38. teacher-rating.- Grammar ''

39. Teacher-rating.- Vfmabulary."
40. I.Q. .

,

41. CATF Vocnholfry

: 42. CATF Graifnarl

43. CATF Comprehension
44. CATF Fionunciation
45. Aural Comprehinsibn (9-1*

I II' III IV V VI

'7

.07

-.37

.16

.26

.08

.20

.08

.08

-.10
.01

.06

-.08
.15

1.02
.26

-.21
. 04

.01

-.01
\00
,31

.13

-.22
-.02
.06

-.15
.28

.23 .17

-.43 .01

.13 .:.05

.10 -.10

.13 -.04

.18 -.20

.11 .04

.67 .00

.03 .37

-.22 .34

.31 -.40
-.23 .57

.78 .02

.47 .02

.68 -.01
-.03 .60

.04 .70

.54 -.08

.13 .57

.46 '-.09

.55 .02

111 .11

...Oil. .1-.13

.25 -.14

.40 -.09

'1

i.14 -.19
:54 -.03

.09- "%AS' -.11

.28 .012 .01

:.09 -.08
.21 -.05
.22% a. 2 -.08
.8& 9 -.06
.82 412 -.06
j.84 .19 -.08
.89

.84

.88

.90

.33

.26

s25

.12

w".28

: .35

.08 -.07
:16 -.12
.09 -.06
.09 -.07
.17 -.29
.02 %-.03
.03 .01
.01 .07

.98 -.17
-:02 -.05

.04

-.30
.01

.03

.01

.Q1

.o6

.09

.16

-.07
.09

.04

.20

-.03
.38

-.32
-.17
-.02
-.04

'.50

.47

.03

.10

.04

.13

.21

.46

.04

.69

.75

.74

.79

.22

.20

.22

.20

.23

.23

.22

.05

.18

.21

.23'

.33

.10 .47
-.02 .15

.36 -.05

.50 -.04

.44 -.07.

.34 .02

.46 -.03

.17 .35

.10 .01

-.03 -.39
.12. .13

-.11 -.15
.14 .22

.10 -.03

.11 .25

-.29 .03
-.13 .15
.21 .28

.06 -.03

.01 .40

.02 .38,

-.03 .43
-.03 .39

.04 .39

.07 .14

.01 .25

.06 .31

.08 .44

.14 .04

.19 .14

.16 .01

-U5 .08

.33 .06

.27 .04

.35 .04

.30 .02

. .35 .03

.32 -.01

.30 .04

.24 -,47

.49 .13

.5 .24

.50 .11

.07

.49 .13
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TABLE 6

ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX - GRADE 10

If 4- 55

3

II III IV V VT

1. Sex .11 .38 -.08 .06 .23 .18

2. Dtop-out -.45 -.36 -7.08 -.13 .13 . -.17

'3. MAT Number Learning .37 .24 -.07 ' .04 .13' '.00

4. NAT Phonetic Script .50 .14 -7.13 .15 .04 -.12

5. )IL&T Spelling Clues .27 -.02 -.021 .11 .08 -.07

6. MUtT Words in Sentences .46 .15 -.17 --:09 .04 -.09

. MUT Paired Associates s .39 .22 -.07 .06 .14 .03

8. Attitudes toward French Canadians .13 .73 .07 .12 .05 -.06

9. Authoritarianism (F- Scale) -.02 .1 ..51 .01 .0.5 .01

10.

11.

thchlavellianism
Need Achievement

-.04 -.36.

.13'7,7 127

.29

-.2J
,.03

%06.
.02

-:26
-.19
:16

12. Ethnocentrikm (E-Scale) -.17 -.19 .67' .05 .10 -'.05

13. Interest in Foreign Languages .23 .79 .15 .13 -.03. -.00

14. Parental Encouregement. -.03 .35 .09. -.07 '.02 .02

15. Attitudes toward Learning Fredch .30 5.74 .09 .24 -.08 .26

16.

17.

French ClassroomAnxiety
General Classroom AAxiety

-.24 -7.02

.05 .04

.18

.21

-.27
-.03

.74

.79$

.03

.08

18. Attitudestoward European French-People .04 .57 .09 .17. .16 .02

19. Anomie .09 .23 .65 .02 .14 -.06

20. Motivational Intensity' .26 .62 -.05 :27 -.11 .44

21. Desiie to Learn French .30 ,71 .07 .26 -.09

22. OrieptationIndOx .17 .38 -.09 .04 -.07 .08,

'13. Eniiish Canadians (eval.) -.13 1-.04 '-.12 -.01 ..18. .34'

French Canadians (oval.) 1`.28 -.01 .11 z.14 .42

15. French Teacher (eval.) .11 .15 -.03 ..07 -.08 .54

26. lAglish Course (eval.) -.15 .24 -.26 .01 -:01 *.2-3

27. French Course4(eval.) , .44 '.07 .29 7..13 .51

18. Integrative - Instrumental i0.3 :i40 -.14 .04 -.08 -.01

29. Writing .18 .01 .64 -.05 .13

30.

.Self-rating'-
Self-raking .-.Understanding :27 *. .13 .14 .69 -.11 .16

31. Self-rating - Reading' .21 -.14 -.03 .79 -.06 .08

32. Self-rating - Speaking e4. .20 .17 .03 .81 -.08 .04

33. Teacher-rating Speakidg .91 ..14 .10 .13 -.16 .21

34. Teacher - rating - Willingness .78: .13 .15 .11' -:22 .27

35. Teacher-rating - Understanding .89 08 .06 .13 -.22 .20

36. Teacher - rating - Oral

%6414

411 .89 :14 .10 .12 -.14 .23

3/. Teacher-rating - Aural .90' .10 .08 -:14 -.16 .19

38. Teacher-rating - Grammar .90 .13 .07 .12 -.17 .21

39. Teacher-rating - Vocabulary .91- .12' .07 13 -.15 .21

40. I.Q. .49 b08 -.20 6. -.08 -.15

41. CATF Vocabulary .64 .15 -.04 .33 .09 -.14

42. CATF Grammar .74 .15 -.09 .26' .06 .00

43. CATF Comprehension .54 .03 .19 .08 -.05

44. CATF Pronunciation .50 .17 -.19 .21 -.05

45. Aural Comprehension (9-11) .55 .11 -.15 .33 .03- -.14

1 61

.
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TAME 8

SMART OF Anams OF VOnlaNCF OF IME MAJOR yARIAntrs

V11,14NC

Sete
IP

atop-.out'

Ykatio Means

Crades

9 10 11

10.42 - Sorbec learning 63.16 :2.11 254.71 68.93 31.77 32.34 0

14.AT » rii.gnetic Sarni 71.9u 15.48 19.15 :118 22.15 23.34

VIA2 Srelling Clues 110.02 1.27. 7.26 10.46 10.90 12.96

)015- ".4c..i3 In Sentnees 12346 .10.02 11.14 14.17 16.21 16.92

MEAT - ralead AAnociates 19.92 9,40 11.15 14.03' 15.13 16.07

Attire:ea loused Freeh Canadians 6.05 46.84 47.43 48.63 43.95 52.00

Aurhoeltaelanlso (F-Seale) 29.82 46.23 44.52 42:06 41.06 39.65

Machisvellisolsn 3.29". 31.92 33,51 31.60 30.94 30.05

Seed Achibvemene 4.12" 46.79 47.75 47.54 48:44 49.43

Srhnorentrisft (L-Scale) 34.59 34.81 31.46 30.40 29.60 27.21,

Interest in Foreign Languages 5.03" 51.62 49,43 51.35 51.41 53,95

Parental Encourafocent

Attitudes roused Writing Frocch

10.29 4.19
3.92" 46.29

42.83 45.90 45.50 44.65

44.12 46.93.46' .
M91.K.

49.13

French Classrrom anxiety 1.25 19.06 19.12 18.12 28.88 16.30

Cameral Classroom armlet,' .74 19.27 '18.41 18.74 19.61 18.95

,Attitudes toward European French 271" 43.91 43.05 42.47 42.47 44.41

Annie 5.66** 39.49 39.01 38.70 38.12 34.95

MnrivarSonal Intensity 9.56" 21.36 19.47 21.26 30.71 21.71

Desire to Learn French 7.89" 21.78 20.37 21.47 .21.28 22.63
a-

Orientation Irdex1

English Canadanna (cyabtattve) 13.72" 70.16 62.93 64.52 63.28 163.41

French Canadians (evaluative) 6.07 66.18 66.17 62.12 6.38 63.94

Ft 'eh leacher (evsluactve) 4'99" 16.83 53.6 57.43 55.04 60.8'.

toglith Courte (raloneive) 21.22" 36.00 38.13 33.17 .32.13 30.87

trench Course (evaloatile) 2.61" 33.73 29.86 31.56 30.20 32.00

Integrative - 1044in-cool Di:terrace Score 3.54" 27,49 26.68 26;70 27.82

Self-rating - t*ititta 49.93" 2.64 3.24 3.69' 3.6, 4.04'

Sclf-rating - Undetatnoing 5.45, 4.34 J.4.00 4.05 4,C6 4.35

Self-rating - Reading 40.53" 2.71 2.98 3.42 3.70 4.09'

Self - rating Sr g. .ing 5.27" 4.00 3.56 3.74 3.72 3.97

Teacher - rating Sreaking 15.15" 28.88 26.69'25.94 23.24 27.42.

Tencher»rating - %gliingness 12.78 4.84 4.26 4.55 3.92 .4.42

Teacher-sati tnJerstanding 7.51 4.64 4.57 4.70 4.12 4.83

Teacher - ratio.; - Oral 13.63" 4.86 4.52 4.33 3.93 4.62

Teschvr-tat ing - aural 12.10" 4.98 4.56 4.64 4.10 4:79

/anther-eating - CtaJ:ar 11,41" 4.62 4.20 4.25 3.82 4.62

Teacher - raring - Vecabulary 14.53 4.46 4.47 4.30 .89 4.61

1.Q. 41.04" 63.23 62.80. 65.29 65.13 66.75

French Actdevenent Test . Vocabulary 34.01" 12.55 14.41

French Achlevetent Test - gramw 12.02** 3.92 4.47

Frend. Arhieverent Icy, - Sestgire Endetstandlog 2.60 8.33 6.14
French Achirvetent 1g.t 1.4,3cIJ:bh EotTechenalen 2042" 10.69 11.89

French Vorabolaty Iott 12.56" 11.51 14.96'

- vovib.wy 18734 10.68 14.61 19.74
CaTF Otarn.tr 192.58 11.63 17.25 22.11

CALF - CooTe,henlicn 150.22 3.14 4.54 6.31
CAF - Frennrciatten $2.15" 4.92 6.57 7.78
Aura) tew,h,41100 21.47 12.06 14.07 13.57

" p .01 163
lAnaly*In of viriage could not be petiered on thin variable.
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TABLE 9.

SUMMARY OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSES

GRADE 7

Criterion Predictors Beta R

Self- rating: Total Motivational Intensity ' ..49

French Classroom Anxiety -.25
- I.Q.

. MLAT - Total' 1: :12 .64 "

Teacher-rating: Speaking MLAT - Total -.22
French Classroom Anxlety 1-.22

Motivational Intensity .21

I.Q. .20 .56

Teacher-rating: General Skills Motivational'Intensity. .24

MLAT - Total .21'

French Classroom Anxiety -.20
I.Q. .20 .56

French Achievsment Test: Total 111;AT - Total .30

I.Q. .23

Motivational Intensity .19

French Classroom Anxiety -.16 .61

VocabO.ary Test Desire to Learn French .29

MLAT - Total .29

French Teacher (evaluative) -.14

General Classroom Anxiety -.10 .43
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TABLE 10

SUMMARY OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSES

Criterion

GRADE 8-

Predictors / Beta R

Self-rating: Total Motivational Intensity
MLAT - Total

.39.

.23

French Classroom Anxiety -.21

es,

Teacher-rating: tpeaking

French Course (evaluative)

Motivational Intensity

.19

.26

.74

MLAT .25

French Classroom Anxiety -.21

. French Course (evaluative) .18 .65,

Teacher-rating: General Skills Motivational Intensity .33

MLAT -,Tot41
'French Classroom Anxiety -.21

Ethnocentrism -.13 .63

French Achievement Test: Total Motivational Intensity .33

MLAT - Total .31

,French Classroom Anxiety -.17 .67
Attitudes Towards'European
French People .14

Vocabulary Test MLAT .- Total * .29

French Classroom Anxiety -.26
General Classroom Anxiety .17

Desire to Learn French .16 .50

/65
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TABLE 11

SUMMARY OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANTSR4

GRADE 9

Criterion Phdictors Beta R

Self-rating: Total French Classroom Anxiety
General Classroom Anxiety
Motivational Intensity

-.55
.41

.40

I.Q. . .35 .74

Teacher - rating: Speaking Motivational Intensity .35

I.Q. .26

MLAT - Total .21

French ClassrooM Anxiety -.19 .65

Teacher-rating: General Skills French Classroom Anxiety -.48

I.Q. . .39 -

General Classroom Anxiety .36

Motivational Intensity .30 .67

CAT?: Total MLAT - Total .31

French Classroom Anxiety -.26

Motivational Intensity .24

Anomie .12 .56

Aural Comprehension Test MLAT - Total .28

French Classroom Anxiety -.27

Desire to Learn Preneh .24

General Classroom Anxiety .13 .51
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TABLE 12

SUMMARY OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSES

GRADE 10

4 - 61

Criterion Predictors Beta

-.46
.40

.31

.27

.38

030

-.19
.19

.74

.69

Self-rating: Total

,

Teacher-rating: Speaking

French Classroom Anxiety
MLAT - Total

- French Course (evaluation)
.General Classroom Anxiety

MLAT - Total,

French Curse (evaluation)
French Classroom Anxiety
IQ.

Teacher-rating: General Skills MAT - Total .33

Desire to Learn French .30
French Classroom Anxiety
I.Q .17 .65

CATF: Total MLAT - Total .41

Motivational Intensity .22

I.Q. .17

French Classroom Anxiety -.16 .65

.Aral Comprehension Test MLAI - Total .37

French Classrodb Anxiety -.34
Genera]. Classroom Anxiety .19

Integrative-Inspumental
Difference Score .11 .52
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TABLE 13

SUMMARY OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSES

GRADE 11

Criterion Predictors Beta R

Self-rating: Total MLAT - Total
Attitudes Toward Learning French
French Classroom Anxiety

.36

.22

-.22
Motivational Intensity .20 .71

Teacher-rating: Speaking MLAT - Total .31

Attitudes Toward Learning French .29

I.Q. .22

French Classroom Anxiety -.22 .68

Teacher-rating: General Skills MLAT - Total .28

Attitudes Toward Learning French .28

Trench Classroom Anxiety -.23tr

I.Q. A .22 .66

CATF: Total MLAT - Total .33
Attitudes Towards-earning French .29.

I.Q. .27

French Classroom Anxiety -.18 .72

Aural Comprehension Test Integrative-Instrumental
Difference Scoze .20

MLAT - Total .18

French Classroom Anxiety n.14
MacWavellianism -.11 .38

166
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CHAPTER 5

THE DROPOUT PROBLEM

Introduction

Diana Bartley (1969, 1970) has introduced the phrase "the foreign

language drop-out problem" to describe a situation increasingly being faced by

4

second-language teachers in the United States. Drawing on figures based on both

national and state surveys of foreign language enrollments from 1962 to 1968 she

demonstrates that while the actual number of students taking second language,-%
.

courses is on the increase there is a decrease in the .porcitage of eligibj.e

students enrolled in these courses. Moreover, Bartley (1970) notes that,

"...the more advanced the levels of language learnt g, the larger the decrease
in enrollment figures...
....In terms of language learning theory, it would seem that an optimum
learning experience for the student would be reached by continuous study of
the foreign, language over a period of years in order to achieve mastery of
the basic skilirs of language learning. Completing one or two levels of a
foreign language would certainly seem insufficient." (1970, p. 384-385)

Recently published figures from the Education Division Of Statistics

Canada (Steingarten and Cantin, 1973) reveal similar trends in French course

enrollments in Canada. Figure 1, based on the data contained in this report,

presents the enrollment figures for secondary school students taking Frenc\bt

a second language for the three-year period from 1970-71 to 1972-73. These
. '

figures are based only on nine provinces. The data for the Province of Quebec

are excluded because second language instruction in that province refers primarily

to English rather than French and the data in the present studies are concerned

solely with French as a second language. Inspection of Figure 1 reveals sub-

stantial decreases in the percentages of secondary school students who arc taking

Insert Figure 1 Abodt Here
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French as a second language during this time petiod. The average drop in enroll-

ments across all nine provinces is approximately 9% between 1970-71 and 1972-73.

This decrease does not mean that fewer students, in absofute numbers, are taking

French instruction, but rather that French course enrollments are not increasing

at the same rate as is the growth in the secondary school population. The same

document reveals potentially compensating forces which may modify this trend in

future years. Figure 2 presents data on elementary school French course enroll-

ments for the same time period. Ignoring the variations in trends from province

Insert Figure 2 About Here

to province, reference to Figure 2 will reveal a genert increase from 1970-71 to

1972-73 in the percentage of elementary students enrolled in French language

courses. The mean increase averaged across the nine proyinces is approximately

4%. It will be several years, however, before the impact of this increased

interest in French language instruction at the elementary grade level can be

evaluated. Moreover, if the trends noted ircthe American surveys reported by

Bartley (1969, 1970) continue to be true for the Canadian scene, it may well be

that the effect of increasing elementary grade level second-language programs

will be more than offset by subsequent language drop-outs at the secondary school

level.

Bartley (1969, 1970) found significant attitudinal differences between

foreign language course drop-outs and students who continued their foreign

language instruction, with the 'stair-ins' revealing more positive attitudes toward

foreign languages than did the drop-outs. All of Bartley's Ss in both studies

were testel in grade 8 and were assigned to one of two groups depending on

whether or not they had "chosen L.., continue a foreign language in grade 9." The

Foreign Language Attitude Scale employed by Bartley (1969, 1970) includes, I

rather heterogeneous mixture of 30 items thought to measure factors which couldJ. /4
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influence attitude. Bartley suggesti(1970, p. 387) that the.iters may be grouped

together to fiiim various subiales, however, in both of her reports she chooses

to use only total test scores. AlthOugh the foreign Language Attitude Scale was

originally developed with reference to Spanish, Bartley mentions the necessity

Aof adapting it for French., Gerhan, and Latin (Bartley, 1969, p. 50, and 1970,

p. 387).- It would appear, therefore, that her Ss were enrolled in a variety of

foreign language courses and it is not intuitively obvious that the same socio-

psychological processes ward underly attitudinal reactions to all foreign

languages.. That is, in the California setting in which these studies were

conducted would it be possible to equate the reasons for learning, say Spanish

and Latin?

7
In her earlier paper, Bartley (1969) also examined group differences in

language aptitude, using the Modern Language Aptitude Test (Carioll and Sapon,

1959) and found that stay-ins obtained signifiCantly higher aptitude scores than

did the drop-outs.

Although not explicitly drawing attention to the question of student

attitudes and language drop-outs, Mueller and Harris (1966) compared the drop-

out rate of students enrolled in an experimental audio-lingual program, which

borrowed heavily from the technology of programmed learning, with that of students

in a more traditional audio-lingual program. The drop-out rate in their exper-

imental program was significantly lower than that found for students in the

control program. Presumably this difference in drop-out rate was in some way

related to the improved motivating characteristics of the experimental program.

Unlike Bartley (1969), Mueller and Harris found no significant differences in

levels of language aptitude of their two samples.

The importance of the work of both Bartley (1969, 1970) and Mueller and

Harris (1966) is that they have produced evidence which lemonstrates that student

14
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attitudes and Motivation are related to whether or not they drop out of language

programs and; perhaps more significantly, in the latter instance, that it is
1

possible to reduce the drop-out rate by manipulating conditions likely to influence

student attitudes and motivation. It would seem, therefore, that the first step

necessary to permit curriculum designers and teachers the opportunity to reduce

the drop-out rate in problematic programs would be to e:EaMish a clear and

explicit description of all those student characteristics which are related in

a significant way to the decision to continue studies or drop-out of the program.

The present chapter describes two studies designed, to provide moredetailed

information concerning such student characteristics.

The first study utilizes data from a sample of the students involved in

the original development of the attitude/motivational battery Previously described -

in Chapter 3 while the second study is based on data from a sample of the

students in the larger project discussed in Chapter 4.

The studies reported in this chapter represent an extension and refinement'

of the work of Bartley (1969, 1970) using both a more differentiated battery of

attitudinal and motivational measures and a greater range of grade levels. It

is unclear from her descriptions whether Bartley's Ss were categorized as con-

tinuing or dropping their foreign language on the basis of a stated intention

or on the. basis of theibsubsequent behavior. The present studies, therefore,

employed a more explicit and a more rigorous criterion for purposes ,of assigning .

Ss to stay-in or drop-out groups.
O

As well as attempting to replicate Bartley's (1969, 1970) general

findings in a Canadian setting, these studies afford yet another test Of the

utility re the concept of the Integrative Motive. Chapters 3 and 4 presented

information concerning various aspects of the reliability of the attitude/
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motivational variables that were described as being components of the Integrative

Mottve. In obtaining significant relationships between these measures and

indices of French achievement the results reported in Chapters 3 and 4 added

to the growing body of research (see for example, Gardner and Lambert, 1972

for a review) which demonstrates a reasonable degree of validitl for the concept

of an Integrative Motive. The two studies to be covered in the present chapter

represent another approach at expanding and extendine.the process of validating

this construct. The analyses described in Chapter 4 included a variable which

was referred to.simply as "Drop-gut". This variable actually represented a

student's behavioral intentions, as of April, 1973 as to whether or not he

planned to continue his French studies the following school year. In each of

the factor analytic solutions for the five grade levels, the behavioral

intention to continue FrIrich produced substantial loadings on the Integrative

Motive factor demonstrating that Ss with high scores on the other components

of this factor also tended to state that they planned to remain in French

courses. There has been, however, considerable recent debate in social-

psychological writings concernint, the legitimacy of conclusions based on research

relating attitudes to behavioral intentions rather then to the behavior itself

(for a review and discussion of these issues, see Wicker, 1969). The data to

be -esented in Study II of the present chapter make possible a direct test of

the relationship between Ss' stated behavioral intentions and their objectively

observable behavior. Quite apart from their bearing on this intere'ting general

theoretical issue, the present results hopefully will aid in evaluating the

conclusions reached in Chapter 4 with reference to the relationship of the

"Drop-out" variable (i.e., behavioral intention) with the other measures discussed

in that chapter.

176
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Finally, these studies permit a comparison of the relative effective-

ness of measures of students' attitudes, language aptitude, and second language

achievement as predictors of the likelihood that a student will continue or drop

L44
out or second, language courses.

J

Subjects

STUDY I

Method

Subjects (Ss) for this study were selected frO6 the larger group of 4

students employed in the initial test development phase ftevidusly described

in Chapter 3. It will be recalled thatthe extended pilot versiOris'of the,

attitude/motivational batteiies were administered to students in April and early

May 1972 while French achievement tests were given in late May or early June

the same year. The following September, school records were examined and Ss

were selected for inclusion in the present study Only if they were still

reg{stked on the school rolls. Thus Ss who had transfered to other schools

or who had dropped out of school entirely were excluded from further consideration.

Due to complications arising from considerable student mobility and gener*

dispersion in moving from elementary to secondary school it was not possible .

to trace sufficient au bens of grade 8 students to discover their disposition

vis4-vi3 French studieS the following year. Similarly, the students that had

comprised thegrade 7 sample were also excluded from further consideration with

reference to the drop-out problem because an excess of,90% of all wade 7

students continued taking French in grade 8. Informal obserN/ation suggested

that most of these students apparently were not aware that Frerich was an optional

subject in grade 8.

_The remaining secondary school Ss in each of the three grade leVels were then

17

1
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categorised, on the basis of Septemblkco:rse enrollment lists, as being French

course stal-ins or drop-outs. This procedure insured that those Ss included

,in the drop-out samplei had. specifically elected to drop their French studies

and yet were still enrolled-in school. At the grade 9 level, 116 Ss were

initially tested in May and of this sample, 12 Ss had been removed from the .

school rolls the following September., 66 Ss were still enrolled in a French

course, andk38 Ss had dropped French. The corresponding figures for

the grade 10 sample are: 92 Ss tested initially, 9 Ss removed from the school

roll, 46 s continuing French'studikes, and 37 Ss dropping French, and for the

4

sradi 11 sample: 102 Ss tested initially, 9 Ss removed from the school roll,

55 Ss taking French, and 38 Ss dropping French. Data on the ratio df males to

emales in each of the stay -in and drop-out grOups at each grade level are

included later in the results section.

Variables

The following variables' were used to make within grade comparisons of

%/114...stay-in and drop -our., samples:

1. Sex. Males coded 1, females coded 2.

2. Attitudes Toward Learning, French

3. French Class Anxiety_ /

4, General Classroom Anxiety

5, Interest in Studying Foreign Languages

6. Rating of Instrumental Orientation

7. Rating of Integrative Orientation

Z. Motivational Intensity

9.. Desire to Learn French

10. Parental Encouragement

11. Attitudes Toward French Canadians

/".

'All of the attitude /motivation measures used in this section are based on the
final, short.formicfLhe various scales whose construction and content are
discussed iii considerable detail in Chapt6r 3.

1 77;
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12. Attitudes Toward European French People

13. Need Achievement

Machiavellianism

15. Ethnocentrism*

,1.f. Authoritarianism

17. Anomie

1$. Intelligences Available only for the grade 9 and 10 samples.

19. Canadian Achievement Test in French - Vocabtilen. .

.;43. Canadian Achievement Test in French - Grammar

21. Canadia4 Achievement Test in French - Comprehension

2z, Canadian Achievement Test in French - Pronuncietion

A

4

Results:

(a) Sex Differences

Table 1 presents the number of ate-ins and drop -outs at each grade

level as a function of student sex. The ,grade levels includedin Table 1 and

usein all subsequent analyses refer to the grade the student was in when he
%

%
.

was administered the several test batteries. Although the majority of btudents
. .

had successfully advanced a grade level by the following September when they

weri categorised as.stay-ins or drop-outs a small percentage of students-still

on the school :oils might be repeating their Frehcb courses. Such

repetitions were not considered as particularly relevant co the focus of this

cha)ter and are not considered in the compai-ispns of tt stay-in and drop-out

sami)ics.

. Insert Tabl 1 About Here

Frbm Table 1 it is possible to calculate e percent of students

dropping French between grades 9 and 10:10 and 11 and U and 12. .These

figures are 36%, 45% and 41%. respectively. Thus it can be seen thatsizeable

179
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numbers of Ss within each of the grade levels examined, subsequently decided

to cease their French studies.

Table I also iucludes the results of Chi-sque.re (X2) tests performed

separately for the sex variable at each grade level. These tests shpw plat both

between grades 9 and 10, and between grades 10 and 11, disproportionately greater

numbers of the males sampled chose to drop out then was true for the female

o

samples. Between grades 11 and 12 no such significant 'sex effect was obtained.

although a similar trend (p < .10) was present. These results suggest that,

in genera-, Males are mor.: likely to drop the'lecond language course than are

females.

(b) Attitude/Motivational and I.Q. Differences

Student scores on the remaining variables were compared for the stay-ins
0,

and drop-outs at each grad( level by means of pendent t teats. The mean

scores for each of the attitudehiotivational scales along with I.Q. measures

are presented as a function of the stay in; drop =out clAssificatioh separately

for each gradi level in Tables 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Data concerning

scores on the Canadian lent Test in French are presented in a later

section. Also ' in Tables 2 - 4 are the resul.ts of the independent t

tests used to compare the scores of the stay-inb with those of the drop-outs.

Insert Tables 2, 3, and 4 About 'Here

Taken together, Tables 2 - 4 reveal rein:190e similaritiesin the

pattern and magnitude of effects across the three grade levels. thus at each .

grade level, students who continue their French studies relative to Chos
$

who drop out: express a more positie attitude toward' learrang French (Variable

2) and a greater interest in studying foreign languages in general (Variable 5)

16
. .* el

*$
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more strongly endorse both instrumental and integrative reasons for studying

French (Variables 6 and 7), report a greater degree of motivational intensity

and desire to learn French (Variables 8 and 9), perceive greater parental

encouragement to study French (Variable 10), and express more positive attitudes

toward French Canadians and European French people (Variables 11 and 12). It

J
will be,recalIed that these variables all loaded on what was referred to as

\)
i
1

Data concerning the level of French achievement on the four cfar subtexts
. \

for the stay-ins and drop-outs at each grade level are included as Table 5 along

. .

the Integrative Motive factor in Chapters 3 and 4. It therefore seems possible ?n

the bases of these results to characterize the stay-ins as being relatively

more integratively motivated in their approach to studying French than are
4

those Ss who decided.to drop-out of the course.

At the grade 9 and 10 levels, but not at grade 11 the drop-outs also

express significantly more feelings of anxiety about participating during the

French class (Variable 3). Interestingly, no differences in gineral classroom

anxiety (Variable 14) were found between the stay-ins and drop-outs at any

grade level.

The only other attitude/motivational variables which produced signifi-

cant effects when comparing stay-ins with drop-outs were found solely within

the grade 11 samples. These results showed the.stay-ins tended to be higher

in need achievement (Variable 13) and lower in both ethnocentrism (Varidu.,e 15)

and anomie (Variable 17) than did the drop-outs at that grade.

The grade 9 drop-outs had significantly lower I.Q. scores (Variable 18) than

did the stay-ins but po such effect was found for the grade 10 samples and I.Q.

scores were not available for the grade 11 Ss.

(c) French Achievement Diffevences

with the results of the statistical tests. Several observations may be made

18k
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Insert Table 5 About here

with reference to the data included in Table 5. At the grade 9 level.only the

Vocabulary and Pronunciation subtests (Variables 19 and 22) served to distinguish

between stay - inland drop-outs in a statistically significant fashion. For

grades 10 and 11 all four subtests,evidenced significantly superior performance

for the stay-in samples. Finally it may be noted tiaat the magnitude of the

differences between the scores obtained by the stay-ins and drop-outs generally

tends to increase as a functior, of the grade level tested.

In summary, the present results suggest that the attitude, and motivational

measures distinguish between those students who stay in and those who choose to

drop out of the French program at least as well as, and in several instances

more consistently across the three grades sampled than do the indices of

intelligence and French achievement. -s

Any further discussion of the relative amounts of variability between

stay-in and drop-out as accounted for by the the twenty-two variables just
O

described will be postponed until the results of. the second study are presented.

STUDY II

As encouragi1i and intriguing as the results for Study I were, it must

be remembered thEtt all of ,.4e scores on the attitude/motivational variables were

generated from extended pilot versions of the several tests used. Moreover,

save for a sub-sample of the grade 11 students, all of the Ss were enrolled in

a single scpiol whose particular philosophy and climate may 7...ot have been

entirely repreientative of the secondary school French program in London. is

it is impossible to know to what extent either of these two factors might have
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influenced the results obtained and thereby limited their generalizability it

was decided to attempt to replicate and extend the findings of Study I using

a sample of the students tested in the phase of the project described in Chapter

4. This procedure allowed for larger student samples draw from three different

secondary schools and at the same time provided information on a number of

additional student characteristics not included in StUdy I.

Method

Subjects

Ss for this study were selected from the secondary school samples

described in Chapter 4 in the same manner that was used to select students for

Study I. Of the 329 Ss initially tested in grade 9, tht following September

23 were no longer on their school rolls, 226 were still enrolleu in a French

course, and 80 Ss had dropped French. F6r the grade 10 sample the corresponding

numbers are, 338 Ss tested initially, 26 Ss no longer on the school rolls, 213

Ss taking French, and 99 Ss dropping French, and for the grade 13 sample, 275

Ss tested initially, 22 Ss removed from the school rolls, 189 5s still taking

French, and 64 Ss dropping owe of French studies.

Variables2

All of the 22 variables examined in Study I were included in the present

investigation along with the following additional variab:es:

23. Modern Language Aptitude Test (HiAT) - Number Learning,

24. Modern Language Aptitude Test (MLAT) - Phonetic Script,

25. Modern Language Aptitude Test (MLAT) - Spelling Clues

26. Modern Language Aptitude Test (MLAT - Words in Sentences

27'. Modern Language AptitucJ.zt Test (MLAT) Paired-Associates

2 The test schedule followed in Stuck; II has previously been presented in detail
in Chapt r 4. Briefly, the MLAT was given in Recember 1972 - January 1973,

the final short forms of the attitude batteries in February 1973 and April 1973,
and the CATF in May 1973.

163
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Students' reactions to the concepts "My French Course" and "My Erllish

Course", and "My French Teacher" were assessed by means of the semantic differ-

ential rating technique. Each concept was rated on a series of 7-point scales

with the ends of each scale being anchored by pairs of descriptive, bi-polar

adjectives.

The 30 scales used for the concept "My French Course" were each assigned

to one'of the following subscales:

2E. Difficulty. Six scales were summed to .provide an estimate of the perceived
difficulty of tae course with a high score reflecting a high level of
perceived difficulty. The six difficulty scales are: simple-complicated,
elementary-complex, effortless-hard, clear-confusing, organized - disorganized,
and easy-difficult.

29. Personal Satisfaction. A high score on the four scales included in tais
oubeest is indicativ, of a high degree of personal satisfaction with the
course. The scales are: positive-negative, acceptable-unacceptable,
satisfying-unsatisfying, and rewarding-unrewarding.

30. Utility. The following seven scales were scored sd that a high score is
associates with a high level of perceived utility: useful-useless,
elucationel-noneducational, meaningful-meaningless. progressive-backward,
important-unimportant, informative-uninformative and necessary-unnecessary.

31. Interest. Six scales, colorful- colorless, fascinating-tedious, interesting-
boring, absorbing-monotonous, imaginative-unimaginative, and exciting-dull,
were summed so that the higher the score the greater Ss' reported interest
in the course.

32. Evaluation. Ss' general evaluative reactions to the course were assessed
with these seven scales: pleasant-unpleasant, good-bad, pleasurable-painful,
enjoyable - unenjoyable, valuable-worthless, nice - awful, and appealing-

unappealing. A high score reflects a positive evaluation of the course.

Student reactions to their French teacher were gauged by 30 scales which

were scored to reflect the following dimensions:

33. Evaluation. Eleven scales were summed to assess Ss' general evalUative
reactions to their French teacher with a high score indicating a positive
evaluation. The scales are: friendly-unfriendly, feliable unreliable,
good-bad, cheerful - cheer! ss, considerate-inconsiderate, pleasant-unpleasant,
creative-uncreative, efficient-inefficient, polite-impolite, sincere-
insincere, a.' dependable-undependable.

34. Competence. Ss' perceptions of their teacher's competence were tapped by
the following five scales: organized-disorganized, intelligent-unintelligent,
industrioue-unindustrious, competent-incompetent, and helping-hinderift.
A high score is associated with a high degree of perceived competence.
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35. Inspiration. Ss rated the extent to which they felt that their teachers
inspired and interested them on these seven scales: exciting-dull,
fascinating-tedious, imaginative-unimaginative, colorful-colorless,
appealing-unappealing, absorbing-monotonous, and interesting-boring. High
scores are indicative of high levels of inspiration and interest generated
by the teacher.

36. Rapport. Teacher-pupil rapport was measured by seven scales scored so
that the higher the score the greater the perceived rapport and warmth
of the teacher. The seven scales are: trusting-suspicious, patient-impatient,
likeable-unlikeable, sensitive-insensitive, approachable-unapproachable,
openminded-opinionated, and interested-disinterested.t

Results

(a) Sex Differences

The numbers of stay-ins and drop-outs at each grade level are presented

in Table 6 as a function of sex. The percentages of students dropping French

between grades 9 and 10, 10 and 11, and 11 and 12 are 262, 32%, and 25Z,

respectively. While these drop-out rates are still of consiaerible magnitude,

they are lower thdh the corresponding rates of 36%, 45%, and 41% reported in

Study I.

Insert Table 6 About Here

The X2 values associated with the sex variable at each ,rade level are

also included in Table 6. No differential drop-out rate as a function of sex

was, obtained for the grade 9 sample, however, disproportionately more males

than females dropped out in both the grade 10 and 11 samples. Thus, as was

the case in Study I, the present results again demonstrate a greater likelihood

that males will drop out of French studies than will their female classmates.

(b) Attitude/motivational and I.Q. Differences

Mean attitude/motivational scale scores and I.Q. test results for the

stay-in and chop-out groups are presented separately for each grade in Tables

0
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7, 8. and 9 along with the t test values associated with each variable. The

Ss

Insert Tables 7, 8, and 9 About Here

pattern of results displayed in Tables 7 - 9 once again reveals a high degree

of similarity across the three grade levels. Relative to the drop-outs, stay-

ins at each grade level, have more favourable attitudes toward learning French

(Variable 2), report less anxiAy about participating during French class

Variable 3),3 are more interested in studying foreign languages (Variable 5),

more strongly subscriVe to both instrumental and integrative reasons for studying

French (Variables 6 and 7), express a' greater degree of motivational intensity

and desire to learn French (Variables 8 and 9), perceive greater parental support

for their French studies (Variable 10), and have more positive attitudes toward

French Canadians (Variable 11). At the grad' 10 and 11 levels, but not at grade

9, the stay-ins also expressed more favourable attitudes toward European French

people (Variable 12).

The grade 9 and 10 stay-ins were less ethnoc,ktric (Variable 15) and

obtained higher I.Q. scores (Variable 18) than did the drop-outs at these grade

levels. These two differences were not obtained for the grade 11 samples.

Within the grade 9 samples ths stay-ins expressed a higher level of need achieve-

ment than the drop-outs (Variable 13).

In general then, as in Study I it appears warranted to characterize

the stay-in Ss at all three grade levels as subscribing more strongly to many

of the components of the Integrative Motive factor than do the drop-outs.

(c) French Achievement Differences

Mean scores on the four CATF subtests are presented in Table 10 as a

3Note that there were no differences in General. Classroom Anxiety between the
stay-ins and drop-outs at any grade level.

Is(
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function of grade level and the stay-in/drop-out classification. Reference to

the t test values included in Table 10 reveals that significant differences

Insert Table 10 About Here

were obtained between stay-in and drop-out performance on all four subtests at

each of the three grade levels. With minor exceptions these resulti are also

quite similar to those obtained for the CATF subtest scores in Study I. We will

return.to a discussion of the French' achievement differences of stay-ins and

drop-outs in a later section of this chapter wherein more explicit comparisons

of Studies I and II will be made.

(d) Language Aptitude Differences

Table 11 contains mean performance scores on the five MLAT subtests for

the stay-ins and drop-outs at each grade level. Inspection of the results of

Insert Table 11 About Here

the independent t tests included in this table reveals that the Number Learning,

Words in Sentences, and Paired-associates subtests (Variables 23, 26, and 27)

all discriminated between the stay-ins and drop-outs in a statistically significant

manner at each grade level. Perfoimance on the Spelling Clues sub:est (Variable

25) was not significantly different, for the grade 9 samples but at the grade 10

and 11 levels significant differences were obtained. Similarly, no significant

difference was found for the grade 11 samples on the Phonetic Script subtest

(Variable 24) while statistical significance was attained in the grade 9 and 10

comparisons. These results are generally congruent with those of Bartley (1969)

who, however, reported only the total 1ILAT scores obtained t her samples.

137
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(e) ,Difference; in Student Perceptions of 'lit French Course" and 'lit French
Teacher"

Estimates of the internal consistency reliabilities for each of the

French.dourse and French Teacher subscales were computed using the Kuder-

Richardson 20 formula and are presented lor five grade levels in Table 12.

Insert Table 12 About Here

Examination of these coefficients reveals that all are quite substantial and

consistent across grade levels thus permitting a reasonable degAe of confidence

to be placed in the subscale scores.

Mean scores on the five French Course ancl four French Teacher subscales

are presented as a function of the stay -in /dropout classification separately

for each grade in Tables 13, 14, and 15 respectively.

;

Insert Tables 13, 14, and 15 About Here

Each of the five Fiench Course subscales yielded statistically significant

t values at Al three grade levels. Students who continue their French studies

relative to those who drop-out, see their French course as being: less difficult

(Variable 28), and more'personally satisfying, useful, and interesting (Variables

29, 30, and 31). Stay-ins at all grade levels also expressed significantly more

positive general evaluatiOe reactions (Variable 32) to their French course. It

may be recal,ed at this point that Ss were also asked to rate the concept

"My English Course" on the same 30 scales as were employed for the French Course

and these scales were scored in the same way to produce the five subscale scores.

Although these results will not be presented in any detail here it is sufficient

to note that no significant differences were found between French course stay-ins'

186
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and drop-outs' perceptions of their English Course in terms of any of the five

preceding subscales. Thus, Ss' scores on the French course subscales appear to

be related specifically to that concept and are not merely reflecting a more'

generalized set of perceptions concerning school in general or other particular

subject areas.

Students' perceptions of their French teacheidiffered significantly

on all four subscales for the stay-in/drop-out samples at both grades 9 and-10

but for the grade 11 students none of the subscale scores resulted in significant
. .

7

ts. Drop-out Ss in grades 9 and 10, compared to the stay-in Ss, rated' their
*A

teachers less positively in terms of general evaluative reactions (Variable 33)

and also, saw them as less competent (Variable 34), less inspirational (Variable

35), and as having less rapport ..ith students (Variable 35). At the grade 11

level Ss' perceptions of their teachers apparently are not rela-ld to the

decision to stay in of drop out of the course. It iz perhaps of some interest

to note that by the time students are in grade 11 they appear to make a greater

distinction between their reactions to or perceptions of their French course

and their French teachers than do the younger students. Thus the grade 11

drop-outs tend to hold less sanguine views of the French course than dc the

- stay-ins at that grade level but both groups have similar impressions of their

French teachers.

(f) A Comparison of Stated Behavioral Intentions and Actual Behavior

Each of the Ss in Study II had been asked in April, 1973 whether they

planned to continue their French studies the following year and it was, therefore,

possible to compare these self-prophecies with their actual behavior. Table 16

presents the 2 x 2 coniingency tables produced for each grade level to test

these restionships. The resulting X2 values for the intention-behavior comparisons

.189
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Insert Table 16 About Here

k
5 7 19

are included to the right of Table 16.1 In each case these tests yielded highly

significant results (p < .001) which revealed an extremely close correspondence

between le,stated intentions toward the course and their subsequent behavior.

These findings permit much more confidence to be placed in the interpretations

and conclusions presented in Chapter 4 where only the behavioral intention

measure was used. To all intents apd purposes, the behavioral intention theasure

and the subsequent behavior may be viewed as being equivalent or interchangeable'

in the present instance.

The Relative Importance of Student Characteristics and

the Drop-out Problem: Studies I and II Compared'

A large number of the comparisons of stay-in with drop-out students'

test performance in both Studies I and II produced differences that were

statistically significant. However, as Hays (1963) has pointed out, the occurence

of a statistically significant result does :got reveal anything about the actual

'strength of the association between the independent and dependent variables

involved. ,Put another way, it is not always obvious just what the practical

significance of a statistically significant difference is. Fortunately, Hays

(1963) does ofter some help in attacking this problem in his discussion of the

Omega squared (.02) statistic which may be viewed either as an estimate of the

strength of association between the independent and dependent variables or as

an estimate of the proportion of observed variaIlity in one measure accounted

for by knowledro of a second variable. This ind.!x may be defined by the

formula,
W2

t2

t2 N1 N2 1

where . represents the squared t ratio obt4in9ed from a comparison of two means
1.0
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.1%

and the vanes, of Ni and N2 refer to the sizes of the two samples being ,compared.

Thus, w2 reflects the predictive power afforded by the knowledge of a relation-

ship (e.g., the t values obtained in the present studies) between two variables.

For each comparison of means in Studies I and II that resulted in a

statistically significant t value the corresponding w2 values were calculated

and these tiata are presented in Table 17.

Insert Table 17 About Here

For all three grade levels within Study I the best single predictor

of drop-out behavior is the Attitude Toward Learning French scale which accounts

for 29%, 51%, and 39% of the variability between stay-ini.land drop-oUts at

grades 9, 10, and 11, respectively. If the W2 values within each grade level

in Study ,I are compares it can be seen that, in general, the attitude/motivational

indices provide a somewhat better basis for predicting potential drop-outs than

do either the I.Q. scores or the measures of French achievement. It may also

be noted, however, that the predictive power of the C.A.T.F. scores increases

as a function of grade so that by grade ll, three'of the four C.A.T.F. subscales
C

each account for more than 20% of the variability between stay -ins and drop-outs.

Th4 pattern of results is very similai when the W2 values are examined

r

for Study II although in most cases the size'of W2 is somewhat smaller than

)

in Study

I. This reduction in the proportion of variability accounted for by each of

the variables in Study was to be expected because of the substantial increaset
in sample sizes between Studies I and II. 13sically this reduction in the size

of 1.02 is associated with the larger denominator_in the w2 forflula resulting from

the increased sample sizes, however,.the.interested reader may want to consult

Hays p. 129-333) for a more detailed technical,explanation of the

relationship between strength of association and sample stze.
4 191
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As. w,s the case inoStudy I, the best single predictor of subsquent

drop-out behavior at all three grade levels in Study II was the Attitudes

Toward Learning French scale. At grades 9 and 1Q, particularly, the'attitude/

molvational variables afford better predictive power in general than do either

the C.A.111.% or M.L.A.T. subscale scores. With one exception MAT - Paired-

associates at grade 11) none of the language,aptitude.scores accounts for even

10% of the variability between stay-ins and drop-outs. Finally, et each grade`

level Ssfperceptions of the various aspects of the French Course.measured by

4

the semantic differential are considerably better predietoTsthan'are their
.

reporited Perceptions of their French Teachers:

A detailed examination of the data of Table 17 leads to the conclusion

that for all grades included in both studiesthe attitude/motivational variables

appear to afford the best possibility of predicting probab1.e French course

drop-outs. Moreover, those attitude/motivatiohall indices that most consistently

are associated with substantial amounts of explained variability between stay-ins

and drop-outs are also components of what has been described as the Integrative

.Mbtive factor in preceding chppters. Thus the present results may be inter-

6

.

preted as further validation for the construct of the Integrative Motive. From

a practical pedagogical point of view it would therefore seem important for

second-language teachers to foster an integrative orientation in their students

. I

both to improve the leN;e1 of second-language skill.attainment and also to decrease

the likelihood that a student will' prematurely retire from language studies.

4

1

I

1
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TABLE 1

THE NUMBER OF FRENCH COURSE STAY-INS AND DROP-OUTS

AS A FUNCTION OF SEX AND GRADE LEVEL (STUDY I)

10

Sex
N

.
.

Grade' l. .

10: 11
.

Stay-in Drop-out Stay-in Drop-out Stayrin Drop-out'

Male'

Female

26

AO
.

25

13

9

37
,

-18

19

16
A

39.

18
.

20
,

** p < .01

x2 0 6.7323** x2,=,7.9027** x2 = 3.2369

195
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'TABLE 2

GROUP MEAN ATTITUDE, MOTIVATIOOLc AND INTELLIGENCETEST SCORES

OF GRADE 9 FRENCH couiliE SLAY -INS AND DROP-OUTS (STUDY .)

(

5'- 25

-
! ..

Variables
Stay-In- Drop. -Out

.

t Value1X SD - Te. SD

,

Attitaeslowards Learning French

French Class
.

Anxiety

General Classroom Anxiety

Interest in Studying Foreign Languages
. .

Rating of Instrumental Orientation

Rating of Integrative Orient;ttion

IntAnsity. .#'

.,
.

Aesire to Learn French
.

Parental Encouragement .

Towar8s.rienth Canadians' 1 -
.

Attitudes Towards Europea. 'reach People

Need Achievement
4,

fiachiavellianism
. .

Ethnocentrism
..

Authoritarianism

Anode ' .

Standardized Intelligence Test Score

51.07

15,63

16.65

54.11

19,14.

19.59

22%35

12:61

45.56

50.57

44.45

48.09

31.94

28.68

A2.30

19.00

68.14.

I

11:62

6.29

6.45.

9.12

4.32

4.15

3.45

.3.78

10.59

10.15

6.86

805

.9.51132.35

'8.43

8.50

4.42

7.91

34.19

21.19

18.97

43.79

/4,56
.

15.32

19.49

18:26

34.53

45.56

40.88

46.00

29.94

44.32

19.41

62.22

14.21

6.04

6.87

11.66

6.17

5:46

Motivational 3.45

3.48.

13.26

9.30

8.35

6.87

8.11

8.01

9.78

4.59

9.03

l 6.329**

-4.2$5**.

-1.666

4.675**
-.

6.335** r

4.334**

4.036*t
r

5.750**

4.489**

2.415*

2.199*

1.228

-0.216

-0.723

-1.032

-0.433

3.327**

-
0

'Note: Dvalues are tfie result of independent t tests based on within grade
comparisons. Sample, sizes Dluctuate slightly,from scale-to scale
because of absenteeism during the several testing sessions, however,
these variations have been taken into account in determining signOicance
levels. '

* p < .05

** p < .01 196
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TABLE 3

GROUP MEAN ATTITUDE, MOTIVATIONAL, AND. INTELLIGENCE TEST SCORES

OF GRADE 10 FRENCH COURSE STAY-INS AND DROP-OUTS (STUDY I) '.

.

,. Variables
.

.
,

Stay-In Drop-Out

t Value'SD X SD

Attitudes Towards Learning French` 52:80 1018 30.06 12:03 9.208**

iFrench Class Anxiety 16.17 7.07 21.63 5.72 -3.726**

General Classroom Anxiety % N 17.61 6:96 19.54' 7.02 -1.234

Interest in Studying Foreign Languages 52.43 9.38 42.47 10.13. 4.43$ **

Rating'of Instrumental Orientation 17.98 4.43 13.97 5,27 3.67,2 **

Rating of Integrative Orientation 18.09 3.22 14.94 4.14 3.801**

Motiilational Intensity _ 2233 3.64 18.40 3.35 5.050**

Desire to Learn French .22.29 3.41 18.35 3:1 5.432**

Parental Encouragement 42.41 11.46 34.00 12.53 3.109**

Attitudes Towards French Canadians 50.$7 8.38. 44.71 8.53 3.249***

Attitudes Towards EuropeanFrench People 41.76 4.04 39.59 5.45 1.995*d

Need AcIltevomen. 46.24 9.44 43t56 7.30 1.358
.

Machiavellianism 33.55 7.4 4 .33:43 7.25 0.070

Ethnocentrism 26.39 6.4g 28.06 8.52 -1.000

Authoritarianism' .
..

38.67 11.16 38.62* 7.67 0.022

Anomie ' , 1,9.09 4.48 i7.83 4.79 1.207

Standar4ized Intelligence Test Score 167.01 6:93 65%02 6.12 1.225.

1Note :' t values are the result of independent t tests based on within grade
comparisons. Sample-sizes fluctuate slightly from scale to scale
because of absenteeism during the several testing sessions; however,
these variations have been taken into account in determining significance
levels.

* p 4 .05

**.p < .01 19 7
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GROUP MEAN-ATTITUDE, MOTIVATIONAL,,AND INTELLIGENCE, TEST SCORES
A

OF GRADEGRADE 11 FRTNCH COURSE STAY-INS AND DROP-OUTS (STUDY I)

5.... 27

.

(

Variables .
Stay-In Drop-Out :

t ValueX SD- .F I SD

Attitudes Towards Learning. French
- . .

French Class Anxiety .

General Classroom Anxiety

Interest in Studying Foreign Langufges

Ratiof of Instrumelltal Orientation

iatini)of Integrative Orientation
.

Motivational Intensity,

Desire to Learn French

Parental Encouragement

Attitudes Towards French Canadians

.Attitudes Towards European Trench People
.

.

Need Achievement
-

&chiavellianiim

,EthnocentriAm

Authoritarianism

Anomie 4

57.73

16.18

18.27

59.85

20.08

21.56

23.51

25.31

46.92

56.27

47.21

52.02

27.04

23.80

37.73

16.83

9.20

6.69

6.67

6.65

3.72

3.91

3.08

3.53

12.30

9.80

6.24

8.54

8.96

7.08

9.78

5.01

.37.18

.17.73

18.03

A6.42

14.94

17,1.97

19:57

19.54

37.91

44:06

42.79

45.00

30.67

27.79

39.61

19.12

16.28

6.31

6.51

14.03

7.42

6.10

'3.54

S.75

13:99

10.57

5.62

10.10

9.62

6.14

10.13

4.19

,7.075 **

.4.035

0.156

5.769**

4.318**

5,0.51**

5.668**

7.496**

3.121**

5.258**

3.258**

3.373**

-1.769

2.597*

-0.837

-2.189*

4 ,

1Note: t values are the result of independent t tests based on within grade

comparisons. Sample sizes fluctuate slightly from scale to scale
because of absenteeism during the several testing sessions, however,
these variations have been taken into account in determining significance
levels.
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TABLE 5
O

'GROUP MEAN ,EREORMANCE SCORES ON CATF SU4TESTS OF FRENCH

COURSE STAY-INS AND DROP-OUTS AT THREE GRADE LEVFLS (STUDY I) br.

.

Grade.'

. CATF SUBTESTS .

Vocabulary Grammar
t

Corn rehension Pronunciation

X SD t'Valuel SD t VAile X SD t'Value 5 SD t Value

9

4Drof)-out

Stay-in 11,49

9.46

3.46

3.61

2.746**
13:94

12.26

3.99

4.33,

1.938 4.34

3.76

1.87

'1.46

1.547

,

6.73

057

245

2.46

2.407*

10

Stay-in
.*

Drop-out

15.212

12.32

.4.17

3.76

3.129**

5.920**

22.88

15.91

29.47

21.76

5.29

5,651

5.98
,

5.02

5.505**.

6.421**

5.02

3.91

8.08

6.03

1.91

2.05

1.68

2.66

2.38*

5.298**

7.44

6.06

9.40

8.16

2.42

2.23,

1.76

1.83

.

2.548*

3.220**
11

Stay-in

Drop4but

26.26

20.46

4.65

4.52

. .

Note: t values are based on independent t tests performed on within grade comparisons.

* p < .05

** p < .01

co

in. 199
26.0
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'TABLE 6

THE NUMBER OF FRENCH COURSE $TAY-INS AND DROP -OUTS

'AS A FUNCTION OF SEX AND GRADE LEVEL (STUDY II) '

4

I

5 -29

.

.

.

f

Sex

.
Grade . .

9
.

10 11

.
.

Stay-in Drop-out Stay-in Drop-out Stay-in Drop-out

Male

Female

g5

131

Al

39

84

129

56

43

59

130

35

29

.

X
2
1. t.032

** p < .01
.

x2 = 8.016** X2 = 11.279**
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TABLE 7

.

GROIP MEAN ATTITUDE, MOTVATrONAL, AND INTELLIGENCE TEST'SCORES
f

OF GRADE 9 FRENCH COURSE STAY-INS AND DROP-OUTS ('STUDY II)

Variables ,.f riables

-'

Sta -In Drop-Out
.

t Value'SD X SD

Attitudes Towards Learning French

French ClesR Anxiety

General Cla sroom Anxiety
,

, Interest i Studying Foreign Languages

, Rating of nstrumental Orientation

Rating 0 Integrative Orientation

Motivational Intensity

Desire to Learn French

Parental Encouragement

Attitudei Towards French Canadians

Attitudes Towards European FrencliFeople

Need Achievement

Machiavellianism

Ethnocentrism

Authoritarianism

Anomie
,.,

Standardized Intelligence Test Score

51.06

17.12

18.32

53.87

19.44

21.31

22.30

22.65

46.94

50.07

42.99

48.35

31.38

29.85

42.32,

38.50

68.97

13.57

6.56
t

6.79

9..49

4.00

4.37

3.89

4.03,

11.64

9.65

7.86

7.69

'7.89

7.25

7.82

8.12

8.04 160.44

35,83

20.56

19.16

45.08

15.89

17.11

18.22

17.96

42.95

44.20

41.01

45.27

32.39

31.99

42.31

39.45

1408

6.94

7.66

10.74

4.49

5.01

4.35

4.60

12.37

9.97

7.68

7.13

7.98

8,18

-6.96

7.02

9.64

8.240**

-3.832**

-0.890

6.626**
t /

6.363**

6.839**

7.446**

8.203**

2.480* .

4.470k*

1.872

3.0290

-0.944

-2.110*

0.014

-0.901

4.403**

3Note:rt values are the result of independent t tests based on within grade
0ompaiisons. Sample sizes fl6ctuate slightly from scale to scale
because' of absenteeism during the several vesting sessions, however,
these variations have been taken into account in determining significance
levels.

4

* p < .05

** p < .01'
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TABLE 8

GROUP MEAN ATTITUDE, MOTIVATIONAL, AND INTELLIGENCE TEST SCORES
A

OF GRADE 10 FRENCH COURSE STAY-INS AND DROP-OUTS (STUDY II)

Variables
Stay-In Drop-Out

X , SD X SD t Value1

Attitudes Towards Learning French 52.73 12.08 36.00 14.06 10.191**

French Class Anxiety 17.67 6.44 21.14 6.99 - 4,082**

General Classroom Anxiety 19.44 6.86 20.26 g.39 - 0.9085

Intereit in Studying Foreign Languages 54.73 9.55 45.53 10.85 7.161**
Rating of Instrumental Orientation 19.30 4.16 16.94 4.22 4.392**
Rating of Integrative Orientation 21.59 4.44 17.44 4.84 7.050**
Motivational Intensity 22.41 3.52 17.49 4.21 10.509**

Desire to Learn French 23.03 3.77 17.83 3.82 11.024**

Parental Encouragement 47.11 11.09 43.52 12.70 2.400*

Attitudes Towards French Canadians 50.76 10.21 45.97 9.49 3.737**
Attitudes Towards European French People 43.03 7.43 41.04 5.68 2.245*

Need Achievement 49.30 8.17 47.25 8.82 1.9016
Machiavellianism 30.49 *8.70 31.60 9.66 0.964
Ethnocentrism 28.70 7.78 30.69 7.63.- 2.004*
Authoritarianism 40.98 8.25 40.57 8.09 0.386
Anomie 37.94 7.38 37.22 8.09 0.740
Standardized Intelligence Test Score 66.95 8.71 62.43 7.82 3.840**

1

1Note: t values z.:e the result of independent t tests based on within grade
comparisons.. Sample sizes fluctuate slightly from scale to scale
because of absenteeism during the several testing sessions, however,
these variations have been taken into account in determining significance
levels.

* p < :05

rt *of' p < .01 20:3
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TABLE 9

GROUP MEAN ATTITUDE, MOTIVATIONAL, AND INTELLIGENCE TEST SCORES

OF GRADE 11 FRENCH COURSE STAY-INS AND DROP-OUTS (STUDY II)

f.

Variables
Stay -Tit Drop -Out

t ValuelX SD 5: SD

Attitudes Towards Learning French 54.29 12.65 37.40 13.40 .8.535**

French Class Anxiety 1 7.24 6.90 20.25 6.66 . 2.8597**

General Classroom Anxiety = 18.85 7.66 18.10. 7.97 0.621

Interest in Studying Foreign Languages 57.06 9.74 47.63 10.15 6.217**

Rating of Instrumental Orientation 18.64 3:83 15.65 4.59 4.810**

Rating of Integrative Orientation 21.57 5.03 18.25 .4.37 - 4.429**
?
Motivational Intensity 22.46 4.17. 20.20 4.72 3.640**

Desire to Learh French 23.67 3.98 20.16 4.72 5.629**

Parental Encouragement

Attitudes Towards French Canadians

46.17

53.54

12.30

10.11

40.81

48.49

12:13

9.31

2.840**

3.307**

Attitudes Tcwards European French People 45.32 8.43 42.10 4.76 2.724**

Need Achievement
.

50.50 8.46 48.35 9.86 .1.578

Machiavelilahism 29.41 '9.63 31.75 9.60 -1.580

Ethnocentrism 6.65 7.26 '28.56 7.61 '-1.684

Authoritaxianism 39.40 8.98 40.00 7.80 -0.447

Anomie . 32.40 7.16 -.37 7.70 0.913

Standardized Intelligence Test Score 67.42 7%22 65.54 5.98 1.616

1Note: t values are the result of independent t tests based on within grade
. comparisons. Sample sizes fluctuate slightly from scale to scale
because of absenteeism during the several testing sessions, however,
these variations have been taken into account in determining significance

levels.

* p < .05

** p < .01 204
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TABLE' 10

GROUP MEAN PERFORMANCE SCORES ON CATF SUBTESID OF FRENCH.

COURSE STAY-INS AND DROP -OUTS AT THREE GRADE LE1ELS (STUDY II)

.

Grade

CATF SUBTESTS .

Mociabulary Grammar Comprehension Pronunciation

SD t Value SD
/

t Value
_

SD t Value X SD t Value

Stay-in 11.36 4.68 3.479** 12.11 "4.51' 2.97** 3.42 1.67 2.499* 5.34 2.41 4.246**

Drop-out 9.02 3.69 10.21 3.09 .
2.80 1.44s 3.82 2.08

10
Stay-iu 16.34 5.76 6.7s3** 19.35 6.53 8.364** 5.05 '2.02 4.737* 7.24 2.26 6.001**

Drop-out 11.80 3.98 12.93 4.80 3.86 1.75 . 5.46'2.52

11
Stay-in 21.00 5.43 6.242 ** 23.5? 6.92 5.854** 6.87 2.12 5.178** 8.27 2.39 4.558**

Drop-out 15.77 4.98 17.5 5.23 5.08 2.37 6.60 2.12

11ote: t values are based on independent t tests pVrformed on within grade comparisons.

* .p < .05

** p < .01

10\ 205 206
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34 TABLED:

MEAN MLAT SUBTEST PERVIRMAME FOR

THREE GRADE LEVELS (STUDY II) .

Variabli

GRADE 9

'Drop-out

SD X SD t Value

MLAT - NUMBER LEARN. 30.60 8.36 27'10 9.08 2.952**

MLAT - PHONETIC SCRIPT 21.95 3.90 19.84 3.05 4.107**.

MLAT - SPELLING CLUES 11.08 6.61 9`.52 6.13 1.730

MLAT " WDS. IN SENTENCES 15:15 4.77 12.62 4.55 3.873**

MLAT - 1'- A 14.71 4.89' 13.17 5:09 2.245*

3.

Variable

-

GRADE.10

Stay-14 Drop-out I

X SD ir SD t Value
/fir

MLAT - NUMBER LEARN 33.62 7.70 28.56 8.66 4.869**

MLAT - PHONETIC SCRIPT 22.87 3.61 . 20.90 3.58 4.231**

MLAT SPELLING CLUES' 11.84 6.79 9.52 4.90 2.842**

MLAT - WDS. IN SENTENCES f7.66 5.76 14.42 1.95 4.523***

MLAT - P - A 16.20 5.11 13.51. 5.50 '3.955**

Variable

GRADE 11
.

Stay-in Drop-out

X SD

l

31.

. a

SD t Value

MLAT - NUMBER LEARN 33.57 8.20 29.24 9.80 3.310** ,

MLAT - PHONETIC SCRIPT 23.56 3.75 22.59 3.36 I 1.745

MLAT - SPELLING CLUES 15.63 7.40 13.45 7.05 1.983*

MLAT - WDS. IN SENTENCES 20.26 6.35 16.28 5.13 4.329k*

MLAT - P - A 17.13 4.96 13.03 4.93 5.445**

*P< .05
** P 207
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. _ TABLE 12

5-35

CO-EFFICIENTS OF.RELIABILITY (KR20) FOR THE SUB-SCALES MEASURING

STUDENT PERCEPTIONS OF "ICY FRENCH COURSE" AND "MY FRENCH TEACHER...,

AT FIVE GRADE LEVELS

4

.% .

.

... 0 1 0

. Grade

7 8 9,
#

10 11

"My French Course" .
% '

`r
.,

Difficulty ' .6/1 .70 . .78.. .80 .82

Per;Onal Satisfaction .80 .84 .87 .87 .86

Utility : .90 'AO .91 ,.91 p,99
iInterest .85 ..89 .91 .92 .93

Evaluation .92 .94 .93 .93 .94 :

f\My French Teacher"
.1.

valuation .94 .94 .95 .96 .94

Competence .84 .81 %84 .87 .82

Inspiration .89
1

.88 .91 .94 .93

Rapport .93 .84 i87 .92 .89

I

2 0
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TABLE 13
v

..

)

GRADE 9 STUDENT REACTIONS TO THE CONCEPTS

4 \
-... MY FRENCH COURSE, MY ENGLISH COURSE e

AND MY FRENCH TEACHER (STUDY II)

a

.1

.

.

Variable.

_

Possible,

Range

Stay-in Drop-out

iX SD X SD

.

French Course - Difficulty

French Course - Personal
Satisfaction

French Coursq - Utility

French Course - Interst

French Course - Evaluation

.

English Course - Difficulty

English Course --Personal
Satisfaction

English Course - Utility

English Course - Interest

English Course - Evaluation

French Teacher - Evaluation

French Teacher - Competence

French Teacher - Inspiration

French Teacher - Rapport

-

(6-42)

(4-28)

(7.%.49)

(6-42)

(7 -49)

(6-42)

(4-28)

(7-49)

(6-42) .

(7-49)

(11-77)

(5-35)

(6-42) ''

(6-42)

.

23.95

19.86

737.05

26.72

34.44

.

23.46'

19.55

36.87

26.23

33.35

59.80

26.75

33.36

134.94

I

.

6.19.

5.16

8.37

7.78

9.31

6.69

5.46

8.75

8.22

.9.58

13.61

5.53

8.55

8.37

28.52

14.40

28.22

18.85

23.79

24.40

19.i7

36.26

26.26

32.48

53.02

24.25

29.18

31.06

1.25,--5.163**

5.92'

9.24

8.61

10.34'

7.17

5.85

9.55

-9.11

11.60

18.05

7.63

11.23

10.56

..
.a

7.447**

7.392**

7.195**

7.746**

1.007

0.363

0.495 .

-0.024

0.592

3.207**

2.975**

3.281**

3.159**

,

** p < ..01

.

1..

/ e.

209

..
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GRADE, 10 STUDENT

4

TABLE 14

IONS TO THE CONCEPTS

ICY FRENCH COURSE, MY ENGLISH COURS

AND.MYFRENCH TEACHER (STUDY II)
e

I

5 -37

Variable
Possible

Range

V
Stay-in JDrop-out -4. 1

A

tX . SD X ' SD

),

French dourie'- Difficulty (6-42) 24.64 6.68 30.11 6.29 -6.696**

French Course - Personal
Satisfaction

(4-28) 19.52 5.09 14.26 6.10 7.787**

French Course:- Utility (7-49) 37.20 8.15 29.59 -9.82 7.032**

.French Course - Interest (6-42) 24.87 8.45 17.94 9.11 6.433**

French Course - Evaluation (749) 33.39 9.33 23.47 10.30 8.048**

English Course - Difficulty (6-42) 24.96 6.69 23.9; t.51 1.222

English Course - Personal
Satisfaction

(4-28) 18.82 5.91 19.47 6.50 -0.853

English Course- Utility (7-49) 36.66 9.69 36.34 10.61 0.257

English Course - Interest (6-42) 24.74 9.06 25.30 9.92 -0.519

English Course - Evaluation (7-49) 32.34 10.56 . 32.73 11.68 0.277
i

French Teacher - Evaluation (11-77) 57.54 15.71 49.46 18.04 3.776**

French Teacher - Competence (5-35) 26.17 6.22 23.46 7.61 3.259**

French Teacher - Inspiration (6-42) 31.72 10.28 27.03 11.33 3.550**

French Teacher - Rapport (6-42) 33.96 10.05 29.00 11.09 3.838**

** <.01

4

o
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GRADE 11 STUDENT REACTIONS TO THE CONCEPTS

MY- FRENCH COURSE, 14?' ENGLISH COURSE

4.

AND MY FRENCH TEAtRER STUDY I
vor .

Variable .

---7FrencCourse

Possible'

Ratite

Stay-in
,

6

Dro -out.
.

..

t .le SD
:

X SD

- Difficulty

French Course - 'Personal

1. SatiSatisfaction\
French Coe - Utility

FyenthCourse - Interest

Frelfh Course.-.Evaluaion

English Coursd - Difficulty

English Course - Persoral I

Satis Afactxon

English Couise - Utility

English Course - Interbst

English Course - Evaluation'

.

French Teacher - Evaluation.

Preneh Teacher - Competence

French Tiacher - Inspiration

French Teacher - Rapport

(6-41)

(4-28)

(7-4R O.

° (6-42)

t7-49)

(6-42)

;
(4-8)

(7-49)

(6-42)

(7-49)

(11 -77)

(5-35)

(6-42)

(6-.42):

23128

19.67
*

37.87
..,

25.32

34.21'

(

24.81'

17:95

35.26

2it.05

31.24

61.75

27,36.

32.91

35.51 .

4.72
.

^.
5/27

8.17
at:

8.82

9:56

7.20

6.30

10.56

4.84

11.05

12.65

5.75

9.44

8.85

....41/

28.98

16110

32.57

20.93

26.91

24.01

17.30

34.31,

22,.995-

29.75

.

58.60

26.51

32.33

.33.95

6:28

t

5.1

9.24
.

,810,3

4..92

.

7.01

6.24

IMO'
9. 16

10.62

12.60

4.947

8.39

8.97

-5.798***
4

k.496 **

4.200**

13.400**

4.80**.

0.744

0.698

611

0.757 '

0.866

1'.'577

.1.034

0.424

1.196

< .01

2.11

-..

1.4
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THE NUMBER OF ACTUAL FRENCH COURSE STAY-INS AND DROP-OUTS AS A

FUNCTION OF STATED BEHAVIORAL INTENTIONS AND GRADE LEVEL (STUDY II)

4#

- 1

)
.

Grade Intention

Behavior

Stay-n Drop-out X
2

9
Stay-in 187 9

183.843***
Drop-out 2 46

'10
Stay -in 185 12

210.4'87***-

Drop-out 2 73

11
Stay-in 157 7

142.077***
Drop-out 4 36

\ .

't

*** at I df, p < .001
t . 1....

.

f

...

,

.0
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TABLE 17

SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS OF sTur:Es I & 11 IN TERMS OF THE-BETWLEN CI' ":'?

VARIABILITY ACCOUNTED FOR BY EACH VARIABLi:

11

Variable

Grade

9 io
S&Idy, I StUdy II Study i Study II

Attitudes Towards Learning French 29 19 c51 27
French Class Anxiety 15 05 ,14 05 .

General Classioom Anxiety .44 m1601.

Interest in Studying Foreign Languages 19 13 20' 16
Rating of InstrumAntal Orientation 15 12A 14 06
Rating of Integrative Orientation 15 14 15 15
Motivational Intensity 13 17 23 27
Desire to Learn French 24 19 26 29
Parental Encouragement 16 02 10 . 02
Attitudes Towards French Canadians 05 06 11 05
Attitudes Towards European French People 04 04 01
Need Achievement 06.00,

Machlavellianism
Ethnocentrism

4.61E6 m16110

01 0 ml10

01
Authoritarianism 4411, ON. .66

Anomie 0E4E6

Standardized Intelligence Test
, A 10 06

CATF Vocabulary. 06 04 10 13
CATF - Grammar 03 28 19
CATF - Comprehension 06 04
CATF - Pronunciation 7 05 06 07 11

MEAT - Number learn 03 n.a. 08 .

MLAT - Phonetic Script n.a 06. h.a. 06
MLAT - Spelling Clues n.a. 411110 ,03
MLAT W4s. in Sentence
MEAT -P A

n.a.-

n.a.

05

dl n.a.
0741
05

French Course - Difficulty n.a, 09 n.a. 13
French Course -Ters9nal Sitisfaction n.a. 17 17
French Coursed- Utility n.a. 16 14

- Frinch Course-- interest n.a. 16 n.a. 12
Frdhch Courde = ElPfluation n.a. 19 n. a. 18

French Teacher - Evaluation 04 05
Fiench Teacher - Compitence O3 n.a. 03
French Teacher - Inspiration n.a.,

I.

En.a. 04
4 French Teacher - Rapport n.a. 03 n.a. 04

I

11

Study I Study IA

39

28
f7

23

26

37

09
25

11

11

O

04

n.4.

27

31,

23

09

n.4.

n.a .

n.a.

n.a:
n.a.

n.a.

n.a.-
n.a.

n.a.

n.a.
n.a.

n.a.

25
03. '1

09

08
05

4 12
03 ..1

04

04 I

1.11.

14

13
10

08

94

01

07
11

12
08

07

04

10

11.40m,,

=0.416

1Entries are based on the Omega Squared (w2) statistic which reflects .;he proportion
of the 4tariability within each grade comparison that is accounted for by a particular

'I

v riable. w2 values were not calculated for atiy variables that did not produce
ignificant t values.

'/

1

O
%(.
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CHAPTER 6

STEREOTYPES AND SECOND-LANGUAGE LEARN= 1

The purpose of this chapter is t consider the proposition that stereo-
.

types itifluence second-language learning or alternatively th.as. the process of

learning a second language influences stereotypes. Such a proposition focuses

, not on individual differences, but rather on group beliefs or images and is

consequently considerab0 different from the general hypotheses considered in

the previous chapters. The possible pedagogical implicions di any such rela-
.

'tionahp, if ii'does ekist, are so important however that a precise explication
-

.

of the concept of stereitype and the potential effects that stereotypes might

have are necessary.

The eerm'itereotype.has various meanings for different people and consider-
..

able argument has taken place over just what is meant by the word. In'the

psychological literature, however, there is general agreement as to what consti-

j tutes a stereotype by those conducting research in the area even though one

researcher (Brigham, 1971) has argued that the ,loncept of the stereotype as

investigated by researchers is so different from the concept as understood by

the general population that the research is not meaningful. Others (see Gardner,

1973; Gardner, Rodensky and Kirby, 1970) have disagreed, howevdr, indicating the

psychological ilplications of the concept of the stereotype as conceived by

researchers in the area.

What then is a stereotype? As used here, and in the bulk of the empirical

studies, the concept of the stereotype refers simply to consensual beliefs about

the attributes of a social object. The first study of stereotypes was concerned

with stereotypes about ethnic lr racial groups and has served as the model for

many subsequent studies. In that study, Katz and Braly (1933) presented students

with 84 adjectives and 10 ethnic group labels and asked them to select those

2j

11
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6 2 4

adjectives which they felt characterized each of the ethnic grOups. The stereo-

tyje about each ethnic group was defined in terms of the 12 attributes chosen

most frequently. That is, the stereotypes focused on the consensual beliefs about
. .

the different groups. Furthermore, it was observed that the stereotypes about

the groups differed in terms of ;he amount of agreement or consensus that the

'students exhibited. In the Katz and Braly (1933) study, the stereotype about

Negroes was much more consensual than was that about Turks, indicating that the

stereotypes differed in their clarity in that the students agreed more in their

images about some groups than.others.

Research of this type has been conducted many times using the general

I

model initiated by Katz and Braly (1933). It would serve little purpose here to

krishman (1956), Brigham (1971), Gardner (1973Y, and Gardner, Rodensky and Kirby

literature will uncover many of them. Examples of such review art cles are

I '

0

4

1

list all the studies, but reference 10 the various reviews of the stereotype

.A.970).

Studies using the Katz and Braly (1933) methodology have noted, over the

years, a growing reluctance'on the part of subjects to follow the instructions

to select words to characterize various groups. Although Katz and Braly (1933)

make no mention of subjects refusineto do the task, Gilbert (1951) and Karlins,

Coffman and Walters (1969) report considerable dissatisfaction. There is little

evidence to suggest that this reluctance is due to the fact that individuals no

longer have stereotypes. It seems more likely that individuals are merely more

test-wise, and that the request to select adjectives to characterize various
.-,

groups is seen as to black-and-white. To overcome this difficulty,41Gardner,

, Wonnacott and Taylor (1968) suggested an innovation in the assessment of stereo-
,

types. Rather than have subjects select attributes to characterize an ethniC

group, they requested that individuals rate an ethnic group concept on a series

215
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9f semantic differential (Osgood', et. al., 1958) scales. A semantic differential

scale'consists of two bipoiir adjectives separated by seven .espouse categories.

The following is a semantic differential scale comprised of the bipolar adjectives

friendly-unfriendly. The numbers on the scale are net presented to the subjects

but are included here to facilitate explanation.

Friendly, 1 2 '3 4 5 6 7 Unfriendly

Subjects are asked to rate the concept (e.g., French Canadians) along

this scale to the, extent that they perceive one or Ike other bipolar adjectives

associates with it. If, for example, a subject perceived friendly as being

strongly associated with French Canadians they would check alternative 1. If

they felt friendly wag moderately associated with French Canadians they would

check alternative and they would check alternative 3 if they believed friendly

was slightly associated with French Canadians. Alternative 4 would be chocked

4
if the subjects felt that the 'scale friendly-unfriendly was not appropriate to

rating the concept, French'Canadians, or if they felt friendly and unfriendly

were both equally associated with French Canadians. Scale positions 5, 6, and 7

refer respectively to whether subjects feel that unfriendly is slightly, moderately,

or strongly associated with French Canadians. Using this technique, Gardner,

Wonnacott and Taylor (1968) argued that investigators could determine the extent

to which all adjectives presented were associated with an ethnic greup,label.

They suggested further that if any individuals objected to assigning attributes

to ethnic group,labels they could consistently check alternative 4. An example

of the complete instructions for this technique as well as typical semantic

differential scales are presented in .Appendix A.

In order to determine tir.f.steriotype about each.ethnic group, Gardner,

Wonnacott and Taylor (196e) suggested that an investigator could determine those

216
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scales for which all subjects tended to agree in localizing ineir ratings toward

one end. In order to assess such polarization, Gardner, Wonnacott and Taylor

suggeshed the use of Student's (1908) t-- statistic:

where:

Slir

x = the meta rating on a r.rcicul,- scale.

= till. value wh3cn would be expected if ratings on the scale
were truly rand :In chat neither bipolar adjective was
seen as appropriate 0 the concept. This was interpretedr
as 4 on the seven point scale. --

S = the standard deviation of the.ratings on the particular
scale. $

n = the number of subjects.

Use of this statistic permits an investigator to determine whether the

subjects as a group tendoto agree in localizing their ratings on any semantic

differential scale. If subjects do not agree, then it would be expected that i

would be approximately equal to 4, ?nd t would approach 0. As t departs signi-

ficantly from 0, this would indicate that the ratings tend to localize toward

one.of the two ends of the -cafe. If the value of.t were a large negative number,

this would indicate that the majority of the ratings were placed in alternatives

1, 2, and 3 (toward friendly in our example). If Thad a large positive value,

. it would indicate that the ratings tended to cluster4around 5, 6 and 7 (toward

unfriendly in our example). The use of Student's t permits the experimenter to

determine how significant the deporture of i is from (or 4), but subsequent

use of this approach (see Gardner, 1973) has placed emphasis only on those 10

scales with the greatest polarity, assuming that the polarization is significant.

The stereotype then is defined by those 10 adjectives toward which polarization

of ratings is most pronounced.

21
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- Although this methodology might appear considerably different the:. the

traeitional technique for assessing stereotypes suggested by Katz and Braly (1933),

./
both procedures focueon determining consensual beliefs about a social object.

the Katz and Braly (1933) technique requires individuals merely to select attri
e

.bates front a list and defines the stereotype.in terms of those attributes ;elected

(I: most frequently. The "Procedure desciibed here, on the other hands requires

individuals to rate the extent to which attributes are associated with a social

object and defines the stereotype in terms of those attributes most highly

associated wittrthe social object. One would expect, therefote, that theresults

obtained with both techniques would be comparable. In point of fact, that was

precisely the finding of one study conduced to test this notion (Gardner, Kirby,

Gorospe, and Villamin, 1972) In that study, it was found that, particularly

when the stereotype was highly consensual, the two techniques pro.vided highly

comparable assessments. Ap a result, it was suggested that the newer procedure

was probably a more sensitive index of the consensual aspects of the stereotype

because it permits the investigator to determine how each indimj.aual responded

to each attribute presented, The Katz and Braly technique, on the other hand,

gives the investigator information only about the attributes individuals actually

select. If an individual does not select a particular attribute to characterize

a particular social object, tta investigator cannot determine whether it was due

to an oversight, the belief that an opposite attribute would be more appropriate,

or merely that the individual simply didn't feel the attribute itself was

appropriate.

Numerous studies have made use of the new technique described here. Gardner,,

Wonnacott and Taylor (1968) investigated the extent to which attitudes toward'

French Canadians were related to an individual's tendency to adopt the stereotype

about French Canadians. They found thgt, in fact, this tendency was independent
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of attitudes toward French Canadians. A similar conclusion is warranted from a.

study by Gardner, Taylor and Feenstra (1970) which investigated reactions to both

French Canadians and English Canadians, as well as one by Lay and Jackson (1972)

which also studied reactions to French Canadians. Furthermore, cross-cultural!

support was obtained by Gardner, Kirby and Arboleda (1973; who investigated ,

reactions to the Chinese in the Philippines. A similar conclusion seems appropri7,_

46
ate from a study (Kirby and Gardner, 1973) which investigated the stereotypes of

children and their parents even though children tended to be more evaluative than

their parents in their reactions to ethnic groups.

There are many implications which follow from the observation that the

tendency to stereotype a group is independent of attitudes toward that group.

RerLaps the most important, however, is that such stereotypes are assumed to be

widespread in the community (i.e., they are consensual beliefs) and if their

adoption is independent'of attitudes it suggests that individuals are influenced

by some aspects of the community regardless of their attitude toward the group.

That is, assume the stereotype in the community about some group is that they
W

are aggressive and proud. If the individual's adoption of this stereotype is

unrelated to his attitudes toward the group, it means that an individual with

positive attitudes as well as one with negative attitudes toward the group could

hold the same stereotype. This indicates the truly insidious nature of stereo-

types. Regardless of their validity, they accepted ab truths by the majority.

(but not all) of the members of the community and this acceptance is not related

(as it is often assumed to be) to attitudes. Soie results ( Kirby and Gardner,

3972) suggest that their adoption is related to a reliance on in
A

ormation sources,

such as the school or the mass media, in the environment though the psychological

significance of this finding is not clear.

21.E
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The independence of attitudes from the willingness or tendency to subscribe

to the stereotype should not be taken.as implying that stereotypes do not have

attitudinal or evaluative connotations. Clearly if the stereotype about an ethnic .

group is imrticularly positively or negatively evaluative, it would indicate

that the attitude of the community is respectively positive or negativ'. It

would seem, however, that this attitude has become part of the community image

Of the ethnic group concerned, and doesn't necessarily reflect itself in the
, .

individual's attitude toward that grOup.

If'it is'accepted that dtereotypes do reflect a community's attitude

though not necessarily the attitudes of the individUal, this could have implica-

tions for second - language acquisition in that they could indicate the general

orientation of the cultural community towards learning the language of that ethnic

group. Where the stereotype is positively evaluative it is reasonable to expect

that the community would be more favourably predisposed toward learning the

language than where the attitude is unfavourable. Furthermord, there is consid-
,

arable evidence to suggest that individuals will respond to members of ethnic

groups in terms of the community stereotypes about that group. Thus, Second,

Bevan and Katz (1956) demonstrated that once an individual identified a stimulus

person as a Negro (regardless,of the degree of Negroid characteristics) he

attributed stereotypic negroid characteristics to tht/person. Furthermore,

Gardner and Taylor (1968) found that individua0-perceived a French Canadian

speaker in terms of the stereotype about French Canadians, even when the speaker

described himself in a manner which contradicted the stereotype, especially when

peers appeared to support their perceptions. Similar results were obtained by

Taylor and Gardner (1969) though antistereotypicil self-descriptions tended to

attenuate those perceptions undpr highly credible situations.

2 ?n
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Such findings attest to the insidious nature,of stereotypes in that they

'tend to mold an indAviduals perception of the world. Moreover, they tend to act

somewhat as a perceptual screen orienting the

discount contradictory information. It might

beliefs may be resistant to chahge.regardless

individual tg ignore or at least

be expected therefore that such

of differing amounts of information.

Although much of the preceding material is concerned with stereotypes

about ethnic groups, it should be obvious that stereotypes, as consensual beliefs,

,cali exist with respect to all social objects. Although it does not appear to

have been studied there probably exists a relatively clear cut stereotype about

dogs!,

In this chapter, we are concerned with the stereotypes about five concepts,

French Canadians, English Canadians, the French Teacher, the French Course, and

the English Course. -In this respect, two general questions can be raised. First,

are there clear stereotypes, or consensual beliefs, about each of these concepts?

Such a question seems particularly meaningful with respect to the second-language

learning situation and one which has been cor.aiderably ignored. But language

teachers and educators might well be interested in whether such stereotypes exist,

and if so, in the nature of the stereotypes. Particularly with respect to the

concepts of the French Teacher and the French Course, it would seem important to

determine how students as a group tee to view-these ,concepts. Are, French Teachers
. -

viewed as nieative and organized by their students or are they seen as somewhat

.

uncreative and disorganized? Is the French Course perceived as difficult-or

.easy? The implications of such perceptions for second language teaching are many

Similarly, perceptions of French Canadians might appreciably influence the rela-

tive success of a French language program. Perceptions of English Canadians and

the English Course might not influehce reactions to the'learning of French, but

they do offer important points of comparison for the other concepts.

221
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A second question which seems important is simply to what extent does

second language training modify these stereotypes? Today, many second-language

. programs have as one of their objectives the aim of teaching students about the

se:::::INguage community and modifying (or correcting) (heir images and impres-
.

sion s about it. It remains to be seen, however, whether such experience does in

fact modify these beliefs, or in fact the beliefs about other concepts of the

type referred to above.

.

The data to be presented here are derived from the study described in

Chapter 4. tine the sample sizes and the entire methodology was described there,

it will not be repeated here. The stereotypes to be'described were determined

from tie material gathered by means of the semantic differential. The semantic

differentials used in that study are reproduced in Appendix A. It should be

noted that similar analyses were performed on the data obtained from the study

described in Chapter 3. Since the results are highly comparable to those

obtained in the study described in Chapter 4, even though the scales were modified

Somewhat, only the data derived from the latter study will be described here.

In the sections to allow the stereotypes are Presented for each grade

tested (grades 7 to 11) for each concept, French Canadians, English Canadians,

the French Teachar, French Course and English Course. In each case, the stereo-
/"

types are assessed by determining those attributes towards which the subjects

tended to localize their ratings. This polarization was determined by means of

the t-statistic described earlier in this chapter.

French Canadians

Table 1 presents the stereotypes for each grade for the concept French

Canadians. To facilitate discussion, all the attributes obtained in the stereo-

types of any grade are presented, and those appearing in a particular grade are

indicated by an asterisk.

22 4
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Insert Table 1 About Here

'Inspection of Table 1 will reveal a considerable degree of similarity

in the stereotypes of the different grades. The least amount of similarity occurs

in the. stereotypes for grades 8 and 11 in which four attributes are'common in

the stereoti.ypes of the two grades. The most amount of similarity involves grades

7 and'8. where nine of the ten attributes in each list are common. In short the

overlap In.the stereotypes varies fiom 40% to 90% with a bean over all possible

14r
comparisons of".66% indicating a considerable agreement among all the grades of

the stereotype about French Canadians. One implication of such a finding is
sq

that 'despiteany information about French Canadians which might be obtained by

continued presence in the course, stereotypes are not materially influenced.

On the other hand,-however, it might also merely. indicate that the material about

.N.

French Caladians Rresented in the French Classes reinforces the stereotypes held

in the community. Consider, if you will, the'significance of this conclusiont .

This latter interpretation is supported when the content of the stereo-

types is considered. All five grades perceive French Canadians, as' friendly,

cheerful andtalkative. Furthermore, the attributes proud and likeable are seen

as chiraCteristic of French Canadians by four of the five grades, proud beiig

excludbi by the grade 8 Ss, and likeable by the grade 10 Ss Except for these

two attributes a clear pattern exits for all other' characteristics chosen by

two or more classes. Thus, studentd in grade 7, 8,9, and10 also agree that

French Canadians are kingl and active, whereas these attributes are not inqluded

in the stereotypes of the grade 11 students. 'Similarly, grades 7, 8, and 9 agree

that polite characterizes French Canadians though students in grades 10 and 11

don't share this perception. Finally, students in grades 7 and 8 (but nor9,110

and 11) perceive French Canadians as ambitious and honest. That is, there is a
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,clear inditation that various attributes tend to be eliminated from the stereo-
.

type as the students become older and obtain more experience with the French

%)
Cburse. The data also indicate, however, that irxreases in.age tend fto result

in additiont to the stereotype. Thus, beginning at grade 9, emotional, and reli-
.

gious:are added to the stereotypes while' artistic_is added at grade 10. In each

instance they are included the stereotypes of theolder students. .Furthermore,.

it would seem more than an accidental happenst#nce oat the attributes which are

tddedin the latex grades, and those which are characteristic of all grades, are

in fact thole thii characterize the stereotype ofethe loCal adult community (see

Gaidner, Wonnacott and Taylor, 1968). Suck results

'age,'the children sLmply take on the stereotypes of

indicate that with ?creasing
441%

the larger community. This

pattern ehas been obtained in previous studies (Blak& Dennis (1943); Kirby
/-

and-Gardner, 1973), and its prIsence here despite the fact that all students were

studying French (and therefore wert highly selected in termsof their attitudinal

characteristics as

the French program

English Canadians

S
indiceOhd in.Chaptier 5), indicates that such experience with

does not materia114 influence stereotypes.

Table 2'presents the stereotypes aidiput EnglishCanadians obtained from

Insert Table 2 About Here

each of the five grades. Inspection of the table will reveal that the stereo-

I

types are highly comparable across the different grades.
)

In fact the mean overlap
. 4

'among all possible comparisons is 75%. In three comparisons of the grades, 9

--S.
with 10, 9 with 11 and lith 11, 9 out of ten (90%). of the attributes are

common. In fact, an overlap of 6 out.,)0.10 characteristics represents the least

degree of agreement (grades 7 with 9, and7 with 11). It is obvious, therefore,

o -2/11
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that stereotypes about Lhe in-group are relatively consensual across age, anck

that there are few ifs any clear developmental erendi:

This is suggested by sidply observing tote content of the stereotypes.

Cheerful, loyal'', likeable and modern are contained in the stereotypes of all five

grades. Friendly is in the stereotypes of all grades except the last (grade 11)

A

while ambitious aid proud, though not contained in the grade 7 stereotyp& is

included in that from all the Other grades. This is not pprticularly indicative

of any cbnsistentchange in the stereotypes over age, nor is any particular

pattern evident in the remaining attribltes listed 1n,Table Athlgrio is

selected by everytkrade except grade 8 while intelligent is contained in the

stereotype %of grades 7, 10, and 11 and pleasant is included in the stereotypes
.

of the students in grades'8, 9, and 11. ,One might be tempted to conclude possibly

that the stereoty pes become generally more positively evaluative w ith age, and
,,

could note that the attxibute good is introduced at grade 9 and maintained

thereafter. But it could be equally noted that of three attributes contained1,tN / %

.

in the stereotype of the grade 7 students, kind, active, and polite; two are

clearly positive in evaluetiVeltone and of these, one (kind) drops out of the

stereoti;pe after grade 8, while the other (polite)'occurs 'only at the grade 7

level: (It might also be noted that active is eliiinated following grade 8.)

Although no consistent change in the stereotype of English Canadians is

evident in Table 2, it does seem quite clear that a major characteristic of the

stereotype of English Canadians (the in-group) is that it ins extremely favourable

4

as is the stereotype about French Canadians.

Before considering the stereotypes derived about the other three concepts,

some attention might profitably be paid to the implications of the results presented

to this point considering the stereotypes of the two major linguistic/cultural

groups in Canada. One important observation which should be made is that the
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overallatereotype of both groups is quite favourable. If it is accepted that

stereotypes reflect the beliefs in the community, and that such beliefs about

the second-language,conmanity could influence students' approach to the language'

course and thus their achievement, it would be expected that the general level

' AA
of achievement of< these students in French would be reasonably,high. Although..

that definitely fits the impressions of the investigators, impressionistic data A

.
7

are not particularly scientific. What is reigired is another group of student!! I

--
P

. 1 1

from another community where the stereotypes about French Canadians are notjast
!

.. . , . e i
positive as those obtained here. Such data are not available from this study

though towards the end of this chapter ad approximation to it is'presentd (see . 43
I

Stereotypee of Successful and Unsuccessful, Students). For now, suffice it to .

say that the stereotypes about French Canadians (as well as English Canadians)

are quite favourable, and that this evaluative aspect of the stereotypes could

auger well for the general success of the French program in this area.

Another important consideration is that although there is a clear

indication that the stereotypes about French Canadians change in a meaningful

pattern over the grades, the nature of the change is to become like the stereo-,

type in the larger community (see Gardner, Wonnacat and Taylor, 1968). It seems

unreas ble to attribute this to the nature of the French course since similar

findings have been obtained so..ely with children increasing in age (cf., Blake

and Dennis, 1943; Kirby and Gardner, 1973). One therefore might ask whe4her the

various French courses are successful in modifying children's images of the French

speaking community. Do they simply reinforce the stereotypes already extant Ln

N the community?

A third consideration has to do with reactions to the in-group, English

Canadians. Lambert (1969) has sugosied that training in a second language can

influence an individual's perception of his-in-group as well as the other langtiage.

22C
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community, while_in Chapter 5 we demonstrated considerable differences at each

ar

grades level betvieen those who cont ue study French has oppostOto those who

dropout:. The,finding 'here, therefore, that the stereotype about the in-group

a' does nO change appreciably indicates that such individuals -end to maintain their

. own co unity's stereotypes, at least about the in-group., Of course, we have

afready noted that the stereotypes about the other language community evidence

typical developmental trends. One must conclude therefore that the experience
"

of learning a second langiage does not materially influence Ss stereotypes,

t

(vApwed as consensual beliefs) quite probably because of their pervasiveness in

the community%

--....

trench Tsachef
.1

2_0(considerable extent, it might be argued that it is not meaningful

to determine stereotypes about, the concept, French Teacher, since the referent

varies from class to class. On the other hand, it is meaningful to ask whether

£here are common impressions (i.e., stereotypes) about the French Teacher. The

results, presented in Table 3, clearly indicate the value of such an approach.

Insert Table 3 About Here

Seventeen digferent.attributes were associated with the concept French Teacher
4

over the, five gtades and the average agreement among all five grades was 68Z.

e.. (
\More importantly, there is considerably higher agreement among grades 9, 10, and

11 than between grades 7 and 8 and between these grades and the later ones. In

short, as students progress in the language, they develop a very definite stereo-

type about their French teacher which

behavior among French teachers at the

geneity among -tudents at this level.

might reflect mofe consistent patterns of

secondary school level, qr greater homo-

Remember that in Chapter 5, it was

22-
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demonstrated that those who continue in the French course differ attitud2lally

from those who drop out.

Moreover, when one considers the nature of the 1:'tributes contained ii

the stereotypes it is clear that a major characteristic of them is that th are

positively evaluative. ft will be recalled from Chapter 5, that the sena tic

differential scales presented were selected to obtain indices of Evaluation,

Competence, Rapport and Inspiration. The number of scales associated with each

of these indices were 11, 5, 6, and 6 respectively. In the stereotype repRrted,

here, however 11 of the 17 attributes are from the positive end of the evalua

tive scales. Students agree in their positive evaluation of their French teachers!

Moreover four of the remaining atix.butes emphasize competence! The scales are

clearly highly related, but another mork intriguing aspect of this analysis is

that there is a tendency from grade 7 to 11 to play down the general positive

ivaluation, and play up the competence. That is, the number of evaluative

attributes in the stereotypes are 7, 6, 5, 5, and 5 respectively for' grades 7

to 11 while the number of attributes stressing competence are 3, 2, 4, 4, and

k.for the five grades. Note, for example at the grade 7 level, seven of the

attributes stress a genera:, positive evaluation, while 3 stress competence. At

the grade 11 level, on the other hand five-stress evaluation, four stress competence.

All grades evidence a very positive evaluation of the teacher. That is

clear! But, the older students focus more on the competence of the teacher.

It seems reasonable that such'a pattern derives,fram the general motivation on

the part of the more advanced students to develop their skill in French, and from

their appreciation of the skill of their teachers in promoting this development.

French Course

The stereotypes about the French Course are very uniform across all grade

levels. Inspection of Table 4 will reveal considerable overlap in-the stereotypes
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Insert Table r4 About Here

. ,

among all grades, and in fact the mean, overlap is En. Furthermore, seven of

the 15 attributes iii the list are common to all grades. It is clear, therefore,

that a consistent and uniform stereotype 'of the French course exists across the

five grades sampled.

When attention is focused on the characteristics of the attributis v

'contained in these stereotypes, the reason for this uniformity becomes cleaver.

It will be recalled that in Chapter 5 the description of the semantic differential

scales indicated that for this.concept, scales were included to assess five

o classes of reactions to the French coarse, Evaluation, Utility, Personal Satis

faction, Interest and Difficulty. The number of scales appropriate to each of

t!".2se five classes were 7, 7", 4, 6, and 6 respectively. When the stereotypes

are interpreted in terms of these classes of reactions, it becomes extremely

clear that students focus on the Utility of the French Course, and that they

agree that the course is extremely useful. Of the 10 attributes.in the stereo

type of the grade 7 students, five of them reflect Utility. Furthermore, with

increasing grade there is an increased focus on Utility. At the grade 11 level,

seven of the attributes emphasize Utility, and this exhausts the Utility scales

presented. From this, it seems reasonable'to conclude that the consensual

impression of students in the French course is that it is a Useful course, and

moreover that this impression becomes strengthened as students progress in the

program. None of the other classes of ructions contribute that strongly to

.warrant further liscussion. What is evident, however, is that the general imr

pression about the French course gained by inspection of the attributes is the

favourableness of reactions. All grades agree, for example, that the French

course is educational, useful, important, meaningful, infctmative, organized,

22D
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and valuable, and four of the five grades are in agreement that it is acceptable

and necessary. Such an impression is clearly one of which French Teachers might

be proud, however as will be seen later the English course has a similar image.

If attention is focused on the remaining attributes, moreover, a meaningful

differential pattern does emerge. Grade 7 students see the French Course as

imaginative and nice, while the grade 8 students substitute rewarding. Clearly,

these students emphasize positive characteristics in their perception of the

course. Remember, however, that for the most part these students are in an

oral/aural program in which they, experience the pleasure of communicating simple

ideas in a new language. It seems particularly significant that hard is intro-

duced to the stereotype at the grade 9 and 10 level, and complicated, at the

grade 10 level especially when it is realized that it is here where the focus is

c the more structural aspects of the language. Finally, progressive is intro-

:-

duced at grade 11 where presumably those students remaining in French have

mastered the basic structural components of French and are oriented towards

consolidating language skills.

English Course

This concept Was introduced largely as a control to aid in clarifying

the Interpretatior of the stereotype of the French course. And it is obvious

that the introduction of this control was beneficial. Inspection of Table 5 will

Insert Table 5 About Here

reveal important similarities and differences between consensual reactions to

the English and French courses. Of the 12 attributes contained in the stereotypes

of English Course, 10 are common to the stereotypes of the French Course. These

attributes include important, educational, useful* necessary, valuable, meaningful,

22(-)
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acceptable, informative, progressive, and orsanized. Seven of.these stress

Utility, thus it is clear that for both the French course and the English course,

students agree on emp4hasizing he usefulness of the course. Such results "would

seem to allay the fears of whose critics who doubt that students perceive the

usefulness of, at least, some courses $n which they find themselves registered.

The differences between students' reactions to the English and French

courses are also of some interest. There is nothing in the stereotypes of the

English course to indicate that the students agree that the course is difficult.

This does, as we have already seen howevert characterize the stereotypes about

the French course, especially at the grade 9 and 10 levels. It is not unreason-

able that the stereotypes about the two courses should evidence some differences,

nonetheless it seems important that these differences were obtained. The impli-

cation is that acquiring the language of another group is perceived as more of

a challenge than perfeCtirg skills in one's own language.

Inspection of Table 5 will also reveal that there is considerable agree-
..

ment in the stereotypes about the English course over =11 grade levels. The

mean overlap is 88% indicating that the stereotypes at the different ages are

uniform: Changes in grade have no appreciable influence on the stereotypes about

the English wurse.

Implications of the Stereotypes

Viewing the stereotypes of the five concepts, it becomes apparent that

meaningful consistent patterns emerge. For the two ethnic group concepts, French

Canadians and English Canadians, it is obvious that exposure to the French course

has little if any effect. There are characteristic patterns in the two stereo-

types in that those for English Canadians show greater consistency over grades

than those for French ?hnadians. Previous research (Kirby and Gardner, 1973)

has indicated that stereotypes about the in-group develop more rapidly in children,

24 1
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and the greater consistencyobtained here supports that finding. With the stereo-

type well defined, increasing age would have little effect in modifying the

stereotypes. Furthermore, although a definite change in the stereotypes about

French Canadians occurs over grades, the data reflect a change in the stereotypes

which conforms to those in the adult community. This, too, has been previously

documented (Kirby and Gardner, 1973). Exposure to the French program seems merely

to be accompanied by changes in the stereotypes which are to be expected with

age. One might conclude therefore that the French course does not result in

changes in students' images of French Canadians which differs from those in the

larger community. It may be that the content of the French course prdvides

information about French Canadians, but the stereotypes reinforced by this informs-
.

tion are those which already exist in the community. The stereotypes are not

made any different.

Exposure to the French course does have some effect on stereotypes about

the French teacher, and the French course, some of which can be attributable

simply to age and some of which may be due to the experience itself. Students

proceding through the French program demonstrate greater agreement in their

perceptions of the competence of their French teachers and the usefulness of the

French courses, though the stress on tFe utility of the French course may reflect

simply a greater maturity of the students since they also perceive the English

course as a useful one. There is, however, a period (grades 9 and le) when

students become impressed with the difficulty of the French course, and this is

not reflected in their reactions to the English course. This would seem to

emphasize a phenomenon, referred to earlier, that after the initial pleasure of

experiencing second-language training wears off, it does become a difficult task.

It would seem clear, therefore, that designers of secondlonguage programs should

recognize this period, and introduce remeaial steps to help students over these
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difficult timep. Furthermore, additional research directed towards assessing

consensual beliefs of students, at differing levels of French training, toward

different concepts related to the acquisition of French might uncover beliefs

which operate within these programs.

Earlier it was suggested that since stereotypes represent consensual

beliefs, their investigation could uncover differences between one community and

the next which might influence the progress of second-langugge acquisition. Such

research cannot be described here since all of these data were gathered in the

same geographical area. Nonetheless, an indirect assessment of this phenomenon

can be made if attention is directed towards the differential stereotypes of

successful and unsuccessful students. In the section to follow, the stereotypes

of successful and unsuccessful French students are presented to indicate the

general relationships which might be expected between stereotypes on the one

hand and French achievement on the other.

Stereotyoes of Successful and Unsuccessful Students

In order to determine whether stereotypes are related to French achieve-

went, the data from the present study were reanalyzed. For each grade level, it

was necessary to differentiate between successful and unsuccessful students.

This differentiation was made by determining total scores on the major objective

indices of French achievement at each gradA level, and forming two groups, viz.,

those obtaining high scores (approximately the top one-third of the distribution),

and those obtaining low scores (the bottom third). For the grade 7 and 8 students,

the Index of. French achievement was derived from total scores on the four French

Achievement subtestn, Vocabulary, Grammar, Sentence Understanding and Paragraph

Comprehension, while for the grade 9-11 students the total scores were obtained

by summing the four CATF subtests. The number of highs and lows were as follows,

grade 7 (66 and 92), grade 8 (64 and 74), grade 9 (70 and 87), grade 10 (106 and

100), and grade 11 (111 and 87).
23 3
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To determine the stereotypes, the t-test of polarity was computed for

each group separately. In this section, only the stereotypes about French

Canadians will be discussed, though similar analyses could be done for all the

other concepts. Attention is diiected toward stereotypes of French Canadians

only since this does represent a reanalysis of data already'presented and it

would seem superfluous to extend this analysis to all concepts. This important

consideration here, is whether stereotypes about the other language coimunity is

related to language achievement.

Tables 6.- 10 present the stereotypes of the successful and unsuccessful

students at each grade level. In the tables, the absolute t-values are presented.

It will be recalled Chat the magnitude of_the t-statistics indicates the degree

to which the students agree in ascribing an attribute toPrench Canadians.

Insert Tables 6-10 Abotit Here

Inspection of the tables will reveal a startling finding. In all but one case

(grade 9) the successful students demcnstrate more agreement in their stereotypes

and even there the pattern is clear. In general, the lowest t-value for the

successful students is higher than the highest t-value for the unsuccessful

students!'\Th short, the successful students have..a much more uniform stereotype.

It might be suggested, that just as the successful students are better in

acquiring their knowledge of French, they are also acquiring a more uniform image

of FreAch Canadians. In fact, the t-values associated with the unsuccessful

students are generally so low as to suggest that they do not have a uniform

stereotype about French Canadians. In general, they evidence considerable dis-

agreement about what French Canadians are like.
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There is little in the content of the stereotypes which helps to explain

the reason for this pattern. There is the suggestion that for'the younger

students (grades 7 to 8), the stereotypes of the unsuccessful students overlap

more with the stereotypes for the entire group than those of the successful

students. But the reverse is true for the students in grade 9 and 10, and

there is no difference in this respect for the successful and unsuccessful

students in grade 11. Furthermore, although the stereotypes of the successful

and unsuccessful students are highly similar at grade 7 (8 attributes in common),

they are generally less similar at the higher grades (overlaps of 4, 6, 4 and 4

respectively). One suggestion is that at the beginning of the French program,

the students are in fact relatively homogeneous in terms of French knowledge,

their stereotypes tend to be comparable,"and reflect the characteristic pattern

at that ,cade. By grade 9, students are beginning to self select themselves in

terms of a potential interest in learning French, and those who do not have

beliefs which coincide with the majority of el 'class, experience difficulties

in reconciling their beliefs with those of the rest of the class, and at the'same

time find difficulty with maintaining a reasonable level of competence. This

conforms with the results presented in Chapter. 5, and is is to be,expected that

such students might drop out of French. By grade 11, the students would be

expected again to be relatively more homogeneous in that they have expressed a

long time interest in French, even though some are less successful than others

in acquiring this knowledge. The successful and unsuccessful students might then

tend to have somewhat different images about French Canadians though they do

reflect the general consensus in the class.

The results are not inconclusive, but they do suggest a possible rela

tionship between the nature of the stereotypes about the other language community

and achievement in French. A more meaningful test of this hypothesis would be
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afforded by selecting different communities, determining their stereotypeR and

the general level of achievement of the students in the French programs.

.4-

P
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TABLE 1

STEREOTYPES ABOUT FRENCH CANADIANS

Scale Grade
Attribute Classification 7 8 10 11

friendly Evaluative .

cheerful Evaluative

talkative

kind valuave

active

proud

4likedble

polite Evaluative

emotional

religious

ambitious

honeit Evaluative

artistic

good 'Evaluative

pleasant Evaluative

colourful

sensitive

* * * * *

* * * * *

* * * *

.* * * *

* * * *

* * * *-
* * *

, * * *

2 3"

* * *
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TABLE 2 .

'.1TEREOTYPES ABOUT ENGLISH CANADIANS

'Scale . .Grade
)': Attribute Classification' 7 8 9 10 11

cheerful Evaluative

'loyal $ Evaluative

likeable

'modern

friendly. Evaluative

athletic

ambitious

proud

rod Evaluative 40

intelligent

pleasant Evaluative.

kind .Evaluative

active

polite Evaluative

236
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TABLE 3

STEREOTYPES ABOUT FRENCH TEACHER

Scale

L

Grade
Attribute Classification 7 8 9 10, b 11

friendly

polite.

helping

intelligent

organized

reliable

interested

efficient

competent

sincere

cheerful.

pleasant

dependable

considerate

creative

sensitive

good

Evaluative

Evaluati e

.Compet nce

Competence

Competence

Evaluative

Inspira tion

Evaluative

Competence

Evaluative

Evalurtive

Evaluative

Evaluative

Evaluative

-Evaluative

Rapport

Evaluative

*

*
* * * *

* * *
J

* ' * . * *

* . * *
4a

* *I #

* * * a* .
.

* * *

*, * 1%.

*
*

*
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TABLE 4

STEREOTYPES ABOUT FRENCH COURSE

6-27

. .

.
,

Scale / . Grade
Attribute lassificatibn 7 8 9 10 11 44

educational Utility * * *

organIzed

.

, Difficulty * * *-

useful Vtiltty it * *

Important Utility .
* * *

valuable . Evaluative * * *

meaningful Utility * * *

informative Utility * * *

acceptable Personal Satisfaction * * fe' *

necessary Utility * * * *

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
.

*

*

*

hard Difficulty

imaginative Intetest

nice
«

Evaluative

rewarding Personal Satisfaction

complicated Difficulty

progressive Utility

* *

*

A
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11.

Attribute

TABLE 5

STEREOTYPES ABOUT ENGLISH COURSE

Scale

Classification

Grade

8 9 10 11

important Utility * * * * *

educational. Utility * * * * ' *

useful Utility * * * * , * .

,

necessary Utility * * * * *

valuable Evaluative * * * * *

meaningful Utility * * * *

acceptable Personal Satisfaction * * * * *

good Evaluative * * * *

informative Utility * * * *

progressive Utility * * *

olganized. .Difficulty 1* * *

satisfying Personal Satisfaction -*
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AME 6

STEREOTYPES ABOUT FRENCH CANADIANS 4

HIGH FRENCH ACHIEVERS LOW FITENCH ACHIEVERS

Previa Canadians

1. proud

2. Obserful

3. -talkative

4. likeable

5. ambitious

6. .sensitive

7. friendly

8. religious

9. *kind

10. active

T-value

6 - 29

0,

French Canadians T-value

-11.57

-11.24

-10.48

1. cheerful

,.2. friendly

3. kind -

- 8.23

r 6.82

- 6.73

10.18 4., likeable' 6.31

- 9.78 5. 'Proud - 5.90

9.66 6. pleasant

9.52 7. polite

- 9.27 8. ambitious - 5.59

- 8.97 9. talkative - 5.40

- 8.50 10. 'active 5.39

`1242 4

$-
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TAB& 7

STEREOTYPES ABOUT FRENCH CANADIANS

Grade 8

HIM FRENCH ACHIEVERS

French Canadians T-value

LOW FRENCH ACHIEVERS

French Canadians T -value

1. kind -10.42 1. friendly

2. talkative - 9.51 2. kind

3. proud 9.36 3. talkative

4.. sensitive 8.77 4. active

5. honest - 8.71 S. likeable

6. active 8.32 6. honest

7'. trustworthy - 8.24 7. loyal

8. religious- - 8.22 8,4 ambitious
..

9. polite - 8.12 9. polite

10. good 7.82 10: cheerful

*6.69

6.62

- 6.38

6.36

6.30

. 6.17

6.02

7 5.7..

5.63

-5.38
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Grade 9

TABLE 8

STEREOTYPES ABOUT FRENCH CANADIANS

:Mb

6-31

-HICHFRENCH ACHIEVERS LOW FRENCH ACHIEVERS

./

French Canadians T-value French Canadians T-Value

..-

1. cheerful:, - 9.14 1. likeable 6.81.

2. talkative - 8.49 2. talkative - 6.63

3. proud - 8.25 3. athletic - 6.43

4. like61.7. 7.99 4. friendly 5.98

5. active 7.88 ... .,. cheerful - 3.72

6., polite - 7.69 6. religious - 5.60`

7., religious - 7.58 7. artistic - 5.50

S. emotional 7.36 9. emotional 5.46

9. kind - 7.11 9.. pleasant -:5.41

10. eincere '-- 6.78 10.
.

proud - 5.31
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TABLE .9

STEREOTYPES ABOUT FRENCH CANADIANS

Grade 10

r

HIGH FREgCH ACH/EVERS

T-value

- 8.58

- 8.29

7.80

- 7.79

LOW FRENCH AM/RV/TS

T- -valueFrench

1.

2.,

3.

4.

Canadians French Canadians

talkative

cheerful

likeable

proud

1. Proud

2. talkative

3. religious

4. 'friendly

- 5.68

- 5.60

- 5.19

5.16

S. active 7.75 5. aitietie - 5.07

6. pleasant - 7.65 6. emotional 4.80

7. modern 7.55 7. oeitable 4.78

8. emotional 7.39 8. intelligent 4.73

9. colourful - 7.36 9. honest - 4.38

10. kind - 7.30 10: likeable 4.22
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TABLE 10

STEREOTYPES ABOUT FRENCH CANADIANS

Grade lt

HIGH FRENCH ACHIEVERS

French CandiAns T-value

l+

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Ipti FRENCH ACH/r.VEln

French call0.1Pn0

6'- 33

T-value

religious -12.50 1. proud q- 7.41

talkative - 9.91 2. colourful - 6.90

excitable. 9.27 3. cheerful - 6.66

cheerful - 9.04 4. artistic - 6.65

emotional 8.74 ,5. talkative - 6.32

colourful - 8.60 6. friendly

intelligent 8.48 7. likeable

proud - 8.40 8. kind 6.72

aubitious - 8.03 9. polite - 5.92

sensitive 7.88 10: nodern 5.76

246
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CHAPTER 7

TOWARD A THEORY: THE STUDIES IN PERSPECTIVE

This project began from a desire to determine whether a battery of tests

could be developed using standard testeeenstruction techniques which would

provide reliable and valid indices of attitudinal variables reflecting an integre-

tive motive toward the study of French as a second language. Previous research

(Gardner and Lambert, 1959; 1972; Smythe, Stennett and Feenstra, 1972) had

demonstrated that such variables were related to indices of French achievement,

however, the psychometric properties of the tests themselves had never been

considered. The present project then might be viewed simply as an attempt to

"clean up" the tests and study once again their predictive capacity. Early on,

however, It eeemed that there was much more involved. By considering the possible

motivational variables which might be related to French language acquisition, it

seemed-that a clearer delineation of the integrative motive could be achieved.

Furthermore, it appeared meaningful to attempt to assess other motivational

.aspects such as a need for achievement, machiavellianism and anxiety which had

been mentioned previously as potentially important even though they had not been

studied (see for example, 'ardner and Lambert, 1922).

Other questions remained, however. Would the motivational variables play

different roles depending upon where the student.was in the languagelearning

process? Would the attitudinal/motivational variables change as a function of

the training? Would thqy influence students' willingness to expose themselves to

second-language training? Or could they be modified by intervention techniqups

used by teachers the world over to motivate their stude.ts?

These and related questions lead us to the realization that although

previous studies had demonstrated relationships, there was not any true under -

standing of the reasons for these relationships. In point of fact, we knew

what, t .ao did not know why or how!
24mi
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,..

Our initial strategy was simple. Let us try our -hand at test construction
I0

and obtain preliminary results on a relatively small sample of students in five i

I

different grade levels of French training. The result is described in Chapter 3. I

n
i

Having obtained these results, let us see whether they could be cross-validated

.

I

on larger independent samples drawn from the same population studying in the same

prograps. These findings are contained in Chapter 4.

The results were encouraging! In fact, they were highly rewarding tows.

The majority 4f the tests were highly reliable not only in the initial study and .

the cross - validation, but also when put to the ultimate test, that of tfst-retest

reliability. Also, not only did the characteristici of the integratilmotive

predict second language achievement, they tended to form a unitary complex. At

all grade levels, in both studies, there was ample evidence to suggest that

individual differences in the elements of the integrat. e motive tended to be

related to one'annther. The integrative Motive was not simply ateencept that we
-mks

. _

bandied about in discussionp among ourselves. The various parts hung cogether

giving empirical justification for our speculations. There was more, however,'

and we wonder,now if wd really yet understand the total significance. With

students beginning their language study, the general underpinnings of the integra-

tive motive--the non-ethnocentric, non-authoritarian orientations- arc more highly

related to French achievement generally than the more specific aspects of the

integrative motive such as attitudes toward the language community, or motivational'

intensity. The specific aspects play a greater role later on in the second-
a

language acquisition process. Is it simply age and experience, or is it something

to do with developing some facility with the language that produces this effect?

We don't know, yet! We have some hunches, however, and these are spelled out in

later sections."

0 4
4 la *
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in Ch..pters 3 and 4 we also found" that further training in French doesn't

necessarily develop a warm accepting attitude toward the French community, the

language learning situation, and other social objects associated with learning

French. On the contrary, the results suggested that over'the five years, there

is initially an exuberance and a warmth associated with the experience which tends

to wane in the intermediate years, but which begins to show increased positiveness

with further years of study. We asked oursel;tes whether this might.e due to the

mike -up of the samples at each giade level. This led us to the hypothesis that

maybe theri were good reasons fbr a phenomenon long recognized but often only

whispered about--the foreign language drop-out.

In Chapter 5, we put our hypotheses and speculations to an empirical test.

We asked, given that students become aware in giade 9 that French was an Optional

subject do they drop out because they lack the intelligence, the aptitude or the

1

motivation? Or are these factors irrelevant? We suspected, because of the

beginnings of our own theorizing and importantly some findings presented by

Bartley (1969, 1970), that the motivational variables would be'implicated.

We were surprised (and delighted) to find, however, that motivational

indices obtained in the previous years, were generally better and more stable

predictors of who would drop out of the program than were the indices of

intell!gence, language aptitude, or even objective measures of French achievement.

We find such results exciting! Teachers can do little to modify students'

intelligence or language aptitude, and though they try, they need the student's

cooperation to promote French achievement. They can, however, attempt to improve

students' motivation, and modify their attitudes. In fact, as indicated in

Chapter 1, this is often a goal of second-language programs.

The availability of the tests we haleveloped alloWed us to determine

whether one such aampt to modify attitudes was successful.
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There we compared students on various character-

istics of the integrative motive before and after an excursion to 'Quebec City.

Specific motivational attributes such as motivational intensity did not change.

The students weren't "turned on" to French as a result of their trip. They were,

however, more interested in and receptive to the French Canadian culture, they

expressed more favourable attitudes toward French Canadians, and of even greater

significance they were more integratively oriented toward their study of ,French.

In short, the attitudinal basis of the integrative motive was modified. And after

only four days exposure to the French Canadian culture! Clearly, further research

09

on such incentive programs is called for.

Our research also forced us to consider the notion of consensual beliefs

concerning the characteristics of various social objects. When applied to cultural

or ethnic groups, such beliefs are referred to as ethnic stereotypes. Here too

.'e obtained some interesting findings. In our research (sen Chapter 6) we inves-

. tigated stereotypes about. English Canadians, French Canadians,,the French course,

the French teacher, and the English course. The stereotypes about English and

French Canadians were both highly favourable, but contrary to popular expectations,

we could find no evidence to suggest that training in French appreciably influenced

the content of the stereotypes. We did find that the stereotypes about the French

course and the French teacher were also highly favourable though, particularly

in the mid-grades (grades 9 and 10), students agreed that the French course was

difficult. Largely because of these results, we raised the possibility that the

evaluative nature of stereotypes about social objects related to the acquisition

of a second language might influence the level of achievement in a community.. We,

of course, were not able to test this hypothesis directly, but we were able to

make an indirect test by comparing the stereotypes of successful vs unsuccessful

students. The findings confirmed our expectations in that the stereotypes of the
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two types of students were in fact different. Although we focused,our attention

onlion stereotypes about French Canadians, the results revealed that,whereas

clear stereotypes existed for the successful students, the less successful ones

did not agree on the characteristics of French Canadians.

What does all of this have to say about,the leatning of a second language?

Quite a bit it would seem, and in the following sections an attempt will be made

to present the basis of a theoretical model which summarizes the data presented

in this volume, as well as that in previous studies (see, Feenstra and Gardner,

.,

1968; Gardner, 1960; 1966; Gardner and Lambert, 1959; 1973; Gardner and Santos,

1970; Rhandawa and Korpan, 1973; Smythe, Stennett and Feenstra, 1972).

Figure 1 presents the basic elements of the theoretical model. Inspection

of this figure will reveal that the model focuses on four aspects, the Social

Milieu, Individual Differences, Second Language Acquisition Contexts and Linguistic

Outcomes. In discussing this model, attention will be on the student acquiring

Insert Figure 1 About Here

a second language in the school situation. Despite this emphasis, however, the

model seems appropriate to any language learning situation, and although it is

not elaborated the reader can consider its application,to other situations. In

attempting to integrate the material, the present authors uncovered a number of

predictions which seem to follow ldgically from elements in the model. It seems

quite possible, however, that the reader might derive other predictions which

might serve to foster further research. At this point it seems clear that motiva-

tional variables of the type discussed in this volume are important in the

acquisition of a second language, but obviously more research is required to clarify

the mechanisms so thIlt educators can work to capitalize on the attributes involved,

and in that way improve even more the second language compctencies of their students.

N0 I"
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The first element in Figure 1 refers to the Social Milieu, and'is repre- .

sented in the figure by the label, Cultural Expectations. It would seem a truism

that the acquisition of a second language takes place in a cultural 'Milieu, though

this has seemingly been ignored in many discussions of second language acquisition.

The label here is notumaInt to imply that a student of a language must be a

resident of the culture whose language he is attempting to learn. This could be

an asset, but in the present model, we are going beyond this. We are suggesting

that the cultural milieu of the learner will influence his approach to the

acquisition of a second language. For a very similir orientation, which however

focuses on other aspects, see O'Doherty (1969) as reprinted in 011er and Richards

(1973).

The term, Cultural Expectations, is one which encompases a, number of

facets. As used here it is meant to imply that a student is a member of a cultural

group which had various expectations which are generally shared,in the community.

In some instances, these are made explicit but,more often they are merely beliefs

which evidence themselves in the behaviour of members of the community. As a
o _ ---

member of.this community, the student can be influenced by these expectations in

the behaviour of a number of significant others. Examples of such significant
,V

others would be his parents, his siblings; his peer group, and his teachers.

There are many cultural expectations in .J community, but among those'which

might be expected to influence a student's approach to the second-language learning

situation are beliefs about the other language community (i.e., ethnic stereotypes),

beliefs about the value of learning the language, and beliefs about whether a

high level of competence in the language might be realized. To underStan'i, how

such expectations might operate, let us contrast two highly artificial communities

with distinct expectations. In this example, there are only two sets of expect-

ancies. This should not be taken tu mean, howeer, that particular expectancies

25 2
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about a grow are necessarily associated with particular expectancies concerning

the value of learning the language, or whether expertise in the language can be

achieved. Furthermore, although these expectancies are used as examples, there

are undoubtedly many others which are probably relevant to the language learning

situation. In point of fact, a useful research program could pfbfitably consider

investigating relevant expectancies.

Let us then consider two communities. Suppose Community A has a relatively

negatively evaluative stereotype about the second-language group, that it does

not place'high 'value in learning the second. language, and that it is generally

believed that regardless of training, students cannot really acquire a high level

of competence. By contrast, assume that Community B has opposite expectancies -

viz., a positively evaluative stereotype, a perception that such second-language

acquisition is valuable, and that students should be able to develop a high level

of second-language competence. It might be expected that students from these

two dommuhltre-s-might differ appreciably in their appfoach_to the .second language

program and in the level of competence achieved. In many of our discussions with

teachers of a second language, we have.often noted that some report having con-

siderable diffiilties in their programs, while others experience relatively

little. Nonetheteps, there does not appear to be any research bearing directly

on this phenomenon. It would seem reasonably simple, however, to study language

$ programs in a number of different communities, and the various expectations 4.n

these communities to determine whether the level of achievement, and'the cultural
ft

expectations themselves covary.

Focusing on cultural expectations could have important implications. It

has often been stated that residents of various European communities seem much

more capable of acquiring second languages than North Americans. We are not here

accepting or denying.the validity of this belief, but proposing simply that such

25 3
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effects could be due to expectations about the feasibility of acquiring a second

language. If it is "known", or expected that students will achieve communicative

competence in a second language, it is reasonable to expect that such skill will

be acqui.ed. In North America, there is considerable doubt expressed about the

possible success of second language programs. It is not unreasonable, therefore, 1

that such programs do not produce bilinguals. e

Cultural expectations might be expected to influence the student through

the behaviour of significant others, though their effects might be somewidit

insidious. In an earlier.publication, Gardner (1968) describes how such expect-
,

ations might operate on the parent in his interaction with the student, even

though it is not intentional. In describing this process, Gardner (1968 - see

Oiler and RichaKds, 1973, p. 235-236) states:

"I think it is meaningful to distinguish two roles of the parent which
are relevant to his child's success in a second language program. For want of
better labels, I'm going to refer to them as the active and passive roles, even
though these labels are not,completely descriptive. By the active role I mean

that role whereby the parent actively and consciously encourages the studedt
to learn the language. In the active role, the parent monitors the child's
language learning performance, ant' to the extent that he plays this role he
attempts to promote success. That is, the parent 'watches over the child andr

makes sure be does his homework, encourages him to do %.211, and in general

reinforces his successes. I believe it is safe 0 assume that differences in
the extent OD which parents vary in this encouragement function would have some
influence on the child's performance in any learning situation.

The other type of role, the passive role, is more subtle, and I think
more important, primarily because the parent would probably be unaware of it.
By the passive role, I mean the attitudes of the parent toward the ccimunity
whose language the child is learning. These attitudes are importantP1 believe,
because they influence the child's attitudes, and it is my thesis (and I'll try
to convince you of its validity) that the child's attitudes toward the other
language community are influential in motivating him to acquire the second language.

To contrast these roles, let ma suggest one possible example. An English-
speaking parent might actively encouragea child to learn French. He may stress
the importance of doing well in that course, and might see that the child does
his homework, and so forth. To himself, and to any observer, he might be perceived
as actually helping the child. This is the active role: This same parent might
hold positive or negative au..4tudes toward the French community. To the extent
that he holds negative attitudes, he may be undermining his active role, by
transferring to the child negative attitudes about the French community and thus
reducing the child's motivation to learn the language. This is the passive role.
By. his own attitudes the parent may develop in the child doubts concerning the

254
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real need for 4.he language (particularly in the case where the parent dots. not
speak that language). If the child fails an exam in French, he might anticipate
some anger from his parent (who after all, is encouraging him to sucteed), but he
can always salve his own conscience by rationalizing that it is not really
necessary to learn the language, as is evidenced by the fact that his parent gets
along well enough without it. A negative attitude in the home can support this
rationalization and thus possibly defeat the active role."

This subtle role, then, is the one by means of which Cultural Expectations

may operate. The beliefs in the community might be expected to be mediated

through the parent as well as other significant socializers. On the surface, in

the active role, the behaviours and expressed beliefs are conducive to second-

language

0

achievement, but the other forces might also operate. Then too, it is

alway's possible that the Cultural Expectations might express themselves in the

active role. In Me research presented to date, we have not attempted to diff-

erentiate between the two roles. The emphasis' instead has been the net effect

of both factors, as exemplified in the students' own reactions to the acquisition

of a second language.

The various elements listed under Individual Differences in Figure 1 are

characteristics of the student which develop from his interaction with his cultural

Maim This is true of each of the three major attributes, Intelligence, Language

Aptitude and Motivation. Numerous researchers (see for example, Ferguson, 1954;

1956; Hunt, 1951) have discussed the role that environmental factors play in the

development of intelligence. Furthermore, the concept of language aptitude refers
7

to a set of verbal a-ilities which are important for second-language achievement,

ane except to say that much of their development would je mediated by factors in

the home, further consideration will not here'be given to those factors which would

promote skill in thew. Instead greater attention will.be directed to the Attributes

of motivation.

4,1
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In Figure 1, the attributes, Instrumental Orientation and Integrative

Orientation are viewed as antecedents of the major attribute, Motivation. The

model proposed here is that such orientations grow, out of the cultural milieu,

modified by the cu"`ural expectations land interpreted through the home environment

of the student. The net effect is the student's orientation toward the acquisitioil

of a second language. Where the student views learning a second language as

important for purely utilitarian reasons, it seems reasonable to considea: this

an instrumental orientation. Where, on the other hand, the student views the

learning of the second language to be important in order to gain access to the

other community, the term integrative orientation is more appropriate. it is
,

possible that there are other orientations toward second language acquisition,

though theie two seem to be the most prominent in reasons given by students for

. .

studying # 'second-language.

. '
.

An instrumental orientation reflActs an interest in learning a second

ae . 4
t

language for tkle sheer mctical value of knowing tie language. It seems reason-
' . .

..
.

able to hy size that such an orientation would be facilitated by the particular

cultural mil u of the student, and adao that it might be developed by particular

. . .i

child rearing patterns in the home. Gardner and Santos (19'0) found that in the
(

Philippines an instrumental orientation was on.the one hand related to some

elements of second language achievement, and odithe-uther to similar orientations

on the,parttof the students' parents. This potency of an instrumental orientation
. .

is further indiCated in a study conducted in Bombay (Lukmani, 1972), as well as

research involving Pranco-AmeTicans learning French (Gardner and Lambert, 1972,

thoug h is not generally'rredictive of achievement among Anglophones learning

1

French in North America. As Gardner and Lambert (1972) concibdi (p. 141) "Thus,
S

it seems that in settlags where there ia'an urgedcy about mastering a'secOnd

language-as there is An the Philippines and in North Americi for members of

a.
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1
linguistic minority groups--the instrument.al approach to language study is

extremely effective." The prepotency of the cultural milieu .is emphadized all

the more, however, by virtue of the face that such relationships occur only in

those cultural settings where bilingualism has support in the needs of the commun-

ity.ity. Furthermore, particularly n the Philippine setting (Gardner and Santos,
4

1970), the integrative motive was still more important for second language achieve-
V.

vent than the instrumintell'orientation.

To a considerable extent, an instrumental orientation repesents'a type

-.. %
. . .

of grab-hag of
..

motivational pressures. Thefocus of the instrumental orientation

is on learning the language for personal gain, with little interest in the language

per se. As investigated,to date, this orientation has not focused on the co,mmun-
7.

. v.'

icative value Of the language. Thus, any personal need which does hot involve an

interest in the cOmmunicatil.te value of the language might be considered a precuisor

to an instrumental orientation. As such, deriving general rules concerning the

correlates of an instrumental orientationei, difficult. Following from previous

research and theoretical seeculatiOns,'we have investigated'in the present studies

sucn potential antezedttits as a need fox achievement, Machiavellianism and author-

itarianism. Some relationships between on instrumental orientation and high

scores on some of these measures have been obtained (see for example, Grades 9

and 11 in Chapter 4)', but the relationships. have not been consistent, and in general

these variabled have not been related to achievement in French. While, therefore,

one might believe thaN instrumental_ approach mightlacilitate the acquisition
Y

of second language skills specifically taught iethe classroom, the results do

not support this hypothesis particularly in cultural settings.where bilingualism

is not an urgent matter. As was noted previously, furthermore,, even Ln at least

some cultural contexts where bilingualism has clear instrumental value (as in the

Philippines) the integrative motive 1 nonetheless the more prepotent.
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Much of the research concerned with tha motivational aspects of second

language achievement has focused on the integrative orientation. As a result the

antecedents or correlates of an integrative orientation have been reasonably well

delineated. In earlier research in fact, it was postulated that a complex of

variables t 'd to interact in such a way as to suggest it was meaningful to

postulate a motivational syndrome referred to as an integrative motive (Gardner,

1966). This syndrome has appeared in the results of all of the studies reported

here. As a consequence of these latter studies as well as the previous ones

(Feenstra and Gardner, 1968; Gardner and Lambert, 1959; 1972; Smythe, Stennett and

Feenstra, 1972), it is now possible to provide a reasonably comprehensive list

of the characteristics of the integrative motive as it applies to learning French

as a second language. It is quite possible that further research will unclver

other attributes but for now the list includes such variables as, an Integrative

Orientation, Attitudes toward French-speaking people, Attitudes toward learning

French, Attitudes towarJ the French course and the teacher, feelings of ease in

the French class, a e'reng motivation snd desire to learn French, a general interest

in foreip languages, and a non-prejudiced orientation toward other peoples in

general. Indices of this latter orientation are reflected in a lack of respectively,

ethnocentrisi, authoritarianism and machiaverianism.

Summarizing all of the findings it seems possible now to define more

precisely the nature of an integrative motive and to describe some of its antece-

dents in the child rearing practices of the home and the supports it obtains in

the school. An integrative motive reflectr a strong motive to learn the language

of another cultural group because of a desire to -ommunicate with members of that

community. Implicit in this definition is positive affect toward that community.

The focus, however, is on wanting to communicate directly with valued members of

11

the second language community. In the extreme case, it might be suggested that

251
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the individual wants actually to become a member of that-group, but such an

orientation foes not appear meaningful for adolescents learning a second language.

It has, however, been revealed among solnecadult students of a second language,

and has often been relayed to feelings of anomie, or dissatisfaction with one's

own culture (see tuabert. 1956; 1963; 1967). It is probably because our research

has been concerned with adolescents, that anomie is not a component of the inte-

grative motive in the studies described here.

For adolescents in the North American culture, it seems reasonable that

the integrative motive develops out of an adcepting attitude toward outgroups

fostered in the early home environment. This hypothesis is supported by findings

that students' attitudes toward outgroups and general ethnocentric/authoritarian

predispositions are highly related to similar reactions of their parents (Gardner

and Santos, 1970; Gardner, Taylor and Feenstra, 1970). Children with such

acc pting attitudes will be more likely to become interested in the other language

community than children lacking this approach. These general attitudes, more-

over, will orient them to express an interest in learning f.,reign,languages and

will make them mere receptive to the environment of the foreign language classroom.

They will appreciate and enjoy the new sounds and ways of expressing idek.s which

they experience in the initial states of learning a second language. 'Furthermore,

they will be more able to identify with the second-langudge teacher and develop

strong emotional ties with her (or him, as the case may be).

The model proposed here, therefore, is that a total attitude toward the

language class, the teacher and the language learning process will develop

initially from a non-prejudiced attitude developed early in the home. One is

reminded here, therefore, of both active and passive roles that parents and

other models might play.

,25)
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. Attention'hould be directed at this point to the important role that

the language teacher can Play. There is obviously a continuum of attitudes among

students .in the classroom. If the language teacher is a rewarding individual ..

who can promote identification, it is possib3e chat even for those students who

do not have a strong accepting attitude such a teacher can serve to fester a

greater acceptance of the language and the other group. ?or many students, this

teacher might be the first representative of the ether group with whom.they have

had direct contact. (It might be parenthetically noted here that the teacher

need not necessarily be a member of the other language group. Her s1411 with the

language can serve the purpose of identifying her, in the students' eyes, with .

f

the group.) This first emotional contact with the. language is potentially So

important, however, that the role of the teacher cannot be stressed too much.

This interpretation of the integrative motive suggists many hypotheses.

One hypothesis is that inteLratively motivated students do, in fact, perceive

the language learning situation as a rewarding one. To oversimplify slightly,

fe'"
the sLundb etc., of the language will taste good to them. .It might be predicted

therefore that they will obtain greater satisfaction from the French classes, anA

win as a consequence evidence more participaf.:on"(when compared with their normal

classroom performance) than students lacking this motivation. Aluhobgh we have

not yet.conducted such a study, it would be expected that participation in the

French class, and affective reactions in the class would correlate substantially

with the various components of the integrative motive. It 'Oa initial period of

second-language learning among young adolescents, it might even be predicted

that the assumed antecedents of the integrative motive (non-ethnocentrism, etc.')

would show higher correlations with participation and it is only later on thaX-.,

the other characteristics would begin to relate appreciably to participation.

Clearly, studies exploring these relationships would have important theoretical

as well-as practical implications.
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Another hypothesis whieh develops from this in-orpretation is that the

characteristics of the integrative motive should be highly predictive of whether

students continue to study the language when given the opportunity to withdraw

,froth the program. We saw in Chapter 4 that at all grade levels an integrative motive

was consistently related to a stated intention to continue in the program. One

might ask however whether similar results would be obtained in a study which

looked at the actual behaviour of continuing in, or withdrawing from the program.

This study we have conducted, though numerous replications are called for.

Nonetheless the results presented in Chapter 5 support this prediction very

clearly: Integratively motivated students remain in the program, those lacking

this motivation withdraw. In chapter 5 it was demonstrated that the motivational

attribiltes were consistently better predictors of who would remain in the program

than were The indices of language aptitude. It is clear, therefore, that to maintain

. students in the program, attention should be directed to the attitudinal/motiva-

tional components. Streaming students on the basis of language aptitude might

permit teachers to modify the programs to take into account the students strengths

and weakfiesSes, but unless emphasis is placed on the attitudinal/motivational

component students will, still tend to withdraw (c.f., Bartley, 1969, 1970)..

And it is only when students remain in the prograw that teachers will have the

opportunity c: attempt to devel..:p second language competence in them.

The concept of motivation then is a critical one in attempting to under-

stand or explain the acqesition of a .second language. When discussing motivation,

however, it is not sufficient to speak merely ci Wanting tp learn the second

language, The task of acquiring a'second language is a tedious and time consuming

one, and without some basis for this motivation its effects will not tic of a long

term nature The bulk of our resear:h has focused on the integrative motive

heeause it appears to b..! the more powerful determinant of second language

MUMFIWItliVAISCII=11=WWM0

,
sicsorliIINEISINPIERMION11211=111=MillMaiiill
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acquisition. These variables can be classified, however, not in terms of the

assumed antecedent orientation but rather in terms of their major referrent.

Such a classification is useful because it serves to emiksize the various

dimensions which should ba considered when delineating a model of motivation.

Figure 2 sumaihrizes the major dimensions which appear necessary in such a motiva-
,

tional model, and indicates where the major attitudinal/motivational tests fit

in this classification.

Insert Figure 2 About Here

The first category refers to Group Specific Attitudes. Under this

category are variables which reflect attitudes toward the group which speaks the

language. Examples of such variable* are Attitudes toward FrenCh Canadians, and

Attitudes toward tht European French.

Category twc subsumes a number of.Course Related Characteristics (that is,

motivational and attitu 'nal attributes which bgar directly or the student's

response to the classroom situation). Variables, whlch fall under this category

are Attitudes toward Learning French, Attitudes toward the French Course, Attitudes

toward the French teacher, and Parental Encouragement to learn French. The

interpretation of the first three varir.bles is relatively straightforward. The

fourth, however, needs some explanation. It refers to the student's perception

of the amount of encouragement,he receives from his parents to learn French. One

study (reenstra and Gardner, 1968) demonstrated that such perceptions do not

necessarily coincide with those of the parents. The additional variable, French

Class anxiety is separated from the others in this category because although it

also indicates the student's response to the French class situation, it is not

directly related Lo the other motivational characteristics. It does, however,

th,
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add another dimension to our consideration of motivational properties, in that

in the research presented here, it has demonstrated negative relations (hence

the minus sign) with French achievement. That is, students who experience con-

siderable anxiety in the French Class are not as proficient in French as are

atuder.ts who are relaxed in the French Class. It is noteworthy that although

research has also considered other indices of anxiety (such as for example,

General Classroom Anxiety, and Audience Anxiety), it is only anxiety in the French

Class which relates directly to French achievement. That is, it is not simply

the anxious student who has difficulty acquiring French, but rather the one who

for one reason or anorer expetie-.ces the French class as an anxiety provoking

situation.

The third category of variables is labelled Motivational Indices because

the variables reflect respectively the student's goals in French language study,

the amount cif effort he expends in trying to learn French, and his desire to

learn French.

The fc"urtt. category of variables is identified as Generalized Attitudes

in that it s.bsuzies a number of measures which are not directly associated with

either the Fret.ch speaking community or the Course. A major variable in this

category is interest in foreign languages, the interpretation of which is fairly

straightforward. There are, furthermore, five other variables in this category

which are of interest even though they are not always directly related to the

other motivational aspects. Ethnocentrism refers to a generalized tendency to

view one's own group as superior and all other groups as inferior, while Author-

itarianism reflects a personality predisposition to prejudice. In the figure,

each of these variables are preceded by negative signs to indicate that ethno-

centrism and authoritarianism tend to be negatively related to achievement in

French, or to the other motivational variables. Anomie, revers to feelings of

263
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dissatisfaction with one's role in society, Machiavellianism is an index of an

individual's tendency to want to manipulate others, and Need Achievement is a

measure of one's need to succeed in everything he does. These latter three

variables have not consistently been associated with indices of French achievement,

but where they have the relations have indicated that the anomic, non-Machiavellian,

and high need achievement student is the most successful.

Figure 2 then serves as a convenient means of classifying the various

attitudinal/motivational measures which have been investigated to date. Other

measures might be suggested, but it seems reasonable that this classification at

least will permit investigators to more accurately conceptualize the types of

variables which might'be considered. It should be:emphasized furthermore that

this classification is independe 1 t of the theoretical model proposed'here which..

focuses on the concept of the integrative motive.

The three individual difference variables, intelligence, language aptitude

and motivation play important and decidedly different roles in the acquisition

of a second language and as indicated in Figure 1 these roles interact with the

Second Language Acquisition Contexts. In Figure 1, two contexts are indicated.

One referred to as Formal Language Training refers to the classroom situation

where students are specifically taught second language skills. The other, labelled,

Informal Language Experience, refers to those situations where second-language

skills might be acquired in the absence of direct instruction. Instances of such

experiences world be speaking with members of the other culture, watching movies

or television in the other language, listening to radio broadcasts in that

language, or reading the other language, etc. Here, the opportunity exists to.

develop facility, but formal instruction Is absent.

Intelligence and language aptitude are functionally independent (see

Carroll, 1962; Gardner and Lambert, 1965), though both would appear to have their
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greatest influence in the formal languages training situation. Intellige.ce refers

to a general class of abilities which account for individual differences in the

ability to understand the nature of the task to be learned and/or the process to

follow in learning the task (c.f., Carroll, 1963, p. 1061). It seems obvious,

therefore, that differences in intelligence would reflect themselves in differences

in school taught second-language skills because the more intelligent student

would profit more from instruction. Although differences in intelligence might

play some role. in the acquisition of second language skills developed in informal

language experiences, this rules would seem minimal since formal instruction is

not involved. Language aptitude, on the other hand ref..:s to the ability to

learn languages, And is typically assessed in terms of he students' verbal

abilities. There have been developed a number of indicts of language aptitude,

but perhaps the mst predictive is the Modern Language Aptitude Test developed by

Carroll and Sapon (1959). This test was the result of considerable feseardh by

.7. B. Carroll and his associates (1958; 1962; 1963) which suggested that language

aptitude was comprised of at least four identifiable abilities (Carroll, 1963,

p. 1088). These have been described as:

ta) Phonetic Coding. The ability to code auditory phonetic material in such a

way that this material can be recognized, identified, and remembered over

something longer than a few seconds.

(b) Grammatical Sensitivity. The ability to recognize the grammatical functions

of words in sentence contexts.

(c) Rote Memory. The ability to learn a large number of associations in a

relatively short time.

(d) Inductive Language Learning Ability. The ability to infer linguistic forms,

rules, and patterns from new linguistic content itself w4th a minimum of

supo-vision or guidance:

ExaminaXion of these abilities would suggest that they would play their

greatest role in the formal situation because they would permit transfer from
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the new language to these abilities. Their importance would not seem so great,

however, in the informal situation, if it is assumed that such experiences serve

lafgely to reinforce behaviour patterns already developed. To the extent hat

some new skills were acquired differences in language aptitude would be expected

to have a greater effect:

For these reasons solid lines are shown in Figure 1 joining language

aptitude and intelligence to the area of Formal Language training, while broken

linetrjoin them to the Informal Language Experiences. The broken lines are

meant to suggest that, their influence would not be great.

Motivation is shown to be linked to both language acquisition contexts

because it would appear important in both. The motivational properties, particu-

larly the characteristics of the integrative motive, would seem to play an

important role in Formal Language Training because they serve to keel) the student
1

in the program, influence his perceptions of the training situation-and undoubtedly

serve as the basis of many reinfOrcements which might be obtained in the class-

room situation. They, moreover, would play an equally important role in determining

the frequency with which the student would become involved in Informal Language 1

Experiences, and his reactions to them. Since such experiences are largely

voluntarily entered into, the attitudinal reactions to the language group, and

the language, and the actual orientations toward language study would probably play

an important role. In fact, if it is assumed that many of the true communicational

skills are really developed in such situations, the model presented here would

predict that the motivational properties would show their greatest relations with

communicational skills. This, of course, is the most consistent finding!

Clearly, second-language competence develops in the two language acquisi-

tion contexts, but it seems reasonable to hypothesize that different skills would

be developed in the two contexts. Typically, the formal classroom situation

.2 6
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focuses instruction on such structural aspects as vocabulary, and grammar. Some

attention is given to speaking and listening skills, but generally these are not

stressed that much simply because of the restraints imposed by class time and

class size. To the extent that certain second language skills are emphasized in

the classroom situation relative to others, it seems reasonable to predict thef

individual differences in these skills will be related to diifereaces in intelli-

gence, language aptitude, and motivation, since all three, variables have an
a:

influence in the formal situation. The important consideration in this respect

is that the second- language skills involved are taught in the -classroom. As

previously noted by Rivers (1968) and Smythe, Stennett, and Feenstra (1972)

students do indeed perform'best on those skills stressed within a particular

program.

Other skills might receive their greater develppment in informal. language

experience situations. This is not meant to imply that, for example, such

speaking skills as fluency, pronunciation accuracy, or accent are not developed

in the classroom. It seems more reasonable that most students will develop a

more or less uniform level of competence as a result of their classroom experiences

(the level would, of course, be influenced by the number of opportunities in the

classroom to practice the language). Maximum differences between students would,

however, be produced by the number of opportunities to use the language in

informal situations. That is, in the present example, the speaking skills might

be expected to be strengthened in interaction with members of the other community.

It seems reasonable, however, that integratively motivated students would be more

likely to seek out such experiences, and that as a result, difference in such

motivational attributes would be related to differences in second-language skills

developed in this context.
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There is nothing magical in the relationships predicted. The assumption

is made simply that some second language skills are developed largely as a result

of formal instruction (especially in the type of situation studied in the research

described here). Because of this, it is to be expected that those individuals

who have_tLe requisite intellectual capacity, who have the necessary verbal

abilities, and who at the same time are strongly motivated to learn the second

language should achieve a relatively high level of Achievement. Assuming that

k

there are other motivational varibles operating in a school situation over and

above integrative"motivational properties, as for example a need for aeievement
.--

:

or a general studentship drive, it would !,e.Axpected that intelligence and
,

language aptitude would be better predictors of achievement in these school taught

language skills than would characteristic of the integrative motive, even though

such characteristics would enter into pred ction.

On the other hand, characteristics of the integrative motive would be

expected to be better predictors of those second language skills developed through

informal language experiences. Intelligence and language aptitude would

undoubtedly have some predictive capacity, but since such skills develop more

from the opportunity for practice rather than specific training, those factors

which orient the individual to voluntarily soak out these opportunities (i.e.,

the attitudinal concomitants of the integrative motive) would be expected to play

the greater role.

'The model outlined here is not a comprehensive thedYy. It represents a

first approximation obtained from an attempt to integrate all of the findings

obtained to date with respect to the relationship between French achievement and

the three broad categories of intelligence, language aptitude, and motivation.

It involves too a number of assumptions and speculations. As such, it represents

the initial steps TOWARD A THEORY. The model, however, is potentially more
4c.

26E)
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dynamic than the previous static models that focus largely on the concept of

language aptitude, and it pldces the second - language acquisition process in a" t

t

largeVlocial psychological context than has previously been considered. As a

result we believe it has greater potential for theory building, and offers the

possibility for developing exciting hypotheses that can be tested in subsequent

research. We believe further, moreover, that it has significant implications for

the language teacher because it focuses on the needs and aspirations (the human

qualities) of the students who find themselves in the second-language acquisition,

process. We hope it represents therefore an important step forward!
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A

FACE SHEET 'USED WITH ATTITUDE QUESTIONNAIRES

YoU are being asked to complete this questionnaire as part of a
larger project being conducted by the Language Study Group to investigate
the learning of French in London. Your answers to any or all questions
will be treated with the strictest confidence. Although we ask for your
name at the bottom of this sheet, we do so only'because we must be able to
associate your answers to this questionnaire with those of other question-
nairen which you will be asked to answer. /t is important for you tO'know,
however, that before the questionnaires are examined, your questionnaire
will be numbered, the same number will be put on the section containing
your flame, and then that section will be removed. By following a similar
procedure with the other questionnaires we will be able to match the
questionnaires through matching numbers and avoid having to associate your
name directly with the questionnaire.

For the results of this survey to be meaningful, it is important that
you be as accurate and as frank as possible in your answers. If you do not
want to answer any particular item, or for that matter the entire question-
naire, you do not have to.. However, you should realize that-the Osefulness
of your questionnaire will be lessened to the extent that you do not answer
each item. We, therefore, urge you to answer all items unless it is
important to you personally, to omit certain ones. If you have difficulties
or questions about any of the items, please raise your hand and someone will
cage to your assistance.

4.14.1.1modimmftm.m.i.mmommmysM...*

THIS SECTION WILL BE REMOVED IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE QUESTIONNAIRE IS CODED

PLEASE PRINT:

Name
Last Name

Sex 'Female
First. Name. Middle Initial Male

School Age

28,2,

j.

4 , '
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR ITEMS USING THE LfKERT PROCEDURE 0

A

. Following are a number of statements with which some people agree

and others disagree. There are no right or wrong answers since many people

have different opinions. We would-like you to indicate your opinion 4botit

each statement by circling the alternative below it which best indicates the

extent Co which you disagree or agree with that statement.

Following is a sample item.. Circle the alternative below the statement.

which best indicates your feeling.

1. Bobby Orr is the best player toihave ever played in the National
Hodkey League.

Strongly Moderately' Slightly Neutral Slightly Moderately StronglyDisagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree

In answering this cmestion,

alternatives. Some people would

Strcingly Agree, and still others

1

you should have circled, one of the,sbdve

circle StriTO Disagree, other's would circle

would cirele.one of the alternatives in

between. Which one you circled would indicate your own feelings based on

everything you know and have heard. Note,. there is no right or wrong

answer. All that is important is that you indicate your personal feeling.

For each of the items on the following pages, We want you to give your

immediate reactions. Don't waste time thinking about each statement.

Give your immediate feeling after reading each statement. On the other

hand, please do not be careless as it is important that we obtain your

true feelings.

283
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ATTITUDES TOWARD FRENCH\CANADIANS SCALE

* 1. French Canadians add a distinctive flavor to the Canadian culture.

2. The more I get to know French Canadians, the more I like them.

3. French Canadians have produced outstanding artists and writers.

* 4. The more I get to know the French Canadians, the more I want to be
fluent-in their language.

if

* 5. The French-Canadian-heritage is an important part of our Canadian identity.

* 6. French Canadians have preserved much of the beauty of the old Cahadian
folkways.

*176-kt would like to know more French Canadians.

* 8. The French Canadian has every reason to be proud of his culture.

9. If Canada should lose the French culture of Quebec, it would indeed'be
a great loss.

1k.

French Canadians are a very sociable, warm-hearted and creative people.

11. English-Canadian children can learn much of value by associating with
French- Canadian playmates.

12. I would like to have a French - Chadian pen pal.

13. French Canadians are generous ancrhspitable to strangers.

14. The French-,Canadian people, by learning both languages, show a greater

interest in Canada than do English Canadians.

15. The French Canadians have maintained the importance of family life.

16. French Canadians are more polite than their English-speaking counterparts.

17. English Canadians can learn better ways of_cooking, serving food, and
entertaining from French Canadians.

11. Students should learn more French-Canadian history.

19. English Canadians should be more concermeiaboht the- problems of
tench Canadians.

* 20.. gnglish Cansdiand should make a greater effort to learn the French
language.
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21.

* 22.

*A23.

1

A 4

French Canadians really enjoy life.

Some of our best citizens are of French-Canadian descent.

Mdst French Canadians are so friendly and easy to get along with that
Canada is fortunate to have them.

24. French-Canadian parents are very devoted to their children.

25. French Canadians have every `right to protect their cu2.tural identity,.

26. Most French Canadians are active members of their community.

' 27. The religious beliefs of French Canadians are a positive f9rce in this
modern world. , "'

28. French Canadians are very sincere in their actions.

29. French Canadians .eservc more consideration from the rest of.eanada.

30. French Canadians take pride in themselves and their culture.

ti

6
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'FRENCH CLASS ANXIETY SCALE

1. / am embarrassed to say French words oilt.,Xtud

2. I think my voice sounds funny saying French words.

* 3. I am afraid the other students will laugh at,me when I speak French.

* 4. It embarrasses me to volunteer answers in our French

5. 1 would rather write answers in my French class th'an say them, out loud.

6. I =worried about other students criticizing me when I speak French.

* 7, I get nervous and confused when I am speaking in my French class.

* 80 I never f eel qutte sure of myself when I am speaking in our French.

class.

9. Ltry to avoid speaking in French class as much ns

*10. I always feel that tha tither students speak French better than I do.

11. It always upsets me when the teacher points out my mistakes in

French class.
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* 1.

ATTITUDES TOWARD LEARNING FRENCH SCALE

I-think that learning French is dull.

* 2. When I leave school I shall giVe up the study of.French entirely
because I am not interested in it.

* 3. Learning French is really great.

4. Living in Ontario, I see no usefor French.

* '5. Learning French is 'a waste of time.

* 6. I plan to learn as much French as possible.

* ,7: French is an important part of the ,chool programme.

8. I think we should spend more time in school learning French.

* 9. I love learning French.

10. Most of the time I find the French lesson A bore.

* 11. I really enjoy learning French.

* 12. I would rather spendmy time on subjects other than French.

* 13. I gate French.

14. I think it is important to lea6to spealc and read French.

r
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I

GENERAL CLASSROOM ANXIETY SCALE

1. ikworry that I might forget 15.lines when Irecite poems in front of
eftkplass.

2. I do not like acting in plays be....tause I'm afraid people will ibugh

at ,me.

3., I feel embarrassed when I am asked to sing in front ofootheri.

4. My knees shake when I recite,in class.
4

5. IWOrri that / will make a mistake whenrI give a report in front of
the class.

6. Sometimes my voice shakes when I recite in class.

* 7. *am very nervous .if the whole class watches me while 1 am mating
something. .

* 8. I always feel a bit nervous when I have to speak ia class.

* 9. I do not like reciting, in class because I` might make a mistake and
others would 'laugh at me.

* 10. I am too nervous to volunteer an answer in class.

ti

2b8
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ETHNOCENTRISM SCALE

A -8

e
''' . ( x

* 1. The worst dpnger to real Canadianism during the last fifty years has
. come from, foreign ideas and agitators.

4 conform to such a patriotic action, or else be imprisontd.
'Certain people who refuse to salute the flag should be to,

.
* 3. 'Foreigners are all right in the &r place, butthey carry it too far whin

they get too familiar with use
I

4, Canada may not be perfect, but the Canadian way has brought us about
as close as human beings can get to a perfect society..

= * 5. It is only natural and right for each p erson- to think that his family
is better than any other.

* 6. Play fair with your own friends and let the other kills look out far
themselves,'

7. It would'be better if teachers would be more strict.

8. Might makes right;' the'strong win out in the end.

9. Theie is only one right way to do anything.

* 10: People who do not believe thatwe have the best kind of government in
the world should be made to leave the country.

* 11. If everything would change, this world wOuld.be much,better.

* 12. Only people who are like myself have a right to be happy.

-,
* 13. Teachers should tell children what to do and not try to find out what

the children want. .

,

14. We should not send any of our food to foreign countries, but should
think of Canada first.

* 15. If a person does not watch out somebody will make a fool out of him.

t-

2i9
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-ATTITUDES TOWARD EUROPEAN FRENCH PEOPLE SCALE

1. The European French have always contributed a great deal in the areas
4- .

of art,and.literature. -
. 1

2.. Family life is important-to 'the European French.

.

t Ir

3. .TffeEuropean Fred& are noted for their excellent preparation of foods
and beverages.

4. 'The European French are a very intelligent pedple.

* 5. I fiave'always adiied the European French people.

6. I would like to meet more Europepn French people.

* 7. F-r the most part, the European French are sincIre and honesi.
. .

* 8. The European French are very friendly and hospitable.

.* 9. The more I learn abc-it the European French, the more I like them.

10. EUropean French peOple can he depended upon co do a good job in anything
they attempt. . ,

.

11.

12.

The European French have produced many outstanding world figures.

The'European French way of life appears tnteresting and exciting. (
.

13. The European French take much pride in theselves and their customs.

*14. The European French are considerate of the"feelingLof others.

15. The.European French deserve much,respect from the rest of the world.

16. The European French are generally well educated.
!

r

17. Canadian"shildren can learn much of value by associating with
European1 French'playmates. 1

s. 18. The more I learn about the European French, the more I wanto tie.
akle to speak the French language.

19, The European French get along well with other people.

20. We should learn more in school about the European French and their way
of life.

21. ,.fit irduld be interesting to visit France.

ci
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*22. The Europe=an French are cruitworthy and dependable.

23. The European French understand the problems of others.

w24.1 I have a'favourable attitlide:towards the European French.

25. . The European French enjoy life te its fullest.

26. The European French have every right to be proud of'their%culture.

*27. The European French are a very kind and geneous people.

40. The Europe an French should be praised flr their great achievements in,
science.

*29.) The European FrenchWare.gheerful, agreeable and good humored.

fr30. I would like to get to know the European French peiple better.

it
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NEED ACHIEVEONT SCALE

_/

Positively Lorded Items.

*1. 'Even when peole'do not so what I do,.I try to-do things at.a level of
perfection.

* 2. /hate to do a job half - heartedly.

*3. If Chad to make a choice, iaould prefer to do a job that was very
hard for me, rather.ihan one thatowas very easy.

.
. .

* / enjoy hard work.

5. Pe9ple should be more involved with their work-,

. , k

6. Even when I hake just finished an exodtlent pieceof work, I feel that

I must do something even better. . ..

k
.

. .

7. / cannot respect pohle who can be satisfied with being less than the
r

best." . ,
.

.

IN

4

Negatively. Worded Items.

* a. The many extra hoars,of MR needed to do a job perfectly are simply

not wotthithe effort. 0 .

* 9. -I am sure people seldom think of me as a:hard worklr.

*10. I don't stick to dials .which prove hard to reach. ..

*11. I seldom set standards, which are difficult for me to attain.

*12. I am not really very certain what I want to dp or how to go ab6ut
doing ie.

*13. In my work I seldom do more than is oecessarYit

14. People rarely say I let my school work interfere with the other aspects
of my life.

2fK2
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AUTHORITARIANISM SCALE

A 7 12

s$
* 1' Obedience an'd respect for authority are the most important virtues
. childrenshould learn.

What youth needs most is strict discipline, rugged determination, and
the will to work and fight for famil and country,'

* 3. Nowadays whe/n so many different kinds of people move around and mix
. together so much, a person has to protect himselfespecially carefully
against catching an infection or disease from .them.

4. What this coun try needs most, more than laws and political programs, is
a few courageous, tireless, devoted leaderein whom the people can
put their faith.

5. No weakness or diffiulty can hold us back if ye have enough willpower.

6. 'Human nature being what it is, there will always be war.and conflict.

* 7 A person who'has bad 'manners? habits, and breeding can hardly expect to
,get along with decent people.

1 * 8. People can be divided into two distinct classes: the weak and the strong.

* 9. There is .h- anything lower than a person who does not feel a great
love, grata and respect. for his'parents...

. -

*10. The trUe Canadian way of life is disappearing so fastthat force may be
rtecessary to preserve it.

.

*11. Nowadays"more and more people are prying into matters that should remafn
personal and private.

*12. If people would talk less and work more, everybody would be better off.

. ( .

a
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MEREST IN FOREIGN.LANGUAGES SCALE

.

* 1. t would study a foreign language in school even if it were not required.

2. t enjoy meeting and listening to people who speak other languages.

3. t would enjoy going to see foreign films in the original language. ,

* 4. I often wish I could read newspapers and magazines in another language.

,

* S. t want to'read the literature of a foreign language in the orimindl.
. .

*.6. t wish,I couldspeak another language perfectly.

* 7. If I planned to stay in another country, I would make a great effort to
learn the language even though I could get along in English.

* .8. Even though Canada is relatively far from countries speaking other
languages; it is important for Canddians to learn foreign languages.

-* 9. If I were visiting a foreign country I would like to be able to speak
the language of the people.

*10. Studying a foreign language is an enjoyable experience.

*1Jr I would really like to learn a lot of foreign languages.

.0?
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MACHIAVELLIAN SCALE

k 1. Never tell anyone the real reason you are doing something unless it
is useful to do so.

* 2. Most people are basically good) and kind. +

3. Since most people don't know what they want, it is only right that
ambitious people talk them-into doing things.

4. When you ask someone to do something, it is best to give the'real
reasons rather than ones that might seem more important. +'

* 5 It; is wise to flatter important people.

* 6. Theie is no excuse for lying to someone.

A

7.. Generally speaking men won't work hard unless,they are forced to do so. .

* 8. Anyone who completely trusts anyone else is asking"for trouble.

* 9. To help oneself is good; to help others even better.

*10. Honesty is the best policy in all cases.-1.

11. The best way to get along with people is to tell them things that will
make them happy. , .

*12. Sometimes you have to cheat a little to get what you want:

13. Most people cannot be easily fooled. 'I'

114. Sometimes you have to hurt other people to get what you'iwant.'

'15. You should do. something only when you are sure it is right. +

Worded oppositely to Machiavellianism
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PARENTAL ENCOURAGEMENT

* 1. 'My parents really. encourage me to study French. .

O

* Z. My parents have stressed the importance French will have for me when I
leave school.

.

* 3. ZJy parents encourage me to pr/tticc. my French as much as possible.

4% WhenevepI have honework.in French, my parents make sure I do it.

\` * 5
. My Parsitts feel that I should continue studying French all through school.

* 6. My parents feel that I should really try to learn French.

* 7. It' parent4 feel that because we live in Canada, I should learn French.

* 8. My parents think I should devote more time to my French studies.

* 9. My parents urge me to seek help from my teacher if I am having problems

1
with my'French.

10. My parents feel that French should be a compulsory subject throughout
pbblit school and higt. school.

*11. My parents show considerable interest in anything to do with my French
courses,

*12. My parents try to help me with my French.

2z

r
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ANOMIE SCALE

1. In Canaa today, public officials aren't really very interested in
the problems of the average man.

2. In spite of what some people say, the lot of the average man is
getting worse, not better.

* 3. These days a person doesn't really know whom he can count on.

* 4. The state of the world being what it is, it is very difficult for
the student to plan for his career.

* 5% Xt is hardly fair' to bring 'children into the world with the way
things look for the future.

* 6. laving lived this long in
happier moving to a place

* 7. In Ontario, it's whom you
success.

an English-speaking community, I'd be
where other languages are spokerf.

know, not what you know, that makes. for

* 8. Compared to communities where other languages are spoken, it is
harder to-form close relationships in English-speaking communities.

* 9. I'm pretty sure there are,more opportunities for success outside of
Ontario.

*10. A person cannot expect to fimi life.ruwarding and interesting in a
community-where only one language is spoken.

29
.4
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RATINGS OF INSTRUMENTAL ORIENTATION SCALE

ijaportantfor

.

*1. Studying4\French can be

for:my f ture'caree&
(16

*2. Studying French can be
be usefpln getfinga

*3. Studying FrenCh can be
'Anowledgeable-person.

4. SiUdying:French
more cultu;ed.

5. Studying French
really educated

*6. Studying French
respect me more

can be

important for
good job.

important for

important far

me only becalse I'll need it

me becuase I think it will someday

me because it will make in amore

me because it will make me appear

can be important for me because I feel that no one is
unless'he is fluent in the French language.

can be important for me because other people will
if I have a knowledge of a foreign language.

7. Studying French can be important for me because Ineed it in order

to fiRish high school,

8. Studying French can.be important, for me because it will help me if

should ever travel.

29;
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WINGS OF INTEGRATIVE ORIENTATION SCALE

A-18

.*1. Studying French can be important for me because it will allow me to
be more at ease with fellow Canadians who speak French.

2. Studying French can be impoxtant for me because it will help me to
understand French Canadian and their way of

3. Studying French can be important for me because it will help me to
appreciate the problems that French people have in a predominantly
English-speaking country.

4. Studying French can be important for me because it will enable me,to
gain good friends more easily among French-speaking Canadians.

5. Studying French can be important for me because it will enable me to
think and behave like French Canadians.

*6. Studying French can be important for me because I will be able to
participate more freely in the activities of other cultural groups.

*7. Studying French can be important for me because it will allow me to
meet and conyerse with more and varied people.

*8. Studying French can be important for me because it will enable me to
1,etter understand and appreciate French Canadian art and literature.

29D
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR MOTIVATIONAL INTENSITY

AND DESIRE TO LEARN FRENCH SCALES

/'

Please answer each of the following items by circling theletter Of the

alternative whit' appears to be most applicable to you. We should like.to re-

mind you that no individual teacher will have access, to the questionnaires or

any other information which associates your responses to this questionnaire

with your name. We would urge you to be as accurate as possible since the

success of this investigation depends upon it.
4

3(41

1
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MOTIVATIONAL INTENSITY SCALE

....b... .

A - 20

1. On the average, I spehd the following amount of.time doing homework in
French:

(a) les4 than 1 hour a week.
bett6en one and two hours a week.

(c) more than two hours a week.

2. If a French course were offered at my school during the summer, I would:

(a) definitely enroll to further py knowledge in French.
(b) :not take it under any circumstances.
(c)-- only enroll in it if I were failing French.

(d) none of these (explain)

*3. Considering how I study French, I can honestly'say that I:

(a) will pass on the basis of sheer luck or intelligence, because I do
very little work;

(b) really try to learn French.
(c) do just enough work to get along.

*4. If my teacher wanted someone to do an extra French assignment, I would:

(a) definitely not volunteer.
(b) only do it if the teacher asked me directly. /

(c) definitely volunteer,

*5. When I hear a French song on the radio, 1:

(a) change the station;
(b) listen to the music, paying attention only to the easy words.

(c) listen carefully and try to understand all the words.

*6. When it comes to French homework, I:

(a) just skim over it.
(b) put some effort into it, but not as much as I could.
(c) work very carefully, making sure I understand everything.

7. When I see directions written in French, I:

(a) read them carefully and try to understand.
(b)`` look for the English translation;

(c) read them over, but give up if it gets difficult.

301
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8. Compared to the other courses I take in school, I:
1p .

(a) do less work in Frendi than any other course.
(b) work harder in French than any other course.
(c) do about as much work in French as I do in any oilier course.

* 9. If French were not taught in school, I would:

(a) not bother learning French at all.
(14) try to obtain lessons in _French somewhere else.
(c), pick up French in everyday situations (i.e., read French books and

newspapers, try to speak it whenever possible, etc...)
(d) none of these (explain)

-z--

O

4

10. After I finish high school, I will probably:

(a) try .to use my French as much as possible.

(b) make no,attempt to remember the French I hi vk learned. .

(c) continue to improve my French (e.g.f daily practice, night school, etc.)

11. If it were possible to spend part of the summer with a Frenchspeaking
family, I would:

(a) definitely go.
(b) not go under any

(c) only go if I had

12. Compared to the other

circumstances.
to.

stud in my French class, I think I:

(a) do less studying than most of them.

(b) study about as much as most orthem.

(c) study more than most of them.

*13. When I have a problem understanding sdmethOg we are, learning in French
class, I:

(a) just forget about it.

CO immediately ask the teacher for help.

(c) only seek help just before the exam.

*14. I actively think about what I have learned in my French-classes:

(i) hardly ever.
00' once in awhile.
(c) very frequently. .

*15. After I get my French assignments back, I:

(a) just throw them in my desk and forget them.

3() 4f)
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(b) always rewrite them, correcting my mistakes.
(0 look them over, but don't bother correcting mistakes.

*16. When I am in'Frehch class, I:

(a) never say anything.
(b) answer only theasier cluestions.
(c) volunteer answers as much as possible.

.17. Outside of s-pool I read French books and magazines:

(i) never.

(b) once,in awhite.
(c) quite often:,

18.. I do my French homework with extra care:

1

(a) only when the assignments are to be handed in:
(b) fairly regularly, but not always.
(c) always even if it,takes several hours.

*19. If there were a French T.V. station in London, I would:

(a)

(b)

(c)

never watch it.

try to watch it often.
turn it on occasionally.

3u3

.

A:- 22
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DESIRE TO LEARN FRENCH SCALE

N

1. After I have been studying French for a short time, 'I find that De

(a) have a tendency to thinV about other things.
(b) am interested enough to get the assignments done.
(c) become very interested'in what I am gtudying.

*2. If it Were up to 'me .whether or noe'to take French, I:

(a) don't know whether I would take it or not:
(b) would definitely, take it.
(c) would drop.et.

*3. If there were French-speaking faialies in nv neighboprhood, I would:

(a) speak French with them as much as possible.
(b) speak French with them. skmetimes.
(c) speak French with them only if I hid,to.

.(d) never speak French with them.

4. When you hive an assignmen o dO in French, doyou:.

(a) do it immediately when ou start Your homework.,
(1:1) become completely bored.
(c) put it off until all your other homework is completed.
(d) other (explain)

*5. If I had the oppoipunity to speak French outside school, I would:

(a) never speak it.
(b) speak it occasionally, using English wk4never,possible.

(c) speak French most of the time, using English only if really necessary.

6.- If I had a choice, I woad like 'to:

(a) attend a school where French is not taught.
(b) go 'to a school where French is taught as a subject.
(c) go to a school where only French is spoken".

7. I believe French should be taught to. students:

(a) beginning in grade 1.
(b) only in grades 7 band S.

(c) beginning in grade 9.

304
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'8. During French classes, I:

(a) have a tendency to daydream about other things.,
CO. become completely bored.
(c) become wholly absorbed in the subject matter.

* 9. During French class, I would like:

(a) to have only French spoken.
(b) to have a combination of French and English spoken.
(c) to have as much English as possible spoken.

*10. Compared to my other courses, I like French:

(a) the moit. ,

(b) least of all.
(c) the same as all the others.

*11. If I had the opportunity to see a French pliy, I would:

(a) definitely go.
(b) go only if I had nothing else to do.
(c) not go.
(d) none of these (explain)

12. I believe French should: -

A-24

of'

(a) be taught to all Grade rand 8 students.. 't
(b) be taught only to those students who wish to study it.
(c) not be taught to anyone.

*13. I find studying French:

(a) very interesting.
(b) no more interesting than most subjects.
.(c) not interesting at all.

*14. If I had the opportunity and knew enough French, I would read French
magazines and newspapers:

(a) as often as I could.
(b) not very often.
(c) never.
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4
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15. When doing homeWori in French, I find that I:

a) become very 'interested in what I am doing.
(b) do the work withOut'much interest.

(c) cannot keep my mind on what,I am doing.

*16. If4here were a French Club in my scnool.LI wouidi
C

(a) definitely not loin.
(b) be most interested in joining.'

(c) attend meetings once in awhile.

17. If"I'had the opportunity to change the way French is taught in Our school,
I-would:

(a) increase the amount of training required for each student.
(b) keep the amount of training as it is.

(c) decrease the amount of training required for each student.

*18: If the opportunity arose and I knew enough French, I would watci) French
T.V. programmes:

(a) never.
(b) sometimes.

(c) as often as possible.

Co.
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a

ORiENTATION INDEX

I

* I AM STUDYING FRENCH, BECAUSE:

A 26

. . .

'(a) 'I
.

think it will some *day to useful in getting a good job. .

,
. . . 7

1
1

I..

(4) I think it will help.me to better understand French people and *
. ,

.their way of life. .

. ..

. .

(c). It.will allow`me to meet and converge with more and varied people.
.

k

(A) 1 knowledge of two langfiages mill make me a)better educates
person.

(e) Any other personal reason.
. . .

2

s"
1

30 I
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INSTRUCTIONS FOB THE SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL

r

The purpose of this OA of the questionnaire is to determine your
ideas and impressions about a number of things such as your French Course,
French Canadians, European French. people and the like. We call these things,
concepts. In answering this section, you will be asked to rate a number of
such concepts on a number of scales. On the following pages, there is a
concept given at the top of the page, and below that a group of scales. You
are to rate each'concept on,each of the scales in order.

Here is how you are to use the scales.

If the worddt either end of the scale very strongly describes your
ideas and impressions about the concept at the top of the page, you would
place your chick-mark Us shown below:

Fair X' : ; Unfair
OR

Fair - ; : X Unfair
' -

If the word at either end of the scale describes somewhat your ideas
and im pressions about the concept (but not strongly so), you would place your

4 check-iark as follows:

Good : X : 1 : Bad
OR

Good : X Bad

If the word at either end of the scale only slightly describes, your
ideas and impressions about the concept, you would place your check-mark as

follows:

Had 1 : X : : : : Easy
OR _

. ,

Hard '. 1 - 1 ..- X ,.
: Easy

t If the word-at either end of the scale doesn't seem to be at all
tatted to your ideas and impressions about the concept, you would place
your chi-CC-mark as follows:

Weak .
: X Strong

c

IMPORTANT

l. Piece your check-mark n the middle of the spaces, not the edges.

Fast X : :X
16. Th Not This r
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A - 28

2. Be sure you check every, scale. Do not skip any.

3. Never put more than one check-mark on a single scale..

Before beginning, do the following example.

Snake

fjOendly : : : : . : : unfriendly
. i 1

angerous : : . : : : safe
* A

fast : : : : : : slow

/
'useful : : : : : : useless

r-.7
. In this example, the concept was snake, and-you,should have placed

one check-mark on each of the four scales.. Your answers may, have been like
the following:

A,

friendly

Snake

.

: X : : unfriendly

dangerous X :. ii 4111, .wilr .. safe

'fast . : X .: slow

useful : X . useles-: s7

In this example, snake is seen as slightly unfriendlx,extremely
dangerous, somewhat slow, and neither useful nor useless. YOufritingsola'
have been different depen.ling upon what ideas and ,imptessions youilave of the

concept, "snake". There-are no right or wrong answers. We want you to in-

dicate your own ideas and impressions.

If you 1iave any questions, please ask them now.

-- In axswerin this part of the questionnaire, work quickly and don't
stop to think about each scale. It is your immediate impressions in which we

are interested.

0

r.

3VJ
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CANADIAN INDIANS

This scale omitted in
Validation Study.

primitive . : : : modern
2

artistic :
.

: : : : inartistic

pleasant . ., . . unpleasant_
bad : : : goad ..

likeable . . : : . unlikeable_,_
. Pizy : : : : --__ industrious

.

patiert : : :....._._ : impatient
% ...--

unreliable : ,-___a_j
.

reliable

tblourful :) . : : : 1 colourless

actives :% . %
: : : pagsive

,unathlatic .
. : : .

.

. athletic

dependkre ::

t'hdishonest
.

calm

trustworthy

emotional

unfriendly

. : : : :

k
. : :

.

_.......- -- .

: : : :

: : : :

loyal'

talkative

-stupid

. : : : :

. :

k
:

.

._.......---
: : : :

: : : :

: : . :

: : :

: : : : :

: : . :

: : :

: : : : :

undependable

honest

excitable

untrustworthy

uneaotpnal

friendly

te : : . : considerate
....-- .

religious : : : : . non- religious

polite : : : : : impolite

ambitious : : : : unambitious
1

kind cruel: : :. : :

follower : : : : leader

cheerless .. . 4 : : : ' 1

31
cheerful

.
,

sincere :
.

,-. : i .
. insincere. .--- --,

-
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Val idation St(10.

* ENGLISH CANADIANS
--... ,

patint : . . . . . - impatient---
- colourful : : : : : colourless=110.M I..

w 0

stupid intelligent

considerate inconsiderate

undependable : dependable

,proud hmeable

ambitious : : s. : : : unambitious

insensitive : : : 1 : : sensitive
14.=.41,n1.

calm : : : . . : excitable

religious .
. :

.

. : . : non-religious

sincere : : : . : : insincere

unreliable : : : ; : : reliable

honest : : : :. : . : dishonest

pleasant -: :/- - -. . . unpleasant
,

pr' itive .
. : ...

.

. made=-- -
unemotional . . . . . emotional- 44.. 1.1.. ...1...10. .

follower leader

trustworthy untrustworthy

bad .
. :

.

. : : good

. polite : :
: . : : impolite,

athletic : .
: : : : unathletiC

cheerful .
. :

.

.
.
. : .

cheerless

-unlikpable likeable

lazy industrious

unfriendly .
. :

.

. : : friendly

passive : : : : : active

disloyal : : : : . . loyal-. -. - -
talkative : : : .

.

. : . quiet

31 a artistic .
.

.
. : : inartisitc.

. .

kind . . ...1. .
.
.

.

. : cruel4.11., ''. =em.m. ,..II.,
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kind

undependable

calm

bad

modern

dishonest

Cheerful

friendly

colourless

,/ This scale omitted in
Validation Study.

EUROPEAN FRENCH PEOPLE

. . : : : .

: : : :

: : : :

.

: : : : :

.
.
.

:m61ww .

\.

: :.01 rw.
areistie

disloyal

reliable,.

: : :

: : .
.

$

:
I

:,

.

.

.

.

...

patient
...

.
.

emotional : : :

passive :

insincere

pleasant

_
: :

cruel

dependable

excitable

good

primttire.

honest

cheerless

unfriendly

colourful

inartistic

.
. : loyal

.

. : unreliable

: impatient

: : unemotional

: : . active.,----

sincere

: unpleasant

4

proud

impolite

likeable

intelligent

untrustworthy

unambitious

religious

sensitive

athletic

quiet

industrious

inconsiderate

leader

: :

:: : 1

:
.

:
.
.

: : : :

: : : : :

:

: : : :

i

: :

: :

: . .

% : : : :

.m...M.1=0=
.

: :

11.M.
.

. . .

humble

polite

unlikeable

stupid

trustworthy

ambitious

nonreligious

insensitive

unatbletic

talkative

lazy

considerate

12
follower

3
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*FRENCH CANADIANS

lazy . : . : : industrious

good : 1 : : bad

non-religious : : . : religious

calm :-- excitable'

friendly . . : . . : unfriendly-..
follower : : .

*-
leader

reliable

inconsiderate

stupid .
....

intelligent.amm griom a..-. 1. Img,=1,

emotional 1---. : : : unemotional

insincere ;
. .

: : . sincere
.11 11111 =1Y.

proud : : , humble: . : ,

Cheerful : : : Cheerless

unreliable 1

considerate : : :

111
,,* , ..,

unlikeab le : : : likeable

1 :ambitious unambitious: 1 .

r
dependable : . ; : undependable;

.

polite t f: % impolite

impatient : patient

untrustworthy 1 t. trustworthy

prititive moddrii

honest dishonest

loyal : : : : : disloyal

insensitive : ---. . : . sensitive--__-_

pleasant : : : : unpleasant

colourless : : : : colourful

artistic . : . ., . . inartistic--
.. active .

.

. : passive

kind : : : : . cruel

talkative : . . : quiet

.'.unathletic : : : athletic
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..
MT ENGgSH COdRSE

negative 111I 11;

Meaningless

enjoyable.

positive

meaningful

unenjayableM.M.711111=.M. wIMm wo
educaiional . t noneducational

useless useful

pleasant :

valuable
,

noncontemporary. :

organized

rewarding

bad

b ackw'rd

satisfying

necessary

-easy

unacceptable

unimportant

clear

interesting

uninformative

dull

nice

painful

unpleasant

0

: ... :,....... .-.--.......... ..--.... 11
worthless

contemporary

unorganized

.
:- : unrewarding

.
. good: :
...1 =1

.
: progressive '. :.

: : : : unsatisfying:
.

unnecessary

difficult

.1. ..=.111 .1mroll acceptable

: important44.
confusing

boring

informative

exciting

awful

pleasurable=111 mm11011ww 41 .11

314
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effortless

MY ENGLISH COURSE

hard=riwb .m... .,
satisfying unsatisfying

complex : : : elementary

rewarding .
: : urwarding:

.

important .----- : : : unimportant

easy difficult

colorless colorful
da

tedious : : : : fascinating

unnecessary : . : : : necessary---
unenjoydole : : . : enjoyable

simple : : : . : complicated

worth less :
.

.
.
. : . : valuable.. .

appealing : . . unappealing

interesting : : .

4
. : boring

pleasant : : . : 'unpledsant

dull : : : : exciting

awful . : : : : : nice

uaeleaa : : : : useful

meaningful . : : : : 'neaningleaa .--
good bad

ihsr;e0ing 1 monotonous

painful . : . pleaaurable

informative : : . uninformative

confusing :
.
. : : clear. ---

educational . : : : noneducational

unimaginative :. : : imaginative. 11=

disorganized .
.

.

. : organized

progressive : r : : backward

acceptable . . : unacceptable

.--

negative t. .
.
.

.

. :. ,positive. --
315
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111,

pleasant

informative

meaningful

confusing

useless

exciting

II.
A - 34 a

MY FRENCH COURSE

: : . :

: : : .

: .. . . .- --,. .m.=4.=Mb .M00101

:
. .

: : .

.
:

. ._ -.- _ --
: t : : :

....111a

unpleasant

uninformative

meaningless

clear_ useful

dull

.
painful : :

. .
. : : pleasurable-

:. :unorganzied . . . organized

valuable .
. : : : : : worthless 4,.....
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B - 1

STUDENT'S MANE
GRADE

TEACHER RATINGS -OF STUDENTS' ORAL/AURAL SKILLS

, . r

/

.

Pletse assess the student's French
achievement in relation to others in

his grade on each of the following skills by circling the appropriate number.

1 2 3 '4V
; 6 7

N.

poor *.. fair flood . excellent

.4
. 1 ... ...,

I.
.

If, for wimple, you feel the student's ability in a specific skill is

between fair and good, you would circle number 4. Feel free to use all. seven

alternatives' appropriately.

.*

-
.. . ..

Grammatical construction when speaking French

1 2 3 .
4 5 6 7

s.c/
poor fair good excellent

r'. / t.

2q Frenc h pronunciation

.

1" 2 3 4 5 6 7

poor fair good excellent

3. Use of French vocabulary when speaking

1 2 3 4 5' 6 7

poor fair good excellent

4. Fluency of speech in French

rA5.

1 2 3 '4 5 6
7

poor fair , good. excellent

Use of full
sentencesrather than one word or phrase answers

1 2 1 4 5 6 7

poor fair good excellent

321
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2

6. Willingness to participate in French oral discussion

1 2

poor
3 4 5

fair good

'7

- excellent

".7.' Basic underStan ing of spoken French
' AA

,
1 2 3 4 . 5 6 7 1

poor fair good excellent

I

8. Ability to make himself understood66y the.claps when he is speaking French

1 2 3 4 '5. i '6 7

poor fair good excellent

Please ratb the student's general French ability in the foilawingAips.

1. Oral skills

2 3 ,4 5

poor fair good :

6

2. Aural skills

1 2 3 4 5

poor fair .good
'6

Appreciation of grammatical constructs

1 2 3 4- 5

poor fair good
I

4. Appropriate use of vocabulary

1 2 3 4 5

poor fair good
6

32ti

-

7

excellent

NI

7

excellent

-, .-

7

excellent

7

excellent

4111

O
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SELF RATING FORM

Indicate your answers the following statements by pueting.a check
mark 10 in the appropriat space. Ii you-feeii-for-erample, that-you can
write French ,"a little",lo ,would put a check above the words "a little"

=4 on the scale:

I write French

. 4

It % r .
.

.

-- -- ---
not at a little fairly,well fluently

.1 all' 4- .

40
he per

(
you feel you write French somewhere between "a little" and

"not at alr,_shu would put a check in the space between those two words on
the scale:

Iwrite French

not at a little

1. I write Vrench

16

not, at a little

all

2. I understaK4 French

0

. fairly well

fairly well

fluently

fluently

not at /r------- a little 'fairly well fldently,

410

3. I read French

not at a little
all

4. I speak French

' not at
all

a little

:323

fluently

:

faitty well fluently
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GENERAL INFORMATION SHEET

1. (a) During the last 12 months have you had the oAlortunity to use French
outside of the school situation?

Yes No

(b) If yes, in what ways and where
of

40'-

2. Please indicate all languagt, that are spoken in your home:

English

French

German

Italian.

,Spanish

Others (please specify)

M

3. Please indicate which language yoispeek well:

French

German

Italian

A

6

Spanish

Others (please specify)

32 4
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GRADE 7 - OORRELArIOH MATRIX k

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 1 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

4 -.08 .73 .17 -.16 .72 .20 .44 .66 -.16 .59 .23 .59 .73 .58 -<65 .21' .i5 .43 .23 .67 .55 .32 .27 .11 .31
2 -.31 .62 .34 -.09 -.22 .13 .29 .01 .24 %09 .00 -.35% -.28 ;-.28'.-.13 -.02 -.15 -.20 -.11 -,23 -.22 -.15 -.16
3 .12 -.26 .63 .27 .38 .81 -.29 .57 .09 :68 .67 .81 .85 .27 .51 .44 .20 .78 .67 .38 .37 .25 .31

.11 .16 -.10 .22 .08 .19 .18 .21 .11 .21 .03 .08 .00 .03 .03 -.24 .14 .23 .04 .10 .08 .03
S -.12 -.30 .31 -.24 .44 -.14 .56 -.07 .10 -.28 -.34 -.03 -.14 -.11 .01 --.27 -.31 -.22 -.41 -.26' -.40
6 .19 .49 .72 -.06 .51 .29 .62 .72 .49 .62 .19 .58 .56 .27 .52 .45 .20 .12 .03 .12
7 .04 .35 -.43 20 -.17 .15 .13 .29 -.24 .12 .29 .26 .14 .19 .32 .14 .12 .05 .09
'8 .43 .01 .SS .48 .40 ' .30 .34 .10 .38 .3B .17 .2B .13 .01 -.03 -.08 -.10
9 -.22 .54 .10 .69 .68 .69 .78 .34 .52 .47 .26 .69 .59 .33 .28, .12 .20
10 -.24 .32 -.19 -.15 7.38' -.31 -.09 -.16 -.14 -.24 -.39 -.08 -.29 -.24 -.19
11 .21 .68 .69 .54 .54 .11 .32 .22 .32 .58 .48 .15 .33 .24 .30
12 .23 .25 -.01'. .04 .09 .11 -.04 .02 .07 -.06 -.22 -.17 -.31
13 .75 .54 .61 .05 .44 .39 .28 .63 .49 .27 .15 .12 .22
14 .59 .64 .23 .46 .41 .2B .65 .SS .32 .17 .12 .22
15 .84 .30 .46 -:34 .36 .71 .e4 .30 .42 .25 .21
16 .35 .58 .50 .25 .80 .72 .19 .38 .26 .28

17 .12 .14 -.10 .33 .24 .12 .15 -.01 .14
18 .44 .39 .58 .62 .20 .15 .17 .16

19 .31 .48 .52 .20 A4 .09 .06

20 .28 .1B .02 .15 .12 .07
2: .79 .31 .45 .30 .37

22 .34 .42 .35 .33

23 .38 .47 .36

24 .66 .57

25 .S1

26
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GRADE 8 CORRELATION MATRIX

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

2. -.17 .70 .16 .70 .45 .10 .77 -.32 .63 .02 .65 .70 .60 .61 .42 .53 .59 .16 .74 .51 .43 .25 .29 .43
: '2

3

-.36 .52

.06

.27

-.24
-.19
.54

.00

.43
-.06
.14

-.26
.73

.27

-.32

-.421

.57

.01

.03

-$20
.64

-.23
.67

-.27
.77

-.22
.74

-.19 -.12
.36 .52

-.02
.48

.06

.14

-.IS
.77

-.15,
.50

-.17
.32

-.17
.32

-.19
.31

-.11
.16

A

5.
.15 .07

-.34
-.09
-.26

.13

.25

.07

-.30
.06

.44

.03

-.17
.12

.40

.01
-.05

.08

-.23
.07

-.19
..12
-.23

-.01 .15

-.11 -.19
.13

-.07
.11

-.23
.13

-.26
.03

-.38
.17

-.16

.13
-.08

.02

-.20
.12

-.34
.6 .41 .15 .75 .36 .55 .07 .59 .73 .48 .58 .19 .65 .63 .16 .63 .55. .37 .25 .16 .46

7 .12 .48 -.39 .41 -.13 .40 .48. .48 .43 .23 .30 .29 .20 .46 .30 .22 .18 .09 .26
8 .23 .00 .04 .32 .17 .15 .16 .07 -.08 .02 .04 .19 .16 .05 .10 -.08 -.06 .00
9 .66 .06 .70 .83 .62 .69 .25 .55 .6t .09 .76 .53 .50 .18 .20 .33
10 -.24 .28 -.15 -.33 -.26 -.25 -.22 -.23 -.11 -.12 -.25 -.39 -.27 -.23 -.13 -.35
la .05 .69 .67 .51 .58 .21 .42 .37 .18 .57 .36 .37 .23 .08 .37
12 .15 -.01 -.43 -.06 -.11 .04 .21 -.09 .05 .02 .06 -.04 .00 -.13
13 .78 .60 .64 .08 .46 .47 .12 .66 .39 .35 .26 .22 .35
14 .64 .75 429 so .52 .56 .23 .75 ..51 .50 .29 .24 .43
15 .81 .38 .45 .41 .20 .72 .50 .40 .33 .27 .16
16 .39 .39 .39 .16 .72 .46 .39 .33 .23 .24

17 .17 .19 .01 .29 ..3 .18 .25 .30 .13

18 .74 .19 .59 .54 .37 .19 '.13 .29

19 .17 .68 .48 .37 .22 .08, .21

20 .34 .27 .22 .26 .06 .23

21 .68 .48 .35 .31 .24

22 .30 .22 .31 .22

23 33 .36 .46

24 .78 .31

25 .24

26
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2 3 4 S A 7 8 9 10

1

1 -.25 .52 -.13 ...011 .58 .02 -.01 .43 -.17
2 -.44 .67 .24 ...LB -.11 .07 -.41 .11
3 .14 ...LB .42 .22 .00 .74 -.29
4 .12 -.07 .0111 .05 -.21 .10

5 .5 -.02 -.14 .53 -.17 .37

A .12 .07

.».07

.45

.38

-.11

.37
B .00 .1B
9 -.36
10

11

12

13

14
15

17

18

19

20
21

22
23
24
25
24
27
28

1

3 t

GRADE 9 . CORO/MISS MATRIX

1

11 12 13 14 15 16 . 17 1B 1§ 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

.30 .05 .28 .49 .45 .52 .30 .09 .30 :34 .35 .10 .17 .1B .17 .01 .23 .07
.25 .17 ».30 -.43 .26 -.24 -.06 -.06 -.11 -.20 .40 -.09 .19 -.36 -.30
.51 ...11 .53 .43 ..70 .77 .27 .06 .25 .36 .75 .32 .22 .11 .24 .13 .10 .14
.01 .13 -.01 .24 -.13 .,.06 .00 ..1111 -.21 -.21 -.10 -.21 ...26 -.03 -.07
.00 .39 .1:10 -.07 -.22 -.29 .10 4.11 -.01 -.09 ...06 -.29 -.27 -.22 -.19
.42 .13 .29 .50 .3B .43 .27 .12 ".37 .51 .34 .20 .17 .06 .13 .09 .08 .09
.13 -.25 .20 .25 .33 .23 .12 .19 .11 .23 .15 .23 .06 .11 .02 .04 .08 .01
.01 .42 .07 -.07 .08 -.13 -.41 .34 .34 .25 .06 .Q7 -.22 -.19 -.22 -.13 -.09 ...17

.45 -.01 .60 .67 .55 .64 .17 .12 .1A' .44 .52 .44 .17 .20 .10 .08 .13. .11
.01 .43 .00 -.21 ».24 -.27 -.14 -.21 -.26 ...A7 .0111 -.11 «.01 .07 -.04

.13 .55 .54 .42 .48 .19 -.17 -.03 .11 .4B .09 .06 .24 .05 .90 ..09 ..09
.21 .01 -,09 1.04 -.21 ..114 .03 -.03 -.08 .16 -.12 ...17 -.09 -.01 -.13

.65 .35 .44 .03 -.08 .02 .24 .51 .17 .11 .22 -.01 .07 .00 .13
.43 .55 .30 ...05 .09 .33 .55 .21 .25 .34 .17 .17 .10 .26

.77 .23 .21 .32 .31 .58 .30 .18 .10 .07 .03 .03 .03
.40 .01 .23 .33 .62 ".40 .26 .13 .18 .07 .11 .16

-.08 .01 .19 .17 .19 .21 .24 .12. .06 .03
.70 .58 .19 .30 ...06 .01 .07 .03 .15 .15

.66 .3B .364..93 -.17 .06 .00 .09 .08

.36 .30 .16 .05 .08 .08 .22 .29

.57 .10 .06 .03 .06 ...OS .15

-.01 -.05 -.07 -.04 .05

.4B .50 .51 .40 .46.

.43 .52 .31 .44

.44 .41 .27

.34 .35
.22

'3 3
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GRADE 10 - CORRELATION MATRIX

2 3 4 5 A 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 M 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

1 .00 .53 .00 .I0 .42 .27 -.02 .37 -.18 .07 .09 .28 .37 .40 .43 .24 .01 .23 .11 .29 .25 .25 .13 .20 .35 .25 ..03
2 .35 .71 .20 .03 .13 .19 -.04 ..04 .00 -.09 -.17 ft.15 '''.16 -.26 .06 .09 .05 .17 ..19 .02 -.45 .27 -.16 -.31 ..25 -.25
3 -.13 -.04 .38 .33 .01 .70 ..08 .24 .12 .49 .44 .49 .69 -.10 .16 -.02 .57 .48 .40 .25 .41 .53 .27 .30
4 .15 .01 ..06 .13 .11 .03 .09 .04 -.08 ..09 -.06 -.06

..46

.06 .05 -.05 .04 .07 .07 -.27 -.03 -.14..14 -.08 ..04
5 .01 .03 .51 .03 .37 .06 .35 .17 .01 .04 .7403 -.04 .14 -.03 .09 -.03 .03 -.06 -.19 -.18 -.13 ..14 -.07
4 .31 .07 .45 .09 .25 .07 .47 .39 .28 .29 .23 .09 .34 .51 .32 .31 .06 .11 ..07 .,04 ...09 .00

7 .21 .35 -.22 .13 ..11 .14 .19 .43 .36 .44 ..12 .19 .17 .22 .18 .17 -.02 .25 .29 .15 .10

8 .12 .04 .09 .32 .11 -.05 .16 .05 .05 .12 .12 .13 .19 .12 .09 -.30 -.20 -.07 -.09 -.02

9 -.01 .24 .08 .52 .51 .69 .68 .29 .08 .21 .30 .53 .42 .10 .02 .17 .21 .14 .09

10 ..07 .28 .20 :02 -.12 -.12 -.28 .01 -.10 ..02 -.02 -.11 .06 .09 ..12 -.08 ..14 .09

11 .17 .47 .30 .17 .19 .19 ..04 .08 .14 ..31 .00 -.03 -.09 .10 .04 .02 -.01

12
.

.29 .22 .13 ..08 -.10 .03 .03 .32 .07 .08 .14 .07 -.07 .14. .20 .12

13 .60 .31 .44 -.02 -.02 .14 .17 .36 .15 .17 .17 .15 .12 .13 .14

14 .43 .55 .20 .02 .02 .13 Ap37 .10 .11 .10 .18 .16 .24 .12

15 V .79 .32' .00 .10 .13 1.'44 .42 .21 ..05 .25 .42 .21 .25

14 : .31 -.00 .04 .14 .56 .35 .24 .10 .43 .41. .37 .26

17 .10 .07 .05 .24 .19 -.02 -.02 .04..15 .04 ..02

18 .44 .76 .01 -.02 -.13 -.22 .v.14 -.08 .06 .03

19 .51 .35 .40 .05 -.01 .00 .11 .09 ..01

20 .18 .11 -.12 .v.21 .v.17 -.12 -.09 ..06

21 .61 .22 -.01 .27 .22 .04 -.03

22 .17 .04 .24 .11 .02 .15

23 *
.34 .46 .45 , 52 .38

24
.

.31 .31 .35 .37

25 .63 .54 .38

26 .65 .34

27 .36

28

'
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GRADE 11 n CORRELATION MATRIX

2 3 4 5 6 7 B 2. 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 I/ 18 19 20 21 '22 23 24 25 26 '27

1

.

1. .07 .60 .12 -.40 .65 .39 -.05' .62 -.09 .48 -.18 .49 .65 .41 .56 .36 .21 .34 .16 .40 .15 .29 .32 .35 .36 .11,
2 .24 .69 .02 .05 -.14 .12 -.1.3 .10 .08 .24 -.07 .01 -.38 -.15 .17 .02 .12 -.21 -.02 -.14 -.11 -.22 -.11 -.17
3 -.06 .38 .43 .02 .77 -.12 .40 -.15 .60 .64 .70 .81 .42 .07 .14 -.03 .73 .31 .49 .45 .51 :33 .15

4A .13 .16 -.08 .06 .07 -.01 .05 .14 .03 ,15 .04
p.09 .02 .12 .19 .25 .04 .03 .15 .06 .09 .02

5 .40 p.22 .25 .31 -.14 -.30 -.2a -.18 -.15 .03 -.12 -.12 -.07 -.01 -.18 -.18 -.19 -425 -.07

.

6

7

.29 .11 .54

.15 .50

-.10
-.44

.46

.40
-.26
-.31

.45

.36

.54
.33

.31

.53

.43

.45

.13

.31

.40

.23

.52

.27
.50

.21'

.36

.35

.10

.28

.06

.27

'.11

.25

.16

.16
.13
.26

-.03
.18

.8 .19 .02 -.12 .18 .12 .02 .12 .11 -.29 .21 .04 .16 .05 .27. -.08 .03 -.20 -.08 -.14
9 -.23 .36 -.20. .62 .70 .59 .74 .36 .21 .34 .26 .57 .23 .47 .28 .32 .32 .15

10 -.11 .42 -.07 -.28 -.34 -.24 -.30 -.14 -.25 -.16 -.22 -.15 -.16 -.27 -.17 -.12 -.20
11 -.20 .50 .44 .31 .39 .25 .0( .05 a.09 .40 -.06 .17 .12 .14 .09 .06

1 12 -.18 -.30 -.15 -.17 -.15 -.20 -.16 .02 .25 .09 -.09 -.11 -.09 -.08 -.01
13 .71 .42 .57 ;20 .21 .15 -.01 .58 .13 .18 .08 .13 .06 .03
14 .53 .70. .46 .27 .32 .12 .57 .02 .32 .23 .25 .24 .06

15' .75 .42 .10 .10 .06 .64 ..31 .42 .46 .40 '.35 .18
16 .46 .18 .26 .10 .65 127 .45 .48 .43 .36 .19

17 .04 .09 -.02 .32 .18 .17 .12 .11 .10 .12

18 -.68 .65 .20 .34 -.11 -.13 -.24 -.01 -.17
19 .75 .24 .13 -.04 .03 .02 .12 .01

20 .05 .27 .00 -.08 -.07 .08 .03

21 .40 .26 .24, .33 .24 .08

22 .18 .14 .16 .15 .13

23 .74 .79 .61 .62

24 .76 .62 .44

25 .56 .53

26 .30.

27

In

C.)

a
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